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.i.THE SOCIAL SCIENCE TEACHER

Journal of the Association for the Teaching of the Social Sciences

Vol. 5 No. 2 Feb. 1976

EDITORIAL
inline with the Executive's determination tooffer
a basic *service to ATSS members, the Social
Science Teacher is to have a new format. Finance

', ...liermitting, it will in future appear six times per
2,- oar. Each issue will be divided into five broad
::- sections articles, miscellaneous (including

editorial and ATSS news), reviews, resources
exChange, and briefings. These last two require
a word of explanations. The resources exchange
scheme (See page 33) is intended to provide a
convenient means whereby social science teachers
all over the country can have access to teacher-
produced materials which they might find of use.
It is hoped ultimately that hundreds of items will

:be made available in this way. The 'briefings' series
is intended to go one step further, and provide a
critical approach to the teaching of particular
topics, the use of certain teaching strategies, and

so forth.

The views expressed in The Social Science Teacher
(other than editorial opinion) do not necessarily
reflect the views of ATSS.

-CONTENTS
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Editorial Board
Tfit Social Science Teacher is in future to be
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Norfolk, NR15 WE. 352

Reviews Editor

Caroline Heal 31 Nassington Road, 01-435 5736
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!Briefings' Editor
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Birmingham 43.

The current edition of Social Science Teacher (Voi. 5 No. 2) is edited by Frank Reeves and
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AT55 NEW5
FIRST ATSS COUNCIL MEETS

The meeting held in September was
attended by twenty people and reports
suggest that it was a useful occasion.
One of the functions of the Council is
to bring together at least twice in the
year all the people who in some way play
an active part in ATSS and thus provide
an opportunity for informal exchanges and
a forum for debate of issues relating to
the policy and organisation of ATSS.
Although twenty does not constitute the
sum of ATSS activists, it was a healthy
start to the new body. The next meeting
will be in Birmingham on Jan. 31st when
the guest will be the Chairman of the
Schools Council Social Science Committee.

TONY MARKS. NEW VICE-CHAIRMAN

The September Council meeting elected
Tony Marks as Vice-Chairman of ATSS. In
his capacity as Chief Examiner for AEB
A-level Sociology, Marco has for several
years toured the country tirelessly (and
fearlessly he has several times
penetrated beyond Watford) at the invi-
tation of local ATSS groups. He has not
infrequently provided the main attraction
of the year. ATSS will be greatly4streng-
thened by his election as Vice-Chairman.

EASTER WITH BRUNER.SHIPMAN AND SUMNER

rhe brochure for next year's Easter
mourse is now available. Jim Murphy and
the Oxford Breach committee have put
together what looks like being another
attractivr course. With Jerome Bruner,
larten Shipman and Hazel Sumner lined up
re may really be faced wlth turning people
mirgy. The dates are April 20th 24th.

The Executive Committee has given Chris
Brown the go-ahead to organise a weekend
residential conference at Walsall next
September. The purpose of the conference
is to bring together ATSS members to
discuss common professional problems and
to discuss in more detail than has been
possible before, the objectives and
activitins of ATSS. The conference will
include an extended AGM and an opportunity
to debate ATSS policies in specific fields.
The dates are Sept. 17th 19th and Chris
will be circulating more details shortly.

TEACHER EDUCATION PANEL

The new constitution allows for the
creation of Advisory panels which will
concentrate on developing ATSS work in
specific areas. The first such panel was
set up at the September Council called
the Teacher Education Panel, its object
is to provide support, in the form of
meetings and materials for new teachers
just starting to teach social science.
The basis of its-organisation will be
social science method courses in univer-
sities and colleges around the country
and the panel itself will be comprised
largely of tutors. The Panel was the idea
of Jean Jones of the London Inst. of
Education and Jean is the first Chairman
of the Panel. Chris Farley, the Panel
Liaison Officer hopes to have other
Panels working by the new year; high on
the list of priorities are Sociology and
Envirormental Education.

RESEARCH

The Research Committee is going ahead
with a pilot scheme for an investigation
into the pattern of social science/social
studies teaching in schools and colleges.
The pilot study will be in the West
Midlands.

BIRTH AND REBIRTH

A revival of ATSS activities,in London
now seems likely. A group of members

including Peter North, Sally Inman and
David Woodman are hoping to establish the
London Branch on a new geographical basis
in the near future. In both Surrey and
Sussex there are moves to start local
activity. The Executive Committee have
given provisional recognition to Avon and



. West Yorkshire as branches and East Anglia
hope to tread the same path very shortly.
Roger Gomm also hopes to have a branch in
Herts. and Beds. very shortly.

DISCRIMINATION AGAINST SOCIAL SCIENCE
TEACHERS

At the ATSS Executive meeting on llth
October, 1975, concern was expressed at
the possibility that the teaching of
social science might be turned into a
scapegoat,for the various troubles
thought by some to be plapuing the
education system. The situation at the

. Polytechnic of North.London, which had
involved the condemnation of both sociology
and sociologists, was cited as an example.
But many committcc =embers were also aware
of the caution with which certain topics
and perspectives, e.g. social class and
Marxism, often of central importance to a
course, had to be approached within the
school setting, and of the latent
hostility'and misunderstanding with which
sociology, politics, anthropology and
other social sciences were sometimes
received by people in authority. As a
result a certain tension could exist
between the intellectual integrity and
the self-interest of many social science
teachers, a tension occasionally surfacing
in overt:confrontation with the
establishment.

Committee members felt strongly that
they should ally themselves with fellow
social science teachers whose right to
academic freedom could be threatened. fney
would, therefore, like to hear fro -. any
teacher who feels that he has been un-
fairly treatcd in respect of his social
science teaching. They would hope to
examine any case brought to their attention
and, if it were thought to merit support,
to use the admittedly limited means at
their disposal to right any injustice,

! believing it to be a matter of importance
not just to the individual, but to social
science teachers generally.

SOCIOLOGICAL THOUGHT FOR THE MONTH

"My own life is an episode in the
externally factitious stream of time".

Berger and Luckman,
The Social Construction of Reality

P.41.
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ARTICLE5
THE FUTURE OF THE ASSESSMENT OF
SOCIAL SCIENCE AT 16+ by Helen Reynolds

The Background,
The role of assessment in education

has usually been complicated by economic,
political, institutional and other
considerations. Assessment itself in its
variety of forms has frequently inhibited
what many would consider to be desirable
educational objectives. It is now of
some importance that the role of Assess-
ment be reconsidered particularly in the
light of new curriculum developments in
the social sciences and proposed changes
in the examination structure.

Much of the material for this paper
was produced jointly by members of the
Schools Council Working Party for an
Integrated Social Sciences Syllabus at
'N' and 'F' level. The group is working
from the JPALSE Social Science proposals
and any form of assessment devised in
this bontext must be compatable with
objectives expressed in those proposals.

It should be noted that the views and
suggestions advanced here are in no way
a final statement from the workir.g party
whose discussions will continue into
1976. This paper merely reflects some of
the thinking which has emerged so far.

It must also be appreciated that the.
discussion of assessment here is not
intended to be particularly radical.
There are however, trends ir Europe
which would suggest movement toaards
the view that formal, standardised and
nationally validated assessment of the
traditional kind is no longer viable.
However, given practical constraints with-
in the present structure in Britain, the
most that can be realistically antici-
pated at present, are modifications in
emphasis and an increase in the variety
of assessment and certification.
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The Nature of Assessment
A number of purposes or reasons for

assessment can be distinguished.
ConventionallY, it is designed to
motivate pupils and fulfill the function
of occupational and social placement.
Although undeclared and rarely reflected
upon, it is also used as a method of
pupil control. Somewhat less emphasis is
placed on its role in diagnosis, in the
.general intellectual development of the
individual and the monitoring of develop-
ment within the subject. Any modified
form of assessment would ideally place
considerable emphasis on the latter.

While many courses are noticeEbly

weak in the identification of objectives,
nevertheless the assessment utilised is
assumed to have indicated the extent to
which those objectives have been
achieved. It is hardly surprising that
present form of assessment tend to
concentrate cn relatively easily measur-
able abilities and skills. Much emphasis
is placed on the acquisition of factual
knowledge and concrete skills. This
takes no account of the deve...opment of
'che individual and his ability to assess
his own progress. What is assessed tends
to limit what is learned. The student is
uDlikely tc develop the capacity for
self directed work. Equally, the types of
cettificates and grades awarded give no
indication of skills, knowledge and
ahilities acquired. A grade is assumed
by many to be representative of an
objective standard which is nationally
valid. The fact that this is an un-
justified assuMption may be emphasised
by taly:ng a look at the range of
syllE:la in any subject, the range of
examinition questions and the varying
requirements of different examination
boards.

Present methos of assessment are
based mainly on norm referencing where
a proportion must fail, and certification.
Alternatives inclue: (a) Criterion
referencing where all can pass since
Criteria are declared, and certification.
(b) Pe:sonal profiles where the
certificate states scoren on a series of
criterion-based tests.

Assessment in Britain has had a
number of consequen.:es. Many students
develop an entirely instrumental approach
to their education becoming alienated
from the learning process if not "cooled
out" of the system altogether. Many
teachers and students become involved in
.entirely examination oriented games
based on question spotting and E.S.P.,
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or "reading the examirers mind". The
present examination system makes survival
in terms of pass rates the main concern
of many in educational institutions.
There is also a strong trend towards
believing that what can be measured by
formal assessment is educationally ./alid
while those which rannot are unimportant._

Assessment and the Obiectives of Social
Science Teaching

Implicit in the above are many
assumptions concerning the nature of
education and learning in the social
sciences in particular. 7t is impossible
here to give adequate consideration to

the problem. I intend to examine
these assumptions about objectives in
relation to the JPALSE proposals referred
to as they relate closely to new forms of
assessment.

Coupled to these-proposals (often
referred to as "the blue document") are a
number of ideas concernini ways of learn-
ing about the social world.

The main emphasis is placed firstly on
a student-centred approach. The present
system encourages teacher dependence,
elate learning and em)hasis on stdent
control. A student-centred approach would
involve co-operation between teacher and
student in the choice of subject matter,
learning procedures and assessment.

Secondly, the use of practical
experiences is advocated on a number of
levels, the emphasis being en the use to
which such experience is put. The idea of
"doing social science" as a way of
learning is central to the objectives
of the cause.

Thir,Ay, a network approach to content
is suggested on the basis that,it introduces
the "how" into "what" is learned. In
addition it is conducive to a student
centered approach. Here, the content
would arise from the co-operative work
of individuals and groups and would vary
accordingly. Such an approach would require
a question-based frame of reference rather
than an attempt to define and study
specific unlinked subject are/s. The
questioe-based approach would nor only
consider theoretical areas bte: would
inevitably involve methodoloLical issues
e.g. "who am I?" "How do I know?" "How do
I find out?".

The student would also be expected to
(a) be able to gather, record and handle
data appropriately.
(b) evaluate data in terms of Existing
theoretical and methodological frame-
works and determine its relevance and



:c) to develop the ability to demonstrate
lie skills in a variety of ways, to
Milise the above in his evaluation of
lociai phenomena and types of explanations
narrently offered in society.

The above represents a departure from
:he traditional syllabus in that it is
nexible and would be created by students
Ind teachers in the ongoing learning
mocess. As such, conventional forms of
msessment would not only be inappropriate
ut unddSirable. It would be useful
o adopt the working definition of
msessment formulated by R. Meighan in

irevious discussion papers.
"Assestment is the collecting of

mformation on which to base judgements
bout learning experiences."

In order to accommodate the objectives
escribed above, any form of assessment
ould ha!*e to be (a) continuous (b) in a
umber of formats (c) given a range of
ertification where necessary.

Below is a brief consideration of
ays of evaluating learning experiences
elevant to these objectives. The role
f examining boards in this context is
iscussed later.

Valuation of Learning.Experiences
Initially, some thought would have to

e given by all participants in the
earning situation as to the meaning of
ssessment and its role within their
pecific sitbation. This in itself should
esult in some investigation of the
ethodological problems, issues,
riorities and procedures disc.msed.
Implicit in the course is some form

f outgoing self/group assessment. This
an provide the basis for decisions
bout the direètion of the learning
rocess and enable some monitoring of
ndividual progress.

Techniques might include tape record-
ngs of individual/group wr,rk over a
eriod of time including regular
valuations of the exercise and decision
aking. Similarly video tape could be
sed. This could also provide the
oundation for social research on a small
roup basis. It would be hoped that a
ore co-operative involvement of
tudents and teachers would be encouraged
y this approach. The course would be
rider continuous scrutiny and would be
dapted to the requirements of individuals
nd groups. Students would have greater
ontrol over both their learning and its
ssessment.

Other techniques might include the

keeping of a diary and/or individual
folder of work which would include
peri6dic evaluations, self and group
assessments so that a profile of the
individual might be constructed. It
follows that a much greater variety of
work could be submitted for assessment
purposes.

Criteria of Assessment
With this form of evaluation the

crucial question centres on the criteria
on which the assessment is to be based.
This raises the question "what is social
science?" butior the purposes of this
paper and the working party, existing
definitions are accepted as some basis on
which to work. However, such conventional
definitions have usually some areas in
common. There appears to be some agree-
ment that social science involves:
(1) A consideration of subject matter
the social world.
(2) An approach or methodology that is
social scientific.
(3) An understanding of the historical
development of social science and the
link between social circumstances and the
generation of ideas.

While objectives and these criteria have
not been fully discussed, assessment
would involve the student acquiring
proficiency in the above areas, sx)th in
the knowledge embodied in social science
and in "doing social science." In other
words the student would be expected to
develop skills a..d be able to demonstrate
the social science approach relating to
the above.

Problems raised by this approach
include (1) the weighting of skills and
abilities, and values implicit in such
an exercise. (2) the question of special-
isation within a social science frame,.
work (3) the incorporation of the above
into a grading and certification system.
While (1) and (2) have still to be
discussed in detail some progress has
been made on (3)

Ibe_AssesSMent.ef_Soda1.S.CienoeS_at
'N' and q" Level

Of some significence will be e ways
in which 'N' and 'F' levels are to be
distinguished. In the view of those who
have worked on this question it is not
advisable to state that the criteria for

r. distinction would be intrinsically
different skills and abilities.

In terms, of social science teaching
'N' and 'F' level courses would run
concurrently:

6
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40 Level
At this level a student would be

expected to display proficitncy in the
social sciences. The weighting of.skills
and abilities might provide the basis
for some form of grading system where
st:r.pulated by the examining board.
'F' Level

Given external constraints 'F' level
Would probably be externally assessed
and certificated on a norm referencing
basis. 'F' level students, it is to bp
hoped, would be able to present work in a
number of different formats for assessment.

Given...that assessment at 'N level
requires flexibility, a.range of assess-
ments and certificates could be provided.
The followiug are suggestions as to the
form this might take:
(1) In all cases the course and assess-
ment would be devised by teachers and
students.

Alternatives at 'N' Level
(a) Course and assessment moderated by
the Board. Criterion assessed by the
school and Board certificated.
(b) Criterion assessed by school and
school certificated.
(c) Criterion assessed by individual.
Individual retains folio of work for
inspection. No certification.
(2) 'N' level certificates would contain
more information indicating course and
content followed, skills acquired, and
include a record of evaluations and
assessments.
(3) The Examining Board would develop
'its role as moderator and consultant and
greater contact and consultation regard-
ing assessment and th, choice of
moderator should exiLtt between the Board
and educational institutio..s.

This form of curriculum development and
assessment procedure would necessitate
tho availability of a wide variety of
resources with the possibility of a
group of schools and/or colleges develop-
ing the course, sharing expertise and
resour7es.

Concluding Remarks
In this brief overview of developments

concerning assessment at 16+ it will be
apparent that many issues need further
discussion and clarification. It should
be emphasised again that the comments
and suggestions above are as yet tentative
and subject to debate.'

However, those who have worked on
these discussion points have attempted,
in devising the assessment procedure

outlined, to maintain the spirit and
objectives of the curriculum proposals to
which the group is working.

Discussion of assessment-procedures,
their nature and objectives is necessary
particularly at this stage in order to
clarify educational and social science
objectives, and ensure that criteria for
assessment are relevant to the kinds of
learning situations such proposals are
intended to de,-elop.

References
(1) The Joint Project for Advanced Level
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'WILDLY RADICAL' SOCIOLOGY?

The ideological potential of school sociology by Frank Reeyes

"Mr. Anthony Marks, senior examiner for GCE A level sociology with
the Associated Examining Board, says that sociology as taught is
"often mildly radical" but whether it breeds subversion or
conformity depends on how it is taught".1

"It is understandable that sociologists want to be associated with
the changing of2society but they choose the wrong method of producing
social change."

We might gain an insight into the ideological potential of social science, if weview it as the wiring diagram for an electric chair, in the construction of which the
yicti L. awaiting execution actively involved. It is not beyond the realms of
possibility that the doomed man will seek to alter both the diagram and the wiring itself.Some writers might be reassured by such analogies, but in attempting a definition of'ideology', nothing but uncertainty should be felt. If I were to devote the space(that I think it deserves) to a discussion of ideology, the article I intend to writewould not be written. ConsequentLy,

I shall severely limit my remarks and proceed onthe basis of what I regard as inadequate formulations.
The term 'ideology' has a number of implications, it may refer (1) to any set ofideas that is in some way systematised (a belief system), or (2) to a set of ideas thathas an ilentifiable social function, or (3) to a set of ideas that inadequately reflects

the natural or social world as it is supposed to exist objectively. The first viewseparates the systematised nature of some beleifs from unsystematised beliefs, the
second separates beliefs that have a primary legitimating function in maintaining, orchanging, social relationships from others that play a less active role, the third
separates beliefs that are a 'distorted' reflection

(ideology) of what actoally is the
case from those (cognitive beliefs, science) that are considered a more accurate
reflection of reality. These views are often closely related in three commonly held
positions that people adopt in discussing ideology. I shall distinguish three positions:the conservative, liberal and Marxist and variants of them.

The conservative will not recognise ideology in his own beliefs, but only in those
of others who pose a challenge to his

taken-for-granted world. When such a challengeoccurs, he will recognise idealogy
.as having a social function of motivating or

stabilising groups of people. Often, however, he will identify ideology solely asactivist belief, in some way subversive of the social order. As his consciousness ofthe social order is leen as an accurate reflection if not only how things are, but howthey ought to be, beliefs that reflect th e social order in any way other than that of
established convention, will be regarded as false and 'ideological.'

The liberal also will tend see ideology as having a social function of motivating
or stabilising groups of people. But he will regard all beliefs as having some social
function. One approach, '.en, will be to regard all beliefs as ideological. But arethere not some beliefs 11t are more reliable than others scientific beliefs, for
example? At this juncture, he may wish to reserve the tern 'ideology' for non-scientific
beliefs, or alternatively, to argue that what is scientific is not easy to identify, or
that even scientific beliefs may distort reality. The sophisticated, 'paradigm' view
of the development of science, provided by T.S. Kuhn, 4here the replacement 'paradigms'in scientific revolucions is regarded as being governed by factors other than observ-
ation of reality and rational argument, would serve as an example of this last stance.From a less theoretical liberal standpoint, however, what really is the case, as
opposedto what is ideological distortion,

can be discovered by, in some way,developing
a detachment from the social pressures that make beliefs ideological. The uncommitted
person, the person without an obvious vested interest, is thus able to discover and
avoid ideology, and to work out for himself the nature of reality.

The Marxist uses 'ideology', in a broad sense, to mean any set of beliefs that
legitimates some social practice or interest, or, in a more limited sense, to mean a
set of beliefs that as a result of its legitimating function offers a distorted
reflection of reality. No person can stand apart from society in order to discover the

: 'real' truth. Reality can only be dLcovered by understanding the nature of the relation-
; ships between the 'social subject' and 'object'. First, there are the relationships
. formed between man and the natural oP social object, existing as an object of trans-
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formation. Here, if the practice of transformation is to be successful, ebjective

knowledge of the object is required. Second, there are the relations formed between one

man and another, resulting from the particular mode 3f production by which they live.

Ideology will come into existence to justify this relationshin. For man to exercise

purposeful influence on nature or social life, there is a need for objective knowledge.

At the same time, however, mankind always exists in definite relations of production,

a framework of social relations that must be established or changed, depending on thJ

interests of the social subjeet (society, class, or group). These considerations give

rise to two tendencies: the cognitive (scientific), and the ideological. The cognitive

(scientific) is determined by man's need to effectively relate to his environment,

leading to the growth of objective knowledge about nature and Lociety, whereas the

ideological is determined by man's need to establish, or change, a particular pattern

of social eelations. Sometimes, these tendencies may coincide and the distinction

between them will be one of theoretical analysis. But in an antagonistic class society,

the position in which the classes find themselves will exert an influence on human

beings' comprehension of their social existence. The struggle between the classes will

result in a need for substantiation and justification of class interest leading to

ideological distortion of the objective situation. But, for practical purposes, how car.

he cognitive and ideological be distinguished? One must first understand the historical

?evelopment of -ocial relations and align oneself with the emergent social classes, for

whom successful transformation and, therefore, objective knowledge is imperative. But

does this not.imply that ideological commitment (justified in terms of a social

analysis of the class structure and movements within it) is logically prior to being

able to distinguish the cognitive from the distortion of ideology?

Despite obvious theoretical difficulties, I shall tend in the following pages to

adhere most closely to a Marxist definition of 'ideology'. How then are sociology and

ideology related?
Sociology, of course, is both an activity of sociologists and a body of knowledge

(some would prefer the tern 'belief'), existing mainly in written form. Criticism of

the ideological nature of sociology usually makes little distinction between the two,

because the product is regarded as embodying the activity.

Sociology and the use to which it is put are also theoretically distinguishatO.e, but

there is a relationship between them, as there is between all sciences and the

consequences of their application. For example, the theoretical advances in atomic

physics might not have been as rapid without the goal of winning a war, and without

atomic physics there would have been no atom bomb. Similarly, social scientific study

of industry may not have developed so rapidly without the wish to make a profit, and

without social science, measured-day-rate may ha.e taken a little longer to introduce.

But this relationship does not automatically make atomic physics or social science

ideological in the non-objective sense. The use to which knowledge is put should not

by itself leld to doubts as to its veracity. Military strategists will want to have as

much objective ieformation as possible about the battle-field, if a battle is to be won.

If, however, benefits accrue, or arc thought to accrue, to a particular social group,

as a result of certain eocial arrangements, it is unlikely to formulate a view of the

world of nature, or ce' society that justifies a renunciation of its advantages:

indeed any attempt will be strongly resisted, even in the field of the physical sciences,

as is borne witness to by Galileo's famous recantation.
'Sociology' may be defined in terms of the criteria of class membership (connotation),

and as the totality of phenomena to which the term 'sociology' is applied (denotation).

Sociology's scientific nature, and its attempt to grasp the "interplay of man and

seciety, of biography and history, of self and world,"3 as C. Wright Mills put it, are

eeually advanced as the criteria of class membership, together with some indication of

the sociologicaletradition(s) within which individuals have worked. But concea/cd with-

in the business of defining 'sociology' is the problem of distinguishing conventional

meaning it possesses, as a result of existing convention (connotation), and from all

the items that just so happen to have acquired the 1a,el 'sociology' (denotation)

from the theoretical definition, invblving attempts to formulate a theoretically

adequate characterisation of the phenomenon to which the term applies. In other words,

social philosophers are not only concerned with what sociology is but with what it

ought tc be. This distinction has relevance, for if 'sociology' is theoretically defined

as cognitive (scientific) and non-ideological (in the sense of not being out-of-step
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eewith -die cognitive), it cannot, by defin!tien, le ideological. Any sociological manu-

E script that-contains ideological passaese
wi)J lecordingly cesse to be sociological at

'the point at which they occur, because 'sociclese ought not to be ideological'. But if

look at some of the actual material that has, at some time or other, been called

e e'sociologi', the situation is entirely diessnt. In.this case, there is no con-

e,S tradictiOn in claiming that existing u-.eiological.texts contain ideology or indeed,

::Shat (in the theoretical sense) they ale 'unsociological'. Actual sociology can be

s'theoretically unsocin2egical.
But what degree of scientifici's' sad consciousness of the traditional problems of

aociology must a text reveal befer., we are inclined to call it 'sociology'. Clearly,

the borderline case is a matter ef opinion. Some academics have been known to

question even the poseibility se'5ching a Gchool subject called 'sociology'. And of

course, it is no accident e:.en referring to the social knowledge taught in

schools, the term 'seial ette'.es' is often preferred to 'sociology'. This choice of

'7 tersinology not only ...0:eates a feeling that social-scientific rigour is lacking, but

that the body of knowlese in questio,. is being assaulted by social strata and

instiSstions in some way alien' to its aims. Indeed, a widespread belief exists among

many sociologists tA.at nniversity sociology is the real thing and that everything else

is just a watered-dcse version of it. Their problem now becomes that of deciding at

what-stage in the filution process the wine becomes merely water.

If objcos!..ve knowledge is of importance and is potentially subversive of the social

order, It Ines prove useful for it to be coniined to certain privileged social strata.

Examples of this phenomenon are to be found in the most unexpected places. One book

about Fungi describes their properties in meticulous detail, but leaves out all

mention of the psychotropic effects of the Fly Agaric, presumably in the fear that the

irresponsible reader might engage in dangerous experimertation. A stratification theory

of knowledge, develoPing the notions of ownership of, and restriction of access to,

knowledge, has been outlined by M.F. Young.4 It applies plausibly to sociology.

Social studies syllabuses for example, are usually criticised for their low level of

generalisation, their centert of prescriptive material, their neglect of scientific

method, and their failure to distinguish between the different social sciences.

(Unfortunately, this last ls.a major factor militating against the development of

interdisciptinary social science.) What we are also witnessing here, however, is a

fracture of social knowledge on class lines, and the assumption "that some kinds and

.areas of knowledge are much more worthwhile than others".5 But, of course, some kinds

of knowledgelare more Worthwhile than others, certainly in terms of their ability to

transform the world. A cognitive scientific understanding of society is of far more

value in the respect than an ideological one, and this, of course, accounts for much

of the difference between university sociology, school sociolosv snd social studies for

the lower streams. In particular, social studies is 'social', primarily in the sense

in which 'social' is the opposite of 'unsocial'. One of its funetions would appear to

be the ideological control of manual workers.
But even at university level, sociology has been accused of assuming an ideology

function within the conext of Western eapitalist society. Alvin Gouldner, in The

Coming Crisis of Western Sociology, attempts ihe ambitious task of outlining' "the

historical development of sociology's shared infraetructures, its intellectual and

_soeiel oraanisation. its differentiation and sponsolship by different nations and

social classes, the division of intellectual labour in which sociology has taken a

part, and the historical periods or stages in whicn these etructures crystallized or

Changed".6 Goeldner is, of course, concerned mainly with sociology, but he throws

light not only on the nature of sociolov, but on social science itself, by examining

soci logy's historical separation from other branehes of knowledge, such ae economics

and anthrepology.
Gouldner distinguishes four major periods in the development of 'Western' sociolcgy:

Sociological Positivism (early 19th century Saint Simon and Comte), Marxism (middle

19th century an effort to transcend German idealism and relate it to French socialism

and English economics), Classical Sociology (early 20th century an attempt to

accommodate the two earlier stages and also to develop solid scholarly research

Weber, Durkheim, Pareto), and Parsonsian Structural Functionalism (ear)y 1930's

found in the work of Talcott Parsons, Kingsley Davis, etc.) He goes on to claim that

in its beginnings in nineteenth century
Positivism, sociology was a counterbalance to
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the requirements of an individualistic utilitarian culture, emphasising "the importance
of 'social' needs neglected by, and required to resolve the tensions generated by a
society that focused on individual utility. It was a theory to cover what had been
left out." Sociology could be regarded as a residual science. Furthermore, it became
concerned with 'collective utility' in contrast to 'individual utility' a counter-
balance to the philosophy of laisser faire...Gculdner also has some interesting things
to say about the "extrusion of the economic irom the social." Sociology, he claims,
has concerned itself with the problem of social order with social integration and
in this respect, is concerned with society as a whole, but only with a dimensior of
the totality of social intercourse because "society has been parcelled out analyically,
among the various social sciences. From this analytic standpoint, sociology is indeed
concerned wirh social systems or society as a 'whole' but only insofar as it is a
social whole." There exists, according to Gouldner, no general social science, but only
a set of unintegrated and specialised social.sciences.

As a specific example, he points
out that sociology implies "that the problem of social order may be solved, practically
and intellectually, without clarifying and focusing on the problem of scarcity, with
which economics is so centrally concerned

. . . . Sociology focuses upon the non-
economic sources of social order."6

Gouldner claims that the present form of sociology arose after the French Revolution
as an attempt to resolve the conflicts between the restored nobility and the middle
class. Confusion existed over which group was in control, and traditional religion had
lost much of its integrative power as a result of its identification with the older
social order. At the same time, science's

relationship with industry increased in
practical importance and gave it social prestige.

We are not in a position to go any further into this vast area, but perhaps I can
make a few general points about social science's close historical relationship with
the development of the capitalist mode of production. Capitalism was partly brought
about by the large-scale appliCation of sciertiiic ideas to the development of the
forces of production. It is not surprising that simultaneously the idea would be
generated that scientific method was equally applicable to the realm of the social
relations of production. But although under capitalism this conscious application of
science to the 'social' Was regarded as possible, the class nature of capitalism
rendered it incapable (in most circumstances) of perceiving, let alone carrying uut,
the large-scale social, as opposed to civil engineering the social system demanded.

If Gouldner is correct in his, arguments a number of conclusions follow. First, social
science is not only stratified but has been pillared fragmented diagonally in the
process of its genesis. Tne distinctions between sociology, economics, politics and
anthropolo gY. in as much as they do not derive from 'natural' divisions in the social
world, have an ideological significance that will limit the explanatory power of each
subject. (As we all know, the detective who discovers only part of the story, even if
that part ia true, is unlikely to solve his case.) This has bee- increasingly recognised,
but the divisions are still being reproduced at university mld school level.

Second, the concern of sociology with social order and social integration makes it
a particularly suitable candidate for ideological distortion of the organic function,
alist kind.

Third, the fact that sociology is a child of positivism, and of the bourgeoisie's
commitment to scientific method, gives it a radical stance in relationship to some
aspects of school organisation, as well as to elements in the formal curriculum. It is
often, frankly 'Benthamite' in its approach to apparently functionless institutions
and norms,'to Fundamentalist religious beliefs, and to a good deal of folklore and
prejudice. And, in emphasising the cultural flexibility of mankind, it challerges the
permanency of pozial arrangements that are currently justified in terms of 'human nature.'

If Gouldner's account indicates the possibilities for ideological influences within
the academic discipline of sociology as practised in the universities, it is easy to
forecast that tbe occurrence of ideological manifestations

in the education of the
'common folkl-will be even greater. An element of 'rink' can be tolerated among the
intelligentsia rnd even Jacka, Cax and Marks, the authors of Rave of Reason, (subtit) A
The Corruption af the Polytechnic of North London), allow that in a polytechnic the
"doctrines of Marx", "as of any other important thinker," may be discussedl"with care"7!

But they warm us, even in a polytechnic, there are people at risk from "an amalgam
of relativism (read Social Constructianism or Phenomenology) and Marxism;" and "Few



indeed'are the students who have the courage, knowledge and intelligence to stand up
against it."9 Then what sociology should the students be taught? If these two major
sociological traditions are to be drastically pruned, or eliminated altogether, there

remains orlY'Structual Functionalism, until very recently the hardy perennial of
university, cOliege, and school cjurses. It is not difficult to understand thp, reason
for this, as there appears to be little difference between the school hymn that assured
the student (until ,recently) that God had made him high or lowly, and the Parsonsidn
emphasis on the integrative, supportive part played by stratification in the social
system. But every goodsociologist will be aware that there is more to functionalism

than this.
There are, of course, two tactics fer handling the dangers arising from a sociological,

eaucation. The 7irst is to censor the material, allowing only peripheral mention of the
subversive hazai,ds the policy that Jacka, Cox and Marks would seem to be recommending.
The second, and more sophisticated tactic (because it does not offend against traditional
perquisites such as academic freedom), is to prevent sociology falling into the wrong
hands, much in the way that only daddy is allowed to let off the bangers on Bonfire
Night, or the adult male to read pornography. This is the line taken by Bryan Wilson in

Black Paper One.
"The distinctive values of the university ware in the past the basis
for the social contr,d, and the self-control of students, but these
va2ues have been rapidly eroded since the war . . . More has meant
worse. "his has not been so much a matter of admitting people witb
less intellectual capacity, but of admitting people who were less
committed, had lesa self control and who were less adequately
'socialised for the university cxperience . . . Many of those who

have been prominent in recent disturbances in Britain, as elsewhete,
have been junior lecturers and students in sociology, a subject that
has grown at a rate unprecedented for any discipline in British
academic history .

.e10

if sociology is regdrded with such great suspicion even in higher education, why
has it been allowed to escape into the schools and colleges of Further Education?
Such a question would require thorough study and research, but it is likely to be
related to organisational changes in the education system, and to wider social factors,
such as the need to generate a social cohesion based on 'industrial rationalism'.
Industry in the 1960's, for example, attributed its labour problems.not to conflict of
interest, but to the breakdown of communication between worker and management, caused
by the unforeseeable innovations; of technology. As a consequence, it would seem useful
for the schools to teach that parts of industrial society fitted together to form
smooth-running machine of magnificent complexity and unrivalled opportunity. GCE
sociology and social studie17771-0HT-be able to perform a useful informative function
and relieve those unfortunate, delinquent signs of social misunderstanding among

young people.
Be this as it may, sociology as such, has beer a comparitively recent innovation in

the school and college(AEB 0 level Elements of Sociology, 1967; AEB 0 level Sociology
1972; AEBA level sociology, 1965), and is still mainly conLined to the GCE groups.
Furthermore, the sociology that is learnt in schools has passed through a complex
filtration process, analogous to the processes of a sewage works. By the time it
reaches the student, through the filter beds of various committees, examination board,
school council, publishing houses, headmaster, head of department, and teacher, it is
likely to have been cleansed of it7 MOSt interesting radical pollutauts. With the
notable exception of the new JM2 s:.ciology (which requires a special attention that
cannot be afforded it here), there is little to choose between the GCE boards'
currently available syllabuses. They are all remarkably similar in their formal
structural functionalist outlines, but to alleviate the anxiety of sociology teaLaers,
it in made known to those who take the trouble to find out, that the students who
reveal a knowledge of other 'perspectives' will not be pendlised. Unfcrtunately, the

teaCher is not useally in a position to test this assertion for himself, and the
sensible student will be too wary to find out at his own expense.

What, in fact, goes to make up the sociology curriculum, as taught in the school,
will depend on a variety of factors, including the syllabus as laid down, the text
borIcs, and other curricular material available, the personal preferences and knowledge
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of the teacher (not forgetting the institutional restraints upon him), and the nature
of the student group, real, or attributed. The ideological content of school sociology
is produced in two ways: positively, by what is admitted, and negatively, by what
is omitted.

For example, when the concept of 'role' is examined society is too often pictured
as a series of moulds into which we are poured at birth. The moulds are given and are
not created by collective human endeavour. An icon showing the social system as a
matrix of pre-determined roles may inspire the student tt awed worship rather than to
the sacrilegious task of seeing through "the facadee of social structures" as Berger
so aptly puts it. In addition, the historical dimension of social behaviour is
frequently neglected or played down, again giving the impression, however unintentional,
that present arrangements are unalterable. Existing sosiety is treated by implication
.as the final stage in an evolutionary sequence. Also, as Couldner suggested, sociology
remains the residual element left, after economics has been removed. Failure to
emphasise the economic dimension is underscored by the fact that work and the business.
of maintaining living standards is the central preoccupation of most human beings, for
most of their liveS% It is true, of course, that the sociology student learns about
political behaviour,voting patterns, and pressure groups, but there is little attempt
to explore the link between important economic determining factors and politics.

Bearing in mind the claims of sociology in schools to be relevant, and to provide an
understanding of the students world, a number of topics, seem to be missing. Is there a
sociology curriculum that includes the basics of inflation (no, of course, that's
economics), the topics of trace union militancy, racism in South Africa, and black,
gay, and women's liberation movements? Marriage and the family are given prominence in
many courses, but scarcely any provision is made for a discussion of htuan sexuality,
and the plurality of the sexual universe is not exactly stressed. Is it the school's
duty not to call the 'monolithic' character of 'our basic social unit' into question?
Obeisance is also made to social conventions on, for example, drugtaking. Drugtaking is
commonly discussed in the ccntext of the topic 'deviancy', but the cultural relativity
of acceptable drugs (alcohol and tobacco), and the unacceptable (marijuana) is unsatis-
factorily explored. And as a final point in the list of omissions, many teachers are
anxious to add an anthropologizal dimension to their sociology and to include material
abbut other cultures. But colonisation, exploitation, and imperialism, lar far the most
far-reaching and common fectors in the experience of African, Asian and Latin American
peoples, are seldom mentioned.

It may, of course, be argued that it ie not the substance of sociology that is in
question, but the selection that is made from the totality of sociological material.
The difficulty here, is that there is always a differential access to the material, even
at university level. Much of university teaching, such as the frequent orientation
lecture with cbpious reading lists, consists of guidance in how to select, but the
principles on which selection takes place are rarely stated. At the level of the school,
Sociological material that students find comprehensible, easy to read, and stimulating
is in short supp?,r, and other criteria of selectivity (apart from whether the ex-senior
examiner wrote the book) cannot be easily satisfied. Sociology, at all levels, is
always plagued by whez can best be called the 'ideological problem', but some choice of
perspective usually eeists in the university context. In the school., however, this
choice will be severely circumscribed.

Apart from, but related to, perspectival problems, most sociologists will be able to
recognise in school sociology text-books a wide variety of dubious statements masquer-
ading at least for the student as 'sociological facts' and legitimated by the
status of the printed word. A quick glance through the texts reveals:

". . . . But most industrial societies have substantially reduced
the autonomy of the economic system, and the traditional labels of
'capitalist' and 'socialist are no longer particularly useful for
characterising such economies." (S. Cotgrove, The Science of Society,
p. 120.)

'Those of us who have seen films of young Chinese children singing
'nursery rhymes' about American imperialist murderers, or who have
been appalled by the use of m:litary force to quell the Hungarians'
and Czechoslavakians' desire for a more liberal system may question
Russell's apparent belief that capitalist and communist countries
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differ little from each other in the use they make of their
educational systems for purposes of producing consensus of opinion
.amongst their members." (E. Wilkins, Introduction to Sociology.

p. 234)

"AsSociations cannot call strikes in the way trade unions do. The
NUT has never-called a national strike. In recent years, there has
from time to time been great pressure to do so over the question of
salaries, but professional duty towards the children has overcome the
desire to use unprofessional conduct . . . as has been indicated,
the strike undoubtedly is unprofessional in that it harms the interests
Of the children." (P.W. Musgrave, The Sociology of Education, p. 213.)

Jiiit perhaps the most disturbing, in terms of the latent racism displayed in its
elumsy attempt to excuse 'coleTured men' for their 'sexual.adventures't (my italics) is

this passage:

"The sexual adventures of coloured men who live in.a strange society
with far too few of their own women-folk may be looked upon as a
sign of their general 'sexiness', although it is not uncommon for
any group of men in a similar situation to be'..ave in this way."
(E. Wilkins, Introduction to Sociolgy, p. :41.)

-Tliere is a difference between the message and its etfect upon the recipient.
ifHOWevor ideological the content of sociology, its complicated relationship with the

and-hls subsequent behaviour has nowhere been adequately explored. But an
tititude t...,wards what the nature of the relationship ought to be appearS to be present

in aCademia'circies. The acceptable theoretical distinction between fact and value
Otatements is developed into the creed that information, and the individual's behaviour,

clirented towards achieving a goal, should in some way be kept distinct. What a person
'IT:learns is tentative and should not he acted upon lightly, if at all. The stance can
V.best be preserved if the objects under study is not of direct and immediate importance
itd the subject doing the studying. The sociologist is expected to view himself as a
Vdetached observer of society and, in order to do this, he will be in the habit of

s.tudying others, rather than himself. In the past, he has gone abroad to see how the
'4.1atives lived, but now, he studies the 'other half' on his own doorstep or, more
glikely, ten miles down the road. In sociology teaching, there is a considerable

NTresistance to .allowing the student to apply the theoretical perspectives ,-.11at he
q-acquires,from sociology to his own immediate situation, such as the school or local
4actory. For, example, many headmasters would disapprove of a project aiming to corre.

membership of socio-economic category, or skin colour, with streaming in the

`1...-.Ochoel. It is other people's 'life chances' that get studied, never one's own.
.The identificatipn of the precise nature of the school's sociological message is no

easy task. Thilip Jackson has drawn attention to the 'two curriculums' of the school

and classroom.N.Educationalists have traditionally noticed only the official curriculum,

,.'which is described in prospectuses, syllabuses, text books and teaching materials. The
'other curriculum "might be described as unofficial or perhaps hidden," and consists of
"rules, regulations, and routines, of things teachers must learn if they are to make
their way with minimum pain in the social institution called the school." Teacher and

ej.students raro:y recognise the 'hidden' curriculum as a significant part of the life of

school and, in this sense, its existence is unintentional. Neil Postman highlights
1:,Y;the importance of taking into account the 'hidden' curriculum, when he satirises the

ideals of education by drawing up a list of what he thinks is actually imparted in
the classroom. Among them are:

"Passive,acceptance is a more desirable response to ideas than

activiedriticism. . . . Discovering knowledge is heyone the
power.of.students and is in tny case, none of their business. . . .

The vbice of authority is to be trusted and valued more than

independent judgeme . . .
1.12

Biber and Minuchin's comparison of the effects of different school environments on
children's development would seem to indicate that there is a connection, however
tenuOUs, between the authority structure of the school and the children'S social

-attitudes. It appears that 'traditional' school environments may lead children to see
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themselves as having to fit into already-determined social positions, while on the other
hand, a 'modern' school environment may produce people who wish to mould social
positions around their own needs and aspirations13. The_parallel between these views and
theoretical perspectives in the social sciences-is obvious.

Although there is little empirical evidence to justify the claim, it would not seem
unreasonable to hypothesise that certain school and classroom environments may be
conducive to the adoption by the students of one sociological perspective in preference
to another. It may also be the case that when there is congruence between the two
curricula, the teaching of the formal sociology curriculum will be facilitated, and
conversely, when there is incongruence, it will not. By 'congruence',.I am referring
to the comparative similarity of the two messages transmitted in the classroom. To put
the matter colloquially, is the teacher (including the sum-total of the teacher's
actions in classroom and school environment)practising what he preaches?

In most situations, the teacher and student will not be conscious of the relationship
between the two curricula, but occasionally, the following kind of exchange will take
place in a classroom discussion, in this case, about democracy:

"Sir, do you believe in democracy?"
"Yes, of course."

"rien why don't you let us take a vote on whether we can smoke in your
lesson?"
"That isn't a relevant argument. . ."

"Why not?-You let us vote on which subject we were going to talk about
this term. It's because you know you'll be out-voted."

The teacher's reaction is likely, as Neil Postman pointed out, to teach the student
that "passive acceptance is a more desirable response to ideas than active criticism,"
and that "one's own ideas. . . . are inconsequential," while the object of the exercise
may be to convince him that he lives in a participatory democracy, where everybody
should play a part in decision-paking. Jacka, Cox, and Marks, of course, would see no
problem here.

The sociological message produced in the educational situation should not be equated
with its effects upon the student. What the student lear,..s will depend on a numbercir
factors, such as his past learning experience, the inMence of his extra-school
environment, and his attitude towards education..'JaCkson and Marsden have described the
way social-class background affects attitudes towards education.14 Lacy has also drawn
our attention to the existence of pro-and anti-school cultures.15 If the combined
message of the sociology syllabus and the social context is to be effective, it must
reflect the student's experience in other social institutions and he must be able to
internalise the material.

The suggestions made above about the nature of the processes at work in the
.

sociology classroom remain tentative. There are difficulties in identifying the formal
and informal messages, measuring the congruence between them, and discovering what has,
in fact, been learnt by the student. It may, however, be worth exploring the matter
further by the use of an example.

The following account of a sikth-form sociology class in a school is fictional, but
only in as much as it is compounded of experiences drawn from many different quarters.
In order to give it veracity, nearly all of its overt sociological content is extracted
directly, from two current and popular sociology textboas, (quotations italicised and
duly acknowledged).

The school is located in a town of arrroximately a quarter of a million people,
constituting part of a much larger conurbation. It is a purpose-built comprehensive
school, attended by one thousand two hundred children drawn from an ellipse-shaped
catchment that sweer out from an 'inner-ring' of older buildings, to circumscribe
extensive pre-war'councll.property, and two large, modern, pavate estates.

The school's rules and regulations resemble those of other, similar establishments.
There are the teachers who enforce the rules and the students who must obey them. The
teachers can shout in the corridors, walk to the front of the dinner queue and smoke
cigarettes, whereas the students cannot. The teachers have separate entrances, and
lavatories, and their own coffee lounge, but they can, and do, make use of the
students' facilities.

Rules are not enforced uniformly throughout the school. Rules governing dress and
'behaviour are not applied with the Same rigour to the higher streams of the fifth
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form and to the sixth form. Corporal punishment is never given to older students.
'Also, the sixth formers possess 'privileges'. They are allowed to leave the school
,premises during the lunch break, to organise dances, and to have access to school
'facilities outside of class hours. In return, they are expected to enforce on the
younger students many of the rules from which they themselves have been exempted.

The students who are officially given the power of rule-enforcement are known as
'prefects, and they can be identified by their gold braid and badges. They are selected
by the teachers from among the comparatively well-behaved and competent scholars whom,
'it is felt, will benefit from 'the responsibility' involved. In practice', the larger
proportion of those staying on in the sixth form, and nearly all of the prefects, are
drawn from a white-collar (middle-class) background. In return for the duties they are
expected to perform, the prefects will receive preferential treatment and good
references when they leave:

The school day is broken down into forty-minute periods. It begins with an assembly
in the large hall where prayers are said and school announcements made. At assembly,
the staff are seated on the stage while under their watchful eyes, the prefects
endeavour to keep order among the groups of young students in the main body of the
hall. During class the teacher is expected to maintain discipline,'having at his
disposal a number of sr+nctions. He can ridicule a student, express grave dissatis-
fact.,D.4, :.t7.rove anrrily. or threaten extra homework, detention, exclusion from the

(,, at. a final l'esort, caning by the headmaster.
Sixth-form classes, however, are conducted rather differently. The students have

'already stood the test of five years in the school and have been allowed to continue
.their studies on the basis of their satisfactory performance in the past:Academically
,poor, or troublesome students will, long ago, have been 'advised' to leave. It is
assumed that the sixth former wishes to stay on at school and, therefore, compliance
is assured by exhortation to work hard and by stressing the necessity of gaining good
examination grades. Unlike classes at other age levels, the sixth-form learning group
is much smaller, and more prone to accept the authority of conventional academic
knowledge and the rules of debate.

Fairly evenly divided ')etween the sexes, the GCE 'A' Level sociology students are
aged between sixteen and seventeen years. All of them have '0' Levels or Grade I CSEs,
three being the average number, but ranging from Jane Hodgkiss's eight to Jimmy Lewis's
one. Those possessing only a few passes are studying additional '0' Levels, together
with at least one 'A' Level. They have been forcibly impressed with the importance of
devoting all their time to study. Those who have already managed to accumulate a hand-
some array of '0' Levels are studying up to three 'A' Levels. In recoenition of their
proven ability 'to manage', they have, in addition, been given the status and attendant
duties of prefects. All the students share in common a wish to improve their educational
qualifications in order 'to get good jobs'.

The sociology students are drawn predominantly from socio-economic categories two
and three, except for one Indian student whose father is a labourer in a foundry. Four
of them Were born abroad: one in Australia, one in Eire, one in India and one in
Jamaica. Three come from single-parent families. Nine have brothers or sisters.

The students are by no means clear as to their intended careers, but nearly all of
them, at this stage, want to enter higher education, or to undertake a professional
training. Three have considered becoming teachers, two want to 'help people', and have
thought about social work, and two of the gir1s are seeking a nursing career. Also
included on the list of career intentions are the jobs of actor, secretary
(international), personnel manager, journalist and member of the WRAF. The students'
commitment to a future career varies in intensity from the 'vague' to the 'fanatical'..
(Rzchel spends her time injecting oranges in the domestic ,science room the nearest
the school comes to providing-a pre-nursing course.)

What are the students' interests? When first asked, a number of boys answer
'women'. A number of girls answer 'reading'. On closer investigation, one boy has a
strong interest in astronomy, anotLer enjoys fishing, and a third writes poetry and
verse drama. Two others like 'messing around' with motorbikes. One girl spends her
time swimming, and arother frequents a Pentecostal church. In general, most Df these
young people are music enthusiasts and spend a great deal of their spare time in public
houses, at discos and at youth clubs. Sport interests them too, but few of them play
any games outside of school. They also claim to 'mess around' which, in most cases,
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means visiting each others' homes, playing records, and wandering around the town
: centre. Ws tney do in twos or threes, their companions usually drawn from their
age group in the school. Nearly all of them indicate that they have girlfriends, or
boyfriends, whom they met mostly at school but also, at youth clubs and at discos.

On being asked, after a term's study, of what use they find sociology, more than
half of the students reply that it helps them "to understand people", and that it
gives them "a better understanding of what people can do to put the world to rights".
So far, they have learned about the family and social stratification, but they are
decidedly unclear as to hew the Knowledge is of use in understanding people, or of
improving the world, although one student does suggest that she is now able to "look
more clearly at family situations" and to know wnat is "going on".

Space does not permit us to paint a full picture of the students' background,
interests, and aspirations. (Of significance, is the fact that, when sounded, the
sociology teacher shows he is blissfully unaware of most of this information,
although he does know of one or two intimate, family biographies that remain un-
reported here.)

David Bottomley, aged thirty-eight, is the teacher. He haS recently been responsible
for introducing sociology into the school, and this has enabled him to gain two and a
half hours of fifth-form, and four and a half hours of sixth-form sociology teaching.

He lives in a modern house iust over the town's boundaries in an 'overspill'
village. He is interested in hi.: wife, and family of three young children, gardening
ane cricket. He reads The Daily Telegraph, The Financial Times, the staff-room copy of
The Times Educational Supplement, and, just recent7.y, New Society. His social activities
include membership of his local Association of Schoolmasters and of the cricket club.
He is generally popular with his colleagues, and recognised as an efficient teacher and
administrator, but he shows rel_ictance to commit out-of-hours time to the school.

On the occasion we have chosen to describe, the day begins typically with an
asserbly, consisting of a Christian religious ceremony despite the fact that a quarter
of the school is non-Christian (Hindu, Sikh and Moslem) and school annourxements. As
it is a Monday, the headmaster leads the service. After the customary hymn, he reads
the parable of the slothful servant, in which a master goes away, leaving three servants
behind, with five, two, and one talents respectively.16 The servant with five and the
servant with two talents .double their money and are rewarded on the return of their
master. The servant with one talent buries it in the ground for safe-keeping and is
punished. From this parable, the headmaster draws the lesson that the students who make
most use of their 'talents' at school will be rewarded with excellent jobs when they
leave, but those who make no effort can expect nothing from education or the wider
society. At this juncture, he stares meaningfully at the more troublesome classes, and
points out that they had better be careful because they will undoubtedly get what they
deserve.

At 9.45 am, after assembly, Bottomley enterswthe classroom. He is armed with a
couple of spare text books in the eventuality of students having left their copies at
home. The text book that has been issued to all the sftudents is Elizabeth Wilkins's An
Introduction to Sociology, and until the books fall to pieces, or the syllabus
radically changes, these will be the standard texts. He takes his seat at the front
of the room behind a large flat table. The classroom is large enough to hold thirty
desks, arranged in fivd-rows, six desks deep. Facing him, ten students are absent)
are seated, scattered in twos and threes among the thirty desks. Without exception,
they are all at least a distance of six feflt fro.'1 where he is sitting.

Variously clad in ingenious adaptions of school uniform, they are animatedly
exchanging news about their weekend activities. They do not stop talking when
Bottomley enters the room, but reduce the volume of their exchanges so that he cannot
overhear them. There is no animosity between them and him, and compared with some of
the other teachers, 'he's a nice bloke', but he remains an outsider.

Bottomley glances hurriedly at the set of essays that the students handed in two
weeks ago, and which he managed to mark last night while Songs of Praise was on
television. He then returns them, amid mild interest. The students grimace knowingly
at their marks, but ignores his comments (which, incidentally, are few and far between).
They continue tu talk about their weekend until he clears his throat to speak. His
opening remarks are a reprimand; in all but a few exceptional cases, they have copied
their homework without adaption, directly from the text book.
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"Butyou told us to use the text book and your notes, sir," one student remarks.

. "I told you to adapt the material to the question asked."
Some of the students are genuinely confused, because, after the previous homework

had been returned, they had been reprimanded for writing their 'own opinions', and
had'concluded that on this occasion, the teacher wanted only a reproduction of the
teict according to Wilkins. He had also criticised them for producing 'English
literature-style essays'..The lessons they draw are first, that English and Sociology
..are separate subjects and should never be mixed, and second, that text book material
'Should always be disguised by the addition of a fcw of their own expressions.

,For the last week, Bottomley has been talking about the education system.
' "Nhat.'s a social system, Neil?" he asks the student whom he considers to be the
least able in the class.

"Sir, it's a part whose wholes are interrelated", (sic), Neil replies in parrot-
like fashion.

"That's right." Bottomley fails to notice the actual answer and rephrases it in
'L....accordance with the 'right' answer he was expecting:

"A whole whose parts are interrelated. And for the last week we've been discussing
.the part, or sub-aystem, known as educatibn.

He continues in a monotonous tone:
"All social institutions come into existence because they are the means by which a

social system is maintained Each of these institutions develops to perform

certain functions e17

The few students who have taken in what has been said, are having mental images of
Ihe adult institute at the bottom of.the road. Bottomley senses the thick air of

incomprehension.
"It's a bit like a car engine," he explains. "Just as we look at a'car engine and

say what each part of this machine is doing, so we may examine tLe educational system
as a whole or one part of'it, for example, one individual school, ar.d decide what

functions it is performing."18
He extends the analogy:
"We are not consi4pring where the car is going or that it is carrying passengers,

'but the question is rather whether the car is going well and carrying its passengers
in an efficient manner. Such an analysis can be free of value judgeents."1'4

"Why doesn't it matter where the car is going?" one of the students asks, carried

Away by the extended metaphor.
.

"That would be a philosophical question, not a sociology question one,"2° is the

mysterious reply.
In China, Chairman Mao was the great helmsman; here, Bottomley becomes the great

car driver, efficiently taking his class they know what where. At least, it is made
very obvious to the members of the class that they are not doing the driving.

. They are now asked tcfdescribe the functions of education. The answers are
predictable:

"It.teaches people about things," is rephrased as 'socialisation'.
"If you do well at school, it helps you to get a good job," (paraphrase of the

morning's religious service?), becomes"role-allocation'.
For the next five minutes the class is informed that . . . . "the most important

economic.function of education is that of ensuring that the society's need for a .

labour force is satisfied."2].
"A modern industrial society requires not only a great deal of manpower but also

a Certain quality of manpower, and both the quantity and quality available are

-controlled by the education system."22
"I want you to read that section choroughly," Bottomley, controller of society's

manpower, said, "because I'm going to test you on it. If you're to get good 'A'
Levels you're going to have to work harder than this." The connection between his two
statements is neither consciously drawn out by him, nor spontaneously recognised by
the students. The 1)0_1 rings, and the students hastily put away their books and
disperse for other lessons.

The next sociology class is timetaLled for Tuesday afternoon. Bottomley makes a
hebit'of dealingseverely with late-comers. One of the students arrives ten minutes
late with an excuse, but Bottomley will have none of it.

"If you'd been late for work" he points out "you'd get the sack, and the sooner you
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learn to be punctual the better for you."
The student's excuse goes tu.!weded his protestations about something that matters

to him are ignored. The action is firmly dissociated from its meaningful context and
recorded by a late mark in the register.

Today, they are to deal with the political functions of the education system. On
this occasion, Bottomley uses an informal lecture technique, expounding on notes that
he has made from sociology text books.

"We're falling behind with the syllabus," he informs the class, "and if we're to
cover the work, we can't afford interruptions."

He begins.
the stability of any autcnomous political unit depends upon two criteria-

consensus of opinion about the assumptions underlying the system, dni the ability of
the system to provide leaders from within itself. In both cases, education has an
important role to play, because it is largely responsible for instilling feelings of
patriotism and loyalty tc the existing regime in the younger generation, and also for
selecting and training future leaders'.'23

Is the school, and particularly, Bottomley's sociology teaching, performing such a
function at this very moment? The question is not, of course, asked in our present
context, but a few minutes later the students are informed that:

"The beliefs and attitudes which are embodied in a democratic society are highly
sophisticated, because they depend entirely upon thE tolerance and consideration for
minority groups by the mLjority, whicb hds political power, and the willingness of
minorities to recognise the authority of the majority..24

A patriotic glow is generated in the bosom of the English students as they recognise
that they live in the democratic society referred to, and must, therefore, possess
highly sophisticated beliefs and atti.tudes. inderjit, the Indian student whose father
works in a foundry remains very dubious about the tolerance and consideration exercised
towards minority groups, but, ls he is in a minority, he is only too willing to concede
the authority of that majority. But there is more reassurance to come. Bottomley reads:

"In this country, the fact that the Leader of the Opposition in Parliament is in an
official salaried position underlines our ability and des:re to recognise that
political minorities are important."25*

But even Bottomley, who has recently voted Liberal, recognises the spurious nature
of this assertion and points it out to the clans.

"What proportion of the votes did the Liberdls get at the last election?" he demands,
"And how many seats?"

Bottomley continues with some unpleasant information about chose "working-class
children" who tended "to live for the present and were unable to forgo present pleasures
for future benefit3."26

"Thank God, we made the best ...Ne of our talents and stayed on at school," the
students quietly meditate.

Their views are reinforced when they subsequently ledrn that psychologists "have
fdund that this kind of limited or fixed frame of reference is one condition for easy
suggestibility, which is in itself a major explanation for political extremism."27
Non of them wishes to be 'easily led', or to become 'extremists', especially when they
are further informed, rather as a corollary to the old wives' tale that masturbation
makes you mad, that when "limited educational experience is followed by low mental
stimulation", it may result in the development of a "breedinE ground for extremism".
In these days of the nuclear family, and of free ..ntraception, the connotation of
'breeding' is most unpleasant. What is more, "The Communist Party has always seen the
leadership of the slumbering masses as one of its historic roles."28

The students are comforted, however, by the fact that:
"This rather pessimistic picture is perhaps truer of some of the emerging countries

in Africa or Asia than of 2ritain today,"28 a view that is also confirmed by their
offinial sociology text book!

"The fact that there is a reletionship between the level of education and the

*A recurrini 'proof' of British -olerance. See also, for exemple, Musgrave, P.W., The
Sociology of Education, page 143, and Haney, J., and Bather, L., The_British_
Constjtution, (Macmillan, 1963), page ib4.
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'survival of democracy also provides the basis for argwnents which are put forward
against the idea of giving largely illiterate and unsophisticated societies political
independence. Political scientists are more or less convinced that the members of such
societies are open to exploitation by extrenists, and events in the emerging African
and Asian nations have done little to suggest that countries which ate educationally
backward can. support stable democracies. This is, of course, causing a great deal of
concern in many areas at the present time.u30

Rachel, the Jamaican student, is moved to denounce the passage.
"That's biassed", she declares. She is immediately pounced upon to explain why.
"It saysthat blacks can't run their own affairs properly" she says, a little

hesitantly.

"No." Bottomley crudely contrAdicts her. "It says that they can't support stable
democracies." The tone of his voice distinctly conveys annoyance. Is it because she
has questioned an incontrovertible text book fact, or is it because she is black, and
not entitled to open her mouth? One of the white students makes a conment about the
behaviour of President Ahmin and other "black dictators", and the opposition is finally
silenced. Nobody, least of all Bottomley, thinkS to ask why these countries after years
of colonial rule still harbour illiteracy, and for what reason they should be
externally controlled in the first place, and whether imperialism was itself a
democratic practice.

Of necessity, our example can only hint at the complex processes at work in a
sociology classroom. We might dwell on the concordance between the official and hidden
curriculum, or stress the necessity of viewing the learning process in the totality
of'a school's social structure and the students' personal experiences. kpoint of great"
significance is, infact, Bottomley's failure to relate to the students' own experience
of the educat!on system a remarkable omission, bearing ir mind that they have spent
ten years of their life in school. Indeed, he seems little more than a purveyor of
ethnocentric ideology, blissfully auaware of the forces at work in his own classroom.
We may feel inclined to excuse the fictional Bottomley on the grounds that the greater
part of his role is forced upon him by the social system. After all, has he an
alternative? Is he able to distinguish the cognitive and ideological, or to effectively
wire up his own electric chair?
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CONSEQUENTIAL THEORY by Roger Gomm

An important feature of any social
control system is the conceptual
apparatus used to explain deviance. If
what passes for normal behaviour is
regarded as natural and good (as it
usually is),.then what are counted as
serious Aeviations have to be explained

and explained in such a way that they
do not count as evidence against our
taken-for-granted notions about what is
natural and normal. Most theorising about
deviants can be represented as saving a
prevailing theory of conformity.

To appreciate this we must suspend our
cherished beliefs about what makes people
do thing we don't like, and in order to
do this it is as well to start by consider-
ing an examplo from a culture in which we
have no vested interest:

"thus seen in this comparative
perspective ou ... world view is revealed
as socially constructed as a set cf
assumptions and axioms that underlie
our reasoning and place limits on our

inquiries".(1)
Among the Digo of the south Keyna

Coast (2) women are frequently said to be
possessed by spirits which cause them to
behave in a bizarre. way. In such cases
they often become the subjects of
exorcism ceremonies during which the
exorcist bargains with the spirit for a
lirice which it will accept to go away
usuall:, a gift given to the woman which
she will use in the spirit's name when
she is deemed cured.

Now although every Digo knows that
people who are possessed by spirits run
amok and attack people and things, tear
at their hair and annoint themselves with
ashes not everyona who behaves in this
way is diagnosed as possessed. Digo men
are known by the Digo to be violent and
easily roused. A Digo man who imagines he
has been Psulted will rush out of the
house wit:1 a panga, striking at trees
and towards people until he is stopped by
well-wishers. He may even tear at his
clothing and throw dirt and ashes into
the air. But such men are not usually
diagnosed as being possessed. .Rather
their actiona are credited with meaning
even if onlookers do not know exactly
what is up. On the other hand, Digo
women are known to be relatively gentle
and subminsive expecially towards men.

Consider this case: Mwanasha was
accused by her husband Rashidi of
committing adultery with the son of the

sub-chief. Her adulterous relationship
was common knowledge. Rashidi was in the
process of arranging a mortgage with
Mwanasha's fathe: and was also growing a
crop of groundnut on land owned by the
sub-chief. To sue the adulterer for
compensation was likely to jeopardise his
crops, to divorce his wife would certainly
jeopardise his mortgage. Yet Rashidi was
in the intolerable position of being the
butt of local gosaip and in receipt of
constant nagging by his own father to do
something about his wayward wife.

The situation resolved itself when
Mwanasha was rebuked by Rashidi's father.
She cheeked him, and when he raised his
hand as if to hit her, she flew at him and
scratched hia cheek and then rushed away
screaming into the plantation. She was
caught and taken still screaming to an
exorcist who diagnosed spirit possession.
The exorcism ceremony resulted in Rashidi
7roviding his wife with'several expensive
gifts, but it also resulted in a re-
definition of the situation in his favour.
The situation had changed from one in
which her husband was not man enough to
satisfy his wife sexually. or to ccntrol
her behaviour, to one in which a man
was an unfortunate husband of a wife
afflicted with a lascivious and uncontrol-
able spirit.

Among the Digo, men are regarded as
the natural superiors of women, with the
right and competence co make rules for
their behaviour and to enforce them.
However, since men rely on the goOd..014,1,

of their inlaws for political-huPport
and economic assistance they are unable
to exert much discipline over their
wives without fouling up their affinal
relationships. So despite the fact that
men make rules for women, women are
always getting away with it. It can be
argued that many of the tensions which
manifest themselves in spirit possession
attacks, themselves derived fro, this

male dominated and ineffectual control
system which trivialises women and makes
married life conflictfUl. The concept of
spirit possession mystifies both the
sources of discontent, and the failure of
men to control women, by separating cause
from effect and attributing problems of
control to factors outside the social and
moral universe to adventitious spirits.

Let us look at Digo spirit possession
3S if it.were a set of 'self-sealing'
ideas; that is a set of id.as already
designed to cope with evidence that might
invalidate it. supposing we were asked to
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act es consultants to Digo men, to
produce a set of potiOns and practices to
keep women in their place. Our first
suggestions about heavy discipline would
'be rejected because this would upset the
isale relatives on whom they rely politic-
ally and economically. Thus we know that
the control system will be imperfect and
asa part of our task we will have to cope
.with the problem of explaining away why
so many women so frequently break the
rules made for them by men. I:714e can
solve this problem we will at least Save
the theory of natural male cupericrity.

Our best bet is then to devi,a an
explanation for female misbehavur wLich

, assigns its causes outside of the i:rea nf
.male control Over women, and which
preserved the impression that normal
women do not break male rules frequently

only women in very special states do
this. The idea of a possessing spirit in
a very acceptable solution. So we will
establish a symptomatology for the
complaint.

Now we need to make the idea of
possession.stick. Let us propagate the
notion that spirits possess people,
especially women, and disseminate public
knowledge about how pec?le behave when
they ars possessed. With any luck the
depressed, the angry and th(, disturbed
will diagnose themselves ap possessed
and act out the presenting syndrome we
have provided. We must also set up an
apparatus for confirming the reality of
possession beyond any reasonable doubt
say an exorcism ceremony in which the
exorcist actually speaks to the possessing
spirit: make the exorcist male because
no one believes women. Add in rewards
that make it attractive to those diagnosed
as possessed to co-operate in exorcism
say presents that have to be requested in
the voice of the possessing spirit. An a
fa!l-Safe mechanism, let the exorcist
have the gift of ventriloquism for use
with uncooperative patients. Lastly, to
prevent abuse of the system by un-
s.:rupulous women, refuse to exorcise
anyone who has been possessed more than
a few times, and diagnose these cases of
wilful pcesession, not deserving of the
community's care and sympathy and there
ve 1.ave the essentials of Digo spirit
possession.

When we look at this system of idcas
we.see that just when someone is diagnosed
as suffering from involuntary zpirit
possession, and just what happens when

they are, depends almost entirely on
the theories held and acted upon by
those in control. If that sounds
obvious,.why is it that wo like to see
deviance in our own society as taking.on
forms which result from the qualities of
those designated deViants?

One of the most curious and perhaps
significant fjatures of orthodox theor-
icing about devianc- in our own society
is that 1.1 the,time the phychologist, or
the sociologist arrives on the scene,
someone has tampered with the evidence..
What counts as deviance has already been
decided by practical men and women who
gather inf t, and interpret it as is
deemed rele t by their theories of
dr,viance. P.......cemen, magistrates, social

workers, yrobation officers and so on all
have theories of deviance which guide
their practical concerns. Consider our
naive criminologist who analyses the
results of juvenile court hearings and
finds that working class lads from poor
:lomes reach the status of official

delinquent more' frequently than cthers.
What is his warrant for concluding that
'poverty causes crime' or that 'feckless
parents cause both poverty and delinquency'
(3). In situations where policemen, social
workers, magistrates and headmasters tend
to believe that adverse home hackground

cause delinquency they.are likely to use
such factors as cues to decide whc gets
the deliquent ticket. The criminologist
has no more grounds for assuming that
'bad nomes' cause people to break the
law, than the anthropologist has for
assuming that spirits cause spirit
possession. Interestingly enough, if ws
local: at the example of juvenile delinqu-
ency we see a ritual of confirmation

analogous to exorcism among the Digo:
the social work report which routinely
tells adverse home circumstances as the
background to the case. If magistrates
are not always convinced by social work
reports, that merely shows that social
workers have a lower credibility than
exorcists.

Ear!ier in this paper, I took a
somewhu: jocular stance in suggesting
that Digo men might call upon consult-
ants to help them with their woman
problem. This is not as fantastic as it
seems after' all where do all our
.theories of deviance come from? Well
not from Mystification Incorporated
certainly. But if we look at most
theories of deviance as put forward by
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the social and behavioural sciences then
find that they are essentially

-common-sense theories of deviance
..picked up by professional theorists,
`t translated into terms which obfuscate
1 their cormon-sense origins and
,fed right back to those who make deviancy
systems work. Take for example suicide.

Emile Durkheim's (4) theory of suicide
related euicide to the degree to which
individuals were integrated into and/or
regulated by their society. Durkheim
developed the theory from the study of
suicide statistics. As J. Maxwell Atkins,m
ltas shown (5) Durkheim's theory of suicide
is congruent with the theorising done by
coroners and coronet's officers in
deciding whether a case is suicide or not.
Evidence of upset, disturbance, radical
changes in pfe, loss of a spouse,
isolation, loreliness and so on, all pre-
dispose coroneTs to give verdicts of
suicide and, since they are all evidence
of-ihe state of 'anomie', pre-dispose
coroners to create statistics which
confirm Durkheimian theory.

The professional analyst of .iuicide
statistics discovers within them the
theories used by the coroner to create
them, and then feeds his results back to
coroners to tell them they were right. In
the case of suicide this would not be of
much significance if.it were not for the
fact that coroners, sociologists,

'psychiatrists and 7.,otential suicides all
live in the same world. The media, from
pulp fiction to serious documentary, gives
us a picture of what sort of people
commit suicide and under what circum-

. stances. One wonders what effcct recent
publicity about a 'rise' in the suicide
rate for young people will have.
Certainly it is likely to boost the
number of suicide verdicts for tvis age
group but what about the actual number
of self-destructive acts? But then it is
in the nature of things that this is
unknowable.

Putting together the examples of
suicide with the example of Digo spirit
possession we can extract the main
elements of theories of deviance which
'explain away the problematic and
clsturbing.

Firstly, these are theories of
deviance which explain the problematic
and disturbing with refercncc to croc
radical difference between the normal
person and the de.riant among the Digo
the difference is a possessing spirit,
but in its place we could put possession

by innate predispositions, by abnormal
biography, by faulty socialisation, by
adverse circumstarces, or by mental illness.

Secondly, causality is assigned to
mystify the sources of deviant behaviour,
and to cover up the fact that the essential
condition for deviance is the rule which
is said to have been broken. Idcense is
claimed by some people, other than those
labelled deviants, tu explain why it
happened, what his motivation was, what
the problem really is, and so on..

Lastly there is a therapeutic
apparatus which, while it may or may
not effect a 'cure' certainly tends to
confirm the theory which predicted it.
This entails either providing rewards
for the co-operation of the deviant in
confirming the theory like the tuition
in how to be nentally ill properly that
mental patients get or a conceptual
apparatus for understanding the behaviour
of the recalcitrant deviant as confirming
the controlling theory the patient lacks
insight.

The reader at this point may be
tempted to say that all this is water
under the bridge. GoffMan on mental
hospitals, the published papers of the
York Deviancy Conferences, Nell Keddie
on cultural deprivation, Valentine on
the culture of poverty, and all those
sociologists who say hasty things about
policemen, magistrates, social workers
and sc on. Are they not writing
sociology to show up these theories for
what they are? The answer is obviously
yes. Certainly the balance in deviance
sociology seems to have shifted in favour
of those who are labelled as deviant.

However, it was not my purpose in this
paper to represent sociology or sociologists
in supporting the interests of the
dominant groups in society the plain
truth is that such groups are well able
to look after thfir own interests. It was
my purpose to ditcuss the consequentiality
of sociological theories of deviance.
Some summary points may be 'made here.

rirstly, I asset'', though I cannot
substantiate the fact, socio;ogists do
not invent theories; thPy merely trans-
form common-sense theories into
sociological ones.

Secondly, that Vey feed them back
transformed to the society from whence
they came. gere the use to which various
groups put them constitutes the
consequentiality of sociological e.zpry.

Lastly insofaras sociological
endeavours are institutionalised as a
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legitimation for social action, this
may come to provide evidence that
sociologists are right.

thia seems likely to be true
whether the.sociologists' thoughts are
more attractive to social controllers,
or.more attractive to those who are the
objects of control. New literature on
the sociology of deviance includes.
accounts which are highly favouranle to
drug users, soccer hooligrns, homosexuals,
student radicals, claimants, prisoners
etc., while the politicization of
deviance sddiology has entailed an
active involvement of sociologists on
the behalf of such groups. (6)

Thus it can be argued that some
sociological writings provide a sort of
'scientific'iunderwriting of attempts to
change power relationships between groups.
The characteristics of this source of

theory are:
i They are theories which represent

deviance as a fuss made by powerful
groups about the behaviour of the less
powerful who seem to be threatening their

interests.
ii They pay an almost maliciously

gleeful attention to the amplification
of eeviance by the attetdts of the
powerful to increase their control.
iii Lastly, tliey reptmsent statements

oethe Iegitimaee aims of the labelled
group, to do its own thing, evade
'controls, challenge powers etc.

We have in effect control theories
epside down (counter-control theories')
Fed hark into society, it is as ie the
label 'deviant' had been removed from
delinquents, suicides, drug users,
mental patients e.A transferred to the
police, the social worker, psychiatrists,
magistrates, coroners and members of the
international capitalist class. It is as
if Digo women had employed their own
sociologist to demystify spirit possession
and had mounted a campaign on the results.

So sociologists, and for that matter
psychologists transform the normative
concerns of ordinary members ot 3oc5ety
into what they count as statements of
the facts. There are sociological
thecries which support the dominance of
established groups and there are
sociological theories which support the
claims of less privileged groups for
more power, freedom and understanding
on their own terms. But of course, as
an event in the world, sociology has
more consequences for the status quo

than for change those who are credible

and articulate, who have access to
decision-making machinery, wealth and
power are well able to pick and choose
among sociological theories to legitimate
their activities as 'based on the findings
of social and behavioural sdience'. The
ability to institutionalise nd act upon
convenient sociological theories, or to
ignore them altogether is but one aspect
of inequality.

Poger Gomm

1 Marwick M., 1974, "Is Science a form
of Witchcraft?", New Scientist 5th
Sept. 1974.

2 Gomm. R., 1976, "Bargaining frcm
Weakness, spirit possession on the
south Keyna coast," Man; the Journal
of the Royal Anthropological
Institute, forthcoming.

3 West. D.J., 1969, "Present Conduct
Future Delinquency" The Times, Sept.

6th, 1969.

4 Durkheim. E., 1957, Suicide, R.K.P.

5 Atkinson. J. Maxwell, 1977, "Social
Reactions to Suicide; the role of
coroners' verdicts" in Cohen S.,
Images of Deviance, Penguin

6 It would he teWee7 all

the published
these.rema&s. IA.° books

v.iry adequately chart the
development of a 'critical' as
opposed to a 'correctional' approach
to devianLe are: Taylor. I., Walton.
P., & Young J., The New CriMinology,
R.K.P. 1973.
Pearson. G ., The Deviant Imagination,
Macmillan 1975.
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THELINKSCHEME

Other Peopleis Schools and their Pupils as Resources for Learniog Social Science

by Roland Meighan University of Birmingham.

Introduction
,
The idea for this scheme has been around for some time now. A few tentative attempts

followed discussions between Edith King of the University of Denver and Roland Meighan
of the University of Birmingham in 1972. The current attempts to involve a number of
people, including Carol Sarabun in the U.S.A., Gunilla Cerval in Sweden and Janet Harris

'in Manchester.

What Are We Trying To Do?
The basic idea is straightforward. Our pupils teach their pupils and their pupils

teach our pupils. 'Our' refers to tha geograrhical accident of being teachers and
pupils in one school rather than another, no that 'their' refers to the school down the
road, in the next town, across the Atlantic, across the Baltic, or anywhere else.

The 'teaching' takes place by 'pupils sen.ling apackage-to-the-pupils in the other
school for them to receive, enjoy, and resnond to, by sending a package in return. The
package might consist of normal schcol-work in the form of letters, essays, drawings,
poems or dossiers. It might be work specially prepared for the exchange, in the form
of photographs, slides, tapes, or photoplays.

The idea has immediate limitations. Firstly, postal charges are high, secondly,
there are limitations on what can be sent through the post. Thirdly, language poses a
problems so that links may be limited to English speaking schools for the most part.
Fourthly, making a link and sustaining it through staff change, pupil movements and
other events, requires considerable eifort.

Why Are We Trying To Do It?
At this stage, the possibilities in the link scheme are in the nature of hunches.

They include the following:

1. Additional motivation to investiRate our own environment.
It is the experience of many of us that having a visitor to show round stimulates

us to find out things and to rediscover thingp about ourselves and our culture. The
possibility that something similar may result from this project is a strong one and it
is supported by the few tentative experiences of exchanges already undertaken.

2. Additional relevance and purpose to schoolwork.
Normally, schoolwork has one audience, the teacher. This project provides another

audience, other children in another school. The point of schoolwork is now extended
from pleasing teacher to informing and satisfying other pupils. In addition, learning
resources are extended from one teacher and school, to the use of the resources and

experiences of another school.

3. Gives a pupil-eye view on the world.
The school sets up as autLoratitive a teacher's and an adult's view of experience.

The possibility of providing a legitimated and considered pupils-eye view is provided
in this project. This contrasts with the current peer group view which is not usually
legitimated by school and not necessarily thought through in a reasoned way.

4. provides a source of both first and second hand experiences.
By assembling a package for use by other children, pupils are engaged in a first

hand experience and by receiving and responding to return packages, second hand
experiences. Both can be interpreted as redressing the balance of the reliance of many
schools on third and fourth hand experiences as learning resources.'(See A.T.S.S.
Occasional paper One "Is an Integrated Social Sciences 'A' Level Possible" for an
elaboration of this issue.)

5. Encourages an Anthropological _perspective.
The potential of social science teaching of reducing ethnocentrism and nationalism,

is perhaps one of its major justifications in the school curriculum. (See Postman and
Weingartner "Teaching As A Subversive Activity" (1171) ). This project offers the
possibility of making this a reality by seeing another culture from a pupil/insider
point of view at the same time as investigating more thoroughly the indigeneous culture.
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international ralations can become real and personal, rather than tourist or V.I.P.
contacts,.

Reduces the structural conflicts of school learning.
.The:situation of pupil domination by teacher, however dewocratic the sty).e of that

Abmination, is seen by Geer (See School and Society, (1971), edited by B. 'min) as an
inevitable conflict in school learning. This project offers the possibility of some
4elief, in that pupils will talk to pupils as equals, tea&ing and learning in a
reciprocal relationship. Potentially this could reduce the structural conflict and its
alienating effect?

7.. It maT'turn on' the 'turned off'.
. It follows from (6) that pupils,who have become alienated by teacher domination dnd

sdhool organisational features may find relief and hope in the equal and reciprocal
nattme of the learning. The roles for pupils of detective and reporter in ones own
envimnrent, and receiver of first hand accounts in return, are potentially an antidote
to dull classrooms, and potentially a means of re-establishing a love of mental adventure
and intellectual excitement.

8. Provides up-to-date iuformation.
Given the context of television, radio and newspapers, the information school

provides can be seen as dated, and often is. There is in this link scheme a possibility
of making schools as up-to-date as the media in both the gathering of data and in
receiving it.

9. Encourages involvement in learning_rather than passive acceptance of the teachers
message.

'Russell argued in Principles of Social Reconstruction (1916) that passive acceptance
of the teachers wisdom is easy to most children since it involves no effort of
independant thought, and seems rational because the teacher knows more than his pupils;
furthermore it is thc way to win the favour of the teacher unless he is a very
exceptional person. The link scheme may provide an escape from any over reliance on
text books or teacher designed material.

10. Integrates subjects, learning methods and different types of end-product.
The packages are likely to require some integration of psychological, sociological,

political, economic, historical and geograpIlical perspectives, obtained through reading,
discussion, writing, photography, and drawing, and presented as dossiers, posters,'tapes
or photoplays. The scheme can therefore help intagrate subjects, and learning approaches,
and work outcomes.

THE LINK SCHEME

Some Objectives
by Carol Sarabun Parkway School, Greenwich, Connecticut.
Overall goal: AS A CHILD'S AWARENESS OF INCREASING GLOBAL INTERDEPENDENCE EXPANDS,

HE MUST DEVELOP SIMULTANEOUSLY A HEIGHTENED SENSE OF INDIVIDUALITY AND
A BROADENED GLOBAL PERSPECTIVE.

Objectives:
A. The child will increase his awareness of how his individuality is affected by the

cultural perspective from which he views the world.

Topics

Who are You?

Where do you live?

Activities

shares student materials (letters, pictures,
tapes, original artwork, stories, schoolwork):
share interviews on how people picture "typical"
English or Americans

mapping exercises commercial maps or student
made: exchanges of postcards, town information
brochures: student surveys of the town in.pictures,
taped "guided tours" to accompany maps: a look at
the historical development of the town
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-ow do you learn about your
urroundings?

How do you learn about your
past? future?

B.

share information on your school suWects (send
syllabi or listings of course offeriags): share
overview (charting?) of 1.chool system design:
examine special schools of schools (religious, for
special students, etc.)

do comparative studies of the same historical
events: share biographies of people important in
each cu1tur4 examine local and national folk
heroes, conduct and share interviews with local
historians: photograph or draw places of local
historical interest: design your community of the

future

The ChilC wil} identify characteristics and concerns common to people whose
environmental influences are different from Ws own

Topics

Social sy%t:..ms government,
, welfare, economic, etc.

Community influences

Growing up

SOcial structure/living style

C. The child will focus on needs
to become interdependent

Topics

Geographies

Social systems economic,
governmental, medical, etc.

Activities

through charts, written work, interviews share
information of approaches to nuch topics as
medical services, taxes, voting and representation,
care of elderly; Interview parents and local
citizens for their opinions on same topics, do
.community studies survey your community for the
types of shops it contains, the types of social
organisations;;investigate community services
activities and areas arranged for use by children,
old people

taped or videotaped discussions 'ea such'topics as
parents, women's 11b, dating, fads; shared
solutions to common problems switching from one
school to another, moving into another neighbour-
hood, etc.

share currents interauts/tapes of popular music,
fashion magazines and drawings, menus or recipes;
chart and graph simtlar information on topics such
as birthdays, family eize, oce'..pations,
etc.; write autobio0aphies; explore careers one
might train for; share postcards and posters from
vacation spots; look at local advertising and share
examples of how advertisers appeal to consumers;
share information on what television programmes
are popular are there any the same; explain
local sports narrate special events, send
newspaper clippings; send copies of newspapers
and magazines.

and interests which cause individuals and countries

Activities

explore relative geographic location and national

resources chart to compare these; examine
import-export flow of resources

compare currency value, examine factors which
influence changing rate of exchange; interview
company representatives from companies who have
branches in other countries; interview business
men or other professionals who are on exchange
from the other country; look at commercial products
made in one country and sold in another, what
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Historical influence

specialities come from your country; find out
what international laws or rules govere both
countries; simulate the possibility of a
"super" gover..mert with power over both or many
countries; check ea-h country'D rle in the UN;
investigate joint or shared research in various
scientific fields, e.g. space technology,
medicine; attend performances by visiting groups
in such areas as music, dance, theatre

compare how the same e,,ents in history affected
each country, look at newspaper articles and
editorials at tho time of these events; use
currem: newspaper articles and magazines to
covare viewpoints on current events
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:David Berry, Ceutral Ideas in Sociology
:published by Constable, hardiauk £3.50,
Paperback £1.75.

,Now here's a book worth mentioning and.one
devoted to sociological perspectiv.as and
concepts to boot. At a rough guess this
book could prove to be more useful, for
'A' level courses and students, than
Berger's Invitation to Sociology and be on
a.par with Coulson and Riddell's
Approaching Sociology.

Berry/s 5riadoes exactly what its
title,suggests. It is a fairly comprehen-
'sive and stimulating guidebook to the main
ideas within institutionalised soCiology.
But it sufficiently escapes the clutches
of institutionalised sociology as to leave
.sociological perspectives and concepts
intelligible and memorable.

Many books'on sociological theory seem
to'fail to communicate theory because they
.are wedded to a 'history of sociology'
presentation. This chronological approach
'tends to submerge ideas, or at best
.parochialise them around particular
.sociological schools and scholars, rather
than vitalise them, so that we can readily
and generally apply them in our analysis
of society. Other books are of, "The
thoughts of . . . " type e.g. of Marx,
,Weber, or Durkheim, whioh are perhaps
O.K. for those who don't mind, either
themselves or their students, running the
risk of becoming disciples of particular
:scholars or perspectives rather than
becoming a disciple of sociology. Berry
avoids both of these hazards. He goes
Airectly for the goal of displaying the
analytic tools of sociology: its concepts
and perspectives.

INTELLECTUAL FRAMEWORK AND CONTENTS
Another, and petaps more important,

reason why this unusual book offers
:Students (and teachers) access to
'sociological sophistication is that Berry
begins placing sociological perspectives
.into a manageable intellectual framework.

perspectives and partial are
incomplete." he says, and then suggests

that: "It is probably more appropriate to.
see sociology as based on a set of
interrelated perspectives, rather than
from a single unified perspective:" He
then proceeds to present four, simple-to-
appreciate, sociological perspectives:
These four are implicitly carved out of
the present maze of institutionalised
perspeatives and sociological schools.
Just as the initial teaching alphabet
offers a bridge into reading, these
initial sociological perspectives could
provide a bridge for 'A' level students
into sociology.

The four perspectives which he
presents are ones which he says, "should
be seen to complement each other rathor
than offer a set of alternative views of
social reality." They are extracted from
a spectrum which sees sociological
perspectives as having varying degrees of
impersonality in the way they attempt to
explain human socidl life.

Berry's four perspectives are called:
Society; The Social System; Power and
Conflict; and The Individualistic
Perspective.

The Society Perspective is when
"Society is seen as an impersonal force
influencing, restraining, even determining
the behaviour of its members." Putting
things another way, Berry's first
perspective involves interpreting human
behaviour as being socially structured
and normatively constrained.

Berry's second perspective, the Social
System Perspective, overlaps to some
extent with the Society Perspective but
he argues that its "distinctive
contribution . . . merits it being
treated separately." He goes on to say
that: "Throule. the perspective of the
social system, social life is viewed as
ordered in such a way that every aspect
of social life is intricately, even if
very indirectly,'related to every other
aspect. Changes and developments in one
sphere are seen to generate changes and
developments, or reactions, in other
spheres."

In the third perspective, Power and
Conflict, social order is seen to be
determine on the location of power. For
instance, "The dominant rules which
prescribe and determine our position and
behaviour in social life are seen to
reflect the interests of the powerful
groups in society".

The final perspective, the Indicidual-
istic Perspective, is rather like
Berger's "Society in Man". In effect it
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eMbraces in an initial way the approaches
to social analysis made under the mind-
boggling headings of Symbolic Interaction-
ism, Phenomenology and Ethnomethodology.
"In terms of individualistic perspective",
he writes that, "we examine the structure
of society by proceding from the
individual's own personal construction
of the social world." From this perspectT
ive: "What determines the behaviour of
individuals is not so much social influen-
ces which directly mould and manipulate
him as if he were a puppet, but his
perception of these influences".

Having outlined his perspectives, much
of the remainda.r of the book is devoted
to gradually unfolding the world of
sociological concepts. He does this by a
mixture of. lucid outline supported by
clear, yet unobtrusive, illustrations and
quietly provocative discussion.

If we take as an example, the chapter
given the title, "Power and Social
Inequality", we see that the concepts of:
'authority', 'class', 'elites' etc; as
well as 'power' are discussed. But Berry's
belief that the perspectives are
interrelated is used to good effect since
he uses them to illuminate each other.
Within his presentation of 'power' he
shows how power operates not only in
terms of Power and Conflict Perspective
but also from the standpoints of
alternative approaches. As he says
Conflict (and Elite) theorists see power
as inherent in all social relations,
Marxists as derived from Productive
Activities, Consensus theorists as a
characteristic of.the impersonal
normative order, whilst Blau views
"power as an exchange relationship".

I think that this ability to assemble
a handful of divergent perspectives
within a few pages is what impresses me
most about the book's sociological quality.
For ideally sociology requires us to be
good mental jugglers, keeping as many
valid perspectives and concepts circulating
in our minds as is possible. This is where
Berry scores over Coulson and Riddell.
Berry opens our minds more and more. BLit
Coulson and Riddell, whilst pointing to
'the diversity of views in sociology' end
explicitly warning readers to beware of
being taken in by those propagating only
one approach to social analysis, in the
end, by sheer good writing, seduce the
reader to their approach. The net result
is a closure of the mind (without their
book being offset by other influencns).

Berry says in his preface that:
"Students of sociology frequently learn
about different aspects of sociology
30

concepts, theories, schools of thought
in a rather atomistic fashion, so that
their knowledge of sociology tends to
consist of unrelated pieces and segments.
I hope that this book will help the
student to develop an overall perspective
within which his pieces of knowledge can
be placed." For myself he has assembled
a very palatable eClectic picture of
sociology and society. Hcw my students
will eventually respond, I do not know,
but, if anything gives any promise of
encouraging a multi-faceted overview of
society, this is it.

POSSIBLE USES FOR TEACHERS
(i) As a Sourcebook. Particularly
useful for examples and ideas to
illustrate concepts in class.
(ii) Provides a clear initial frame-
work for the teaching of perspectives.
(iii) Regeneration of flagging interest.
was pissed off with norms before I

read this. Now, like after one takes the
pin out of a grenade, I have come to
realise, that 'pinless', the concept of
norm offers lots of probing opportunities.
To be less cryptic, I have found his
reference to Geiger's.distinction
between subsistence norms and normative
maxims, very useful for penetrating
social facades.
(iv) With Cuulson and Riddell. Used
together these could prove a formidable
mind-priser on a course.

READABLE USE FOR STUDENTS
As compared with Berger's "Invitation

to Sociology", perspectives and concepts
are made to stand out clearly. This has
been achieved in part by breaking down
the chapters under sub-headings, by the
use of clear and straightforward language,
by invoking stimulating contrasts and by
offering colourful examples.

POSSIBLE USE IN RELATION TO THE AEB 'A'
LEVEL ,.:XAM QUESTIONS

My first thoughts were that the
approach of this book would be a severe
handicap to answering such questions as:

(i) Discuss the ways in which the
tneoretical perspective embraced by a
particular sociologist influences his
wricings (AEB, November 1974).
(ii) Id what way is it helpful to view
society as analogous to a machine or a
biological organism? What drawbacks do
these approaches have? (AEB, June 1974).
But I now imagine that Berry's eclectic
overview would be a valuable tool-bag
for the critical evaluations called for
by such questions.
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Charles Brady, Social Studies Overhead_
Transparency Series

Available from Audio Visual Productions,
15 Temple Sheen Road, London SW14 7PY.

The transparancies are based on selected
aspects of the Social Studies (Social
.Biology) slide/filmstrip programme. Most
individual sets make use of overlay
techniques and colour to clarify principles
involved. The series is designed to
proyide a flexible resource, and can be
used to complement other media or as the
basis for a self-standing teaching
programme. The following is a selection.

World Population from the Stone Age
to Present Times with Principal
Economies . £1.08
World population'is plotted against time
froM 10,000 BC to 2,000 AD. The explosive
nature of current population gr9wth is
shown in relation to former hunting and
gathering communities, food-producing
settlements and the advent of industrial
societies.

Population Study: Paramecium Feeding
on feast £1.08

The cyclic pattern of population growth
involving periods of rapid and decreased
growth, equilibrium and-decline is
illustrated by a typical laboratory study,
with the number of organisms plotted
against time.

Rural and Urban Population Growth £1.08
The comparative growth of urban and rural
populations in developed and developing
countries is shown from 1950 through the
1970'5 with projections to the end of
the century.

Population Growth by Regions £1.08
A series of bar charts display for
comparison rates of popul&cion growth,
the 1973 population estimates and the
estimates for 1985 on a world regional
basis.

Population Growth and Income £1.08
The annual rates of population increase
a:Ad the per capita gross national products
for four developed courtrier are compared
in chart form with the same data for five
developing ones.

Population Structure E0.60
The patterns of age distribution within
populations of developed and developing
countries and regional data on a compara4-
tive basis.

Food Per Person Per Day £1.08
The available daily food supply in kilo
Joules of energy and grams of protein
for two developed countries is comparo-
in chart form with the same data for
three developing ones.

Comparative Energy Consumption
The growth of energy consumption
expressed in metric tonffes of coal
equivalent for North America and Europe
is compared graphically with that for
Asia and Africa.

Environmental Pollution
Flow charts combine to demonstrate the
inter-related nature of sources of
environmental pollntion and polluted
environments.

CONFERENCE NOTICE

£1.08

ASSOCIATION FOR THE TEACHING OF THE
SOCIAL SCIENCES.

National Residential Course

USING PROJECTS IN TEACHING THE SOCIAL
SCIENCES

From 4 pm on Tuesday, 20 April, 1976
to 2 pm on Friday, 23 April, 1976

At the Lady Spencer-Churchill College of
Education, WHEATLEY, Oxford.

FEE: (Residential) Members £28
Non-Members £32

(Non-Residential) Members £17
Non-Members £21

The 1976 Course
The theme of the Course is the use of

project work in the Social Sciences.
There are good reasons for supposing that
such work is especially appropriate for
the social sciences after all, it makes
little sense to learn about the world you
live in from textbooks when what you are
learning about is going on all around you.
Projects, then, are a way of looking at
your subject material directly.

However, this sort of work is easier
to aspire to than to execute. What are
your precise objectives? How w5.11 a
project be linked to the classroom work?
What are the organisational prob:iems and
how can the teacher overcome them? There
is nothing new obout project work, but
the problcms of using it effectively are
by no means solved.

The Course will aim to discuss these
problems in order to help teachers to
cope more effectively with them. But like

, r'32
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all ATSS courses there will be no one
saying what must be done. With the help
o!.-- some experienced practitioners, learn-
ing on the-Course will come through shared
experience. Some syllabuses incorporate
formal projects e g. 'A' level Sociology
and Social Economics and there will be
an opportunity to look at tne problems
associated with these specifically.

Requests for application forms and any
enquiries relating to the Course should
be addressed to Jim Murphy, 62 Oxford
Road, Kidlington, Onford (tel: Kidlington
3091).

Lectures
The main speakers are Jerome Bruner,

one of the world's leading theorists of
discovery learning, Marten Shipman,
girector of the I.L.r.A. Education Unit,
Hazel Sumner, who will talk about the
Schools Council History, Geography and
Social Sciences Prolect, and Derry
Hannam, formerly Head f Humanities.at
the Cooper School, Bi.ester.

Groups will be arranged as follows:

8-13 years. Group Leader Derry HcLnam

13-16 years. Group Leader Barry
Dufour, University of Leicester
School of Education; joint author of
"The New Social Studies"'

Social Economics. Group Leader Jack
Hobbs, Head of Economics and Sociology
Dept., Hewett School, Norwich and
author of books on Economics and
Sociology.

The AEB 'A' level Sociology Project.
Group Leader Liz Haggard, Lisburn
Technical College, N.Irelatd.

Adult Education (Extra-Mural, WEA,
etc.). Group Leader Dr. Brian V.
Street, University of Sussex School
of Social Sciences.
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DES SHORT_COURSE THE USA IN THE
grAFTMum_

From Monday 30 August to Saturday 4
September 1976 the Department of Education
and Science is holding a course/
conference for teachers and lecturers at
St. Catherine's College Oxford under the
title 'The ;ISA in the Curriculum'. It is
hoped ,ttract a representative group
of people who are concerned with teaching
aspects of the USA at various levels and
who will be i:Iterested in sharing their
experience with colleagues. The course
will be staffed by members of HM
Inspectorate and will take the concept
of THE FRONTIER as a unifying idea. It
will emphasise content rather than method
and will only incidentally be concerned
with pedagogy.

. Planning is still at an.early stage
but it is envisaged that each of the 4
full days of the course; will deal with a
main theme. The themes will be historical/
political: geographical/economical/
social; literary; visual arts and music.
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The ideal behind this scheme is that any useful teaching
material handouts, stimulus meterial, games, etc pro-
d(..iced by 'a social science teacher anywhere in the
'a0untry should, become swiftly available to his/her col.
legues irr other schools and colleges. This is an ideal we

never succeed in reaching! Nevertheless, it is
hoped we shall eventually include in the scheme several
hundreds of items, and Mat these will constantly be
'added to and revised.

Perhaps it would be as well to say what the scheme is
not. It is not intended that the items included shall be
finished works of art: though we shall attempt to main-
tain a certain minimum standard. Nor is it intended
that the scheme will provide 'ready-made' lessons, or
'model answers'. Nonetheless, we can all benefit by
having a look at what other ,teachers consider an appro-
priate approach to a particular topic, theme, or concept.
The success of the scheme depends entirely upon the
response of ATSS members, for if you don't send in
your materials tor inclusion in the scheme it won't
even exist. We can't afford to pay you, so you'll get
nothing but thanks. Though if you want to reserve copy-
right (perhaps you've toyed with the idea of having some
work published in the future) just let us know. Basically
what we want Is for you to send in materials you have pro-
duced, together with a few lines of description. The
items will be listed in subsequent issues of the Social
Science Teacher, together with the detcription, and
interested teachers can then write in for copies to the
various centres which are responsible for co-ordinating
the scheme.

We hope by the new. year to include items on social
studier, sociology, politics, anthropology, psychology,
economics, and environmental studies. Loughton Col-
lege Os Further Education is co-ordinating the sociology
and politics sides of things (Dave Pack - sociology; Keith
Poulter politics) and the address is given below. We are
still arranging the other aspects of the scheme, and hope
shortly to include a great many items for school social
studies. Addresses of other co-ordinating centres will be
published as soon as possible. For the present items
lying outside sociology and politics should be sent to
Keith Poulter.

Address for items:

Dave Pask, Loughton College or Further
Education, Borders Lane, Loughton, Essex.

Keith Poulter (as above)

No. of items required Charge

1 20p

2 30p

3 40p
4 45p

5 50p

6 55p

60p7

8 65p

9 70p

N.B. For orders in excess o 15 items, please calculate the
excess as if ordering from this table.

DON'T BE BASHFUL! Send us a copy of any material
you have produced and which you think might be of
interest to other teachers. Items will not bear the
originator's name, except by request where he/she would
like some feedback from k :11er teachers. One tinal word:
please ensure that the mater'al you submit does not
infringe copyriert: no extracts from published books
pleasel
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RESbURCES.EXCHANGE

e Resources Exchange Scheme aims to make available material devised by practising
tenehers of social silence. Any material that you feel is worthwhile can be used by you
for your personal teaching requirements, but the copyright for publication rests with
the individual(s) who put the notes together. The following unit on Social Control,
Norms and Laws might be useful for teaching GCE '0' level sociology.

GENERAL NOTES

SOCIAL CONTROL, NORMS AND LAWS
Social Groups The aim of this unit is to describe the way social groups affect

the lehaviour of their members and what happens to people when they
step out of line. The necessity of production brings humans together
into co-operative groups. In communal society, productive groups
will be related by blood, but class society, and especially
industrial capitalist society, tends to fragment the individual's
life into specialist tasks conducted in separate groups.

In order for groups to survive 'internally', certain patterns of
behaviour must be encouraged and others discouraged.

Groups have an effect upon, or control the behaviour of their
members. Ways of behaviour that preserve life, conserve and govern
the distribution of resources, and reiulate kinship and reproductive
relations (sex), will he found in all societies. Social control is
the term used to refer to the methods groups develop to get their
members to conform. A group that is not sufficiently regulated to
provide the means of survival will not survive as a group unless
outside help is given. Social control takes many forms. Positive
forms are exemplified by the expression of affection Tor, by the
reward of prestige, or the giving of gifts to, those people whose
behaviour meets with social approval. Negative forms of social
control exercised on those people whose behaviour is considered
unsuitable, may include avoidance, ridicule, physical punishment
and forfeits.

Social Control in In class society (a society where one group appropriates (takes)
Class Society the surplus of another), social control will be used in an

exploitative manner, not only to preserve the livelihoods of
members of society but to reproduce the exploitated relat!ons of
production of the dominant group. It will, in other words, benefit
one group at the expense of another. Thus in a slave society,
social control will be exercised over the slaves in order that they
might remain slaves and work for their masters. Whacever the slave
masters might have preached, slavery CA.d not benefit the slaves.
Whenever social control is exercised the following questions may
be asked:
Who is exercising the control?
For whose benefit is the control exercised?
In simple communal society, there is no exploitative social control.
Control is exercised 'internally' for the benefit of all. Economic,
political, and kinship decisions are often taken collectively. In
capitalist society, surplus value is accumulated by capitalists in
the form of profit. (Surplus value is the difference between the
value of labour power (e.g. wages paid) and the value produced by
the wo,k of a worker). This relationship is often concealed from
the majority of people by a variety of means which seek to legitimate
(make acceptable; the social arrangements of the society, whether
exploitative or not. In this way, people very often.do not recognise::
exploitation or the social controls operating upon them. They often
believe that the best possible social arrangements are in operatiOns
and in any case, can see no alternative. Thus, even when slavery was:,
abolished, a few slaves might have preferred to carry on under the

old system. .

Social Cbntrol
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In class societies, various mechanisus of group control are
developed that maintain the relationships between groups. One -
such mechanism is the social institution of the state, consiSting
of central and lodal government, parliament, administrative
networks, the judiciary (the courts), the army, and police force.
The control the state exercineg will sometimes benefit the majority
of people in that society (e.g. in most situations, laws forbidding
murder), but often its decisions and modes of control will be to
the disadvantage,of weaker groups.
These groups wili have ways of behaviour forced upon them from
outside-'externally'.
In many cases, however, they may come to accept what they are
made to do. It is important to remember that not all societies
have had states or state control.

Social Norms Sociologists use the term social norm to refer to the accepted
ways of behaving in a group, to how group members think they ought
to behave in their relationsh.lps with others. (A social norm should
not be confused with a statistical norm or average). Those who
offend against group norms are likely to be brought into line by
various forms of social control. Norms are learnt and passed down,
often withou:: conscious intent, from generation to generation.
Sometimes the situation in whicb the norm were originally developed

Rituals is forgotten and they become rituals norms perform for their own
sake, or perhaps to develop group identity. (e.g. kissing under the
mistletoe. Why the mistletoe?)

Types of Norm Norms vary in (a) their importance for the group's survival, (b)
the intensity of the social controla exercised when they are
transgrest.ed, and (c) the length of time for which they endure.
Traditionally, sociologists have used two terms: mores (singular:
mos) for important social norms such as respecting property and
life, that would be severely punished if broken, and folkways, for
norms that, if broken, might cause amusement or surprise. Some-
times fads and fashions are also distinguished.
A fad is a very localised and unimportaat norm as, fir example, a
family fad of keeping plates and cups in one cupbos.rd rather than
another, and a fashion is very similar but more widespread. 'Fashion',
as understood in everyday language, however, is often accompanied by
surprisingly strong social sanctions.

Internalisation When norms are performed without conscious thought, e.g. eating with
of Norma a knife and fork, and when they are obeyed without reference to the

group or to the social control it could exercise, they are said to
be internalised.
Infants, of course, have not internalised as much as adults and
must learn things that appear natural and obvious, e.g. to drink
out of a cup, to avoid eating soiled food.

Group Cohesion Group cohesion, or the way the group 'sticks together', is the
extent to which members feel attracted to the group and the extent
to which they uphold its norms. Group cohesion may be increased as
a result of (a) demands and pressures placed on the group from
outside (e.g. outside hostility towards union members involved in
a .Lockout), (b) work demands (e.g. coalmining, involving co-operation
On the job), or (c) the development of internal relations (e.g.
a private language and 'in-jokes').

.G4-oup Integration The importance of eeveloping group cohesion and of integrating
members into a group is well recognised in a'number of fields.
Labour turnover is high in the first few weeks of employment.
Drop-out from evening classes is much greater in the first term.
Illness and absenteeiim in the army were found.to be much higher
when soldiers were first recruited or posted as single replace-
ments to other units.
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Norms and Often norms and expectLtions correspond. But the term 'norm' is
Expectations sometimes reserved for ideas a!)out what a person should do and

the term 'expectation' for Ceas about what a person will do
irrespective of what he knows is acceptable to the group as a
whole.
You can know you ought to do tue washing up, but both you, and
those around you will know th4 likelihood of you doing it is small.

Laws are consciously devised and enforced by the state. Often they
correspond with norms. For example, there are norms that by strong
forms of social control against acts of murder and rape. But the
stete has also passed laws 4gainst the taking of life and sexual
violation and those are backed by the law enforcement agencies of
the police and the judiciary.
Sometimes there is no norm corresponding to a laa as, for example,
in the case of a sratute governing the height of a bus. And some-
times laws run counter to norms.
The abolition laws in the U.S.A., that prevented the consumption of
alcohol, ere often quoted in this context, and it is worth observing
that, where law and norm are seriously out of step, there may be
difficulty in enforcing the law. However., if a law is enforced
rigorously, it may become a norm (e.g. laws against drinking and
driving).

Rules and These terms are sometimes used to refer to consciously devised
Regulations patterns of behaviour in organisations, or to the lesser 'laws' of

the state. An example of a rule upheld in many schools is that of
wearing school uniform. The fact that its enforcement may cause
friction shows that such a rule is sometimes out of step with the
norms of groups of yuung people.

Unjust Laws Laws do not always serve the interests of all the people on whom

and Rules they are enforced. This was particularly obvious in Hitler's
Germany and must be equally obvious for black people living today
under the apartheid laws of South Africa where many of the laws
serve only the interests of the minority white population.

The Commandments The 'commandments' are the codified norms of historical Hebrew
Society. The fact that they have relevance in modern industrial
capitalist-society shows that social groups generally, must control
the arbitrary taking of life (Thou shalt not kill), the allocation
and distribution of resources (Thou shalt not steal), and kinship
elations (Thou shalt not commit adultery).
The interpretation o the commandments, however, is likely to differ
between historical and geographical communities. What is meant by
'Honour thy father and mother'? Compare the English and Indian
family. And is polygamy (taking more than one partner in marriage)
adulterous? Is it stealing to take from the rich and give to the
starving, or to nationalise without coopensation?

Diffuren:es cf Norms may differ from society to society. in some countries, for

Scam between example, che parents decide upon the marriage partners of their

Societies children (arranged marriages) whereas in others, the boy and girl
will normally choose for themselves. In England, the property
npeculator who manages to make a.large amount of money might be
considered a shrewd operator and might even be admired for his
financial skills.
In the Soviet Union his action would not be possible and speculation
generally would be treated as a crime. A more obvious example of
normative difference is that whereas in Western Europe people eat
with a knife and fork (when they are not eating fish and chips With
their fingers), in China they eat with chopsticks. A further example
overt expressions of affection between males would be regarded

with disgust by many English People, but in North Africa it :s
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possible for men to walk about holding hands in public places.

But which norm is right? This question ignores the fact that ulat
rAtelativity is right or wrong is definedt in terms of the norms of a given

society or group. Morality is a concept indicating a relationship
between people. (This matter is worth further discussion with
your tutor.)
In that people from many different societies agree.on what is right
and wrong there can be a 'universal' morality. But for many norms,
a situation of moral or cultural relativity exists: it is not
possible on moral grounds to decide whethev a knife or fork, or
chopsticks are best it is just a matter of what each group
accepts as common practice. In some cultures, for example, it is
considered improper for a girl to be a virgin when she marries. In
others it is shameful not to be a virgin before the wedding night.

,Ethnooentricity Very often we think of our own norms as being the only possible, or
sensible, arrangements, and it comes as a shock to us to find other
social arrangements are possible. The term used for this phenomenon
is ethnocentricity, which means centered on our own ethnic or
cultural group. What is usually A is that the ethnocentric
person believes his norms to be super; ,r and despises those of other
groups of people, possibly believing them to be evil, barbaric,
unclean, or unpleasant. Sociologists try to avoid ethnocentric
thought, realising that our own familiar patterns of behaviour may
appear just as extraordinary to others. For example, it is very
difficult to explain the phenomenon of leaving a tip after a meal
in a restaurant to someone from an area of the world where tipping
is not practised. "Why do you leave additional money when you have
already paid for the meal and services? Why do you conceal noins
under the rim of a plate or saucer knowing full well that it will
be found by the waiter?" might be the questions. Similarly, with
bathing. One person who came frtnni a part of the world where taking
a shower was the common of washing, expressed the view that sit-
down baths were dirty: "Fancy washing in your own dirty water".
And as for the use of toilet paper: "Wouldn't a wash be cleaner
than a wipe with paper?" Then of course there is the joke about
the 'Indian restaurant owner who complained about the awful smell
of fish and chips.

Rationality of It is always possible to ask:
' Torus What were the historical conditions that led to the development

of a norm?
Why does the norm continue to exist?
Is the norm still valid in the contemporary situation?
Is the norm in the common interest or in the interests of a small
unrepresentative group?
These considerations are important because they raise the additional
and histarically famous question: Why should I obey a particular
norm or the law?

The term 'deviant' (used in a sociological sense) refers to a
person who departa.from the norms or laws of a social group. Thus,
many people would consider, for example, illegardrug-takers, men
who dress up in women's clothes, and criminals as deviants.

In simple communal society, It -7.s possibic to identify deviants
witho41 a great deal of difficulty: there is often a consensus of
opinion about the norms of such a society. But in more conylex,
class societies this unity of agreement is not always present. To
refer once again to a slave society, would a runaway slave be
classed as a deviant? Fromnour own ethnocentric point'of view, the
practice of slavery may he seen as deviance, and the behaviour of

The Deviant

Disagreement
evor nhat ia
Deviant
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the runaway slave thought to be in accordance with our norms.,
What-is deviant will obviously depend very much on the group that
has the power to publically define the norm or to make the laws.
Where there is no overall social agreement, there maybe a great
deal of conflict about the rights and wrongs of a particular action.
In our society, for example, a number of young people have smoked
the drug marijuana, and in their group, and from their point of
view, it might be perfectly acceptable to do so. But the state has
made laws distinguishing legal drugs (such as alcohol) from the
illegal, and has the power to enforce these laws, as certain young
people have found out to theii expense. In this country, marijuana
smoking, unlike tobacco smoking, is not irraccordance with the
traditional norms (folkways) of large groups of people in Britain,
and is, therefore, considered deviaat.

The Deviant in Where societies are dividcd on class lines, there 4s often conflict
ClassASociety between groups over what should be deemed deviant.

For example, is a worker on strike to be viewed as a deviant? The
more powerful groups are very often afraid of admitting that there
is more than one point of view about what is right and wrong,
because this might weaken their social position. The slaveowners,
for example, could never afford to admit that slavery was an evil
practice.

Unity of the Those in power then often act on the premise of an overall unity
Normative existing in a moral code. En other words the questioning or
Universe rejection of one part of a moral code is seen as.discrediting and

undermining all of it. "If we give way on that", they think, "We'll
have to give way on every-thing". Thus, deviancy even on minor
matters, such as dress or length of hair, may lead to the use of
remarkably harsh social sanctions on the grounds of "Wbere's it all
going to lead to?"

The Consensus It is obviously to the advantage of those in positions of power to
View of Deviance spread the view that everybody, irrespective of their social class,

age, sex, education, job, or income, agrees on'what is good for
society as a whole. We can call this is the consensus view. The
alternative is to see society as csonsisting of a number of different
groups with different interests and norms, sometimes agreeing and
sometimes in conflict.

The e Those who hold a consensus view, believe that the vast majority of
'Meaninglessrlss' sensible people agree about what is good and healthy for 'society'.
df Deviant It follows then, that deviant behaviour must be irrational, bad,
Behaviour and unhealthy for '1:ociety'. The deviant is not thought to have

intelligible reason for ecting as he does. The consensus view
completely neglects the social situation in which the deviant has to
operate. A strike may seem the only action possible in some
indistrial situations. To some young people, hooliganism at a foot-
ball match may develop as an expression of team loyalty and as a
consequence of an afternoon's excitement cir frustration. When these
acts are commented on afterwards by journalists or judges, the!'
may be called 'senseless', or sub-human motives maybe a attrit...ced:
"You are-nothing more or less than a wild animal". The implication
of this last remark is that a rational human being is incapable of
committing the type of act under examination.

The Germ Usually, from a consensus viewpoint, cnly a small number of
Theory of indivichials are thought to practice deviant acts willingly. These
Deviant oddities are, often co;.:1;tered to have severe 'personality defects'.
Behaviour But where the number of deviants is so large that their very

existance tends to undermine the idea of some overall basic agree-
ment about what is good for society, people are forced to adopt a
new strategy for dismissing deviant behaviour. One such strategy4s.:
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the germ theory. This is the notion that a small group of individuals
(the corruptors) have 'infected (manipulated or seduced) the large
majority of naive and innocent bystanders (corrupted), who are
denied the responsibility for their action. In othey words, an
unpleasant germ has infected the body of a healthy society. Thus,
those who use illegal drugs ace divided into pus.iers and addicts.
Strikers are classed as communist troublemakers on The one hand,
and unwillingmen with families to support on the other. Student'
demonstrations are blamed on foreign agitators or sociology
lectures.
Perhaps the most famous example of the germ theory was advanced
when Winston Churchill wrote of the Germans ". . . it was with a
sense of awe that they turned upon Russia the most grisly of alll
weapons. They transported Lenin in a sealed truck like a plaguee
bacillus from Switzerland into Russia."
This passage implies that the Russian Revolution was caused by one
man. It also tends to be a little ethnocentric in its attitude to
the Russian political system . A contrary view is that individuals
are not corrupted, but willingly embrace particular solutions to
the problems they face, because they think they are relevant.

Bilston Sixth Form Centre, 1975.

When you have read this unit you should know the meanings of the following terms:

social control, social norm, ritual, mos (mores), folkway, fad, fashion, group.
cohesion, group integration, rules. cultural relativity, ethnocentricity,
deviance.

You should also know about:

social control in class society.
the role of the state of exercising social control.
the internationlisation of norms.
the difference between norms and expectations. .
the difference between norms and laws.
the relationship between social norms and the ten commandments.
the difference of norm between societies, and be able to offer examples.
the unity of the normative universe.
the consensus view of deviance.
the apparent 'meaninglessness' of deviant behaviour.
the 'germ theory' of deviant behaviour.

If there is something you do not understand, ask for further explanation.

-,' EXERCISES OR DISCUSSION

1. A person (a) may not agree with a norm and show that he doesn't agree, (b)
may not agree but outwardly conform, or (c) may agree and conform. From your
own experience give examples which fit these three situations.

. 2. Make a list of (a) positive and (ii) negative means of social control that are
applied (a) in the home, (b) in a school, (c) at a place of work, (d) in a
hospital, and (e) in a park.

Read the two passages attached. Explain these situations, using the terminology
that you have learnt from the unit. Is there a difference between (a) and (b)
in the type of norm that is being acted upon? Are the situations strictly
comparable?

Read examples attached. All the incidents are examples of the observance or
violation of norms. Classify them in terms of fads, fashions, folkways, mores,
rules and laws.

Comment on whether the laws (see attached) ro:nespond to norms accepted by the
social groups with which you are familiar. Explain .the relationship between
norms and laws.
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6. Read the passage attached. Why do you think the established order appears to
be so easily threatened by a change of female fashion, hair length etc': Read
your answer again after completing exereise 7h and again after exercise a.

7. Examine the newspaper cutting "Just good fun says man in high heels".
a. What social sanctions were said by the police to have be..n used against
Reginal New by the people who saw him in Halescwen?
b. What social sanctions were said by Reginald New to has., en used against
him by the people who saw him in Halesowen?
c. What social sanctions were used against fiew by the police and magistrates?
d. What is New's attitude to homosexuals?
e. Men are not usually prosecuted when they wear women's clothing on the stage,
but New is prosecuted for wearing women's clothing while shopping. What
explanation can you give-'for this?
f. What behaviour appears to he expected of homosexuals and people such as New?
g. Why do you think so many people are hostile to New's behaviour? Do you
think it is justified? Write down your answer.
h. What is the difference between a heterosexual, a homosexual, a bisexual, a
transsexual and a transvestite? If you don't know, look up the words or ask. ...

8. Exercise 8 is based on passages taken from Don Milligan's pamphlet, Ihe
Pclizics of Homosexuality, obtainable from Pluto Press Ltd., Unit 10, Spencer
Court, 7 Chaleot Road, London NW1, 8LH, price 20p.
a. What tao arguments are advanced to explain why people persecute homoxexuals
and transvestite's?

b. Explain the statement: 'the supremacy of men is founded upon myth and not
biology'
c. Explain: "Our sexual roles are imposed upon us by society, beuse of our
genitals but not by them".
d. What is meant by "the tyranny of gender".
e. Do you agree with the beliefs expressed in the passage? Explain why or
why not.

9. Exercise 9 is based on paSsages taken from Dilip Hiro's pamphlet The Indian
Family in...Britain obtainable from 15-16 Bedford Street, London WC2E 9HX.
List some of the norms mentioned in the passages about the Indian family, and
make a parallel list of 'typically' British norms to bring out the differences
between the twc cultures.

MATERIAL FOR THE EXERCISES

For Exercise 3
(a) Three students from East Berkshire College of Further Education were
suspended for indiscipline tbey came to college in hot pants after being
warned and caused a local row. The suspension has since been lifted but

the hot pants ban remained.
"Our business studies students are expected to dress as if for business and
they know it" said Miss Patricia Callender, head of the Business Department.

The Times Educational Supplement 19th February 1971.

(b) BAN ON FI7E MOSLEM SCHOOLGIRLS STAYS
The five "oslem girls who were banned from their Wednesbury school for wearing
trousers last term were not back at their desks yr,sterday.

And it seems as it there will be quite a lot more debating between the !,,oslem
religious societies and Walsall's educaticn chiel!'s before their return.
The girls have been away from Kings Hill Junior School since last November when
Mr. H.H. Harvey, the headmaster, said that they could not attend wearing a type
of baggy trousers beneath their skirts.
This way of dressing, whioL ;:onformed with religious beliefs that the legs must
be covered', must stop, said Mr. Harvey. The children were told to go home and
the parents were irformed that they gould no* be allowed to return wearing
the trousers.
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riyheliarents refused to Comply and since then there has been deadlock. A meeting
K14/6:x.heidlbetWeen,Moslems and: education officials three'weeks ago and they were

6.1'MtU1 of_esettlement.
-,Bilai'thelstart of the new term nothing is resolved. "We still have quite some

alNinilth do yet, said a Moslem spokesman last night. Hr. Harvey refused
. to7cOmment...

;

'4The;Biri!ingham Post, 7th January, 1970

'O'er Exeraise 4.
1e64..rrer plays in the first team at the local cricket club .

phOlecelled the male teachers at school 'sir' and the female 'miss'.
.gave up his traditional ecclesiastical dress in favour of a

04:,Sheexpeeta-,her visitors to wash the bath out after use .
r.4i4A:devoUt,Sikh always insists on wearing his turban even when working as a

ibtas driver or conductor.
.Mcist, of the married women in this area live only a stone's throw away from
their.mothers

t4..Skinheads have their hair cropped and wear 'bovver' boots.
KlhOhe'English eat egg and bacon for breakPast while Scots have their porridge.

All the doctors at the B.M.A. conference had given up smoking as an example
to their:patients.

,

TheEillir had three wives and had had three children .,5r each of them.

i.15''.;47'sf)ung wife complained to a London Divorce Court Judge that her estranged
' 'hUsbanIthreat,..ned to make her walk through a Welsh village in the nude.

*: He won't allow her to go out to wark.
ii :It's the shop-steward's job to explain all the intricacies of working life,

eXplain deductions, piece rates, bonuses. A sort of one man advice bureau.
,Second it's the steward's job tc sort out a workiate's problems, help him
Claim sickness benefit, say, or arrange new shi%t timings if he's having
trouble at home.

n.:Friction between neighbours 13d to a sales representative hitting another
man on the head with a piece of stone, said Irspector Woodward.

o. Most men in our society see it as their duty to go out to work to earn
money. They despise the workshy.

HFor.Exercise 5
a..Any person who sells to a person apparently under the age of sixteen years

'7 any tobacco or egarette papers, whether for his own use or not shall be
liable to a fine not exceeding £25.

b. Cruelty to pers.ons under sixteen.
If any person w has attained the age of sixteen years and has the custody,
charge or care of any child or young person under that age, wiifully
assaults, illtreats, neglects, abFeldons or exposes him or causec or procures
him to be assaulted, :11-treated, neglected, abandoned or exposed in a manner
likely to nause him unnecessary suffering or injury to health (including
injury to or loss of sight, or hearing, or limb, or organ of the body and
any mental dera%gement) chat person shall be guilty of misdemanor

Nothing in this section shall be construed as affecting the right of any
parent, teacher or other person to admibister punishment.

c. The overal3 height of a publi, service vehicle shal/ not exceed 15 feet.
A person who except under a licence granted by a Secretary of State
knowlingly cultivates any plant of the genus cannabis shall be guilty of
an offence.
If any child of compulsory school age who is a registered pupil at a school

.-. fails to attend regularly the parents shall be guilty of an offence.
A married woman or a married man may apply by way of complaint to a

,- magistrates' court for an order under the Act against the other party to the
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marriage on any of the following causes of complaint arising during the
subsistance.of the marriage, that is to say, that the defendant
(a) had:deserted the complainant
(b) has been guilty of persistent cruelty
(c) has committed adultery

g. Liaensing Act. Subject tc the'following pr:Nisions of this Part of this Act
the permitted hours in licensed premises shall be

(a) on weekdays other than Christmas Day or Good Friday, the hours from
elevan in the morning to half past ten in the evening, with a break of
two and a half hours beginning at three in the afternoon.

(b) on.Sundays, Christmas Day and Good Friday, the hours from twelve noon
noon to half past ten in the evening with a break of five hours beginning
at two in the afternoon.

For Exercise 6
AS PAINTS THE HEART
It is amazing how frequently certain news items recur. To be sure there are
modest variations of time and place, and the precise det,:il of the offending
garmentor article of adornment changes with the fashions, but in essence the
story temains the same as that which now plaguLs the principal of the East
Berkshire College of Further Education. His prescription of hot plante is the
1971 version of earlier attempts to outlaw miniskirts or maxi-skirts or trouser
suits or shslwars or earrings or skin-head or shoulder-length hair styles. It
becomes all the odder in the context of further education where it is frequently
claimed that a more adult atmosphere makes it possible to take a more relaxed
view of discipline and a more functional view of authority.
But there are deep psychological issues here: why does the established order
appear to be so easily threatened by a change of female fashion or eccentric
ways of arranging hair on the male floe and head? And why, given this strange
sensitivity, does it so frequently make itselt.felt in educational institutions
to make heads, principals and education authorities look ridiculous?

Editorial from The Times Education Supplement, 19th February, 1971.

For Exercise 7
'DRESSER-UP' WON'T BE BOUND OVER
'JUST GOOD FUN' SAYS MAN IN HIGH HEELS

When Reginald New wore women's clothing in Halesowen shopping centre he was
behaving in a manner likely t ocause a breach of the peace, the town's
magistrates decided yesterday.
New (54) of Hawbatch, Bewdley, who was brougilt before the court under the
Justices of the Peace Act, 1361, should be bound over in the sum of £25 to keep
the peace for 12 months, the court said.
But New, who said he had shopped similarly attired in Stourbridge, Kidderminster,
Dudley, Worcester and Birmingham without any trouble, declined to be bound over
and said he would appeal to Worcestershire Quarter Sessions.
He was sent to prison for one month, the senter:e to be postponed for 14 days
to give him time to lodge an appeal or to agr..r. to be bound over.
New was arrested by a policeman in Queensway, Halesowen, one Saturday afternoon.
He was then wearing a low-cut see-through blouse, through which a bra was visible,
tight black slacks, stockings, beads, high-heeled shoes and false eyelashes.
At an earlier hearing Inspector Alan aannister se.e that though New was
committing no offence "his mode of dress was causing people to stare and mutter
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:amOhere was a very real danger that a more unruly element would offer physical.

,?,,i.O.lence.to him".

Ottleiterday's resumed hearing, New, who-pleaded not guilty, continued his
rdeetice. He spoke of intolerance, and "the petty. little Hitlers the tyrants
p1WMy'life'."

;Slice lad interviewed him after the Christing Darby Murder, and,he had also
)P'PO barred from Kidderminster public librarY.
Oferead-out-what he said was a history of persecution by neighbours and traders..

;

'Ppeop1e imagine that my sole object in life is to seduce, 'he said. "I am not
liomOsexual 7 the very thought of it sickens me,. I certainly hope to marry agaLn
roile -day.when financial circumstances permit."

.,Over a two-year,period he had been,shopping in women's garb in Kidderminster,
Sidurbridge, Dudley, Worcester and Birmingham.
rThere has been no. suggestion of physical violence..I have had wolf-whistles and
g.i.gglea but nothing Malicious."

',.The police haVe tried to turn me into a criminal. What happened in Halesowen
;was just good-natured fun: There was no liklihood of a breach of the peace".
*4 added that he had a kilt on order from Scotland, and hoped to be wearing it
and having four-inch heels specially made for him.
!ille:chairman of the bench, Mr. Eric Emery, said "This bench is quite satisfied
that there is no suggestion of any collusion or persecution on the part of.
AheipOlice."
4ittt when Mr. Emery said that New would be bound over, the defendant asked:
71,1ploes this mean that I won't be able to go aronnd dressed the way I want?"

Price,-magiatrates clerk, replied: "If you mean going around in such
*Manner likely to cause a breach of the peace, the answer to your question is

;Neu then refuned to be bound over, said he would appeal, and added that he
*puld probably take legal advice. 4Y4

Express and Star, 22nd September, 1970.
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BRIEFINGS

ASSOCIATION FOR THE TEACHING

OF THE SOCIAL SERVICES

No. 2 INDIVIDUAL STUDY FOLDERS

by Roland Meighan

.An individual study folder is a collection of materials or suggestions for activites in
'is folder of some kind, so that an individual can work alone, or with minimum supervision
and consultation.

Some Uses: (1)
(2)

(3)

(4)

a whole course can be based on folders,
a section of a course can be based on folders,
folders can be used as an optional part of a course,
folders can be used for revision or for absent students to catch up
on work later.

Types
(a) Stimulus Folder: consists of a collection of items on a topic that leaves a
student to design the programme of study. Consultation with the teacher may be con-
siderable, especially at thc outset.

(b) Linear Folder: consists of items that are programmed so that there is a set
sequence of questions or tasks to follow. Consultation with the teacher is at a
minimum if the programme is clearly thought out.

(c) Multiple Stage Folder: consists of a first stage, designed as a linear folder, and
other stages. These additional stages can be: (i) linear, or part-programmed, or like
stimulus folders; (ii) necessary parts of the study, or choices'of options or entirely
,optional.

Consultation with the teacher tends to increase with the more choice based stages.

(d) Network Folder: consists of a collection of items on a topic arranged in sub-
topics, so that there are various possible sequences through the network of sub-topics
that students can choose. Consultation with the teacher tends to be at a minimum.

(e) Research Folder: consists of propositions and hypotheses to test as a means of
using items in the folder. Consultation with the teacher tends to be hignest with a
student's first experience of this type of folder.

(0 Learning Choices Folder: Some, or all of the above alternatives are present in one
folder, so that a student can choose his mode of learning. Consultation again tends to
be highest with a student's first experience of this typ.,! of folder.

The Briefings Series is edited by Roland Meighan, School of Education, University of
Birmingham, Birmingham B15 2TT, England.
Copyright 1975 by Roland Meighan. Reproduction in part or whole without written
:permission is strictly prohibited. All rights reserved.
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(g) "How to Hake Your Own Folder" Folder: consists of. suggestions about how to collect

appropriate material and ideas for activities, and how to use these for personal study,

and to make a folder to add to the collection of folders available for general use.

Contents:
Folder contents may consist of the following in any combination:

(1) Print newspaper cuttings, magazine articles, leaflets, typescript, photo-

copied items, duplicated materials, etc.

(2) pictorial photographs, paintings, diagrams, tables, charts..

(3) Filmstrips and slides slides are mbre convenient both for storage and for

using with a hand viewer. Filmstrips can be converted into slides without too
much effort (approximately one hour for a 30 frame filmstrip for "unskilled"

labour).

(4) Tapes and records cassette tapes are more convenient for both storage and

playback.

Tasks:
Students may be set various tasks in a folder including:

(a) write, notes under headings provided,
(b) complete sentences provided,
(c) write an essay,
(d) make a tape recording,
(e) prepare an exhibition,
(f) prepare a duplicated report for the class,
(g) prepare a verbal report for the class,
(h) make a photoplay,
(i) make a new study folder.

Further Points:
(1) Although entitled individual folders, pairs of students or small groups can work

from a folder. When a collection is first being built up, use in pairs limits the strain

on preparation time.

(2) A variety of tasks within folders ensures some breaks in the routine of individual

study lessons, since some lessons will be needed for the class to receive verbal
rIports, watch photoplays, discuss an exhibition, listen to tape recordings or receive

any other "end products" of folder activities requiring an audience.
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'-(3) Folders allow a networked approach to content, whether for examination or other
v.:purposes, so that students can choose their oft route throngh the collection of

avAilable.

;(4) Student may often prefer linear folders to start with; until they are familiar
'with the method and confident enough to branch out into the other types.

(5) Gaps in the collection may effectively be filled by students using the "How to
FMeike a Folder" Folder, to the benefit of both student and teachers.

Starting and Developing_a Collection of Folders
.(1) There is now available a range of commercially produced packs, folders, and
individual study booklets so that these may be used at the start and prevent a repeat

'of the writer's experience of sacrificing a whole summer holiday to devising his first
basic collection of folders. From this a mixed bank of commercial and home made folders
can usefully be developed. The home made folder has the advantages of covering local
aspects and being tailored to personal concerns. A very useful commercial source for
older students, 15 years upwards, is the collection of units of the Schools Council
Sixth Form General Studies Prolect.

(2) As a collection develdps, the provision of a variety of types of folder on the same
topic increases the choice of learning styles available to students.

(3) Some provision has to be made for the maintenance problems of a collection of
folders: (a) The contents date, and may need periodic revision.

(b) The contents may suffer from wear and tear, and some repair and replace,.
ment is necessary, so copies rather than irreplaceable originals are
recommended whenever feasible. Alternatively, originals need to be protected
in some way in the case of print, covered in plastic transparent film or
pasted on to cardboard.

(c) Booking out procedures, recording present user's name, and storage become

necessary as a collection grows.

(4) Topic extensions become useful after a uhile. "Further Aspects of . . . . " folders

then become a feature and can be produced by students using the "How to Make a Folder"

,Folder.

A Comment on the Learning Situation.
The uses of a collection of folders can range from effective preparation for external

examinations ti) a deliberate policy of snifting gradually from teacher-directed learning

to materials-centred learning to student-centres, self-directed learning. Folders can

cope with both a set syllabus or an open networked syllabus. They are therefore a very

useful and flexible addition to the reper*oire of teaching methods.
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s.Further reading,:

..L,c.Taylor (1971). Resources for Learning Penguin

. .

Same SOurces of Commercial-Folders and Packs.
Schools' Council General Studies Project. This is perhaps the most useful single source
and perhaps the best value for money. Details from Longman Resources Unit, The Shambles,
York. The 200 individual units cover the themes of China, Conflicts, Crime, Economics,
Education, Ermironment, Family, Popular Arts, Population, Science and Responsibility,
Africa, Planning, Genetics and Evolution, Living in Britain, Nazi Germany, Towns,
Religion and Politics.

Jackdaws There are over 100 Jackdaws covering many historical themes and some social
studies topics. Details from Jackdaw Publicaons, 30 Bedford Square, London, W.C.1.

Viewfinders These are structured class and group study boxes and are available from
Macmillan Education, Houndmills, Basingstoke, Hampshire. Themes covered include: You
and The Law, You and Your Parents, You and the Environment, and You and Your Leisure.

Labour Party. Two folders on Women in Society,..and Women in Politics are obtainable
from the Labour Party, Transport House, Smith Squar e, London S.W.IP 3JA.

Times Newspapers. Folders available from Times Newspapers, New Printing House Square,
Gray's Inn Road, London, WC IX BEZ. and cover the topics of Censorship, T.V., Strikes,
and Charity.

Starter Packs are published by Ward Lock.
The packs are networked and cover the topics of People Differ, and Us and Them.

Schools Council Integrated Studies Project. Folders available from O.U.P., Walton
Street, Oxford, 0X2 6DP and cover the topics of Getting to Know You, Silent Language,
Myth and Meaning, Finding Out about the Remote Past, Finding Out about the Recent Past,
Finding out about the Community, Finding out about Groups.

Voluntary Committee on Overseas Aid. Details of a range of stimulus folders are
Street,London, S.W.1. Topics include, Attitudes,

Education. Food and Agriculture, Aid, Trade, Population Growth, Rich World/Poor World,
Health, Industrialisation.
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DITORIAL
his edition of the journal reflects the editors'
oncerns with the issues surrounding Social Studies
raching at 13-16, and examining at 16 plus. It
icludes articles aimed at informing and stimulating
ebate in this area. It also represents an attempt at
ringing the Social Science Teacher down to earth
y looking at what actually happens in some class.
oomsl Important issues can be broadly identified
nder two headings: one is the confusion surround-

CFE, CEE, and their relation to 'N and 'F'
rels. The second is the more urgent concern
bout syllabus content and assessment techniques
t 16 plus, and crucially, what counts as sociological
nowledge in both these areas.

It would seem that many new ideas about
ontent, method and evaluation are at present being
eveloped under the CSE Mode III format (see the
tarcross example in this issue). Mode III '0' levels
re much less common, and appear to be more
lifficult to establish. The existence of these two
xaminations is inherently divisive and their
lifferences reflect, we suspect, that educational
Inovation is more easily achieved in low status
teas of the curriculum and with so-called 'less-able'

students.
CSE has great potential for overcoming these

problems in that the Schools Council has
recommended that it should be available under all
3 modes, and that it should offer a common 7
grade system for all candidates. In order that this
potential is not wasted, we feel that ATSS should
be closely concerned with articulating the wishes
of those twho are teaching social science in the
13-16 age range. The malaise surrounding the

...breakdown of ATSS influence in the London area,
in our opinion, reflects the painful fact that ATSS
has failed to articulate the opinions of those very
teachers in the past. Not only this, but ATSS has
failed to provide any mechanism by which expert-
iSe and advice can be passed on to, f or example,
teachers wishing to adopt a CSE Mode III, let alone
a Mode II '0' level. Finally then we would like
some feedback from people who are willing to
make a start on improving this situation. Please
send correspondence to the editors of this edition.

The views expressed in this edition of the Social
Science Teacher (Volume 5 No. 3) particularly
those of the editorial do not necessarily reflect
the views of ATSS. JT SC
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AT55 NEWS
Compiled by Chris Brown

MORE, LOCAL BRANCHES
At the January meeting of the ATSS Council, four
new branches were created Avon, Bedfordshire &
.Hertfordshire, East Anglia and West Yorkshire.
There is no doubt that meetings at a local level can
provide teachers with valuable opportunities to
exchange ideas and discuss common problems and
we are therefore aiming to support a nationwide
system of branches based, as far as possible, on
easily accessible centres. In addition to the re-
organisation of the London area which is currently
proceeding, it is hoped to form branches in Kent,
Surrey, Wessex and Merseyside before the end of
the year but following a successful meeting in
Brighton it seems likeiy that Sussex will be the
next new branch.

The conditions for creating a branch are that
there must be at least thirty members in the
proposed branch area and a group of people
wanting to organise local activities. If you think
there should be a branch in your area, please get
in touch with me.

ATSS 'AGONY' PAN E LS
As well as developing local activity we are also
planning to improve the central support services
of ATSS by forming small groups to act as
advisory paruis. The first panel is concentrating on
helping new social science teachers as they leave
college. The second, set up by the Council in
January, will be concerned with the teaching of
social studies. If you would like to know more
about it contact Helen Burchell, 18 Northwood
Road, Highgate, London.

TH,E ATSS AND THE WORLD
One function ATSS performs which most members
know little of, is providing persons to serve the
interests of social scienex and the Association on
other bodies and organisetions. A full list of !hese
representatives is included in the ATSS Directory
which appears elsewhere in this issue. The rep-
resentatives are elected by the Council and they

submit a report to each Council meeting.
We hope, in future, to make it possible ft

more members to have an opportunity to act
this way and it should be possible to advertise mo
vacancies in The Social Science Teacher. Howeve
there will still be situations where we are asked I
submit the name of a nominee before there is
chance to circulate the details in the journal. Fi
this reason I would like to hear from any memb
who would be interested in making sort
contribution in this way. Thus when we are askt
to fill any position and there is no time I

circulate all members, I can at least inform tho
who are most likely to be interested.

TWO MEN AND A JOURNAL
Up to now the production of The Social Scieni
Teacher has been in the hands of anyone foolil
enough not to keep them in his pocket but
January, Council elected a new General 'Editor
Roland Meighan and a Business Manager Fret
Reeves. Frank and Roland intend to act as a tea
on both jobs. It is still intended that each editio
of the journal should be the responsibility of
separate editorial team but, along with the Revian
Editor and the Circulation Manager, the new centt
team will co-ordinate the activities of the loc
teams, ensure overali balance, maintain productit
continuity and seek advertising support.

WORKING FOR ATSS
At the same time as expanding the work of ATS
we have been trying to ensure that the worklo
is spread over as many people as possible. I

present there are two jobs with which we ne
some help: we need an External Relations Offic
to co-ordinate and develop ATSS links with oth
bodies and .ve also need someone to take sor
initiatives in developing new branches ti
latter job is currently being done by the Chairma
If you find your life dull and boring, it you a
listless and your evenings empty then work f
ATSS and be exhausted as well! Contact me
you are interested.

CEE AND ALL THAI'
Following a debate at the January Council, it vt
agre:.d that ATSS should inform Schools Coun
that more time was needed before final cIzzio
on new CEE and 16-i- exams were taker. 7. : tr
they would be best taken in conjure' tion wi
decisions on the proposed N and F exams.

DIARY FILLERS
April 20/23 ATSS Easter Course, Lady Spenc

Churchill Co:lege of Educatic
Oxford.

April 24 East Anglian ATSS. Visit to Bat
Wood Natural Resources Cent
rir-vder Wind Common Rural Cra
Qt.,. re, Downham Markut, Norfol
1.13 p.m.

May 1 The rhing of Sociology and Soc
Studies in Secondary and Midc
Schools. Totley.Thornbridge Colle
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of Education; Today, Sheffield S17
'4A13; Speakers include: Charles
TOwnley, Bob Anderson, Trevor
Higginbotham and, hopefully, Michael
Duane.: Further details from Mrs.

Thornes, Sociology Dept. Tel:
-Sheffield 369941 ext. 242.
:West_MidlandsATSS. Social Science
Trails. Univ. of .Birmingham School

r ,! of Education. 10.00.
.Joni 11/12: Association for the Teaching of

"Psychalogy. Teaching Psychology in
the. Medical arid Nursing Fields. The
,Postgraduate Centre, London Chest
Hospital. Bonner Road, Bethnal
Green, London E2. Details from Mrs.
P.M. Wright, 11 Lawrie Park Avenue,

, Sydenham, London 5E26.
Llune 17/19 Sociologists in Polytechnics. Annual

*; Conference. Lanchester Polytechnic,
Coventry. The themes of the
conference are: Sociology in
professional training; Sociology in
the community; and Sociology and
social policy. Details from John
Selby, Department of Applied Social
Studies, Lanchester Polytechnic,
Priory Street, Coventry CV1 5F B.

Sept'. 17119 ATSS Residential Confeience, West
Midlands College, Walsall.

tACONOMICS
Vklie Winter 1975 edition of Economics, the
Ocioirial of The Economics Association, includes
'10;-,tirticle by Prof. Walter Elkan which is critical
:ot the . growing emphasis on the mathematical
:tieittnient of economics and urges that "economics

a-scicial science and must be taught in a broad
'ksiicial science context." Another article attempts
tiliiapPlY Bloom's taxonomy of cognitive objectives
kio eConorhics (no mention of affective objectives)
7.-but the 'humanistic' trend of the edition is
,iontinued in an interesting, if somewhat super-
tv.;ficial, discussion of Wriotis forms of interaction
fAanalyses for the economics mcher in the classroorn.
.r,Requests for copies should be sent to the General
;Secretary, Economics Association, Room 140,
l,:.=Hamilton House, Mabledon Place, London
?MCI H 98H.

MODERN 8TUDIES
The latest issue of MOST, the Journal of the
Modern Studies Association in Scotland, is devoted

industrial relations (Number 10, January 1976).
'I It is available, price 75p, from Vti Jamieson,
i'46 Randolph Road, Stirliiig, F KC 2AR.
';±;

,.171'HE NEXT TWO EDITIONS OF SOCIAL
rISCIENCE TEACHER
il.The next edition of Social Science Teacher will be
fa special edition on:

'SCHOOL TEXTBOOKS AND CURRICULUM
PROJECTS

'land approximately twenty well known classroom
:texts for CSE, '0' level and 'A' level Social

Studies, Sociology and Social Science courses will
be compared, and about ten social studies/
humanities curriculum projects analysed.

Editors: Roland Meighan and Frank Reeves.
The following edition will concentrate on:

GAMES AND SIMULATIONS
and it will be edited by:
Keith Poulter, 74 Cherry Trea Rise, Buckhurst Hill,
Essex. (01-504 0804)
Michele Ryan, 39 Parkholme Road, E.8.

(01-249 3072)
Mary Bos, 86 Nightingale Road, Clapton, E.5.

(01-986 B073)
(ideas, contributions and suggestions welcomed!)

HELEN REYNOLDS, ATSS REPRESENTATIVE
ON THE A.E.B. STANDING ADVISORY
COMMITTEE FOR SOCIOLOGY, writes:
It is important to note that the A.E.B. considers
the ATSS nominee as an individual and not as a
representative of the ATSS. However, one way or
obtaining comments and opinions from teachers is
through ATSS and my role is to act as a channel
for such comment. It also provides the Board with
an opportunity to contact teachers ano canvass
opinion in particular areas.

The committee meets three or four times a
year to discuss matters relating to '0' and 'A'
level sociology examinations, syllabuses and other
matters. Much of the work of 'the committee is
concerned with the final moderation of exam-
ination papers, the consideration of comments
and complaints from centres and the interviewing
of prospective moderators and examiners.

Cdmments from centres are considered in some
depth by the Standing Joint Committee and then -
passed to the Standing Advisory Committee for
Sociology. Few commeats were received relating
to examinations in 1975.

At 'A' level all centres commenting considered
the papers fair and well-balanced. Although it was
said by one centre that the time allowed was
inadequate for an 'A' level answer, it was agreed
by the majority that one of the important skills
to be tested at 'A' level was that of organising
information within a time limit.

Some comments on the '0' level paper
suggested that centres considered that certain
areas were tested with questions which did not
allow the candidate the opportunity of showing
what he knew. lids was in contrast to a comment
which claimed that questioning did not indicate
the Board was pursuing its policy of reducing the
possibility for question spotting and rote-learning.
The committee stressed that no order of importance
of areas in the syllabus was intended and that the
increased range of type of question did, in their
view, correspond with the policy referred to above.

Marking schemes are confidential and are
substantially modified in standardisation meetings
both before and after the examination. However,
they will now be discussed, together with the
examination papers to which they refer, by the
Standing Advisory Committee.

The committee also considers more general
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raMters relating to the future of the 'A' level
!tabus and examination. A working.party is at

.opresent examining the possibilities for change in
Itthe syllabus and examination of 'A' level sociology.

-The alternatives under discussion include:
4 a standard-:one continuing along the lines of

theexisting syllabus
1 a comparative one with the introduction of a

case study elernent in the examinatiOn.

Optkm Schemes

The working-party submits its reports to the
to 'the SAC and recent discussion resulted in
agreement that the comparative element would be
unsuitable on the grounds that there was a short-

:age of materials and that the literature available
did not lend itself to comparative analysis. An

,..option'-scheme was suggested as an alternative
where specialist interests such as anthropology
could be studied in depth. The introduction of

. cesestudy material was welcomed particularly in
relation to the options.

The nature of the present 'A' level examination
Is also under discussion. At present, policy indicates
that a wider range of question type is being con-
sidered while at the same time maintaining a
balance both in content and form of question. As
can be seen from the syllabus and examination
requirements more guidance is given regarding the
two papers and some specialisation is possible.

The SAC is also concerned with syllabuses
which may have some overlap with or contain some
element of sociology. The recently produced '0'
level Environmental Studies syllabus contained a
sociological element. There was some objection
to this from ATSS members and these were
formulated by Roger Gomm and Bob Anderson
and forwarded to J. Franks at the Board for
consideration. It was originally hoped that the
SAC's for the two syllabuses might have a joint
meeting to discuss the points raised. However, this
has not proved necessary as the syllabus is moving
towards a more science/biology orientation and is
unlikely to include the sociological element.

Some proposals for a social administration 'A'
level have also been received and there will be
some link between members of the SAC's for both
Sociology and Social Administration to avoid
overlap and duplication in syllabus and examines:on.

My role o far has been to contribute to
discussion on illase matters and to act as a link
between teachers of sociology and social science
and the A.E.B. As a result of comments received
at the ATSS Durham conference in April 1975
the Board has agreed that the reading lists for 'A'
level may be reproduced in ATSS publications but
that the copyright on examiner's reports may
not be waived.

The I3oard is concerned that contact with
teachers is maintained and improved. I would
hope that any comments or proposals relating to
this or other matters dealt with by the SAC would
be forwarded to me 30 that they can be discussed.

a

I can be contacted at:
Codsall Comprehensive School,
Elliott's Lane,
Codsall,
Staffs.

CHRIS FARLEY, PANEL LIAISON OFFICER,
writes:
At the last AGM it was decided that the ATSS
should set up a number of panels to consider and
advise on the activities of the ATSS in specific
areas, including Teacher Education, Social Studies,
Sociology, Environmental Studies, Politics,
Anthropology, Psychology and Economics.

Each panel will be concerned with encouraging ,

valid social science teaching, producing teaching
materials (where appropriate), commenting on
syllabi, and on proposals for curriculum change,
producing guides to resources and critiques of
current work.

The Teacher Education Panel has already begun
work, and I hope that by the time you are reading
this the Social Studies, Sociology and Anthropology
panels will also have had initial meetings. However,
I am very concerned that the panels should
involve a wide spectrum of ATSS membership,
and in particular would like to hear from members
who wish to participate on the Politics, Anthro-
pology (in association with the RAI), Psychology.
or Economics panels.

The Social Studies Panel has begun to plan its
work and would like to h tar from members who
would be interested in the work of the Panel.
Helen Burchell is acting as convenor of meetings at
18 Northwood Road, Highgate, London. Initially ,

the Panel will be canvassing members to ascertain
the main areas of interest and concarn under the;
umbrella title of Social Studies. It will also be
concerned with compiling detailed resources guides
for Social Studies. If you are sitting on inform.-
ation about useful books, films, tapes, games, etc.
please contact Helen

If you want to participate in the work of the
Panel, piease contact me at:

32 Ladysmith Avenue,
London E6 3AR.

CORRESPONDENCE
34 Hollinwood Road,
Disley,
Stockport,
Cheshire.

Dear Editor,
Pleased though am that John Astley (SST.

Vol. 5 No. 1) managed to find something worth-
while in my article (SST. Vol. 4 No. 2), I must
admit that his letter puzzles me deeply. He- asks
'can sociology not be politicalr. But as I tried to"
point out in my article, it is bound to be so if it
takes as its topic the major social issues of the day.
And if it does that, its claim to science are
vitiated. To call all forms of knowledge 'political'
seems to me to be meaningless. It is a product of a
spurious dichotomy between 'subjective' and
'obrective' knowledge. All knowledge, scientific
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-grOunded in conventions and agreements.
OeSe.'.are,the bed-rook of social life.'There cannot
iffai,iyienali;'still, fixed point of certain know-

that zwoUidjatisfy tthe relativist and the
rimptla.:;;Without such conventions and agreements
IOWA and.discuasion cannot start. As Wittgenstein
*tic( Ir. his discussion' of, Moore's famous

Of scepticism, "If you don't know
tiet's,ftere%leoni hand, we'll grant you all the rest".
icePtteism and relativism are' not refutab)e, they
Keleiply ablurd. To suggest that techniques 'may
osteubject to political posture in the total cultural
Raise!' Puts' us back' on the round-a-bout I was
endeavouring to climb off.. To put it simply, we do
gifi; hive to accept that sociology is inevitably
ware,),if t; we reconsider, not the techniques, Mr.
kitleit, but the subject matter. And . that re-
*iiiideration may indicate techniques more suited
fiie such: analysis.

Sinati;the whole purpose of my article was to
Malta this point, i find the third paragraph of

letter baffling. Firstly, i have no idea
Miat the.concepr 'the existential line in sociolc
Niftod. I 'certainly wouldn't expect Mr. Asti

alow.f with it, since I woulin't know
Where :if could . lead him, if concept r. can lead
fr*inywhera that is. Secondly, I am intrigued
atitlielhought of being in a cul-de-sac of theory
and hOW`that has consequences for practice. But
Whit' theary and whose practice are being referred
:.tiST, 'Certainly, there is no articulation of any
pkiiiifted "ethnomethodological theory" in my
eocia,:since, as far as I know, none exists
Overate from the matho dr. and products of
ehetysis. Using 'politics' prefer "moralising)"

1iut no matter) to justify practice and claiming
*it operation as parch; is an odd way of proceeding
WI ft is not the only way of achieving the unity

'

of theory and practice. As to my 'running away
from the realities of social analysis', I am
perplexed as to what this can mean. The 'realities
of iocial analysis' must be things like hours of
boredom and hard work, flashes of inspiration and
intuition and pages of rejected rubbish. It would
bp very difficult to do any worthwhile sociology
without these. If Mr. Astley means the realities
of social life, then as I tried to point out,
obviously very unclearly, these realities are
constiluted as an outcome of the practical
reasoning of sociologists and laymen alike. If this
were not the case sociology would not be the
public and practical exercise it so self evidently is.
Practical here, of course, does not mean having
applications but constituted of practices. Garfinkel's
motto "treat social facts as accomplishments"
indicated a rich and fruitful field of inquiry not
a sterile or impotent one.

I take it that the reference to Auden's teacher
is an expression of disbelief in any ability to make
what would be contained in the kind of social
science I advocated for schools, relevant outside
the class-room. And that its irrelevance would be
its downfall. To that I would simply ask two
questions. "What is sociology's practical relevance
now? Where is that body of solid, generative.
reliable and tested knowledge out of which solutions
to social problems can be constituted?" And
secondly, "why does relevance to those kinds of
issues seem to be a better kind of criterion than
rigour forassessing the merit of fields of inquiry?"
Perhaps i is bece?ra, as Chestet ton pointed out for
Cnristianity, rigorous social analysis has not been
tried and found wanting. It has been found
difficult and rarely tried.

Yours simerely,

Bob Anderson.
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STUDYING SOCIETY - FOR SOCIAL
CANGE OR SOCIAL CONTROL?'
by Geoff Whitty, University of Bath

Social Studies courses have frequently been
criticised as a not-so-subtle means of keeping the
masses in their place. Usually designed for those
who have already been labelled as 'failures' in
terms of the conventional curriculum, they often
concentrate upun the pupils' personal and local
environment and have thus been seen as a way of
limiting their horizons and presenting the known
as the inevitable. In many such courses society is
treated as something static and the 'awareness'
which they often claim to encourage seems to
involve an ability to find one's way around society
as it is rather than to look at it critically. A glance
down the contents pages of the many text and
topic books produced for 'Newsom' and 'Rosie'
courses reveals the patronisino assumption that
pupils on such courses will fit neatly into Pre-
ordained slots in society and follow particular
styles of life. Treatment of the work context and
industrial relations abounds with references to the
importance of the 'small cog' in the large wheel but
rarely raises questions about why some cogs are
bigger than others. The sexist assumptions are even
more blatant, with one recent book for gids
unashamedly including a chapter 'Making the most
of yourself Gettirig Married'. Time atter time, the
status quo is presented as normal, unchanging and
unchangeable and there is no doubt that John
White's charge2 that these courses amount to
'instruction in obedience' has considerable validity.
Social Studies teaching often is a thinly-disguised
exercise in social control.

On the other hand, a view of social studies
which seems to persist amongst both its staunchest
advocates and its fierceit critics is that the subject
has some sort 0 radicalising potential. Many of the

students who train to teach social studies claim
that they are doing so bacause social studies is
somehow 'different' from other school subjects,
less divorced from the world outside school, more
likely to encourage a critical attitude towards the
status quo and hence more likely to contribute
towards social change. Whilst there are certainly
also those who advocate the teachine ociaI
science 'for its own sake' and even who
positively celebrate its 'irrelevance'3, rters
of a wide range of approaches to soci 'idles
teaching have, to some degree, seen thet
making an important contribution to change in
school and society. What is disturbing tor those of
us attracted by such a view is the way in which
even these approaches have snrnehov, seemed in
practice to lose their radical c,mise .1 to make
their own contribution to the lance of
the status quo.

The fate of the social studies mi. amen( of the
nineteen forties and fifties has by now been
chronicled many times4. This rather amorphous
movement was heralded with extravagant claims
which have, in fact, left precious little mark upon
the English educational scene. Whilst it was certainly
not a really radical movement and one of its major
obsessions was to develop education to fit the
changing demands of British capitalism and
democracy after the war, it did propose significant
changes in our system of schooling. It opposed the,
prevailing elitism of the English educational system
arid proposed alternatives which would open the
way for a more 'healthy' society. The argument
was that social studies should form a backcloth to
more specialist studies and allow every child to
'feel himself to be closely associated with the past
and present struggles and achievements of 'mankind,
and to have a personal contribution to make
towards future progress'5. James Hemming
explicitly argued that pupils following courses
'broadened by Social Studies carried on with
plenty of project work' were 'adventurous in
outlook, approachable and articulate, eager to give
their minds to new problems'. Those who followed
a curriculum composed entirely of formal subject
courses had, on the other hand 'a marked tendency
to be parochial in outlook, reserved, conditioned
against change'. It may well be argued that had
the Social Studies movement succeeded in trans-
forming the educational system to produce the
creative, flexible and tolerant citizens which
Hemming envisaged, they would have bolstered
British capitalism more successfully than has in
fact happened. It remains the case, however, that
this movement fell foul of the.traditionalism of the
British school system even before its impact on the
outside world could begin to be assessed. It failed
to make headway in the world where its claimed
relevance to Grammar Schools was treated as
nothing but a joke and where the Secondary
Modern Schools in which it did make some progress
increasingly came under pressure to compete with
the grammar schools for examination successes in
discrete, well-established academic subjects.

Thus it was that the 'liberal' (let alone any
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Possible 'radical') promise of this early social
studies movement was largely still.born. Only the
more explicitly conservative feat res of the tradition
remained as a target for its successor, the 'New'

-Social Studies movement of the 1960s. The
-divisivenets by which such courses were restricted
to the bottom streams of secondary modern schools

.:ultimately served only to maintain the elitism of
British schools and society. The concept of citizen-

:ship encouraged in most of the cwrses which
survived was far drom the active one which
Hemming envisaged, but rather a passive one in
which activity and involvement did not seem to go
beyond the ability to fill in an income tax form,
remember the name of the local mayor or decOrate

. souse old lady's kitchen without pausing to consider
why she was permitted to exist in such squalor
anyway. Small wonder that their critics disrritsed
such courses in 'life-adjustment' as 'social stops'
and sought for alternatives which encouraged
pupils to look critically at society rather than
passively accepting th.,ir lot in a society seemingly
beyond their control. The earlier movement,

l although it had consciously chalienged the
prevailing social relatioes of the school, had

' ultimately made no significant impact even there
let alone in sockty at large.
The New Social Studies movement of the 1960s,

'with which the names of Charmian Cannon and
Denis Lawton are closely associated, tried to avoid
the pitfalls which had led to the demise of its
predecessor6. Thus even those who were intensely
critical of society at large adopted a strategy which

. accepted schools as they were. They accepted that
-high status subjects were derived from academic

disciplines and merely argued for an additional
subject to be placed alongside the other specialisms
in the school curriculum a social studies firmly
grounded in the social sciences. There was still a

,
demend for social relevance and indeed for a

' questioning attitude towards society but, where
earlier approaches had failed to achieve such goals

, through ignoring traditional conceptions of
curriculum, the 'new' social studies was in danger
of assuming that the traditional curriculum, and
the view of knowledge implied by it, would by its
very nature achieve them. Barry Dufour, for
instance, argued that 'if we are trying to encourage

. critical and intelligent thought amongst Pupils
about human relationships, it seems self-evident
that this can only come from a true knowledge of
the social structure and the social processes'7. The
assumption seemed to be that the social science
disciplines yielded 'true' knowledge which, if
taught to pupils, would necessarily encourage such
a critical stance towards the social world.

While this view of the radical potential of th,e,
'New Social Studies' was by no means shared by
all its advocates, it was and still is an important
strand of thinking amorgst those who argue for a
social science-based social studies in schoels. In its
early forms, however, it often failed to luok
critically at the concept of knowledge upon which
it was based, which was intensely conservative and
implied a conservative view of the relationship

. r.

between social scientists, teachers and pupils. Even
though, for many of its supporters, the new subject
was not academic knowledge 'for its own sake', but
social science with a social purpose, many of us as
teachers failed to look sufficiently critically at the
soelal relations of our own practice. The New
Social Studies movement and the parallel creation
of Sociology courses at A and 0-level took place at
a time when curriculum theorists had a seemingly
unbounded faith in the value of the knowledge and
:nethods of enquiry associated with the acathmic
disciplines a case argued in its mc...t extreme
form by Philip PheniX8.

At the same time social scientists were mcea
prone than they are today to claim that their work
produced 'facts' and yielded the 'ti uth' about
social reality in an 'objective' and 'value-free' way.
It is therefore hardly surprising that the advocates
of social science teaching in schools used such
terms liberally in their writings but made little
attempt tu specify in whe: sense such expressions
were being used. There was an overwhelming
confidence amongst $hem that the knowledge
yielded by the social sciences exhibited such
characteristics and thus could not fail to be of
value to everyone.

It was against this background that many
people felt that the teaching of socZal Acience in
schools would give pupils more understanding of
the world in which they lived and hence a firm
foundation of knowledge about social structure
and social processeseupon the basis of which they
could, if necessary, act to change it. Social science
could be used to remedy 'half-truths' and make
pupils 'critically aware' of the extent to which
their own commonsense ideas were distorted by
bias and prejudice. in other words, teaching social
science could help free pupils from the sorts of
parochial concerns and assumptions which earlier
social studies courses (with their narrow Con-
ceptions of 'relevance') merely served to reinforce.
Unfortunately, though, this has often led in
practice to a situation in which what is taught is
decided in terms of its centrality to the discipline,
as conceived in academic circles, with all other
conceptions of 'relevance' being lost jn the rextion
against the supposed 'parochialism' of earlier
approaches. lt has often also meant that pupils, far
from gaining control over their own environment,
as the rhetoric of education for 'autonomy' seemed
to imply, find themselves in a situation where they
depend upon social scientists and teachers for their
understanding of it.

The view of knowledge embraced by the 'new
social studies' effectively maintains a situation in
which knowledge about the world is seen as some-
thing produced by scientists, and then transmitted
to schoolpupils via teachers. Social science teaching

whether purely didactic in approach or employing
some sort of 'discovery' methods thus, becomes,
almost by definition, a process of transmission.
The professional social scientist is placed on a
Pedestal and, even at Advanced Level, the study of
sociology largely involves the consumption of

6
nowledge produced te these professionals. Even
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sociological 'methods' are generally something to
be learnt about rather than experienced and, when
project work was introduced into one A-level
sociology syllabus, it was accompanies by this
warning:

Candidates can hardly be expected to make
a distinctive contribution to knowledge. The
rationale for including project work is to
facilitate the learning process by giving
greater insight and realism The
emphasis should be on giving insight and
realism not on advancing knowledge and
discovering unknown data. This should be
left to qualified sociologists who will publish
their findings (AEB Notes for the
Guidance of Teachers, April 19721.
Such findings will presumably be transmitted

to the next generation of A-level students, whilst
the only recognition of the work of tne current
generation of students is encapsulated in a single
grade upon an A-level certificute.

Lower down the schoO, many social studies
schemes have seemed to encouragd more active
participation of pupils in the production of
knowledge. Here discovery and inquiry methods
are a common feature of social studies teaching.
Nevertheless, in practice, an emphasis on 'a freedom
guided and disciplined by the teacher's clearer
perspective of the subject and of the problems' has
often made such methods merely motivational
devices whereby the pupil may be persuaded to
accept the sense someone else has made of the
world rather than actively struggling to develop his
own. Given the inherent conservatism of much
social theory, it is perhaps fortunate that many of
our pupils are more sceptical and resilient than
Berger and Pul lberg feared when they suggested
that a few generations of teaching about 'roles'
would lead to a self !'ulfilling prophecy in which
people came to accept passively that they should
occupy the social roles they had learnt about in
school. There is however some evidence that at
least a provisional acceptance of the validity of the
knowledge generated by the disciplines is a
contributory factor of educational achievement
and 'success' in terms of our prevailing social
hierarchy. Crrozinly social science teachers some-
times express conern about their pupils being 'too
critical for their own good'.

Many rsf .hs highly structured social studibs
courses which nave been spawned by the New
Social Studies movement lead. however, not to a
critical approach but to either uncritical acceptance
or uncritical rejection of the gospel according to
sociology. Whilst the former may, on many cases,
ensure examination success, neither can be seen as
the sort of liberating experience which some of
the advocates of social science teaching in schools
envisaged. By trying to avoid the so-called 'anarchy'
of alternative methods, the worksheets produced
by social studies teachers of ten serve to alienate
pupils from their work context rather than giving
them ar: increasing sense of control over their
world. 'It's your (i.e. teachers') work, not our
work' was the comment l hear from one group ot

pupils following such a course. Whilst going along
with work they do not feel engaged with will do
little to enhance pupils' feelings of power and
control over their own.situation, outright rejection
of it is unlikely to serve that purpose either since
it is likely to precipitate a situation in which their
autonomy is constrained by forms of sot:ial control
even less subtle than those entailed in accepting
other people's ways of lookhig at the world. In
Nell Keddie's study of teaching about the family
and socialisation in a multi-discipliaary humanities
programme, those who rejected sociologists'
accounts of the worid were seen as 'problems',
whilst those who were prepared to accept
sociologists' accounts on trust tended to be those
who became successful in the school's terms10.
On the one hand the course seemed in no sense to
have enabled pupils to be critical of their own
everyday assumptions and on the other it seemed
to have encouraged 'sociology-adjustment' or
uncritical acceptance cf the world as seen by
sociologist., the New Social Studies' equivalent
to the e-adjustment of earlier approaches.
Neither rosponse seems to has,e entailed a marked
increase i. t`ie pupils' belief in their power to
transcend the status quo in school or society.

There is a sense, then, in which the New Social
Studies can be seen as a means of social control as
effective as that of earlier courses in social studies.
The failure of the movement to challenge the
existing social relations of school knowledge has
meant that, as much as other subjects, social
studies has become something which is done to
pupils rather than sómething which they do. It has
come to be perceived as just more 'normal school',
much the same as other subjects and not noticeably
more relevant to the world outside the classroom.
Social Studies has very quickly become part of a
prevailing culture of schooling in which pupils feel
alienated from their activities and their products.
The views of these pupils half way through an
Alevel Sociology course, which had been preceded
by a two year highly-structured course in social
science, are not unrepresentative of those I have
talked to. Their views suggest that the New Social
Studies movement has not, in practice, fulfilled
the hopes of its more radical advocates. Asked
what they thought sociology was, these pupils
responded as follows:

Carol: Back to our first essay (laughter).
David: An A-level subject
Geoff: Yes, that's the cynical answer, David.

But have you any other
David: It's the truth to a large extent. It is

just another A-level subject.
Jane: Something I thought I was going to be

interested in but I find it a bit boring ...
Geoff: What do you find boring about it?
Jane: A lot of concepts
Carol: You don't seem to get anywhere
Jane: (untranscribable) ideas and you can't

make any conclusions of your own,
they've all been made for you.

Carol: There's all the things you've got to
learn tc learn other things.
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Geoff: When you say it's an A-level subject,
you presumably have some means of
dnguishing it from economics or
any other A-level subject?

'David: Well, I mean, you've got to do as he
saVs you've got to do reading, you've
got to go to lessons and you've got to
take notes and um it seems
you're inevitably bored

I mean the sheer fact of having
to do the same lesson at the same time
the same day every week bores me,
because I know exactly what I'm going
to do Once you've left the
classroom you don't bother about it
until the next lesson.

Thew comments, and others like them, suggest
that Graham Vulliamy's view that a lot of social

. science teaching in schools conforms to Freire's
'banking' concept of education and thus has

;..'little in common with education as 'the practice
of freedom' has some validity!

Vulliamy is one of a growing number of critics
whci, in recent years, have criticised prevailing
appratpchas to social studies teaching and begun ,a
formidate an alternative and appareritly more

. 'radical' connept of social studies teaching. Such
views have emerged partly from the recent radical

' critiques of schooling and partly from critiques of
positivism in the social sciences. It has thus been

.z,suggested that the approach to social studies
teaching described here as typical of much of the
practice of the New Social Studies has something
in common with 'commodity' consumption and
In contrast to the hopes of some of its advocates

, has become a process of domestication rather than
liberation. Indeed as much has been suggested
earlier in this paper. At the same time, the crudely
positivistic conception of knowledge typical of so
'much school social studies teaching has beea
severely called into question by the so-called new

;. directions in sociological theory. Certainly the idea
that knowledge generated by the academic
disciplines is intrinsically superior to other forms

. "of knowledge is argued with less conviction now
!:than it was ten years ago .and certainly the status of

sociological method and the knowledge it generates
z." is considerably more in question than is likely to

be apparent to most pupils exposed to social science
curricula in schools. This has led to the view that

. What has been wrong with social studies teaching
has been its epistemological assumptions which in
'turn have necessitated a transmission mode of

',teaching and hierarchical relationships between
teachers and pupils. For Vulliamy, amonost others,
'this has pointed to the conclusion that if we get
our epistemology right we can transform social
,studes teaching so that it becomes truly 'the
-practice of freedom'.
. Vulliamy argues that critiques of positivist social
:seience relieve teachers of the necessity of teaching

popiia correct 'facn' about the social world
.of even, presumably, correct methods of studying

if by that is meant methods which will produce
.the 'objective' account of that world. Any

Jane:

sociological account, he argues, 'must remain
simply one particular interpretation of social
reality'. This frees teachers to co-operate with their
students in 'doing' sociology in the sense of
'thinking critically about their everyday assump-
tions (and about the assumptions their teachers
make)'. Through this process Vulliamy predicts
that students will become aware that alternative
assumptions and alternative social structures are a
possibl,ity and that they can actually shape their
world as opposed to being shaped by it. I want
however to suggest that, for a number Of reasons,
the claim that such an approach will finally fulfill
the elusive radical promise of social studies teaching
should itself be looked at 'critically'.

For many teachers critiques of positivist
sociology do not of course have these implications
anyway. For some they imply that sociology
should be celebrated as one 'language game'
amongst many which 'like Philosophy, would leave
the world as it is' and some embryonic attempts
have been made to develop such courses based on
an ethnornohodological sociology12. For others
'new directions' in sociology have been treated as
incremental adaitions to existing content in social
science mourns either generating new 'facts'
about everyday life or new parspectives to be
learnt ai,out along with all the others. None of
these approaches radically challenges the status
quo in the way Vulliamj proposes, and none of
them is likely to leaa teachers into conflict
situations in either school or society. More
significantly, however, Vulliamy's own inter-
pretation of these critiques may equally lose its
radical potential within the contexts of schools as
they are. The admittedly few attempts I have seen
to operate with such a radical conception of social
studies suggest that liberating the minds of pupils
from the world-taken-for-granted and restoring to
them a sense of subjective power to restructure
reality is less easy than Vulliamy implies.

Whilst there certainly have been occasions .
where I have seen social studies generate a conscious
excitement that the world might be different,
there have been more instances where attempts by
teachers and student teachers to operate in radically
different ways have been met by 'what's he on
about?' or 'so whit?'. The former response
indicatc; the difficulty of challenging the tacit
assumption that, whatever the theoretical niceties,
schooling essentially involves the transmission of
knowledge from teacher to pupil. The 'so what?'
response recognises that, despite the apparently
liberating epistemology with which teachers of
this 'alternative' social studies may be operating,
the real world of existing social relationships is
not so easily transformed. In a situation where the
constraint's of timetables, examination syllabuses,
unsympathetic colleagues are placing severe
limitations on the teachers' power to transcend
what he feels ought to be different, it is difficult to
feel that sort of 'insulated' radicalism which
Vulliamy proposes will be sufficiently powerful to
achieve the ends which he forsees. Whilst the

epsjoach may meet same of the criticisms of
CI



conventional sociology teaching, as expressed by
this A-level student, it still fails to meet the central
point:

I n perhaps in the real world, it's
you know, I mean things happen

immediately, possibly explosive and you
get it in such a canned form ..... (You
learn about) proletarian, capitalist, and this
sort of thing. Yet, you know, the place you
learn about this is on the streets not in
the classroom or from personal
experience, or perhaps from meetings with
really dedicated people
To appreciate the real possibilities for trans-

cending the status quo, one has to experience
change as a collective endeavour not merely as a
theoretical possibility.

If, as seems likely, consciousness of the real
possibilities for change will only develop in the
context of a practical struggle to transform
reality13, then this sort of 'alternative' social
studies course may be less of a threat to the status
quo than some of the more hysterical sociology-
bashers might suppose. If the aim of such courses
is to 'raise consciousness', we must look carefully
at the way such activities are perceived h\ our
pupils even if this threatens our own sense of
purpose as isolated subverters of the status quc.
Schools are not unambiguously institutions of
social control, but changing the social experience
of schools for their pupils is an activity which will
involve those of us committed to it in an active
struggle with more than merely 'epistemological
stances'. Some ideas which are suggestive of the
sort of approach which might more genuinely
contribute to the transformation of consciousness
were generated by the Social Education Project
at Nottingham". This did seem to offer pupils
the possibility of experiencing the power to
transcend the status quo to go beyond their
existing understandings of social reality and
experience that transcendence as something
achieved by them in collaborative work with
others. They did not feel forced to accept (or
indeed reject out of hand) someone else's way of
looking at the world. What was particularly
interesting about this project was the way in which.
after taking control of their own learning situation,
pupils had the desire and the opportunity to see if
they could achieve change beyond the school. Of
course, some of their confidence was shattered, but
it was shattered in a social context which could
well contribute to a fuller understanding of the
nature of the collective struggle for change.

However, :f this Project did make a serious
effort to break down in practice the prevailiog
relations of 'dependency' which characterise so
many schools, it was by no means an unqualified
success15. It remained an isolated experiment
even within many of the schools which showed an
interest it remained a way of keeping non-
examination pupils amused. As such, it could be
classed as 'non-serious' or indeed 'non.educationar
activity and, if it merely meant that 13reviously
disaffected youth smashed up less telephone kiosks,

it may well just be a further example of social
education as social control. It must also be
recognised that this project has probably made less
impact on the minds of toachers than many of the
others and, since it neither produced packs of
'goodies' for pupils to consume nor told teachers
how to do what they were already doing 'better', it
will quite possibly remain marginal. Nevertheless it
does seem to me that it points to some quite
exciting possibilities for transforming the nature of
teacher-pupil relationships and providing
opportunities for expeOencing the struggle for
change rather than merely theorising about it.
However, unless teachers are at the same time
prepared to engage in a parallel struggle with others
to transform the social context within which such
experiments take place, then such activities will
continue to be characterised as less than 'serious'
education and their radical promise will be lost as
their less controversial aspects are assimilated into
the life of schools as they are.

I am not arguing that those of us who retain the
conviction that social studies has some radical
potential should abandon the struggle to change
our classrooms, but that we must also be involved
in a broader struggle if we are to be anything but a
safety-valve to preserve the status quo. If we are
realistic, we must be aware of the argument that
places such as China, Tanzania and Cuba where
schools do seem to be making an important
contribution to the changing of consciousness
are also places where the contexts of schooling
have been radically transformed and the barriers
between school and the outside world removed. At
the same time, however, we should recognise that
some of the constraints on our own activities are
being removed by apparently contradictory
influences with the fragmentation of school
experience typical of the traditional timetable
being eroded .by bureaucratic rationalisation and
the insulation of school from the outside world
collapsing before the authorities' demands for
cost-effectiveness. These are all opportunities to
transform the social contexts of social studies
teaching which we must exploit it our work is ever
to realise in practice that radicalising potential
which in theory it has so often seemed to offer.
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SOCIAL SCIENCE AT SIXTEEN PLUS --
THE COMMON EXAM

By Peter North, Avery Hill College of Education

INTRODUCTORY NOTE: There can be no doubt
that the current debate over the future structure of
examinations is confusing. However, to clarify
certain issues raised in the last edition of The Social
Science Teacher, it might be useful to state the
age-categories as currently proposed.

16+
The Common Examination, combining G.C.E.

'0' level and C.S.E. Also known as The Certificate
of Education Foundation or C.F.E.

17+
The Certificate of Education Extended or

C.E.E. An up-graded version of C.S.E. for students
who have followed a one-year course in the sixth-
form or College of Further Education.

18+
'N' and 'F' the proposed examination to

replace G.C.E. 'A* level and to be taken after two
years in the sixth-form or Further Education
College at two levels 'Normal' and 'Further'.

On the 7th jury, 1970 the Governing Body of the
Schools Council btated 'that there should be a
single examinaticn at 16+'.

Five years, and £250,000 later, the Schools
Council issued a report: 'Examinations at 16:
Proposals for the Future'. The major part of that
report is concerned with the results of 48 stUdies
which were established to assess the feasibility of
a common examination covering the entire C.S.E.
and G.C.E. '0' Level ranges over a wide range of
subjects. Each feasibility study involved two or
more examination boards, covering both G.C.E.
and C.S.E. and these worked together, through a
joint working party, to devise and carry out an
assessment of candidate performance in an area of
the curriculum. In all, 22 subject areas were involved
in such studies.

One of the 48 subject consortia was concerned
with the feasibility of examining at 16+ in the
social sciences. In comparison with other consortia
it got off the ground late, not examining until
summer 1975, and not required to report to the
Schools Council until December '75 after the
main report on the feasibility studies had been
published. Like most of the other consortia it
involved a C.S.E. Board in this case the
Metropolitan Regional Board covering the London
area and a G.C.E. Board Thr Associated
Examining Board. Both Boards offered Mode I

Syllabuses in the subject area and had extensive
experience of Mode II and III examining. The
first meeting of the Working Party (composed of
representatives of the two Boards chiefly Mode I
examiners, panel members and officials of the
Boards) was held early in 1973. Its first task was to
draw up an examinable syllabus suitable for
candidates in the range of ability between the 40th
and 100th percentiles. This range of ability, laid
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down in Schools Council Examination Bulletin
23: 'A Common System of Examining at 16%
comprises the range normally included in the
present C.S.E. examinations. Thts syllabus then
had to be converted into a form of assessment
suitable for the range of ability, which would
provide 'adequate discrimination' across the range.

A comparison of the Mode I syllabuses of the
two Bouts revealed many significant differences,
not least being their titles. The AEB syllabus is
'Sociology' and provides a survey of the social
itructure of nwdern Britain with an underlying
element of sociological concepts and a sprinkling
of research methodology. The MREB Mode I is
'Social Studies' and predonrrnantly civics and social
education. As there was obviously no virtue in
attempting a synthesis of the two approaches the
working party started from scratch. The title of
the trial exam was to be 'Social Science' and the
first task was to determine the range of concepts,
skills etc. which could be gathered under that term.

It was decided that the supporting disciplines
were to be Sociology, Psychology Economics and
Politics. These formed the basis of discussions on
the concepts which were then used to build up the
syllabus. At this stage three fundamental principles
of the examination emerged. Firstly, candidates
were expected to be able to use concepts rather
than just know them. In fact the 'idea' enshrined
in the 'concept' was thought to be mere important
than its definition. Secondly, the syllabus was
intended tr) encourage an inter-relationship between
different aspects of the social structure, different
concepts, and different disciplines. Teachers were
expected to interpret the syllabus and not to use
it simply as a list of terrhing topics. Thirdly, there
was to be an emphasis on Social Science methods.
In retrospect I think it is 'air to say **int the
assessment of conceptual understanding :.,res not
always appreciated by the teachers and proved
difficult to assess across the range of ab lity.
Inter-relationships of different aspects of tha social
sciences likewise proved to be a difficult target,
though the structure of the examination paper did
provide opportunities for varied perspectives on a
topic. The methodolocical aspects of the syllabus
were, in hindsight, positivistic though I feel that
teachers made little attempt to re-interpret this
aspect in a mure realistic way and that the
proposals arell ahead of the majority of
Mode I schen res around at that time, and since.
However, the topics in the syllabus were con-
sidered as a framework upon which teachers would
build their course. 'Concentric' or 'Sequential'
interpretations were deliberately avoided as artificial
reconstructions of the social world.
The Syllabus

1. AIMS AND OBJECTIVES
The major aim of the syllabus is that through

the methods and materials of the Social Sciences
the student should be helped to a critical under-
standing of society and an ability to make balanced
judgements.

The syllabus aims to develop certain skills,

knowledge and attitudes relevant to a study of the
Social Sciences and it is intended that the following
skills should be grasped:
1) The collection of data,
e.g. a) surveys including the construction of

questionnaires.
b) written sources books, newspapers,
c) statistical documents,
d) interviews,
e) observer participation.

2) The processing and presentation of data
collected.

31 The analysis and interpretation of evidence.
4) The reaching of conclusions from data,

together with an awareness that conclusions
may be changed in the .ight of new evidence.
From the acquisition of such skills it would be

hoped that pupils would in the future continue to
pursue the same attitudes to enquiry and evidence
when faced with problems of a social nature.

By the completion of their studies, students
should have an understanding of certain
Sociological, Psychological, Economic and Political
concepts. Students would be expected to develop
a scientific attitude towards the study of society
and to be aware of the existence within the
social sciences of both change and continuity.

2. SYLLABUS
The syllabus content which follms is set out

in sections merely to facilitate presentation. It is
not in any way intended that the sections must be
taught in separate compartments.

THE INDIVIDUAL
IN SOCIETY What am I?

Inborn characteristics
and formative influences
How individuals learn to
live in their societies:
agents of socialisation
e.g. the family

community
play group
school
work
the use of mass media.

INDIVIDUAL BEHAVIOUR
GROUP C:T.IFORMITY.
DEVIANCE Minority groups, e.g.

gipsiet, religious sects
Crime and juvenile
delinquency
Illegitimacy
Social change.

THE FAMILY Changing rat of the
family and c langing
relationship! within Mt
family:A.9. democratic
family structure, working
wives, changing patterns
of divorce.



.,EOUCATION

SOCIAL
OIFFERENCES

Changes in structure and
function
Ability and achievement
Informal and formal
education
Youth culture.

Social class in the U.K.
Social mobility in the U.K.
Comparison with other forms
of social stratification,
e.g. caste, apartheid
Prejudice.

WORK ANO
' LEISURE Meaning of work, its effect

on patterns of leisure and
other non-work behaviour
Technological change and
its consequences
Industry and the economy.

THE ALLOCATION
OF SCARCE
RESOURCES Supply and demand

e.g. housing
wages
labour
money ,

food.

'1INFLUENCE OF
I0E0 Logy &

HBELIEF ON THE
'ECONOMY

THE MIXED
ECONOMY IN
THE UNITEO
KINGOOM

Price (market economy)
Government control
(command economy)
Mixed ec..onc my.

Direct and indirect
texatiors
Changing value of money
Regulations of prices
and incomes
Government expenditure
The welfare state.

POLITICA L
DECISIONS What pre the decisions

taken in society
e.g. town planning

education
Who makes the decisions?

.1,4aisessmen t
e working party opted quite clearly for a

,
!single examMation across the whole ability range.
;Attempts to introduce an 'examination system'
'based on some initial notion of stratified ability

11111=11111111111111IM11INMI111.

were resisted. In the press reports of the publication
of the Schools Council proposals in September
1975 emphasis is laid on the idea of two
'examination systems'. The impression is often
given that there are only two alternative forms
of 16+ exam. One (grade-range) provides papers
of differing levels of difficulty from which the
candidates may choose, (or to be selected for by
the teacher), and the other, (contentmethod)
which simply allows a choice,pf syllabus, set books,
exam or ,:oursc work assessment. In fact these
two 'exemination Ay3tems' are alternative to 'a
single examinenon' in which all students follow
the same courw and take the same examination.
We chose a 'single examination' though there was
an element of choice within the exam.

Prior to the formal examination all candidates
were expected to submit three items of individual
work. The Project was to be a major piece of work
on an area of study related to the syllabus. In
addition two Minor Studies were required. These
were intended to be used flexibly by the teachers.
They could be course work or extended essays,
short pieces of research or an individual contri-
bution to group projects. The choice of media and
presentation of both Project and Minor Studies
was left to the school, and to the pupil. We were
prepared to accept collections of photographs,
tape-programmes, short films, video-tapes or any-
thing else which schools saw as relevant for
assessment. In fact we received predominantly
Projects and mini-Projects with sonie schools using
'Minor Studies' as course work.

The Writttm Paper was, of necessity, more
complex than the standard G.C.E. or C.S.E.
paper. We needed an examination paper whidi was
able h; be understood by candidates at all keels nf
ability; which provided opportunities tor all
candidates to show their best performance; which
assessed the ability to be able to 'do' social science
rather than to regurgitate facts; which encouraged
meaningful inter-relationships between different
aspects cf the syllifous; and which in the end
enabled the Chit:: Examiner to discriminate fairly
between candidates. it was a tal) order and that we
achieved in any measure avail is noteworthy.

The first section of the Written Paper consisted
of two compulsory quostions. These were designed
to test the candidates ability to perform certain
basic skills: the ability to derive information from
a passage in a newspaper or a statistical table; the
ability to relaa information presented in one way
to the same information presented in other; the
ability to perform simple mathematical calculation
(e.g. averages) and to understand simple ?tatistical
terms. This section carried 15% of the total marks
on the written paper. As a guide to candidates the
questions were printed in an answer sheet which
gave a rough indication of the kind of length of
answer required. Throughout sections I and II each
question began with simple recall questions and
built up to more complex open-ended questions.
This can be seen more clearly in the following
example which comes from Part II of the Written
Paper.
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The Registrar General's Social Classification.

Group 1 Higher professional

Group 11 Executive and Managerial

Group II la Clerical

Group ll lb Skilled Manual

Group IV Semi-skilled Manual

Group V Unskilled Mantua!

(a) Give example3 z,` t. typical job which might be found in each ol the following groups:

Group 7:

Groap

(b) In c sentence explain the most important difference between the type of jobs which would be
incluad lo Group Ma and those in Group Illb.

(c) Give an example of how someone's job might affect other areas of his life.

(d)Briefly.explain what this bar-graph indicates about social class and health.

Percentage of children who never attend a dentist, by social class.

36
32
28
24
20
16
12

lila nib IV V total

(e) Do you agree with the statement "Britain is a class-less society"? Explain your answer
carefully. You may give examples if you wish.

(You may continue your answer on the next page)

63



Each of the tea qtructured questions in Section
II related to role of ;he main areas of the syllabus
and candidat:s had to arimer four of them. This

t7'. ?Action carried 50% of the total marks on the
ik; Written Paper. The final section comprised a
c. series of essay i.juestions of which two were

required, carrying 35% of the marks on the
Written Paper. The Written i'aper itself was allocated

'",":.60% of the marks overall on '.he examination, the
other 40% being divided 20% on The Project and
.10% for each Minor Study.

The 1975 Examination
Entry to the feasibility study examination was

restricted to those schools which were examination
centres for both Boards. This meant that only
schools in London which were AEB Centres could
enter candidates. Nine schools entered a total of
461 candidates of whom 425 completed the
Written Paper and 347 completed all parts of the
examination. Just under half of the entry also
completed NF ER Test 100, a general aptitude test
used by the central Examinations Research and
Development Unit of the Schools Council as a
comparative test for all feasibility studies. Analysis
of the grade distribution on the exainination is

100

complicated by the fact that though it was a
'common examination' it was forced to operate
under the separate rules of the two Boards
including two systems of awarding and two grade
structures. Th z. change to a 'graded examination'
by the Ci.C.E. Boards to replace the pass/fail
concept was an added complication. In the end
most candidates received two certificates: one for
G.C.E. '0' Level and one for C.S.E. A G.C.E.
Grade of C or above was achieved by 14.69% of
the entry and a C.S.E. Grade 1 or 2 by 28.37%.
Just under 2% failed to get at least a C.S.E.
Grade 5. At first glance these figures may seem
to be rather low certainly so at the top end.
Howek,er when they are compared to the results
of NFER Test 100 and to the 1974 National Norm
for Social Studies INFER? it can be seen that the
16+ candidates achieved results which were broadly
comparable to the National Norm. It is worth
now') here that the National Norm for Social
Studies 1974 is consistently below the NFER 100
National Norm for All Subjects. In other words on
aggregate our candidates for the 16+ examination
did no better or worse than one might have
expected from the available evidence on achieve-
ment in social studies nationwide.

DISTRIBUTION OF SCORES IN NFER TEST 100

so-

16. /
JTASISILITV,

SOCI.Iy
547. 1

60-

SOCIAL
STUDIr

20

N/12 100 l'A.IONAL PUN (1774)

1

20

WORE

I 6 4

so so
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When one further considers that the median
-,score overall was 48% and the range 18%-81% it
seems likely that the examination has a potential

to discriminate at either end of the range above
that actually employed in 1975. This can be seen
more clearly from figure 3.

FIG. 3 DISTRIBUTION OF TOTAL SCORES
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The Teachers' views
Immediately after the examination in June 1975

'all schools were asked to return a questionnaire on
the exam. This was followed in Ser.,ember by a
teachers' conference. In general the teachers
involved approved of the syllabus and the general
aims of the exam. This was not surprising
considering that they had all volunteered to be
involved in the feasibility study and had invested
nearly two years' teaching in it. There was concern
about the demands on schools of the Projects and
Minor Studies. A concern reflected in the Chief
Examiner's reservations about their contribution
to the overitl assessment. Statistical analysis of the
results however indicated that different sections of
the Written Paper and the Projects and Minor
Studies were assessing different abilities.

The complexity and bulk of the Written Paper
also gave cause for concern. The need to provide
a range of opportunities for candidates over a wide
range of ability to make valid responses led to an
answer book of 32 pages plus a supplementary
question book for Section II. It was felt that many
less-able candidates would find the sheer size of
the question paper and answer book discouraging.
To be fair there was little evidence of candidates
'mis-interpreting the rubrics though the final
results do suggest that the bottom end of the range
of ability was not adequately represented.

Teachers from a number of the schools were
concerned at the low proportion of their candidates
who achieved higher grades, especially 'GCE C
and above' and 'CSE 2 and above'. The teachers'
estimates of their students' abilities seemed to
indicate that a higher proportion of higher grade
results should have been achieved. The feeling of
the Awarding Committee, (including C.S.E. and
G.C.E. representatives, supported by the Ltatistical
evidence, indicated that the final standard of
awarding was equivalent to that of normal G.C.E.
and C.S.E. certificates. The cause of this disparity
of view on the final grading may lie in a number of
areas. Obviously the skills tested in an examination
such as this are not directly comparable to more
standard exams. It was a new syllabus and there
are some grounds for suspecting the candidates
might not do as well when a new syllabus is
introduced. It is also a syllabus which places quite
heavy demands on a school in terms of the range
of teaching. Coming new to it some teachers may
have underestimated the demands. It could also be
the case that some teachers misinterpreted the idea
of a common examination and expected it in some ?
way to open up the way to an '0' Level pass for
their C.S. E. candidates. This could never be the case.

These points notwithsta:rding, most of the
schools which entered candidates for the 1975
examination have indicated that they will be
entering candidates in 1976. In addition it is
likely that there will be an equal number of new
centres entering candidates for 1976 for the
first time.

What then of the future?
After the 1976 Examination period the

feasibility studies up and down the country shut
up shop. For most of them, including the Social
Science Feasibility Study, this means that while
the syllabus will still be anilable for schools it will
be examined separately at C.S.E. and G.C.E.
'0' Level.

In the meantime the Schools Council will be
debating the future pattern of e;cerns at 16 =- Li well
as CEE, and N aid F. Eventually a decrzion will be
reached which will determine the pattern of
external assessment until the end :if the certury.
Should the Schools Council recommend a Cor.rnon
Examination at 16+, and should the Secretary of
State approve it, we are not li):ely to see its fuil
implementation until the early 1980's.

As far as the Social Science Feasibility Study is
concerned the Joint AEB/MREB Working Party
have no doubt in stating that a common
examination is feasible. Ultimately however the
form of the Common Exarnination in Social
Sciences will, no doubt, be very different from
that described in this article. There will b" a
diversity of approach and Boards will build upon
our experience. If the growing interest in a
Common Examination shown by London teachers
is anyt! ing to go by there is a need for such a new
approach to external assessment. It is my personal
hope that the final decision will not be too king
delayed and teachers throughout the countrY can
get down to the job of examining across the
ability range with a common examination.

REFERENCES:

Schools Council Examinations Bulletin No. 23:
A Common System of Examining at 16+, pub.
Evans/Methuen.

Examinations at 16+: Proposals for the Future: the
report of the Joint Examinations Sub-Committee
of the-Schaols Council on a common system of
examining at 16+, pub. Methuen Educational.

The views expressed in this article are solely
those of the author and in no way reflect the
policies of the respective Examination Boards.

(Peter North is Senior Lecturer in Sociology at
Avery Hill College of Education. He has been a
member of the Joint MREB/AEB Consortium for
a Common Examination in Social Science at 16+
since its inception and since 1974 has been Cnief
Exam iner.)
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NEW EXAMS FOR OLD?

by Keith Poulter, Loughton College of
Further Education

Current proposals envisage the disappearance of
the present CSE and GCE examinations, and their
replacement by four new examinations. In this
article Keith Poulter, ATSS Chairman, argues that
the thinking behind the new proposals is muddled
and contradictory, and in part e serious threat to
the comprehensive principle.

On the establishment in 1964 of the Schools
Council, it was decided to institute a complete
re-appraisal of the sixth-form curriculum and
examinations. In 1968, following earlier abortive
dist.ussions, two working parties were established:
the Schools Council Second Sixth Form Working
Party and the Joint Working Party of the Schools
Council and the Standing Conference on University
Entrance (SCUE). The former was to be primarily
concerned with the needs of the growing number
of sixth-formers not intending to proceed on to
higher education, the latter with those of degree
asp irants.

The two bodies reported jointly in 1969, but
their examination proposals (the 'Q and 'F'
scheme) were rejected by both SCUE and the
Schools Council after considerable criticism. In
July 1970 the two working parties were asked to
reconsider the matter, within new guide-lines laid
down by the Schools Council primarily that
there should be an 'extended CSE' examination for
older pupils, less specialisation in the sixth-form,
and that the ,majority of pupils should not have to
sit public examinations in each of three consecutive
years (i.e. at 16, 17 & 18).

After further study the Second Sixth Form
Working Party published a report in June 1972
(Schools Council Working Paper 45), concerned
primarily with the curriculum for this age-group
but also containing a discussion, of the proposed
Certificate of Extended Education (CEE). In 1973
the working party published its proposals (WP 46)
on the examination structure, simultaneously with
those from the Joint Working Party (WP 47).

The working papers quite reasonably point out
' that the present sixth form examination structure

hardly seems to be serving the best interests of its
customers (or victims). Even leaving aside the
changing nature of the sixth-form, the majority of
'traditional' sixth-formers obtain only one 'A' level
pass or none. Unfortunately the working party's
terms of reference prevented them from considering
seriously whether or to what extent such factors as
dropping out of school were due to inappropriate
examinations, or whether they had more deep-
seated causes.

Nevertheless, the working papers outline some
new proposals. For the 'new' sixth there was to be
an 'extended CSE' examination, the CEE, to be
taken normally at 17+ after a one-year course. The
target-group was to be primarily those who had
obtained CSE grades 2-4 the previous year,

Meanwhile 'A' level was to disappear, to be replaced
by 'N' (Normal) & 'F' (Further) level examinations

both to be taken at age 18+ after a two year
course. The normal entry for both CEE and N+ F
was to be a five-subject one, thus (hopefully?
naively?) reducing the degree of specialisation in
the sixth-form. A usual entry pattern at 18+ might
be two 'F' levels and three 'N's', the former equal
in volume of work to of an 'A' level each, the
latter to (i.e. %) an 'A' level each.

Af ter further extensive discussion a report
ICEE: proposals for a new examination) was issued
in November 1975, by the Joint Examinations
Sub-Committee of the Schools Council. This report
recommends the establishment of the CEE, trials
of which have now been going on in various
schools f or several years. The Schools Council is to
take a decision on this in May, and if they support
the proposed new examination a submission to the
Secretary of State will follow. Meanwhile develop-
ment studies for N+F have been mounted, but the
examinations themselves are not expected to be
introduced until at least 1980.

So much for the current state'of play regarding
the proposals of the two working parties mentioned
earlier. Meanwhile the Joint Examinations Sub-
Committee of the Schools Council (JESC) issued in
September 1975 a report (Examinations at 16+:
proposals for the future), based on a programme of
research and feasibility studies carried out over
several years, advocating the merger of CSE and
GCE '0' level to create a single examination at
16+. Before going on to consider the pros and cons
of the CEE and N & F proPosals, it is worth taking
a look at the reasons advanced by JESC for advo-
cating a common examination at 16+. The main
arguments may be summarised as follows:

The examination system should not impose any
particular pattern of organisation on schools. Each
should be free to determine its own pattern
mixed ability teaching, streaming, or whatever. The
dual examination system at 16+ reflects the former
bi-partite nature of secondary education, and thus
perpetuates an out-dated division. By contrast a
common examination would impose no particular
pattern of organisation upon a school.

The choice as to whether candidates should be
entered for one examination or the other is often
an arbitrary one (and of ten no doubt a self-fulfilling
prediction), particularly as children's abilities form
a continuum they do not naturally fall into
categories.

The CSE is still regarded by many as a 'second-
best' examination. And finally, the requirement to
operate the two examinations within the same
school can make for considerable difficulties of
staffing, class-size, etc., particularly in smaller
schools.

Although I personally would like to see the
abolition of all exams in achool, starting whh those
at 16+, I nevertheless welcome the views
summarised above as at least a step in the right
direction, that is the simplifyirg of the present
paper-chase. Furthermore, if comprehensive
education is to have any beneficirl effects it must
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,mean more than simply putting hitherto segregated
, groups of pupils together under one roof. It must

,also logically mean mixed-ability teaching and a
'common-core curriculum. In so far therefee as the
'dichotomy between CSE and '0' level is a hindrance
to these'developments, I welcome the common 16+.

But what a different picture when we turn to
the proposed sixth-form examination structure.

1-lere one examination ('A' level) is to be replaced
by two (N & F), and an eltogethor new one (CEE)
introduced. Furthermore the proposals for the two
post-16 examination routes, CEE and N + F, have
seemingly been proposed almost totally in isolation
from one another. There has been much dismission
about CEE on the one hand, and much about
N + F on the other, but little on me overall
structure.

It seems to me that virtually all the arguments
that hold good for a single examination route up
to sixteen, do so also for the sixth-form. The new
propbsals would render mixed-ability teaching in
the first year sixth almost impossible: in other
words the examination structure would impose a
particular teaching philosophy on schools. Second,
they would necnsitate pupils once more being
placed in arbitrary categories for examination
purposes, categories that in large part would often
be self-fulfilling. Third, the CEE would undoubtedly
be regarded by most as a 'second best' examination.
Fourth, the need to provide for three different
examinations within the sixth-form (CEE, N, F)
will almost certainly strain the administrative
capacity of many small schools beyond breaking
point besides distorting the whole teaching
timetable.

More fundamentally even than any of the above
is the fact that the deliberate creation of these
different examination routes, one for the
'traditional' sixth-formers the other for the 'new'
sixth, flies straight in the face of the philosophy
undorlying comprehensive re-organisation. For it
will be only too easy to produce two curricula: one
for the academic elite and one for the rest.

For all these reasons, it seems to me that the
proposals for post-16 examinations are deserving of
the utmost criticism. When this issue was recently
discussed by the ATSS Council we contented our-
selved with a resolution asking that decisions on
these various examination proposals should at least
all be taken at the same time, with the implications
of the total package considered. There were several
reasons why no more positive view was expressed,
the most important one being that owing to
pressure of other business there simply wasn't time
to discuss the.issue adequately.

However, I should like to consider briefly two
counter-arguments to the above views which were
expressed at that meeting. First, it was argued that
if one wished to see school examinations abolished
completely, as in Sweden, then it is a waste of time
and energy campaigning for or against particular
proposals: one should simply declare a plague on
all their houses. Whilst I find this underlying
position attractive, it nevertheless seems to me that
in the immediate future we are going to have one

examination structure or another, and we might as
well have the least of whatever evils we are faced
with. Another argument put forward was that,
irrespective of the total impact of the proposed
examination structure, the CEE would provide,
and indeed already is providing a basis for a more
relevant education for many sixth-formers than
could possibly be provided within the context of
the 'academic', formally-assessed 'A' level. Again, I
must agree. And indeed it may be that the intro-
duction of the CEE would (will?) be the most
likely way in which less illiberal means of assess-
ment might be introduced into the sixth-form
perhaps influencing also whatever exams are
introduced at 18+.

Nevertheless it seems to me that we are in grave
danger, if current proposals go through, of
perpetuating the educational two-nations, within
the framework of so-called comprehensive schools.
Surely it need not be beyond the wit of man (nor
the Schools Council) to devise a single examination
scheme which, based on a modular structure,
would be flexible enough to cater for the needs of
all pupils from 14 to 18; flexible enough to allow
each pupil to follow a course of study in whatever
breadth or depth was appropriate for him or her as
an individual; flexible enough to cater for different
levels of performance/development/ability without
placing people in arbitrary categories; free from the
tyranny of a single examination date; and built
around a common core curriculum available to all.
This would still be a far cry from a school system
freed of examinations altogether: but it would be
more liberal than present proposals, and more in
keeping with the comprehensive ideal.
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SOCIOLOGY AND COMMUNITY RIGHTS
AT CSE MODE 3.

by Julie Fiehn, Stareross School

At Starcross school we have developed two CSE
Mode 3 syllabuses in the Social Science department,
each of which presented very different problems;
problems which may well face colleagues in other
schools.

SOCIOLOGY
Our first Mode 3, Sociology, was an attempt to

devise a syllabus which all of us in the department
felt to be more in line with our own theoretical
sociologicai perspectives, and which was to rep-
resent a complete departure from the Mode 1,
which all of us, without exception, regard as non-
academic, non-sociological and deserving of its
'rag-bag' image. More crucially, we consider that it
presents a consensus view of the world in which
pupils are required to debate so-called 'social
problems' instead of considering the social
influences which lead to certain areas of life being
considered problematic. In other words, it contains
implicit value judgements and it leads to an accept-
ance of commonly accepted definitions.

Our aim was to encourage pupils to become
fairly theoretical in their analysis of society, but
using their own everyday experiences as data. We
did not wish to impose theoretical schemes upon
them, nor to present them with a view of society
which they would not recognise or be able to
identify as relevant to their own lives.

We all feel that mixed ability teaching at a
fairly high conceptual level -is both possible and
desirable; that pupils of 4th-5th year level are
capable f critical understanding and that even
partially literate pupils can achieve this kind of
understanding through discussion.

The course has now been running for two
years; the first exam is due to be taken this
summer and I would not attempt to claim that
every one of our pupils has achieved the level of
understanding we had hoped for, or that we are
entirely happy about every section of the syllabus.
Problems have arisen throughout the last two years,
and I would be less than honest to pretend other-
wise. However, none of us believes that a syllabus
should become rigidified we will alter and amend
it as we feel necessary.

The syllabus which follows is our Sociology
Mode 3 in its present form:

SOCIOLOGY MODE 3 C.S.E. SYLLABUS

The course is based on five major sociological
concepts:

Socialisation
Beliefs
Deviance
Power
Conflict

20

A) Childhood
(a) What is childhood? an attempt to see

childhood as a socially constructed
category, by comparing present views
of childhood with historical and cross-
cultural ones.

(b) What is learnt in childhood? a
discussion of the socialisation process
with special reference to the learning
of sex roles (looking at toys, comics,
games, clothes) and morals (looking at

. comics, children's stories Enid
Blyton, sayings, punishments.)

(c) How does what is learnt affect us? a
continuation of the study of social-
isation looking at .the age-state
'adolescence' especially in relation to
sex roles (looking at magazines,
advertisements, fashions) A brief
consideration of the Women's
Liberation movement.

B) The Family and its Alternatives
(a) Courtship and marriage a consider-

ation of courtship customs here and in
other countries, and the reasons for
which peoPle get married 'romantic
love', arranged marriages etc. A
discussion of the Western Christian
marriage ceremony and the beliefs
about human sexual relationships which
underlie it. Comparison with cere-
monies in other societies.

(b) A brief explanation of the terms used
in studies of families extended,
nuclear, monogamous, polygamous etc.

(c) A study of the family structure in other
cultures, and alternative arrangements

such as kibbutzim and communes
in order to question assumptions that
the nuclear family structure as we
know it, is 'basic' and 'natural'.

(d) A critical discussion of the notion of
'functions' of the family.

(e) A consideration of the divorce laws in
this country past and present, and in
other societies, and of what the divorce
laws show us about the views of the
relationship between men and women
held by the society.

C) Education
(a) A brief history of the education system

and types of schools which exist in our
society. Primary and Secondary__

---education:--Tripartite system, comPie-
hensive system.

(b) Curriculum What areas of knowledge
are considered important? Sexism and
school subjects.

(c) Social class and education Traditional
explanations of working class failure
(i.e. home circumstances, family etc.)
and an alternative explanation (i.e. an
attempt to look at interaction and organ-
isation within the school). Education
and culture, compensatory education.
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(d) Auessrnent A consideration of 10,
streaming, examinations.

DI Peer Groups and Gangs
A discussion of why people belong to
groups, and gangs in particular; the
way gangs are judged by those in
authority; fashions and trends (e.g.
skin-heads, mods and rockers).

BELIEFS
A) Ritual

(a) Health rituals this involves a study
of the rituals concerning cleanliness,
medicine, medical care, physical fitness,
cross-culturally with emphasis on the
fact that rituals that we take for
granted. may seem strange to others.

(b) Birth rituals a discussion of the ways
in which birth is viewed and celebrated
in different societies.

(c) Fertility rituals attitudes, sayings,
food, symbols, dances.

(d) Initiation a look at the different
ceremonies and methods of introducing
young people to adult life and their
sexual roles.

(e) Marriage reference can be made to
the study of marriage in section C of
Socialisation. This can then be
compared to attitudes and ceremonies
in other societies.

(0 Death a similar approach made to
mourning, funeral and burial rites, and
attitudes to life after death.

B) Taboos
(a) Body taboos including physical

contact and appearance (i.e. nakedness,
dress considsred appropriate in
different situations etc.) This section
will be especially concerned with a
consideration of historical and cross-
cultural body taboos.

(b) Sexual taboos a discussion of views
towards those factors influencing
contact between different sexes, e.g.
race (especially South Africa), family
relationships (incest taboos), age etc.

(c) Language taboos words and phrases
not considered desirable; topics not
permitted for discussion; jokes; holy
words etc. Situational determinants of
appropriateness of words and topics.

(d)-Food_taboos...=_ an examination of
religious taboos uponeilirtainfoods
(e.g. Hundu religion and beef,, Jewish
religion and pork).

C) Religious Beliefs
A look at religious beliefs in general
and the beliefs of the following religions
in particular.

Christianity Church of England;
Catholicism
Judaism
Buddhism
Hinduism
Sects such as Plymouth Brethren

In comparing the beliefs of these
religions, attempting to understand
how they affect individual lives and on
a wider scale, how they impinge on
lives of different societies. For example
comparing the influence of Catholicism
in England with its influence in Italy.

DEVIANCE
(a) What is deviance? a critical discussion

of the concepts of 'normality' and
'abnormality' attempting to see
deviance as actions which those
witnessing consider to be abnormal. An
examination of the use of stereotypes
and labels, and description of the
labelling process.
Examples: gangs, homosexuals, meths.
drinkers etc.

(b) Learning to become deviant a stress
on the fact that deviants are not born
'different from the rest of u.;, but
learn to behave as they do from their
group, and also from the reaction of
others to the label.
A look at crime statistics; age, sex,
class differences.

(c) Deviance and the media an exam-
ination of the role of newspapers, TV
etc. in the labelling of certain acts as
deviant, and defining the 'culprits'.
The formation of public opinion.

(d) How society deals with the deviants
an examination in detail of the role of
the police, courts and prisons, as
identifiers and labellers.

(e) Mental illness a look at the way it is
defined, the role of the institution, and
the subsequent life of the patient.

POWER AND CONFLICT
(a) Inherent differences which lead to an

unequal distribution of power because
of social categorisation sex, age, race.

(b) Social differences which lead to an
unequal distribution of power.
Examples from other societies caste
etc.
Social class what is it? 'Objective'
criteria Registrar General's classifi-
cation; Marx's view of class. Subjective
notions of class. What is it based on?

e.g. education, occupation, wealth,
life style. How does it affect people?

e.g. job opportunities, education,
marriage.

(c) Areas in which power is exerted over
others.
Political including a look at forms
of government (e.g. democracy, totalit-
arianism), political ideologies (e.g.
fascism, communism); political parties
and elections; World powers and Third
World problems: The armed forces.
Economic including a look at the
work situation and the relationship
between employers anc employees.
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The Trade Union movement. Wealth
and poverty (historical and cross-
cultural comparisons). Causes of poverty
and conventional methods of solving
the problem. Pressure groups (e.g.
CPAG, Shelter etc.)

The problems involved in devising a Mode 3 and
getting it accepted by an examination board have
probably, been encountered by a large proportion
of social studies/sociology teachers, since many
such teachers share our view of the Mode 1.
However, to reiterate some of these: a great deal of
time, effort and conflict is involved in writing a
syllabus for as wide a subject as sociology, especially
when the aim is to move away kit only from the
Mc-ie 1 Social studies but also from what has
been ..alied the "cataloguing institutions" approach
of the '0' level.

We et antually decided on the five main
concepts: Socialisation, (particularly Childhood),
B.ii.efs, Deviance, Power and Conflict, because we
wanted pupils to appreciate the socially constructed
nature of the world, and the role of power in main-
taining certain definitions. The concepts in question
seemed to lead to such a.0 analysis.

The section on beliefs has led, to some problems,
since we are not at all h wy about what could
develop into a comparative religious course.
However, we all agree that it would be impossible
to discuss beliefs without a consideration of
rerlion, and most of our pupils lack basic inform-
ation about the foundations of the major religions
of the world.

We have also decided, since Writing the syllabus,
that other major belief systems Communism,
Humanism, Nationalism should not be e:.cluded
from this section, even though Ideologies are
discusse ... in a later section. The sub-sections on
rtituals and Taboos will now be taught within a
discussion of different religions, apart from a
general introduction to the terms.

two concepts Power and Confiict we found
impossible to treat separately and by combining
them, we may well have allowed notions of conflict
to have been given less force. indeed, the main
problem in writing any syllabus is in having to
separate out areas of life which are, in reality,
interconnected and inseparable.

The next major problarn, havirlq devised a
syllabus, is having it accepted by the Examining
Board. In fact, OW Sociology syllabus, udlike
Community Hight., had a fairly easy passage the
MREB's only concern, other than the inevitable
wording and order quibbles, being that it might
prove "too difficult- for a large proportion of the
pupils. We law uiscovered that, in fact, the Board
were having some difficulty in standardising our
Mode 3 agai4o.; t,,e Mode 1, since we were obviously
expecting igher standard from our pupils As
some of cu. ut.ts in :he past have shre.-, it is
possible not t,,uly to rt:.. the Mode 1, but
a high grad.1 in it . witiout attending s.wiai uoies
lessons. We wcp..1 F,ope that pupils or (Air COU rse
would adopt a certain approach to their analysis

of society which could develop only after practice.
As stated earlier, we do not feel that inability

to express themselves in writing will necessarily
prevent our pupils from being able to discuss
society theoretically. Semi-literacy' could prove a
problem for assessment, but this is also the case for
the Mode 1. In fact, our assessment is based on an
examination (60%), course work (10%), a long
essay (20%) ' not a project,.since none of us are
happy about the vast quantities of copying, cutting
and sticking that go on in the production of most
projects and finally, the 'unmoderated 10%'.
This is the most the Board will allow as unmoder-
ated marking, and can be awarded for a pupil's
verbal contribution throughout a course. We did,
initially suggest oral examinations for pupils with
literacy difficulties, but these are not acceptable to
the Board, on the ground of the!r being impossible
to standardise.

We received no criticisms of the syllabus itself
(unlike the Community Rights syllabus I discuss
next). This may be because there is no sociologist
on the Board; a fact which must make it consider-
ably difficult for them to assess sociology syllabuses.
A number of difficulties have arisen from the
teaching of the syllabus over the last two years.

On a purely practical level, there are virtually
no prepared materials for sociology at 4th-5th year
level which take the kind of approach I have
described. In effect, this means a great deal of hard
work by everyone in the department in order to
produce materials which interact the pupils and
which they can undeistand. Most articles and
extracts from books that we use have to be re-
written in simpler language and up-dated each year;
materials which have not v:orked in past years are
replaced.

Time, of course, is a problem for any teacher,
Our depart:nem ely has time to spend on the

ev;.-.,/vJlion a course lka this needs. Our
luncht me meetings usuall,. allow enough time only
to deal with immediate specific problems, and not
with anxieties of a more general kind.

As far as the actual content of the syllabus is
concerned; the section on Power has causedAls
problems which we did not foresee. Firstly, this
section is very full, but also we have found ourselves
falling into the trap we set out to avoid fact-
teaching, imposing kncwledge upon our pupils
instead of allowing understanding to come from
discussion. It is certainly the case that they lack
basic information regarding nolitical parties, work
situations, Third World problems etc. Overwhelming
them with information, however, does not provide
the kind of stimulus for discussion we had
hoped for.

Two area:: of the syllabus have been particularly
successful, however. The sections on Childhood
and Deviance seem to have encouri,ged pupils to
begin to question absolute notions and some of
them have gone some way towards understanding
their contextual basis.

A general problem of thin kir,d of approach to
teaching occurs from our attempts not to impose a
theoretical framework on pupils, yet encourage
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them to do more than state opinions. We encourage
them to attempt to formulate reasons for ways in
which human beings behave, yet we still, inevitably,
are faced with their desire for 'right answers'.

However, with all the problems of an approach
and 3 syllabus like ours, we feel it offers far more
in the way of a truly sociological understanding of
our society than either the Mode 1 or '0 level
syllabuses.

.COMMUNITY RIGHTS MODE 3 CSE
Community Rights developed in a very different

way from Sociology.
Until this academic year, there has existed at

Starcross a cOmpulsory non.examinabie Community (3)
Education course for all 4th and 5th pupils. There
has been considerable difficulties with this course.

.The decision was eventually made to abandon it,
and replace it with a course retaining those aspects
of Community Education which we thought
important and valuable for our pupils.

Cryninunity Rights is now examinable at Mode
nno offered as an option to 4th years. It

emphassises the 'civil Hberties' aspect of the old
course, but has abandoned personal relationships,

.r r.tex acid health education. We aim to make pupils
aware of the range of rights at present available to
them, and the organisations which exist to assist (4)
people in claiming their rights; but also, and very
crucially, we would want them to be able to assess
the law as it now stands in relation to rights and
obligations, and constructively criticise it also
looking at the way changes have come about in

t the past.
The syllabus follows:

(2) Education
This section will include a general survey and
discussion of the rights of pupils parents,
teachers and L.E.A.'s in relation to nursery,
primary, secondary, further and higher
education.
A comparison will be made of conditions in
and facilities provided by State and Private
systems of education.
The following will be considered in detail:
discipline; curriculum; position and duties
of governors; special education; free schools
as alternatives; NUSS, NUS and SAU; School
Welfare services.

SYLLABUS
The syllabus covers eight areas: Women;

Education; Law; Employment; Consumers;
Housing; Social Welfare; Immigrants. Within each
section an examination will be made of the existing
laws relating to the rights of individuals and
,communities. Mathods of obtaining rights, and
.organisations which have been set up for this
purpose will also be discussed.

11) Women
A study will be made of the areas in which
women are discriminated against, including
:he following: work and wage rates;
maternity leave; access to apprenticeships,
and Trade Unions; hire purchase and credit
facilities; curricula in schools and grants for
higher education; social security, supplemen-
tary benefits and national insurance.
The following services: Abortion, con-
traception, day nurseries, divorce, and
Women's Aid Centres will be considered and
the possible ways of increasing, their avail-
ability. The History of the Womens Movement
with special reference to voting rights. A brief
study of the image of women in mass media
and advertising.

(5)

(6)

(7)

Law
There are few positive rights under British
Law we have no Bill of Rights and no
written constitution.
This seciion will attempt to answer the
followir,g questions how do we know what
our rights are? how do we go about obtaining
them? what are our rights on arrest?
There will also be discussion of legal aid; the
powers of the police and complaints
procedure; the Courts system; appeals against
sentence.

Employment
A study will be made of the rights of both
employers and employees in relation to the
following:7 Trade Unions; Professional
Associations; wages; equal pay; redundancies;
wages councils; accidents and ill-health; the
Employment .Act;. training courses and
apprenticeships.

Consumers
An examination of the laws generally relating
to buying and selling goods licences
required, premises etc.
A discussion of legal protection for the buyer;
Trades Description Act; Food and Drugs Act;
Sale of Goods Act. Food legislation
contents, date stamping etc.
Credit facilities including hire purchase, credit
cards, loans and interest rates. Debts and the
laws relating to bankruptcy.

Housing
A study will he made of the following: the
rights of tei:c..s and landlords in relation to
rents, rent rei/ates, rates, security of tenure,
and eviction. The different types of housing,
private rented furnished and unfurnished, and
council housing.
The work of tenants associations, council
housing departments and organisations
dealing with homelessness like Shelter. The
rights of boarders, squatters and caravaners.

Social Welfare
A general survey of services provided by Local
and_Central Government and of the services
a local authority is statutorily obliged to
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provide e.g. help for sick and disabled people,
home care, provision for old people
A discussion of such services as family
planning, free fares, cheap food etc.
An examination of rights relating to social
security, supplementary benefits, family
income supplement, national health service,
mental health provisions.

(8) I m'migrants
A brief loc:: at the history of immigration
and emigration in Britain including causes and
consequences of such population movements.
The Immigration Act and its affects. A
discussion of race relations, discrimination
and the working of the Race Relations Board.

The course in this form has been running for
the 4th year pupils only since September, although
our 5th years are also being permitted to sit the
examination this year, since much of their work
last year was relevant.

For the 4th years, early though it is to judge,
the course appears to be very successful. We are
drawing considerably on outside agencies since
none of us feel ourselves to be experts on all the
issued, and the law changes quickly in these areas.

A few examples will illustrate this. Since
September, speakers.have represented the following
organisations: a women's aid centre, the women's
movement, NUSS a free school, the police,
Islington Law Centre, TGWU, Consumer, NCCL,
a local neighbourhood council, and the School
Welfare Service.

4th year pupils have, so far, visited a police
station and the Old Bailey, and we hope for many
more visits where feasible. .

An important part of the course is to consist of
approximately six sessions spent by each pupil in
the organisations existing locally to help and advise
members of the community on the issues contained
in the syllabus. l'upils will be required to write a
report of their observations, describing and discuss-
ing the work of that organisation.

The problems associated so far with the course
have related less to the actual teaching than to the
apparently 'political' nature of the syllabus content.

There was some considerable debate over the
title, for example, which the Board, at first, were
not prepared to allow, suggesting as an alternative,
'Community Studies'.

We all felt that this title lacked specificity, and
whereas none of us saw the title as vital, it
represented the conflicts. The Board thought our
title sounded too political. We, as I roade cleir
earlier, are concerned to lemove from the area of
Social Studies the low-ability' label it has so-far
received. 'Community Studies' type syllabuses
often add to this view.

The syllabus itself was critised on two
main grounds:
1. It did not adequately represent the interests of

certain groups e.g. landlords and employers. In
other words it was biased.

2. There was a suguestion that we might be
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encouraging pupils to engage in community
action.
It looked at one stage as though the syllabus

would only be acceptable to the Board if it was
entirely re-written. We felt, and still do feel, that
the syllabus has a great deal to offer pupils. It
engages them in debates about current issues in a
way more likely to be relevant to them at some
stage of their lives; yet it also aims to endourage
them to see the law as the product of the actions of
people, and thereby open to infkence. We do not
regard the syllabus as biased merely likely to be
relevant to our particular pupils, and we would
wish them to understand the processes by which
community action is accomplished, rather than to
direct them in any particular way.

We were convinced that unless we could make
our syllabus appear to represent what the Board
would regard as 'respectable' to employers etc., it
would be rejected. However, after some exchange
of communications, including letters from our
headteacher supporting our position, and some
concessions on our part (e.g. we have made clear,
as can be seen from the final syllabus, that the
rights of all sections of the population are to be
included) we finally heard that the syllabus had
been accepted, very much in its original form,
and with the original title.

There is one final problem, not specific to our
Mode 3's, but certainly to be borne in mind when
devising a new CSE.

After some considerable discussion, we event-
ually decided to offer only the Mode 3 CSE's at
4th-5th year level. None of us favours selection of
pupils into '0' level and CSE candidates, especially
since we prefer our syllabuses to available '0'
levels, and feel they have more to offer our pupils.
'0' level Sociology is offered as a one year 6th
form course at present. However, we are t zed
with the problem that employers, parents and
pupils themselves regard CSE as an inferior
qualification to '0' level inevitably, given that
a Grade 1 at CSE is considered an '0' level pass.
Not only are we, therefore, preventing our pupils
many of whom leave at the end of the 5th year,
from getting an '0' level; we are also making it
more difficult than it was on the old Mode 1 for
them to get high grades at CSE. Obviously we feel
our course has more to offer pupils, and a high
grade at Mode 1 indicated little more than that a
pupil knew how to obtain a passport and what to
do with a credit card.

However, our dilemma remains, and unless we
are able to get the syllabuses accepted as joint
CSEPO' levels, we ce.) see no solution. The two
syllabuses and the probiems we have, and still are,
encountering may well raise or reflect issues with
which other social science teachers are concerned.
Perhaps the main issue to b3 aised concerns the
Mode 1 itself, and whether it is not time it
responded to a good deal of well,founded criticism.
Mode 3's rely on an enormous amount of effort and
extra work from teachers and merely remove
dissenters from a concern with changing the
Mode 1.



REVIEW5
THE ELDERLY IN SOCIETY

Community Service Volunteers/Task Force/
',..,1Age concern production.

Price- £4.50

i,This is an ideas and materials pack produced to fill
ia.significant gap in the resourcing of social themes

:The Elderly in Society. It takes as its starting
t1POint the marginality of the old person in society,
tand' offers proposals for exploring the situation of

El.tild .people, to teachers and pupils in schools and
Vcolleges. Its authors feel strongly that studies of
itSociety, whether as part of social studies or

sciciology exam courses, or in community studies/
service programmes, which ignore the experience

0,Of the elderly, are partir' and biased, tmd their
V Pack has made an ambitious attemPt to provide
1:Ificts for teachers, Project ideas, resource lists,
t.fpupils' information and work sheets and examples
q:cif .courses and programmes on the elderly, all in

the interests of reweighdng the balance.
It is an unusual pack in many respects. Essentially

:it is talking to the tercher who contemplates a
course on the elderly, offering ideas and starting

1:.points, and it does not offer over course meter. Ils
,leiholesale and readymade, despite the fact that
1; Students' worksheets are includeci. The content

ranges widely information sheets for teachers,
and notes as background for the student materials,
suggestions for project work of different kinds,
ind examples of some real schools' group projects,
.details of some school courses which have included
I work on the elderly (perhaps the most superflous
: part of the pack), and lists of books, reference and
; fiction, that comment on old age, film lists and
... addresses of organisations in the comrnunity.
; Then the student material include:: over twenty
five fact and worksheets in the form of spirit
duplicator masters, so that multiple copies can be

; run off in the purchasing institution. Most direct
. pupils to a range of tasks some fact finding,
sc.'ne creative. In addition, a series of role-play

i.situetions are described, with details for the
.,students (multiple copio here) and notes for the

through the press, television and advertising.
Altogether it is a very useful collection,

especially for teachers approaching the topic for
the first time and with space and time for extended
work with interested pupils. The students work is
fairly conventional but there is plenty of it, and
the teachers' notes are sensible and thoughtful and
the whole presentation is clear and attractive.

The student material is aimed at older school-
pupils 15-17, and similar students in F.E., ar.d
would De most useful in a Community Education
Social Work framework. Traditiorci 36$4ial studies
or sociology syllabuses rarely allow TVUT for the
extended work that the pack stirtula.es, though it
could be dipped into for ideas, and would be
useful for individual pupils' projects on the Elderly.

For the really inventive teacher whose ideas
flow, it is probably rather an expensive way of
culling one or two new ideas, and for the lazy
teacher who wants a kit as a readymade alternative
to preparation it's a disappointment all its
suggestions create rather than eliminate work for
the teacher. But, for the rest of us, it's a thoughtful
and thought-provoking collection.

Ultimately, it will be the quality of the banda
copies that determines whether this was the right
format at the right pi ice.

SOCIOLOGY IN MEDICINE

by R. Kenr.eth and Patricia Jones,
Ehglish Universities Press 1975.
Price: £1.75

Those of us who teach on the "Introduction to
Sociology" sections often include in the growing
number of courses in colleges for nurses, social
workers, child-care officers etc., have not hitherto
had a purpose-written textbook available. This
book, though written primarily for doctors and
nurses in training, is intended to be more widely
useful and, thus, to fill yet another gap in the
range of sociology textbooks available. The authors
(an O.U. Staff Tutor, c;id an S.R.N. working for
the N.S.P.C.C.) have succeeded in this aim.

The contents are geared to the syllabuses of the
General Nursing Council and the Joint Board of
CIMical Studies, so that five of the thirteen main
chapters are of relatively specialised interest,
though tha accounts of the sociology of medicine,
and of illness and death, are of interest to a wider
audience including G.C.E. 'A' level students. The
other chapters cover routine topics the family,
socilisation, deviance, etc.

The problem for the authors of such an
introductory text for non-specialists is to steer a
course. between non-theoretical description of
social phenomena in a largely quantitative way,
and a preoccupation with the theoretical grounding
of the analyses offered, and with the current
disputes within sociology. This book succeeds in
demonstrating that the sociological perspective is

teacher; and finally some suggestions of ways of capable of providing a variety of specialis
eiploring images of the elderly in the media insights into the social world, but avoids that air
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of dogmatism and intellectual superiority (even
mysticism) that always irritates the non-sociologist.

There are clear indications throughout of the
theoretical origins of the analyses offered, though
some of these are condensed so far that their
significance is lost. This is particularly true cf the
last chapter, where eleven "schools of sociology"
are defined in an average of sight lines each. This
is an impossible task, and quite unnecessary in the
context of this book. The same applies to the
mtion on "Some Individual Theorists", which

should be ignored.
The "Suggestions for Further Reading", at the

end of each chapter, and the Bibliography, are
up-to-date, and sensibly limited in length. The
Glossary should be used with caution.

Aimed primarily at the mature, or at least
older, student of reasonable academic ability, this
book deserves a place in the college or hospital
library. It could be well adopted as a text in
courses of at least one term's duration.

Pat McNeill

WEEKEND RESIDENTIAL CONFERENCE

for members of ATSS

WEST MIDLANDS COLLEGE, WALSALL SEPTEMBER 17-19, 1976
Guest Speakers:

Gerry Fowler, Minister of State for Higher Education and John Rennie,
Community Education Adviser for Coventry.

Other events include a performance of 'Womankind' by Birmingham's
famotis Banner Theatre, a Disco, the 1976 AGM of the ATSS and a
resources display.

There will be groups for AEB, JMB, Oxford, London and 'Cambridge
A-level Sociology, 0-level Sociology, GCE Economics, Politics, Psychology
and Social Economics, Social Studies 14-16, Social Studies 8-13 and
Liberal Studies. At the AGM there will be a chance for members to debate
ATSS policy and the conference will also give members the opportunity
to say how ATSS can be more effective in helping them, especially in the
areas of Sociology, Social Studies, Anthropology, Environmental Studies
and the special needs of new teachers.

Final details and application forms will be circulated in May. The cost will
be very reasonablef so put the dates in your diary now!
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RE5OURCE
XCHANGE

idea behind this scheme is that any useful
teaching material handouts, stimulus material,

;games, etc. produced by a social science teacher
ehywhere in the country should become swiftly

t:evaitable to his/her colleagues in other schools and
tOlieges. This is an ideal! We hope we shall
ieiventually include in the scheme several hundred
i'df

:
'items, and that these will constantly be added

0 and revised.
Perhaps it would be as well to say that the

'scheme is not. It is not intended that the items
.:.ineluded than be finished works of art: though we
Vsliall attempt to maintain a certain minimum
:I:standard. Nor is it intended that the scheme will
; Provide 'ready-made' lessons, or 'model answers'.
1, Nonetheless, we can all benefit by having a look at
)what .other teachers consider an appropriate

approach to a particular topic, theme, or concept.
The success of the scheme depends entirely upon

t the response c; ATSS rn..mbers, for if you don't
send in your materials for inclusion in the scheme

it won't even exist. We can't afford to pay you,
eo you'll get nothing but thanks. Though if you
:want to reserve copyright (perhaps you've toyed
with the idea of hving some work published in the
future) lust let us know. Basically what we want is
for you to send in materials you have produced,
,together with a few lines tf description. The items

;will lee listed in subsequent issues of the Social
Science Tocher, together with the description, and

,,Iiiterested teachers can then write in for copies to
:the various centres which are responsible for co.
'ordinating the scheme.

The response to the first list of items in the
December issue has been very encouraging. Over
'fifty members have written in for items, and about
;twenty of them have either contributed items of
;their own or have promised to do so. We have now
made arrangements for the Social Studies,
Anthropology, and Environmental Studies aspeca
'of the scheme, and we hope to include an increasing
'number of items in these fields from May onwards.
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The addresses needed to order copies are given
below. In every case but one, items you want to
contribute to the scheme should be sent to the
same address. The exception is Social Studies.

So far, all items included in the scheme have
been duplicated handouts. We hope to widen the
scheme in the near future to include a greater range
nf materials including slides and resource guides.

Addresses for orders or contributions:

Social Studies (orders only)
Richard Whitburn,
I.L.E.A. Adviser,
I .L.E.A. History and Social Sciences Centre,
377 Clapham Road, London SW.9.

Social Studies (contributions only)
Helen Burchell,
18 Northwood Road,
Highgate,
London N6.

Sociology and Politics
Dave Pask,
59 Gloucester Road,
Walthamstow,
London.

Anthropology
Mike Sallnow,
Royal Anthropological Institute,
36 Craven Street,
London W.C.2.

Environmental Studies
Roger Gomm,
Stevenage College, Herts.

We have not yet finalised arrangements for the
exchange of materials for psychology and
economics. For the time being please send any
such items to Dave Pask. (Address above).

Charges:
No: of items required Charge

1 20p
2 30p

40p
45p

5 50p
6 55p
7 60p
8 65p
9 70p

10 75p
11 80p
12 85p
13 90p
14 95p
15 0.00

N.B. For orders in excess of 15 items, please
calculate the excess as if ordering from this table.
item; marked with an aesterisk are longer than the
others and count as two items for ordering purposes.
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DON'T BE BASHFUL! Send us a copy of any
material you have produced and which you think
might be of interest to other teachers. Items will
not bear the originator's name, except by request
where he/she would like some feedback from other
teachers. One final word: please ensure that the
material you submit does not infringe copyright:
no extracts from published books please!

RESOURCES EXCHANGE LIST,
APRIL 1976

Please refer to the item number when ordering. We
can only supply a single copy of each item.

SOCIAL STUDIES
(Included in this section are basically items of

an interdisciplinary nature, sociological materials
for C.S.E., non-examination or mixed ability
groups. There is, of course, some overlap between
this section and the next.)

26. Teacher's Guide to Bruner's Man-a Course of
Study. (M.A.C.O.S.)

27. Contents List of the M.A.C.OS. Course.
28. What Makes for Success at School.
Illustrated material for use with C.S.E./0 !eve!
groups.
29. The Functions of Schools.
C.S.E./0 level. (Items 28 and 29 can usefully be
used with the Concorde Film Seven plus Seven.)
30. The ROWS of Men and Women.
C.S.E./0 level.
31. 'Women in Revolt.
C.S.E./0 level.
32.- Men and Women: Role signs.
C.S.E./0 level. (Items 30 to 32 are useful as
stimulus material.)
33. Crime and Deviance.
Booklet for use with C.S.E./0 level groups.
Contents include, What is Crime? How much crime
is there? Who are the criminals? What part do the
police play? What about other forms of deviance?
34. The Structure of the Family.
Booklet for use with C.S.E./0 level groups. Includes
a work guide and questions sheet.
35. The Functions of the Family.
C.S.E./0 level. Includes suggestions for follow
up work.
36. Adolescence:
Who am I? Who are You? Booklet for C.S.E./0 level.
37. Community Relations: Some Possibilities.
Brief notes nn assimilation, accommodation,
inclusion, integration, social pluralism. Items 37
to 40 have been used with 4th and 5th year mixed
ability groups. They have not, through lack of
opportunity, been used with multi-racial groups.
38. An Indian Family in England.
39. Coloured People and Employment.
Statistics, attitudes towards, exper,ence of
discrimination.
40. Multi-faith Britain.
Notes on thr Jewish, Black Christian, Mu:1km and
Sikh commt. . ies.
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41. Social class in Britain.
Booklet for C.S.E./0 level. Includes materials on
attitudes to class, the poverty cycle and definitions
of social,class.
42. Changes in the family.
C.S.E./0 level. Includes question sheet for students.

SOCIO LOGY/POLITICS
43. Stereotypes.
Mainly for use with sixth form groups, including
General Studies and Psychology groups. Includes
two exercises for students to complete.
44. What is Sociology?
Including notes on sociological methods. Intended
for 0 level use. Also use as introductory material
for A level.
45. Sociology, Science and the Scientific Method.
A detailed account of what Gouldner, Garfinkel
and Douglas have to say about the possibilities of
Sociology being scientific.
46. Delinquency.
Draws mainly on old studies to explain why
delinquency is a lbwer class adolscent male
phenomenon. Useful when linked to the interact-
ionist approach.
47. Poverty.
A brief outline of the 'poverty is relative' idea
with some useful and up-to-date statistics (1972).
48. Divorce.
An up-to-date (1972) account of what the statistics
show. Useful to use with Chester and Streather
New Society article 'Taking Stock of Divorce',
and Kelner and Berger 'Marriage and the
Construction of Reality' in School and Society
ed. B. Cosin.
49. Industrial Conflict.
A useful resume of some unusual studies of strikes

well as of well known sociological studies. Quotes
. :es, Turner and Bescoby, Kerr and Segal, Kuhn,
and the Gouldner, Hare, Roberts study of the
Pilkington Glass Strike in 1970. Needs to be
brought up to date by using the New Society
article 'What is happening to strikes' - 2/11/72.
The latest strike statistics were published in the
Guardian 29/1/76.
50. The Distribution of Money and Wealth.
A good account of slightly out of date statist

-Usefully read alongside the findings of the rece..c
'Royal Commission on income distribution (see
Times 30/1/76). The most recently published book
is Atkinson 'Unequal Shares: Wealth in Britain'.
51. Political Recruitment - Elites or Ruling

Class?
A detailed account of the work of Pareto, Mosca,
Michels, Burnham, Djilas, Bottomore, Aron, and
C. Wright Mills. Probably too complicated for
students but useful for teachers.
52. Communities and Urbanisation.
A very detailed account of the work of Rees,
Henriques and Slaughter, Wilinott and Young, and
Bott. One needs to consider the work of Colin
Bell and Rosser and Harris for a full r.:;cture, but
this actount could be useful for students who tend
to trivialise the various studies.
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53. l_eilure.
A brief account of the sociology of leisure making
distinctions between the way different age groups

;. use leisure.
; 54. The Middle Class.

A detailed, if slightly out of date, account of the
:work of C. Wris:it Mills (White Collar) and D.

Lockwood (The Blackcoated Worker). Use with the
item on the class position of the clerk (Item no. 1.)
55: Population
This account comprises tabulated data on pop-

; ulation changes in Britain over the past 100 years
complete with some questions for students to
inswer using the data and a fairly detailed account
of explanations for the population changes. Useful

ffor '0' level.
56. Family Size.
A brief account of how family .size is declining.
0 level.
57. The Social Sciences.

: A brief and clear account of the major distinctions
between psychology, sociology, social psychology,

:.sciciology and history
Fertility and Family Size.

An accu.int of the factors which lead to the huge
reductiun in family size lat:tween 1850-and 1920.
59. Alienation.
A comparison of the work of Marx and Blauner:
80. Class ConsCiousness.
A .summary of Marx's idea of class consciousness
and later Marxist adaptations. Why it has not

; developed in Western Industrial nations
Rosenberg's analysis of obstacles, with evidence.
Outline of recent developments includes Goldthorpe

and Lockwood, and counter arguements by
Blackburn. ,

61. Social Class and the Comprehensive School.
A brief summary of Ford's study.
62. Class and Voting.
A detailed account of the effect of objective and
subjective class with reference to working class
conservatives and affluent workers.
63. Voting Behaviour.
A detailed account of the relationship between
class, sex, age, religion, work, region, and voting
behaviour.
64. Social Influences Affecting Education and

Implications for the Curriculum.
Includes a useful commentary on Lawton's Class,
Culture and the Curriculum.
65. Radical Akernatives in Education.
A summary of criticism from the advocates of free
schools to Illich.
66. Political Change in Britain.
A summary of Butler and Stokes's standard work.
67. Labelling theory.
Short account for 'A' level use.
6E. Introduction to deviant behaviour.
Definitions of 'crime', 'deviance', and 'delinquency',
and a comment on official statistics. 'A' level.
69. Criminological theories.
A brief look at physiological and psychological
theories of criminality and a critique of them.
'A' level.
70. Is sociology a science?
Exct Ilent four page summary of the nature of
scie ce and the differences between the natural
and social sciences. 'A' level.
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SOCIAL STUDIES WORKSHOP
Brenda Green, Gordon Green
Workshop Format A4 Size

SON 902 336 509
Price 69p

The range of topics includes: Homes, Education, Work, Local Government,
Health, Leisure, Crime, etc., etc. A wide selection of assignments and
illustrations.

SOCIAL STATISTICS OF GREAT BRITAIN
R. Giles
Workshop Format A4 Size

,SBN 902 336 029
Price 69p

Social trends in Britain's way of life are clearly illustrated in the many
fascnating tables, charts, diagrams, etc. Many assignments and exercises.

PERSONA'. RELATIONSHIPS
Brenda Green, v.A.
Limp by anti

SBN 902 336 932
Price 93p

Brenda . bock is written for young people who are in their most
formati% period when attitudes are formed and emotions are very
strong. rop' . ude: Boyfriends and Girlfriends, Your Parents, Marriage,
Being a re , V rkrn;,tes, Loneliness, etc.

THE LIVING LAW
Andrew Phillips, B.A.
Limp bound

SBN 902 336 827
Price 98p

The Living Law is a book about the concepts and principles of Law and
Justice. A vitally important book for every young citizen. Published in
conjunction with the Law Society.

PARTICIPATING IN SOCIETY
John May, B.A.
Limp bound

This book provides a de and comprehensive outline
society in Great Britain. ;s concerned with the wider
and responsibilities as well as individual citizenship.

SBN 902 336 088
Price 98p

of the structure of
aspects of privileges
r.

FACING SOCIETY
Brenda Green, B.A. SBN 902 336 096
Case bound Price £1.02

The book deals with the structure of business and trade unions frovi the
worker's point of view. It provides an excellent background to the world of
work and the range of problems facing young people starting careers.

DO WE CP.RE ?
John Welsh, B.A. and V. Bridger
Cue bound

SBN 902 336 401
Price £1.02

Social changes and developments over the last century are the basic themes
of this book which provides an excellent background to social structure of
Britain today. Useful for C.S.E. work.

FACING TElp FUTURE
John May, B.A. SBN 902 336 304
Limp bound Price 93p

The book provides some essential information and background to the vital
issues of the future including conservatinn, population, crime, etc.
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What is presented here is substantially taught to
full-time A level Sociology students by Valerie
Walton, David Neal & Roger Gomm at Sevenage
College in 1974. Many of the units as described or
modified appffnariately have been used with 0 level
students, Health Visitor or Social Work Studenza.
Thus nearly all the material here has been used at

, least twice in the classroom and usually more
frequently. Where alterations have been made they

. are either attempts at improvement arising from
classroom experience, or substitutions for

, resources, such as video-tapes, whie, would not
ba available to other teachers. The number of units
described here would take approximately seven
Weeks (at 400 minutes per week) to teach, thus is a

- menue for constructing a course. Items marked
with an asterisk will be available through the
resources exchange.

Aims: A major aim of the whole A level sociology
course is that by the end students should be able
to write essays of iuf ficient quality and over a
suf fange of topics to satisfy the A.E.B.
examieer. Acwever we feel that this should be
achierld tYN,Qugh a scheme of work which
embodaits wt.at we consider to be 'good' sociology
at the present time. When we say 'good' sociology
we mean that sort of sociology which helps us to
understand our everyday lives better. We are'haPpy
if by the end of the course students. have (a)
developed a constructively critical and sceptical
attitude towards all social science including our
version (b) are capable of identifying the un-
explicated assumptions underlying all theorising
about society (c) are able to adopt 'for the sake of
argument' dif ferent sociological perspectives,
recognising their uses and shortcomings. Id)

, recognise that all decisions are moral decisions and
cannot be represented as automatic outcomes of
looking at the facts'.

On the whole we feel that these aims are
achieved for the majority of students, but for a
minority they are achieved at the expense of an A

f

ASSOCIATION FOR THE TEACHING

OF SOCIAL SCIENCES

No. 3 TEACHING OEVIANCE AT 'A' LEVEL:

A FIVE WEEK COURSE

by Roger Gomm, Stevenage College

level qualification.
There is only one way to achieve all these aims

via teaching to the A level sociology syllabus and
that is to the course at the level of the sociology
of ideas: to make the sociological enterprise
('making sense of social life as a professional
activity') the major topic for sociological invest-
igation. From this position students may adopt a
critical attitude to the whole of sociology while
still covering most of the substantive material listed
on the syllabus and made the object of questions
in the examination. A most convenient vehicle for
establishing this position is the topic of deviance,
for the following reasons. A study of how
sociologists have studied*deviance entails a study of
rules, rule-making and rule.breaking, such that
students can be led to a realisation that the social
world can be depicted as a fabric of rules and
meanings, and to a realisation that it is.always a
hassle to establish what the rules are, what any-
thing means, and what counts as the facts and
what ever the result of the hassle it is to someone's
advantage. Sociological theorising by debunking
some versions of social reality and subvening others
has ideological and practical implications this is
very clear in sociological theorising about deviance.
The vast majority of social theories about deviance
(whether of sociologists or others) are integral
paqs of the processes they seek to explain and thus
have only limited explanatory power, and the same
b true of nearly all sociological theory. It is an easy
jump from deviance studied in this way to a
consideration of the differences . between the
subject matter of the social sciences and of the
natural sciences and thence to bring home a telling
critique of positivism and scientism in social science.

The Course
Unit 1 Suicide (200 minutes)

Resources: Class set of suicide statistics
(numbers by age, sex and year, rates by age, sex
and year, rates by age sex, social class and year,
rates by size of town, rates by month of
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-
occurence, numbers by sex and method.
Attempted suicides (tables from Stengel (1).),
W.H.O. table of International Suicide Rates.)
Handout Material Ourkheim on Suicide (2),
Correlates of Suicide Stenge (1). Flow Diagram
based on J. Maxwell Atkinson (3).
(I also use an O.U. programme which features-
Maxwell Atkinson interviewing a coroner's
officer)

Method: Stitdents are introduced briefly to
Durkheim as a founding father of sociology and to
the task he set himself with regard to suicide. They
are then told that they are to be placed in
Durkheim's position. They are given the suicide
statistics and divided into small groups with the
instruction to search for patterns in the statistics
and to think of ways of explaining these patterns.
(The table of international comparisons is excluded
from this part of the exercise).

When they feel they have completed this their
results are logged on the board as rough and ready
correlations betWeen suicide and other data.
Students are then giien the list of correlations
taken from Stengel. This usually pleases them since
it corresponds more or less with their own list.

The correlations on the board are discussed,
yielding such assertions as isolation/upset/sudden
change/purposelessness/excessive social pressure
etc. cause people to commit suicide. These
assertions can be put on the board in,such a way as
to re-classify easily into ,Durkhekm's Egoistic,
Altruistic Fatalistic Anomie typologv.

Students then receive a short lecture (supported
with H2O.) on Durkheim, which confirms their
theories tut formalises them within the context of
the relationship between the individual and society.

Student",. are then asked to fit the following
suicide examples into Durkheim's boxes: a terminal
cancer patient, an officer before a courts martial,
a man who dies in a 'suicidal' attempt to save
another, a bankrupt. They find that each example
will go into more than one box according to what
assumptions are made about an unknown the
'real', intention of the aeceased. Impasse. Students
are asked how they would recognise 'social
,integration' and 'social regulation' can these
concepts be operationalised? Impasse.

As a class, students then consider the W.H.O.
table of international suicide rates. They receive
minimal help trom staff. All they get is a 'maybe'
or a reference to another statistic which discredits
their explanatory idea. Sooner or later someone
suggests that.the hobks have to be cooked and thus
suicide statistics can be seen for what they are
the products of coroners' verdicts.

The teacher now builds up with the class a
picture of how coroners reach their verdicts. This
is consolidated with a flow diagram based on
Maxwell Atkinson demonstrating that coroners

II

reach verdicts by applying theory to cases

sociology students study suicide statistics and
discover .... coroners' theories.

(I then use the tape iecording of the coroner's
officer theorising about why people commit
suicide and how real suicide cases can be recognised)

Students are then asked to write a short piece
entitled 'Suicide as a system of self-validating ideas'
and for homework a short essay entitled "Discuss
the usefulness of official statistics for sociologists"

Unit 2 Juvenile Delinquency Simulation
(200 mins)

Resources: The simulation consists of 100
cards. These result from the combination of 10
offences and ten 'home backgrounds described
as might be discovered by an investigating
policeman. School reports and Social Work
Reports are available for each home back-
ground. There is a flow diagram illustrating the
provisions of the Children and.Young Pecsons
Act 1969 (4). A duplicated review by
West of his longitudinal study at the Carnbtidge
Institute (5). A sheet for analysing results and
a flow diagram 'Theory in Action' reproduced
here. A kit for making this simulation will be
available through the resources exchange.

Method: Having been placed in the position of a
naive sociologist studying official statistics students,
are now placed in the position of the creators of
statistics.

Students have been asked to pre-read a short
review by D.J. West of his study "Present Conduct,
Future Delinquency" and to make 3 list of the
factors said to be associated with J.D. this
sensitises them to 'adverse home factors'.

Students are told of the provisions of the
Children and Young Persons Act 1969 as it applies
to the police dealing with young persons alleged to
have committed an offence. They are divided into
ten small groups each with ten cards. They are
asked to imagine themselves policemen and to
decide for each card whether to prosecute or deal
with the case outside the court. (It is worth tape-
recording the deliberations of one group (or
replay). The results are collected by the staff in the
form of a coding on each card selected for
prosecution.

Students are then introduced to the procedures
of the Juvenile Court and the sentences available
to magistrates and are asked to sit as magistrates on
the cases they have selected for prosecution. They
may ask for school and social work reports.

Meanwhile staff use a pre-coding device to
analyse the prosecutions. Each home background
contains certain types of information about the
social standing of the family, standard of house-
keeping, income etc. which translates into numbers.
The completed analysis sheet shows the number of
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occasions each factor would appear if cards for
prosecution had been selected by chance, and the
number of times each had been made to appear
through the deckions of the class.

When students have finished sentencing, the
results of the analysis of prosecutions is displayed.
(In seven out of eight sessions so far these have
shown a significant overrepresentation of young
persons from 'bad homes' among the prosecutions).
Explain to the class the composition of the pack of
cards and the significance of what ever bias is
shown in the results. Take one offence and with
each group: contributing in turn discover wnat it
was about the home background which caused
them to prosecute or not (if a tape-recording has
been made it should be used here). Follow up
with a similar discussion on sentencing.

Students are then asked to ,magine a naive
sociologist analysing their results and formulating
such statements as 'poverty causes young people
to commit crimes'. This is discussed with the class
to reformulate this statement to read (for instance)
'evidence of poverty predisposes policemen and
magistrates to label young people as official
deli nquen ts'.

The list of factors said to be associated with
juvenile delinquency derived by the Class from
DJ. West is now discussed in the light of the
experience of the simulation.

The flow diagram 'Theory in Action' is used
to recapitulate on the suicide exercise and on the
J.D. simulation.

Unit 3 Incest (Homework plus 50 mins.
classwork)

Resources: Handout giving brief legal details
of the offence and details of social character-
istics of convicted incest offenders. Handout
giving a suggested solution to the exercise.

Method: This is a monitoring exercise to guage
that students have understood the implications of
the two previous units. Using the first handout
they are asked to answer the following question:
"Does a study of convicted incest offenders tell
us about the sort of people who commit incest, or
about what sort of people get convicted for this
offence? Justify you r answer".

Follow up work consists of a discussion of how
the profile of the 'typical incest offender' (an
adult male convicted of committing incest with a

of a man who smashed up a mentol hospital on
being refused admission as not being mentally
ill and was imprisoned by the police as a
dangerous lunatic).

Method: Students are asked to pre-read the Wens
extract and this is discussed in class in relation to
the issue of the relativity of deviance. Becker's
'Outsiders' is read in class and discussed section bY
section deviance as a sociological phenomenon
can most usefully be described in terms of societal
reaction ....

Lecture on the Paradox of social control (9)
(Deviance follows logically from ru(e making).
Assignment; using all the resources cited above
essay: ' "Deviance is in the eye of the beholder"
Discuss' or ' "Groups make rules the infraction
of which constitutes deviance" Discuss'.

Unit 5 Psychological and Sociological Theories
of Deviance (400 mins.)

Resources: Duplicated notes on Lombroso (10)
Eysenck (11) Blatty (12) West (13) Park &
Burgess (14), Merton (15) Cloward (16) Morris
(17) Stokely Carmichael (18) Becker (7). An
exercise "Crime: diagnosis and prognosis".

Method: Students should now be sufficiently
sceptical to be able to consider theories of deviance
qua theories. Students are forwaned thaj much of
what purports to explain deviance is itself an
integral part of the deviance process i.e. these are
theories in deviance rather than theories of or
about deviance.

As a mnemonic device the examination
recall students are given a 2 by 2 matrix classifying
theories of deviance into those which locate
deviance within the individual and those which
locate deviance in society, those which assume
value consensus and those which assume dissensus.
They are asked to read through the notes provided
classifying various theories into this matrix.

This is followed up by a lesson which includes
a critical look at the short-comings of each kin(' of
theory. By the end of this unit students will have
the stock list of labels by which different sorts of
deviance theory are identified.

To consolidate the notion of theory being an
integral part of deviance students are given an open
table to fill in for each type of theOry.

juvenile female) might be built up through
reporting and prosecuting practices.

CAUSE CULPABILITYUnit 4 The relativity of deviance and
paradox of social conirol (200 mins.)

the (Inherited incapacity
to be conditioned)

can't be blamed

Resources: offprinted. H.G. Wens "In the IS IT TREATABLE? TREATMENT
Country of the Blind" Extract (6) H.. Becker yes extra conditioning
"Outsiders" (7) Rosenhan "Sane in Insane
Places" (8) Sunday Times "Whose Label" (story

HOW IS THE DEVIANT RECOGNISEC7
psychological tests.
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all people who
commit
offences

not known known

police

dealt witl,
informally

prosecuted

theories of human
personality, about
why people commit
crimes, how they can
be recognised, and
what should be
done about them

social
workers

V
JP

dismissed official delinquents
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Unit 6 -- Continuity between academic and
mammon-sense theories of deviance (100 min.)

Resources: Tape recording from BBC pro-
gramme "A spot of bother" Transcript will be
available.

This tape is from a studio discus, MUowing
a documentary on Soccer Hooligan. L includes
a very wide zariety of people (polio", p.:,icnciogists,
magistrates, soccer hooligans, youth workers,
journalists, parents etc.) theorising about the
::::iuses of soccer hooliganism and about what
Ought to be done about it it includes a common
s -e version of virtually every academic theory of

;..nce and some othenl

Moly -lass listen to the tape and are asked
to icfr..t.'. various types of deviance theory
verbelbea 'a participants. Discussion on the
implieat:L. the fact that everybody has a
theory , ? fnr
a) thr: plot deviance.
b) fen anp. v..: as 3 wofessional activity.

Unit .1/

Methcu: are mic e' to attend to the
establishing 'wh o..! really happened'

and 1-mat was the pia, intention of the accused'.

Unit b Assi jnme on D?viance (WC rrins. plus
50 min. lecture)

Resurces: list ci ni.;trtions starring "Who says
its s problem?" Bil./liogr.:phic knoModge of staf. f.

Mqthocl: Students are asked :o group themselves
anc: t3 select one area of deviance per group for a
special study. Students are gi..reri a Vst of qur%tions
as a guide and staff are available to advise c.n
bibliography. The ,issignrnant is done through
library research and autonomous small group
discussion. The results form the basis for a seminar
on the answers :o the questions provided. The
themes covered in the seminar are reviewed in a
lecture on strikes as deviance.

Essay: "Wh At light can sociology throw on any
one of the following social problems ....?"

Unit 9 Deviancy Amolification (100/200 mins.)
Resources: Work done in unit 8. Rosenhan and
'Whose label' fr... -1 unit 4, P11.1s a sytopsis of
Schatzman (19) kiwi long extra-ts from
Young (20), Nash (21), Horgreaves
Chapman (23). Class set of West (24) fcr
assignment.

Method: StmAnts are asked to read the material
provided for a seminar on deviancy amplification.
There are three themes to the seminar, ,

L-Once you've got your deviant how do you get
him to confirmyour theory?

ii. The interaction between controlling la/ / 'Jiour
behaviour and deviating behaviour moral
panics, fantasy crime waves.

iii. The role of academic research in the creation of
deviant stereotypes.

Assignment: Write a critical review of D.J. West
"Delinquents are Different".

Unit 10 Mass Media and Deviancy Amplification
(200 mins.)

Resources: Sunday Newspapers and content
analysis frame.

Method: as suggested in Young and Cohen (25).

Unit 11 Deviance Normolisation (100 mins.)
Resources: Offprinted "Smash, Smash, Smash
its Wattiey's Hash '' Jock Young, "Learning to
Live with Crime" Cohen (26)

Method: Lecti.:re drawing on tha resources cited
with additional material on abortion and birth
control..

Unit 12 Case Study 1200 mins.)
Resources: Class set of offprints of Gail
Armstrong Si Mary Wilson "Glasgow Gangs and
City Politics" (27) Diagram "The extent of a
social problem as the outcome of a power game".

Method: Class are asked to read Armstrono and
Wilso The lesson catisists of producing a synopsis
of the 'plot' for students notes focusing on the
competition for rontrol as constituting the problem
of Easterhouse gangs.

Essay: "Under what circumstances does the
behatnour of certain groups come to be regarded
by others as a social problem?"

Unit 13 Finale (50 mins.)

Method: This consists of a review of the course
on deviance using a handout as below.

"Some of the things you should have learnt
about deviance
I. That the processes whereby someone comes to

occup., an officially deviant status are complicated
and that those who reach these statuses are not
representative of all those who have broken the
same rule.

ii. That the processes of reporting, arrest, inter-
rogation, screening etc. all involve practical men
and women applying theories of deviance to make
decisions.

Thet studying the people who reach off icially
statuses, whether studying their psychology
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or their backgrounds is likely to tell you more
'about the theories used in their election to deviant
etatus, than about why they committed a deviant
act if they did.
iv. That many theories of deviance put forward by

sociologists, criminologists, and psychologists are
no more than the theories used by the practical
people who make deviancy systems work. Since

l' these theories are constituent parts of what they
are trying to explain, they cannot explain deviance.

v. That any adequate theory of deviance must
be one which takes into account the fact that the

..people who make the action have theories on
'which they act be they magistrates, or coroners
or policemen or murderers.
vi. That at least from a sociological point of view

it 'is bettei to regard deviance as a societal reaction,
. than as a term for particular types of act whit
happens depends upon the meaning assigned to the

:.: act by other people.
vii. That there are no acts whlch are, on every
occasion, deviant irrespective c' who ccrnmits
them societal reaction is re 'lye to the me.ning
giver, to an act by others.
%nil. That the meaning given to acts, ,isents and so
on may vary from person to person and group td
group, but that groups hassle to get their version
accepte:i as 'the truth':
. ix. That deviance is merely a corrolary of rule-
making. Make rules and you create the cenditions

*for deviarice. The existence of deviance in society
is not a sociological problem. Sociological inte-est
is in the forms deviance takes.

x. Sirce deviance is a corrollary of making
sociologists should be as interested in the processes

. , whereby rules are rrade, enforced, interpreted,
applied, as in why some people break them. Vha
makes the rules? Whose interests do they server

xi. That devian's also assign a meaning to their
acts, which is fiequentl: ignoeed who believes

'rnad.men, bad-rnee, con-men etc and their
meanings are replace::: with others.
xii. Th3t deviance seeres to cali for explanation in

a way that conformity does not. If conform! ty is
regarded as 'natural', 'normal', 'God-given' et:.
then common sense theorising about dev will
tend to save ta'terefc..e anted notions c' what is
'natural', 'normal' ar J on.
xiii. That part of th: irocesses Cf explaining away
deviance is she assembly of stereotypes ot deviant
chareeters depicted as very dirferent from other
people.
xiv. That it is fri,,euently the cater that labelled
deviants are manipulated to confirm a theory of
deviance or that the theory of deviance in operation
can explain their behaviour wt a wee; that is

consistent with itself.
tc... That throughout rie prom eee-making,

rule enforcement, run b,eakin lterrogation and
treatment there are seme people who 3re much

more powerful and much more credible than
others it is their version of what really happens,
why he did it, whJt ought to be done about it
that counts as the truth far practical purposes.

Carry-over: 'this is the erti of this module of the
course, however it seems worth indicating the
carry-Over into other section; ct the syllabus.
Indeed if it were not for a considerable carry-over
it would not be possible to justify 6 weeks work
on deviance.

The work on suicide ir used later as a basis for
a phenorrenolegical critique of Positivistic
sociology (an exercise 'f.'..m we remedy coroners'
verdicts' will be availata- through the resources
exchange for this purpose). The work on suicide
also standi as an introduction to Ethnomethodology.
The various theories of deviance covered are later
t,eci as illustrations of different sociological
perspectives, and at stiustrating the implicit models
of man underlying particular types of sociology
rid psycholi gy. In covering research methodology
il.,:mck is :ecieied as an example of how not to

sainples .ot:k Young & Armstrong & Wilson
as the problem sentimental bias in participant
obs.irvntion: D.J, West as the problem of retro-
spective bias, and as an example of the use of
longitudinal studies. The basis of the Juvenile
Dininnucncy Simulation stands as an example of
tr !t,nulation as a research technique. Rosenhan

imds hit place alongside Goffman and the
Braginskis in the topic of total institutions. The
work: on the mass media is recalled when this is
taught as a tooic in its own right. The notion that
bad familia, cause bad people is linked to public
and sociological interest in the 'decline of the
family' and to the topic of socialisation, while
illegitimac.v, educational failure and strikes all
apoeariere-r as tyPes of deviance with accompanyiny
theories which explain away their most essential
features. Homosexuality occupies a key position
in our teaching about sex and gender.

The hierarchy of credibility which is apparent
above, in so far as some people get believed and
some don't is later linked with the topics of
power, authority and legitimation. The whole
module provides material for considering value
freedom in sociology, and the role of sociology in
transforming society.
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ATM NEW5
Compiled by Chris Brown

THE SOCIAL SCIENCE TEACHER
In the last issue of this journal I may have given the
impression that to have anything to do with
putting the journal together was an act of foolish-
ness. My intention was to indicate the enormous
workload associated with the 'lob. This has always
been the case.

The first issue of The Social Science Teacher
(Vol. 1, No. 1) in 1971 was duplicated and collated
mainly by Ian Shelton. It consisted of the papers
of 'the first Easter course held at Worcester on the
theme Education for Political Awareness. A fow
copies of this are still available, price 20p. In 1972
and 1973 The Social Science Teacher was still
based on the Easter course for each year but each
edition was now printed, an initiative pioneered
principally by Chas Townley.

In 1974 the journal broke away from the
,conference format and Vol. 4 had two issues
containing general articles. Cenind this steady
growth lay a great deal of hard work and worry but
without it the present re.styled and more frequent
journal would never have been possible.

Each edition of The Social Science Teacher
now costs about £450 to print and post; this will
be closer to £500 in September. But these figures
hide the immense amount of voluntary effort
which is involved in the editorial and managerial
work. If this contribution could also be costed, the
total expenses of each issue would be much greater.

SOCIOLOGY IN SCOTLAND
it is well known that the Scottish education system
is different to everycne else's but in recent years
several members of ATSS have come up against the

reality of this. The basic dif ficulty is that admissbn
to teaching posts is governed by regulations
relating to degree qualifications. Apart from
Economics, the only social science element in the
secondary curriculum is Modern. Studies. This is
an integrated subject heavily influenced by History,
.Geography and Economics. A teacher of Modern
Studies must have a joint degree in two of the
contributing disciplines but it is not good enough
to have a joint degree in Politics and Sociology
an additional qualification in Economics, Geography
or History is required. ATSS has in the past
remonstrated with those responsible for this
situation to no avail.

Recently another difficulty has arisen. The
General Teaching Council f or Scotland has proposed
to the Secretary of State that lecturers in Colleges
of Education in Scotland should be registered with
the Council. If this were to happen all such lecturers
would be required to have classroom experience.
I3ot in view of the impossibility of anyone with a
Sociology and/or a Politics degree being employed
in Scottish schools, this proposal could have
serious consequences for the recruitment of
Sociologists (and, of course, Psychologists) to the
colleges.

ATSS, along with other constituent members of
the Standing Committee of Sociologists, has
written to the Secretary of State for Scotland
expressing its concern at the situation; the letter
was sent by Philip Abrams. The reply from the
Scottish Education Department defends the
regulations relating to Modern Studies teachers,
glossing over the way in which Sociology and
Politics are effectively devalued as qualifications,
and does not refer to registration of lecturers
with the GTC.

Sociology itself is virtually non-existent as a
subject in Scotland below Higher Education. The
number of candidate: in Scotland last year for
/iEB A-level was 157; for 0-level the number
was 74. The Department of Sociology at Moray
House College of Education in Edinburgh has
submitted evidence to, the ,1unn Committee (a
committee appoilted by the S-cretary of State f or
Education to enquire into the curriculum of the
secondasy school) advocating the introduction of
Sociology in the secondary school as an examin-
able subject.

Anyone who would like further information on
these matters should contact Warwick Taylor, Sn.
Lecturer in Sociology, Moray House College of
Education, Holyrood Road, Edinburgh EH8 8AC1.
Mr. Taylor would be glad to hear from anyone who
can let him have details of Mode 3 courses in CSE
Sociology and he would be interested in visiting
any schools in North-East England which run
such courses.

JOINT MATP.ICULATION BOARD
At the request of the JMB, ATSS has submitted
the names of two nominees to represent the
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Association on the JMB Subject Committee for
Social Studies. Elected by post from a list of six
candidates, the two nominees are:

Marjorie Hall (Lawnswood S-hool, Leeds),
69 Cookridge Lane,
Leeds LS16 7NE

and
Barrie Houlihan, (Mil lbank College of
Commerce. Liverpool),
49 Hallville Road,
Allerton,
Liverpool L18 OHP

Any one with queries about the JMB shoulo
contact Marjorie or Barrie.

SCHOOLS COUNCIL SOCIAL SCIENCES
COMMITTEE
ATSS has been asked to appoint a representative
on this committee. The representative will be
elected by Council on July 10th. I would be glad
to hear by June 19th from any member who is
interested in representing ATSS on this committee.
Contcct me. for further information.

ASSOCIATION FOR LIBERAL EDUCATION
John Russell contributes a note on Liberal Studies
at the end of this section. Following a meeting he
had recently with of ficers of ALE, it has been
agreed that ATSS and ALE should establish closer
working links. Amongst other things we have
agreed to exchange representatives on our
respective Councils. Consequently, I would like to
hear from members who might wish to be involved
in this way. Like the Schools Council position
referred to above, we shall elect our representative
on the ALE Council on July 10th and it would be
convenient if those interested could contact
me by June 19th.

UNDERSTANDING WHOSE INDUSTRY?
I have been sent a pamphlet outlining the
Understanding British Industry Project recently
announced by the CBI. The name of the Project
bears an uncanny re;emblance to the Project
developed at the Warwick Education Offices over
the last few years which is called Understanding
Industrial Society. We hope to have a teacher
involved with this latter project at the conference
at Walsall in September; an account of the project
appears elsewhere in this volume.

The very similarity in the names of the two
.projects only serves to highlight the difference and
that dif ference could be sianificant enough to
make a very critical study of the CBI project
necessary.

The CBI pamphlet says: "There remains a clear
need for a more positive contribution through the
normal process of general education towards giving
young people the opportunity to learn about the
'nature and functions of industry and commerce.
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their social and economic contribution, and the
basic elements of business economics."

Well, that is not very hopeful. But other
sections sound more optimistic. ".. . industry and
commerce are well aware of the need to improve
public understanding of itself but collaboration
with schools and teachers will only be possible on
a basis of mutual respect and understanding in
pursuit of relevant and unbiased objectives."

The pamphlet suggests that the Project rests on
two premises: "First, that industry and commerce
need to do far more to assist the teaching profession
to provide an informed and balanced picture of
what present-day industry is and does. Second,
'kit in the schools themselves there is an increasing

wish to know more of tnis part of the social and
economic scene, and to have unbiased source
material available for use within the relevant parts
of the curriculum."

I think many ATSS members will welcome this
Project. With £200,000 being made available, a
considerable production of useful resource inaterials
could be generated. And it is probably true that
the curriculum should of fer students an opportunity
to study the way industry works.

At the same time, however, members of the
CBI have not coughed up all that money in a dis-
interested desire to further social studies in schools!
There is an understandable lack of reference in the
pamphlet to the possibility of developing a critique
of industry and commerce. There is no mention of
applying sociological analyses or exploring the
social psychology of work. The somewhat
parochial concerns which are implied in the name
of the Project would seem to make some skewing
of the Project in undesirable directions inevitable.

However, most people who are close to the
classroom, know that it is more dif ficult to
influence teachers and pupils in any particular
direction than outraged parents or councillurs
usually imagine. Whatever those behind the Project
thirik, there will not be a floor of newly en-
lightened recruits on the factory floor and the
executive of fice as a result of the Project. Our job
will be to see that all the potential new resources
improve the general quality of social science
education.

Details of the Project can be obtained from
Mrs. J. Aram, Education, Training and Technology
Oirectorate, CBI, 21 Tothill Street, London
SW1H 9LP.

SOCIAL STUDIES AND SPECIAL EDUCATION
Until a few weeks ago, it had never occurred to me
to consider the role of the social sciences in the
curriculum of special schools; the problems of
developing the ordinary social science curriculum
were suf ficient. However, a member recently
enquired about the teaching of social studies in
special erl,yntion. I could only reply that I knew -
nothing about it, nor did I know who might.

It would seem to me that if one of the aims of
social science teachiro is to create or heighten self-
awareness, it could be a valuable ingredient in
special education,'by helping to rroke sense of the
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Special relationship which students jai this area have
'With their social world. If anyone has any inform-

'. ation about this perhaps they could contact Mr. A.
Broughton, 63 Hemsworth Road, Sheffield S8 8LJ.

SMUT
Yes, Smutl This is the name to be given to a new
publication for social science teachers in London
and the South-East which is being put together by
Some ATSS members. It will publish news, inform.
ation, meetings, workshops, 'help wanted' and
'help available'. Peter North is going to Pdit an
issue for distribution to ILEA schools in the

asummer term. Further issues will depend on
anyone else volunteering to edit them. If there is
'anything you thin:: aught to be included in SMUT,
.please send it to Peter North at Avery Hill College
'of Education, Bexley Road, London SE9.

.WALSALL CONFERENCE
The plans for this which were outlined in the last
issue of the journal, have been slightly altered.
Instead of organising groups for sociology around
the various syllabuses, men.bers of the Executive
felt that what was wanted this time was a serie: of

1,
, groups based on topics ar,d issues in sociology

teaching. A list of all groups is included in the
conference brochure which is being circulated with
this journal. Several chief examiners will be at the
conference, including Tony Marks and Ian Shelton.

OXFORD COURSE
The Easter Course at Lady Spencer Churchill
College of Education, Oxford was a considerable
success. Over seventy participants should ensure
that it does not make a loss. Perhaps more signifi-
cant is that two days after the course finished
Keith Poulter still had a hangover!

The Association is greatly indebted to Jim
Murphy for organising the aourse, assisted by Paul
Baker who also gave the course a firm lead.
Participants were also very grateful to Jon Eastmond
who organised the bar with the help of Owen Reed.

TheaCourse stimulated a lot of new thinking. In
relation to ATSS this includes links with Canadian
social studies teachers, volunteers for the new
advisory panels, material tor the Resources
Exchango and articles for rhe Journal and the
possibility or new branches in Scotland and North
Midlands, Two specific developments will explore
the intibduction oi a new section of the Jcarnal
where nembers can jot down any small 'ideas' that
they think others will find relevant and some ATSS
initiatiae in the area of the use of audio-visual
aids in teaching social sciences.

FORTHCOMING PUBLICATIONS
'Denis Gleesca ond Geoff Whitty are negotiating
with publishers to bring.out the collected papers
of the conference held at Keel() last Septamber on
Sociology in the Social Sciences. Chas Towniey is

resuming production of the Monograph series.
Those currently in preparation include: a successor
to Graham Vulliamy's New Directions in Sociology;
the case for integration in the social sciences; and
the relationship between social science and
environmental education.

LOCAL NEWS
Essex Branch recently held a meeting on Projects
in Social Science led by Tony Marks and Frank
Dabell. At the and of March, West Midlands
followed a very popular GCE conference on The
Mass Media with their largest meeting of the year
on sex roles in society and education at which the
speakers were Lynn Davies and Mary Hoffman.
Finally, the second meeting of the new Sussex
Group in April repeated the success of the first in
attracting many teachers; the theme was Resources
for Teaching the Social Sciences.

I would still be very glad to hear from anyone
prepared to use their energy and initiative in
developing and sustainiing local groups of ATSS.

HISTORY WORKSHOP
This new journal is subtitled 'a journal ,of social
historians' and will appear twice annually from
Spring 1976. It looks to L the most exciting
development in social science publishing this'year.
Space prevents me from quoting more than a few
lines from the oublicity leaflet.

"This Journal has developed out of the Histoiy
Workshops held at Ruskin College, Oxford, over
the last eight years, with which the members of rhe
editorial collective have been actively involved.
Like the Workshops, like the pamphlets and bobks
in the Workshcp Series . . the Journal will be
concerned to bring the boundaries of history closer
to those of people's lives. Lake the Workshops, the
Journal will address itself to the fundamental
elements of social life work and material culture,
class relations and politics, sex divisions and
marriage, family, school and home. In the Journal
we snall continue to elaborate these themes, but in
a more sustained way, an attempt h) co-ordinate
them within an overall view cf capRalism as an
historical phenomenon, both as a mode of product-
ion and as a system of social relations."

"We also want to assert the primacy of histora
for social theory, and to of fel a more realistic
account of social change than is of fered by the
shoralived hermetic typologies which pass in the
name of social science. Instead of attempting to
justify history at the bar of sociology a trial in
which the historian is bound by definition to be
found wanting ive propose to launch a historian's
investigation into the origins, credentials and social
character of sociology, and of the changing
relationship between ideology and social scienca."

Included in each issue of this new journal will
be a section on The Teaching of History. The
publicity says of this: "This section aims to expose
the pedagogical confusions which underlie so many
of the academic and school routines and deaden
historical curiosity, whether .at the level of the
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PETER L BERGER AND BRIGITTE BERGER
A NEW INTRODUCTORY TEXT FROM PENGUIN EDUCATION

IOLOGY: I
BIOGRAPHICA APPROACH

INTRODUCTORY
material is organized in a sequence that
corresponds to the stages of social
experience in the biography of
individuals

INTRODUCTORY
theoretical problems are introduced in
immediate connection with sociologists'
efforts to interprdt actual social
experience

INTRODUCTORY
consistently relates the analysis of large
institutional structures to the concrete,
everyday experience of individuals as
they live their lives in society

INTRODUCTORY
emphasis throughout is on concepts and
basic perspectives rather than
presentation of data

INTRODUCTORY -
each chapter now includes a 'recent
work' section which focuses on current
developments in the area covered by the
particular chapter in the text

PUBLISHED
27 May, Second edition (specially
prepared for Penguin), £1.75

For an inspection copy, or further
Information on books which we publish
In the Social Sciences please write to:
Dept SST, Schools Unit, Penguin Books
Limited, Harmondsworth, Middlesex
UB7 ODA

PURPOSE--
70 PROVIDE STUDEVTS
OF SOCIOLOGY NITH A
BASIC UNCERSTAAOING
OF HOW SOCIOLOGY
ESSENTIALLY GOES ABOUT
ITS BIMNESS

$1 8



CORRESPONDENCE

"Drochaid-Geal"
Kilberry by

Tarbert i Loch Fyne)
Argyll, Scotland

PA29 6YD
Dear Editors,

Social Science as developed at Kidbrooke
School in the 60s and 70s was a pioneer and crucial
to the direction of that area of curricula from that
time since and into the future. I therefore wish to
make some additional contributions to those
offered by Mr. Geoff Whitty in the April edition of
SST (Vol. 5 No. 3).

This area of the school programme would not
have got off the ground had it not been allied with
much that was not social science. The sh:ugging off
of these adventitious branches has posed not
insuperable problems since.

I had to begin the foundations of the ATSS
(eagerly taken over by the London Institute when
established) in order to gain sufficient esteem for
the area to achieve a head of department with
funds status and the appointment of a Social
Science Inspector in London. On the basis of this
esteem, achieved may I say also by my doubling up
under a single allowance the work of a year head as
well as head of department, enquiries flowed in,
students almost overwhelmed us, pressures
achieved examination syllabuses, doubtful books
were issued by laggard publishers. Much was not
social science but there would have been no corner
of entry had we not been opportunists.

Provision under Newsom aegis of funds for
premature school leavers enabled us to establish
%Ica science at varying levels of profundity.

We knew that the majority of people in the
field had not an idea as to the direction of the
social sciences. This is not to say that some of us,
possibly only to be numbered on one hand, had
not a clear picture of the way ahead see post-
script to my book in 1965.

Now the Social Sciences, as I never weary of
relating to an unattentive audience, are not
Sociology although some sociologists are arrogant
enough to act as if there were. Social Science in

schools and elsewhere has been taken over lock
stock and barrel by Sociology and not always by
the .most profound followers of that "discipline".
Nodding acquaintance has been given to
Economics and Anthropology but the historico-
politico orientated sociologists has in the main
perpetuated the olJ Civics of the historian in
another guise and is no more of a scientist than my
Aunt Fanny. Dressing .up his lack of methcd in
)argon and superficial statistics his aim is the same

the perpetuation of his outlook. He thinks he is
progressive: in fact he is living in the nineteenth
century.

Mr Whitty makes no attempt to dif ferentiate
between Social Studies, Social Science and
Sociology which he interuses indiscriminately. I
suggest that we put our minds to just this and
forget that a rose by any other name . . It was
this very battle that was fought at the inaugural
meeting of the London based ATSS when my
battalion threatened to withdraw unless the title
of Social Science were accepted. This was in spite
of much pressure for Social Studies.

The aim remains the same but it is neither for
social change nor for social control. What arrogance!
It is for the attempt at social understanding.

I have witnessed at first hand some manouvring
of our area of the curriculum in Northern Ireland
and California in the interest of change and control.
I may be about to witness the same in Scotland
which is so far behind our endeavours. Change and
control are seldom of evolutionary flavour in such
matters.

We do not want students of social science
merely "to be able to find their way around the
given system". Our whole effort was to destroy
such naivety. What we do want is a British
evolutionary sense to prevail over the revolutionary
destruction of babies with bath waters.

If many sociologists indeed want Marxist
revolution and remember that I was at LSE and
sat admiringly at the feet of Laski let them not
debase the social sciences for their vehicle and give
up pretending that their approach is more scien-
tific than that of their natural pregenitors.

Winifred Philip
A former Vice President of the ATSS.

ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING
This is to give notice that the Annual General Meeting of ATSS will be held on Saturday, September
18th, 1976 at West Midlands College, Gorway, Walsall at 2.00 p.m.

Election of officers for 1976177 will take place at this meeting. The offices to be filled are Chairman,
Vice-Chairman, Secretary, Assistant Secretary, Treasuivr and General Editor. Candidates must be
individual members of ATSS and have a proposer and seconder. Nominations must be received by
me no later than September 11th.

Notice of motions for debate and amendments to the constitution must be sent to me no later than
July 24th.

The agenda for the meeting together with the report of the Council and nomination forms will be
circulated to all members at the beginning of August.

Chvis Brown, Hon. Sec. 7 9 Mandeville Gardens, Walsall WS1 3AT.
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ARTICLE5
'COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS OF CUR R:CU LUM

MATERIALS FOR
SOCIAL SCIENCE TEACHERS

by Roland Meighan and Frank Reeves

Teachers are constantly involved in research.
However this is not the grand lask of hypothesis
testing, theory building, participant observation
and schedule design, so much as survival research.
The questions here are perhaps more mundane:
which books shall I use? What resources are
available? What questions are likely to appear on

:: the examination paper? What use is this new set of
Vcurriculum materials? Much of this survival

research is done in a hurry and using rule of thumb
methods A textbook may of ten have to be
assessed by a quick flick through the pages, a look
at the writer's credentials, a sample of sectiofit;
with a glance at the follow up suggestions and the
end of chapter questions.

The problem of--helping teachers in these
survival research tasks has been given some
attention, mostly by subject teachers' associations,
but a great deal more needs to be done. The series

. of analyses that follows is an attempt to provide
some comparative information for social science

' teachers on a number of curriculum projects and
' sets of materials. There are at least four possible

outcomes here.

(a) The analyses can provide some general inform-
ation so that teachers are kept informed about
curriculum ideas,

(b) The analyses may be useful in making purchas-
ing decisions when adding to the stock of

. resources,
(C) They can serve as a springboard to newer and

improved curriculum materials,
(d)The analyses may provide ideas for 'home-

made' teacher designed materials.

-,'1. The instrument used is based on the Social
Science Education Consortium (S.S.E.C.)

^

Curriculum Analysis, the 197.._, >ed version.
The first version was devised in 196 / at the S.S.E.C.
headquarters in Boulder, Colorado. Subsequently
a long, medium and short form of the Curriculum
Materials Analysis System (C.M.A.S.) was made
available, but the short form proved the most
popular. Indeed the long form was intended for
use by full-time researchers, in the main. The
instrument is under constant review and it was
revised again in 1971.

INSTRUMENT FOR THE ANALYSIS OF
CURRICULUM MATERIALS BASED ON THE

SOCIAL SCIENCE EDUCATION CONSORTIUM
U.S.A. (1970 VERSION):

1. Introduction: background of the project,
including funding, sponsoring agency, and
major personnel.

2. Product Characteristics: subject or content
area(s); major materials available; their average
cost and publisher; age level.

3. Rationale and Objectives: rationale for the
development of the materials; general and
specific objectives.

4. ontent: core subject area; social science
disciplines; relationship of content to rationale
and objectives.

5. Methodology: major teaching strategies
employed; relationship of methodology to
rationale and objectives.

6. Conditions of Implementation: student, teacher,
school and community characteristics which
contribute to successful implementation of the
materials.

7. Evaluation: evaluation plans for measuring
student gains; evaluative data on field-tests of
the materials; analyst's evaluation of the
materials, based on personal use or impressions.

The periodice, Social Education, is the journal
of the National Council for Social Studies
(N.C.S.S.) and the Council is the U.S.A. equivalent
of the A.T.S.S. In November, 1972, Social
Education was devoted to a comparative ana/ysis
of social studies projects using the 1971 C.M.A.S.
and twenty-six projects were covered. The current
Social Science Teacher venture is more modest,
and covers twelve protects, seven.analysed by post-
graduate certificate of education students on the
social science methods course at the University of
dirmingiiam, and f ive analysed by more experienced
members of the profession.

ANALYSES:
1. Schools Council History Geography and

Social Science 8-13 Project, by Hazel Sumner.
2. Schools Council General Studies Project, by

Robert Stapley and Jean Webb.
3. Schools Council Integrated Studies Project,

by Marrianne Kjellgren and Tony Perry.
4. Schools Council Moral Education 14-16

Project "Lifeline", by Mike Brown and
Graham Estop.

5. The Humanities Project, by Moira Wales.
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6. The Understanding Industrial Society Project,
by Peter 3 irch.

7. The Childwall P:-oject, by Tony Evans.
8. Man A Course of Study (M.A.C.O.S.), by

Bobbie Owey and Vetonica Lloyd.
9. The Taba Programme in Social Science, by

Conroy Dan:el.
10. The Our Working World Project, by Charles

Townley.
11. The High School Geography Project, by

Charles Townluy.
12. The Shelter Youth Education Programme, bv

Julie Hawkins and Liz Wilson.

PROJECT PREVIEW - SOME GENERAL FEATURES ANO IMPRESSIONS

Project SPonsor
APProx.

Age Group
Main

Subject Anus
Student
Text

MATERIALS
Student

Work Books
Teacher
Guides

Packs
or Kits

Other Media
or Activities

.

..

History, Geography
and Social Science 8-13

4

Schools
Council

8-13 History
Geography

Social Sciences V
./v

Tapes
Slides
Games

Simulations

. General Studies
I

Schools
Council

16-18

.

Humanities
Sociology
Economics

Political Science
Psychology

/ Games
Simulations

. Integrated Studies Schools
Cluncil

9-13 Humanities
Anthropology

Sociology
English

/ Slides
Tapes
Films

. Moral Education Schools
'Lifeline- Council

14-16+ Humanities
Philosophy

Social Psychology
Sociology

/
./

Slid+t

5. Humanities Nuffield
Foundation and
Schools Council

14-16+ Humanities
Social Psychology

Sociology
Englith

Tapes

8. Understanding
Industrial Society

Warwicks. L.E.A,
and University
of Birmingham

14 -16 Economics
Sociology

Political Science

Simulations
Video Tapes

Visits

7. ChikNnil '.,roject Liverpool
L.E.A.

14-16 Economics
Psychology
Sociokgy

Politics
v/

,
t/

/ Filmstrips
Topes

S. Man-A-Cowie
of Study

IM.A.C.O.S.1

Education
Development
Cantre Inc.

U.S.A.

10-13+ Anthropology
B.olorp

Sociology .../

Films
Games

Simulations
Filmstrips
Records

9. Tabs Programme San Francisco
State CcIlage

7- .4 Social Sciences
History

GenraPhy
/

v
/

10. Our Working World University of
Colorado

7-12 Econnmics
Social S.:iences / / Games

Records
Filmstriln

11. High School
Geography

Assoc. American
Geographers and

Nat. Science
Foundation

11-16 Geography
Sociology
Economics

Pol. Heal Science
.,/ v 't v/

Filmstrips
Records
Games

Trantparencies

12. Shelter V tuth
Education
,rogremme

Shelter 14-18
. .

Humanities
English

Sociology
History

Social Admin.
/ I / ,/

Slides
Simulations

Posters



Oxf.)rd University Press
end the team that

eated the highly
::uccessful Connexions
series present
Standpointsan
exciting new series of

69
books on contemporary
issues.

6%411;1104

sirr

et on football

on mental illness

on the arms race

on planning and environment

-gm

'Standpoints seem to me excellentthey take a reader to the core of their
subjects in a way at once lively and economical, through a riveting and often
cunning mixture of text and il:ustration. What impresses me most is that they are
thoughtful and constructive, without anywhere smoothing those edges oftheir
subjects that ought to remain disturbing, angry or urgent.' Edward Blishen,
broadcaster, critic, author of Roaring Boys

First four titles: Don't Shoot the Goalkeeper All in the Mind On the Warpath
Change the Street
each 64 pages, fully illustrated with photographs 75p

Detailed prospixtus on application to
Educational Division (SST), Oxford University Press, Walton Street, Oxford



1. THE SCHOOLS COUNCIL HISTORY, GEOGRAPHY AND SOCIAL
SCIENCE 8-13 PROJECT
Analysed by Hazel Sumner

1. Introduction
The Project was sponsored by the Schools Council as a result of the recommendation made in their
working Paper Number 39. "Social Studiei b-'13".. The Working Paper was the result of an engdiry,
directed by Dennis Lawton, into social studies teaching for pupils in the middle years. The new
development Project was funded initially to run for three years, but it received an extension of one
year so that a special study could be made of the process of diffusion of its ideas. Professor W.A.L.
Blyth directed the Project, which was based in the School of Education at the University of Liverpool.
There were five others in the Project team, all experienced teachers with research experience also.
During the period 1971-73 the team worked closely with teachers in 32 schools situated in a wide
variety of locations. The approaches developed in this phase were then introduced into a number of
other areas, teachers from several schools in each area working together in groups in Teachers' Centres,
The Project's publishers are Collins Glasgow/E.S.L. Bristol and it is anticipated that the publication of
Materials will be completed by Spring 1977.

2. Product Characteristics
A detailed rationale of the Project is set out in "Curriculum Planning in History, Geography and Social
Science, 8-13". A shorter statement is included in each of the 15 Units of pupil materials. Also
available are seven booklets for teachers. These deai with the details of implementation in the class-
room. A further booklet "Themes in Outline, gives details of many of the schemes of work actually
developed by the schools in partnership with the Project team.
The Units, average cost £10 each, contain multi-media materials designed to provide topic work for a
whole class for about half a term. Examples are "Flood,", "Going to School" and "Life in the 1930s".
The Units are designed to be used as "starter packs" for the teacher's own curriculum development.
They do not consist of highly polished pupil materials, refined by continual retesting. Rather, they
illustrate the ways in which ideas may be translated irk() activities to, pupils.

3. Rationale and Objectives
The Project team's brief required them to develop ways of teaching social studies using the contributory
disciplines either separately cr in conjunction with one another. The approach developed allows the
teacher himself to decide on this issue.
It is recommended that teachers should utilise skill objectives as a basis tor their planning. Three
groups of skills are distinguished intellectual, social and psycho-motor. Specially emphasised are
ciritical thinking skills and the development of empathy. It is suggested that content might be chosen
with the aid of key concepts which point to universally significant aspects of social relationships e.g.
Communication, Power, Values and Beliefs. The Project does not state that these particular objectives
and key concepts are relevant to the aims of all social studies teachers. Rather it presents them as
techniques for avoiding the emphasis on fact' presentation and recall, which has been a widespread
feature of social studies for this age group.

4. Content
Some of the exemplar Units draw on one or two of the contributory disciplines: a few on all three.
All the major social sciences have been utilised. No one social scientif ic perspective is presented to the
exclusion of all others. The disciplines are not viewed as bodies of facts but as resources whieh can be
used for help in framing questions about men in society, for concepts and for techniques of investigation.
The Units available do not form a "course" for it is anticipated that content will have to be adjusted
for each group of pupils, to take account of their particular social experiences, the opportunities
presented by the locality, the organisation and facilities of the school and the teachers'own personal
resources. It is suggested, however, that teachers might make a considered attempt to include topics
that might be termed 'socially sensitive' f or their particular pupils.

5. Methodology
The work is inquiry based and utilises a wide range of resources. Pupils are given opportunities to
collect their own data and to draw conclusions from data collected by others. The question asked of
the data are more "open" than closed", so that thinking skills can be developed. There are suggestions
for individual, group and class work. Games, simulations, and discussion work are frequently utilised.
The work is structured but there are opportunities for pupils to decide the direction of their own work.
Most of the units allow for comparison, of case studies and of ten include suggestions for a parallel
local enquiry.

6. Conditions of I mplimentation
The Project is for pupils in the middle years, not just for middle school,. It has been designed therefore,
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to suit a wide range of organis5tional conditions, ranging from the single teacher in the primary school
to the team of teachers working in the lower secondary school. Ideally teachers should have time for
planning and adequate facilities lor the making and storage of resources.
The Project is flexible at all the crucial decision making points objectives, content, resources, and
discipline base. It is not, however, compatible with a didactic teaching approach, and if the pupils'
work is to be truly exploratory, a supportive classroom climate is essential.

7. Evaluation
The Project was evaluated at two levels: (1) the effectiveness of the Project's innovatory strategy was
monitored and CO new techniques for measuring pupils progress were developed. Orte of the teachers'.
support booklets deals with this topic, though it is recognised that skills take time to develop. The
need for record keeping is emphasised. The long term hope is that through a greater understanding cf
the social aspects of their lives, pupils will be better able to contr& their desbnies.

2. THE SCHOOLS COUNCIL GENERAL STUDIES PROJECT.
Analysed by Robert Stapley and lean Webb.

1. Introduction
The General Studies project was set up by the Schools Council as .1 curriculum piolect at the University

4- of York in 1968 to find a way of developing general education in sixth forms and F.E. colleges. The
project is published jointly by Longman and Penguin Education, the project director being Robert
Irvine Smith. A large number of teachers have been involved in :he preparation of trial materials,
which embody various styles of teaching and learning, and in experiments in setting up resource
centres, Formal trials have been carried out in 21 secondary schools and F.E. colleges and in 250
associate ones. The first catalogues were issued in 1972.

2. Product Characteristics
The project materials are published in the form of units. A unit is a group of documents on a topic,
put together in a pad of 5 to 15 sheets. There are three types of unit:

Study units which contain source materials with a study guide to help the student to wolf: on
them effectively, and a note addressed to the :cachet.

ii) Reference units which discuss books, audio-visual materials and resources services related to
the topic.
Teachers' units which contain materials on teaching styles, course planning. use of study units
and their relation to other materials and activities.

These units are arranged in the form of catalogues under general themes but the units are ordered
individually. For an annual subscription of C68 the school receives a catalogue containing a single
copy of each of the 100 units published in the current year plus 300 vouchers which can be exchanged
for copies of units in the catalogue. This provides the teacher with a growing bank of resources and
ideas from which Isthe can choose the resources needed for his/her own teaching strategies, class size
and subject matter. It is an economical systern since the teacher decides on the precise quantities
needed and does not get a surplus of copies as coi.1 happen if a pre-packaged kit had been bought.
This system also means that the teacher can ordet units as and when they are needed and does no:
have to make binding decisions too early in the year. Vouchers for extra units can be bought at
£7.50 for 50.
Subscribers ei.:ering the scheme in later years cnn buy the earlier catalogues to comolete their bank,
and will receive vouchers to order units from them.

3. Rationale and Objectives
As already noted the original aim for developing this General Studies project was to develop general
education in sixth forms and F.E. colleges. It is also concerned with the general element in specialist
methods. However the units can be combined to form short courses or to supplement existing courses:
they have even been used in preparation for CSE and CGE exams.
As each unit puts forward various points of view on often controversial subjects the project has the
ultimate aim of changing people's perceptions and attitudes, placing ernphlsis upon thinking for
oneself and encouraging the critical use of sources, and the development of rational attitudes.

4. Content
The units are arranged in thematic catalogues which are not prescriptive courses but simply ways of
storing the units which are cross-referenced. The themes are intended to cover all areas of the social.
science disciplines and there is ample opportunity to bring many different ideas and concepts into
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chscussions of the material. Subjects discussed are those which would otherwise be lef t out of the
students' curriculum although they are an essential contribution to a general education. The variety
of materisl also helps the students to criticise the society they live in.

5. Methodology
The project is designed primarily for the teacher who wishes to employ a combination of group
discussion, tutorial:. and independent study, together with other activities and style F. of work. Each
urit provides for at least one hour's work.
The General Studies project is not intended to replace tne teacher but, by making the experiences of
others available and by providing suitable materials, it enables the teacher to work more effectively,
widen his/her range of choice and enhance (so it is claimed) his/her role. The units vary considerably
since different writers are involved. Thus presentation of materials can greatly dif fer.

6. Conditions for Implementation
This project is nothing if not adaptable: it has been used with apparently satisfactory results in a wide
range of teaching contexts. The project is concerned with a wide range of objectives so teachers can
choose whatever method best suits them, the class, the school and the situation. Clearly the students
must become used to independent work if the teacher wishes to "take a back seat". A social science
background would be an advantage to the teacher. A good library or resources centre would be of
great use also.

7, Evaluation
The success of the project can never be "scientifically" demonstrated, it really depends upon feedback
in discussion with the s'tudents. Ultimately the most useful evaluation must be the teacher's perception
of how the course has af fected the thinking processes and attitudes of the students.

3. THE SCHOOLS COUNCIL INTEGRATED STUDIES PROJECT.
Analysed by Marianne Kjellgren and Tony Perry.

1. Introduction
The Integrated Studies Curriculum Project was set up by the schools Council in 1968. The aim was to
promote co-operation between subjects and teachers and to encourage 'he search for ways of relating
knowledge to the experience and feelings of students. The Project was based at the Institute of
Education in Keele where a team under the directorship of David Bolam developed thematic units
which were then tried out in schools in the supporting LEA's of Shropshire, Staffordshire, Stoke-on-
Trent and Cheshire.

2. Product Characteristics
The material for the Integrated Studiits Project is divided into three sections aimed at different age-
groups. The first part of the project is aimed at Middle School pupils and consists of a Teachers'
Handbook for Unit 1: Exploration Man An Introduction to Integrated Studies. It is published by
Oxford University Press for the price of 75p. There are also sets of slides (12 for E2), tapes (E4 each)
and six study-folders (E2 each) for this unit but these are optional additions whereas the handbook
which contains a sequence of development of integrated studies and an abundance of imaginative and
useful activity suggestions is the most important part of this unit. An A.T.V. Schools Television series
'Exploration Mar', available as 16mm films through the Rank film library, provides other material.
There are two units aimed a: the Junior forms of Secondary School. These contain material developed
around the themes 'Communicating with Others' and 'Living Together'. Ff7T these units there are
study-folders with written material, pictures, posters etc. The folders cost E6 each and each folder
contains 5 copies of each Meet. With some of the folders there are also slides (E1.25 for 10 slides) and
a tape which costs E4 G available foi the unit Communicating with Others. The two units are
accompanies by a teachers' guide.

3. Rationale and Objectives
A. The development of child-centred learning by increasing the pupils' power to decide and pursue

their own learning paths.
B. Subjects are treated as tools of inquiry rather than as bodies of knowledge. Both the distinctive-

ness of each subject and the links between them are stressed. The utilisation of cross-links
between subjects will make it possible to study large and complex human issues within the
framework of one course.



C. By confining itself to general guidelines about integration beton- .tn Fubj., t rather than creating
a full piogramme the project wishes to inake it possible for t.,:hools vith dif ferent sterling-
points to use and adapt the rnaterial for their specif ic needs.

4. Content
Exploration Man: the two themes 'Exploration' and 'Man are pursued simultaneously. The modes of
enquiry and approaches of different subiects art: introduced an,.; then dif ferent ways of finding out
about Man and Society are demonstrated. The mot impflt, !, .f)Urcf: Of 'notarial is the childrens'
own immediate environment.
Communicating with others deals with communication woids. signs, pictures. music. diama
etc. and also with bar tiers to communication.
Living Together presents material from thee differ.:x ..it.i"."-ties (Tristan de ('.unha, the Datiaks of
Borneo and Imperial China) to provide cump;, a..,n rr.. pupils' own society and raise questions
about social organisation.
For pupils in Upper forms of Secondaiy ferent combinations of disciplines ;upport
different forms of integration. Stadents are suppo.:, I to choose topics [elated to (a) a geographical
region or culture. (b) a life thme (becoming Ault, personal relations), (c) social issued or probmems
(family, groups in society). (ci) specialised ihistorical period), (e) multidimensional enquiry
(man-made-man).

5. Methodology
The suggested appioach involves some form of team-teaching. ideally a team of teachers planning
together and utilising their particular expertise. This co-operation of teachers is directed towards
organising the "learning experience" in such a way as to provide an integrated view oi things and
hopefully to achieve an "integration of experiences" on the part of the child. The role of the teacher
in such an endeavour can be ol a varied nature. For example the teacher can "provide an ideas
framework'' thereby guiding development of enquiry and focussing the attention of children on
significant issues. The teacher can also act to make "relevant resouices available" to "organise flexible
personal relationships" both between pupils and teacher and among pupils themselves. The teacher
may also act to concentrate effort on .the enquiring aspects of the project, The teacher(s) 'olds) will
yaw according to the direction the project takes and what emphasis is placed within It.

6. Conditions for Implementation
In keeping with the underlying philosophy i the Pioject schools have to view subjects as modes of
enquiry rather than bodies of information, In planning the curriculum it is suggested the whole
seqt..ence of learning through school be considered. The stress on team teaching could also cause
problems of organisation. There is also a suggested flexibility of groupings within various age groups
enabling small group and individualised learning as well as larger group or class learning teaching
situations. These demands could lead in the extreme case to the need for new buildings or at toast the
need for some modification of existincj structures. The demands made could lead to time.tabling
prrblems and the suggestions for different types of teacher-pupil relationships could provide some
difficulties. Although some materials are Provided much other material could be used which could
make further demands on teacher and school resources.

7. Evaluation
The designers of the project suggest three main components of assessment. Some form of continuous
assessment, use of specific tests and the use of observation/checklists. Whether one, or a combination
of these are actually employed depends on the particular school. It is pointed out that assessment
should not be an "end of the road' check up but rather a continuous appreciation of the contribution
each child is making to the enquiry which teacher and pupils are undertaking together. There is also a
suggestion that there should be some provision for pupils both to assess the achievements and the
effectiveness of the enquiry and also their own performance within it. The teaching team should also
assess their own performance and effectiveness of their work. Also a periodic check on the suitability
of the initial selection of issues made by the team with a view of possibly altering them in the future.
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4. THE SCHOOLS COUNCIL PROJECT ON MORAL EDUCATION 14-16
"LIFELINE"

Analysed by Mike Brown and Graham Estop

1. Introduction
Lifeline was rruduced by the Schools Council Project on Moral Education folloving a four year study
(1967-72) of -r,adary school pupils needs. The project was based at Oxford University, Oepartment
of Educat., u. rer the guidance of Peter McPhail, the authors all having beer practising secondary
scnonl 'e.-;LN,e,.: Before its publication by Longman's in 1972, the Lifeline project has been tested in
200 -.d

2. Prothil* duristic ;
pr xjrarnrie (designed for 13.16 year olds) can be divided into 3 phases.

ii In other pedple's shoes: this initial introductory phase consists of three sets of cards and a
teacher's handaouk.

a) The sensitivity approach asks pupils the question What do you do in this situation?' This
basic approach to moral development involves only two people with the material designed to help
both boys and girls identify both their own needs, feelings and interests as well as (hose of others.

b) The consequences approach asks the question 'what happens when r with emphasis on
personal action and its ef fects on others. This section does not limit the pupils consideration to two
characters and provides a bask foundation for the consideration of other people.

c) Points of View returns to the two character approach and asks the pupil directly to put
himself/herself in the position of the af fected character in an attempt to consolidate the consequences
approach objective and considerate behaviour. The materials for the above introductory phase cost
around 64.
ii) Proving the rule: follows the introductory phase, but places the individual in small group
situations to face the conflict within the group and also pressures from other g-oups. This is done by
using five topic booklets outlining a number of situations and asking queetions such as 'How would
you feel in tnis situation?' The total cost of these booklets is approx. 61.
iii) What wced you have done? this final phase is an extension of the first two, encouraging pupils
to adopt considerate answers to questions from six unfamiliar situations in societies alien to them, and
at times from other generations than their own. Each alien situation is presented to them is a short
booklet costing 15p.
Two supplementary teachers' texts are recommended by the authors, these costing another £2.50
approximately. The authors, however, express the hope that ultimately pupils would suggest and work
tram their own experiences and resources and that teachers would develop materials outside those
given in the curriculum to suit pupils' needs.

3. Rationale and Objectives
The project team provide a concise statement of the4 aims to help young people in secondary
schools adopt a considerate style of life, to adopt patterns of behaviour which take other people's
needs, feelings and interests into account as well as their own.'
The rationale behind this quote curaes fron; three independent surveys of what schools should be
doing. These showed that the majority of pupils at seconoary schools wanted help with interpersr -al
relaiions and over questions of right and wrong.

4. Content
The content of the Lifeline curriculum has to a large extant been determined by the pupils who
approached members of the project teams with various personal problems. This was especially so in
the first phase 'In other people's shoes'. The card system used in this section has much to recommend
it. Firstly the cards are large and well illustrated, secondly the printing of the cards should pruvide
little difficulty for poor readers, and thirdly the situations illustrated are numeious and varied. The
booklets used in the remaining sections conoin many photographs, cartoons and drawings of a high
graphical quality. The curriculum is designed to get pupils actively involved by using discussion, art
work, creative writing, drama and role play. The team has thus adopted a practical, positive approach
to morel education which would seem essential to prevent pi:oils losing interest. One criticism of the
material comes from Book 1 of .'Proving the Rule' where the situations demonstrated are from a male
viewpoint only. Surely at this age, although male and female problems may dif fer, both sexes should
be taken together in one _book, Similarly when looking at the problems raised in phase one, each
situation should not be treated as sex specific, and would help in the understanding of both sexes.

5. Methodology
The programme set down is intended as a guideline to students, thus the course is not specifically
teacher orientated. The authors recommend that once 'the ice has been broken' in pupils expression,
small groups should be left to explore situations which interest them. New situations introduced by
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the pupils should not be discouraged, with the project team stressing that on no account should an
authoritarian approach be used.
The materials in the project are designed to be taken out of context, or used out of order, or with
different age groups outside those recommended.

. 6. Conditions for Implementation
The schools that adoir this project must have both the space available for discussion, drama etc., and
teacher(s) sympathetic to the objectives of the course. The Lifeline course is extremely flexible and
can be used in the content of many subject lessons. However the authors point out it is not an
alternative or replacement R.E. syllabus. Neither is Lifeline an anempt to tell pupils ail the answers
to all thei7 problems, or to preach morals at them. Even though this is clearly stated, the project is
certainly wide open to such abuse by teachers. The project is also not a substitute school counsellor.
Although it is questionable how far studr.nts identify their own problems with those put forward in
the situations, it is even more questiont.ole whether the sulutions they reach will be the solutions
they preach.

7. Evaluation
The success of any moral education progiamme can never really be scientifically asser:ed. Certainly
the outcomes of the project are not testable. Even feedback from pupils is suspect because many of
the topics are subjective and emotive and vrould tend to distort the pupils view of the course The
authors aim at prockcing students who at the end of the curriculum 'find solutions considerate to'
others' and are sophisticated, mobile soc:al and moral derformers. This statement alone perhaps
summarises the sheer impracticability of assessing such a course.

5. THE HUMANITIES PROJECT.
Analysed by Moira Wales

1. Introduction
. The Humanities Project was sponsored by the Schools Council and the Nuffield Foundation. It sprang

out of the context o; the Schools Council's research and development programme which was preparing
for the raising of the school leaving age (R.O.S.L.A.)
The project was set up in September 1967 and the first set of materials were available from May 1970,
published by Heinemann Educational Books. The concern was generally with young people's under-
standing of what was assumed to he areas of universal human concern.
The Project team leader, Lawrence Stenhouse sees the Humanities Project ultimately involving radical
changes in school organisation and in the attitudes of teachers to pupils.

2. Product Characteristics
The main focus is on the students understanding of issues, which is encot:raged and extended by the
presentation of evidence from the Project's collections of material. These collections of material can
easily be added to by student or teacher. Certain areas of enquiry have been chosen for development
and material on each theme has been collected.
Each pack dealing with one area of concern, includes 20 sets of about 200 items printed 'evidence',
such as poems, newspaper cuttings, book extracts and photographs. There are two teachers sets ,n each
pack which comprise 1 copy of each 'evidence' item, a general introduction to the Humanities Project
and a handbook which includes a discussion of the possible issues raised by the pack, indexes the
materials and gives a guide to appropriate films. Also contained in the pack is 3 hours of recorded
material, su.:h as interviews, folk-songs and poems.
The first four areas to be covered by the Project are Education, the Family, Relations between the
Sethes and War and Society. Later packs dealt with the topics of POverty, People and Work, Law and
Order and Living ire Cities. A pack which intended to deal with the question of Race was subsequently
withdrawn.
The Education pack is largely concerned with the purposes of education and the relationship between
school and society. Also dealt with is the subject of how the students see the role of the teacher. The
Family pack looks at changes in the family, the roles of family members, childbearing and the
influences on the family. Although the main emphesis is on the family in this Society, some of the
materials are drawn from the subject area of anthropology, affording something of a comparative view.
The Relat3on between the Sexes pack, cavers areas such as courtship, different perceptions of
masculinity and feminity, judgements about the opposite sex and marriage. The project team have
stated that understanding the relations between the sexes cannot be achieved without knowledge of
the physiological aspects of sexuality and contraception. This pack does not deal with these aspects
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and so presumably, pupi's should ,have discussed this earlier to ensure an adequate background for
understanding the relation3 between the sexes.
War and Society', concerns itself with the f ollowing topics: the impact of war on social relations, the
function of propaganda, technology and the changing nature of War. The emphasis is largely on the
two world wars and the war in Vietnam.
These first four packs cost t:40 each. They can be ordered directly from the publishers, Heinemann
Educational Books Ltd., 48 Charles Street, London, WI X 8AH,

3. Rationale and Objectives
The overall objective of this project is to develop sin understanding of social.situattuns .3nd human acts
and of the controversial value issues which they raise. With R.O.S.L.A., Stenhouse sees the need for a
new relationship with adolescents, and for them to take account of their responsibility. The rationale
behind the Project is that education should be co-operative and the issues discussed must be justified
on the basis that pupils should be interested in them, because the issues are somehow of universal
human concern! This seems somewhat dubious, since how can the teacher from the outset justify the
worthiness of being concerned about say Education, to pupils whose experiences of school have well
and truly 'turned them off'.
Anyway, these materials, which are meant to be added to, are developed through a technique of
discussion, enabling pupils tu take responsibility for their own learning, so they are transformed from
pupils into students. The Project is seen as helping to define the nature of the problems associated
with R.O.S.L.A., arid according to Stenhouse, 'the object is to put a new and powerf ul skill within the
repertoire of the teacher as tslhe meets the problems of new 4th and 5th years'. An attempt has been
made to render these issues accessible to students whose values differ from those of the teacher.
The general conception of the Humanities Project was outlined in the Schools Council Working Paper
2, which stated that, 'the problem is to give every man some access to a complex cultural inheritance,
some hold on his personal life and on his relationships with the various communities to which he
belongs, some extension of his understanding of, and sensitivity towards other human beings. The aim
is to forward understanding, discrimination and judgement in the human field'.
Specific object ies would seem to be consistent with the overall objectives Lnd rationale. For example
the 'Family', pack attempts to allow for the fact that the young people using it will be from dif ferent
environments and so middle-class values are not pushed too much. Relations between the sexes is
regarded by the project as most urgently in need of understanding.

4. Content
The major subject areas include the arts, religion, history and the social sciences, in which Personal
beliefs and tastes are seen as important. Many differert views on each issue are presented, often
without qualification or analysis. Little attempt is made uy the actual materials D tackle the problems
of inaccurate or ethnocentric conceptions about social behaviour which pupils may have. Most of the
packs consist of largely unstructured stimulus materials which are intended to provoke discussion.
The issues covered by the project are seen as controversial, By this is meant an issue which 'divides
students, parents and teachers because it involves an element of value judgement which prevents the
issues being settled by evidence and experiment'. Thus, this accounts for the fact that issues which are
regarded by the project team as most controversial, such as relations between the sexes, do not seem
to draw so much from the social sciences, as it is seen as impossible to settlb such issues by evidence
and experimentation.

. The content would seem to be well relaied to the aim of the Pioject of helping or stimulating pupils
to realise the implications of their own value judgements.

5. Methodology
A very important premise on which this curricuum is based is that the teacher accepts the need to
submit her/his teaching in controversial areas to the criterion of neutrality, and so teachers should
regard it as patt of their responsibility nut to promote their own view, The issues are developed by
discussion and the teachers role is that of an impartial chairperson. Thus the method of enquiry is
based, not on instruction, but discussion.
Also important is the notion that discusisicn should not attempt to move towards a consensus but that
dif ferent viewpoints should be protected. Su the teacher is neutral on issues which are under
discussion but is committed to certain procedural values.
The teacher is meant to feed in materials as 'evidence' according to needs arising out of the discussion.
However this evidence is not chosen for the authority it carries, but for its relevance to an issue.
However the teacher is assumed to be responsible for identifying the issues involved as this structures
the enquiry and ensuro the continuity of discuss:on.

6. Conditions for Implementation
The feacher must be responsible for the physical environment and movable furniture in the classroom
is important. The materials are not intended for individualised work, but for co-operative group
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discussion and inter-action. Thus for discussion,,students should be able to sit in a circle with the
teacher/chairperson as part of it. A good arrangement for other work is to have tables and chairs in a
Square, as for a committee.
Although the main focus of the Project is the 14 to 16 age group of average and below average ability
without serious reading difficulties; the materials can be used with 6th formers and further education
students, since it is the techniques of discussion which are important. However this project is seen 5s
being capable of 'stretching' average ability students in the top grade C.S.E. range.

7. Evaluation
It is suggested that discussion should not be assessed by a system of public evaluation such as grades.
Students are intended to explore their own and others responses to situations and issues. A feeling of
the need to perform and to please the teacher would destroy this intention.
It is very difficult to judge student success in understanding issues. However in the introduction to the
project various evaluative criteria are suggested: These include the understanding of concepts to
explore issues, understanding a wide range of views on an issue, appreciating the relationship between
a person's situation and the way he behaves, recognising ambiguity in evidence and the development
of hypotheses to account for and predict human behaviour.
In general, the best guide for evaluation is to work towards procedures involving multiple criteria and

to use a good deal of continuous assessment.

6. SCHOOLS"UND,IASTANDING INDUSTRIAL SOCIETY PROJECT
Analysed by Peter I3irch

1. Introduction
It emerged from "Enquiry 1" iF15,130), which the Government Social Survey carried out in 1968 on
behalf of the Schools Council, that the fonctions of the school considered most important by teachers,
pupils and their parents were those concerned with 3elf -development and careers. Teachers meeting in
curriculum development groups in at least one L,E.A. began discussions on how courses might be
devised to contribute directly to these functions. As a consequence of their deliberations, materials in
the form of a teacher's guide and pupils' activities Were brought together by Alan Sanday and Peter
Birch; two Warwickshire Inspectors at the time. end tried out in twenty schools in Staffordshire,
Coventry and Warwickshire. The first external examinations in the subject at C.S.E. and '0' level were
.taken' by pupils in 1974 undel the nomenclature of: Social Economics Understanding Industrial
Society. .

2. Product Characteristics
The, materials so far produced are appropriate for average and above average pupils in the fourth and
fifth years of secondary schoqls. As a result' of the trials they have been extensively revised and are
now published (May, 1976) by Hodder and Stoughton Educational. They have been produced in book
form: a, teacher's guide; a sequence of pupils' activities, containing separate sections for '0' level and
C.S.E. pupils and 'a series of cassette recordings of live interviews with managers, employees, shop-
itewards, etc.

3. Rationale and Objectives
Self-development and career strut:',UfeS are intricately interwoven and both require fundamental
choices to be made. In order for these choices to be meaningful, pupils need to gain insights into the
motivation of people who play a variety of roles in society such as those of employer, worker,
consumer and citizen. They also need some appreciation of the patterns of relationships in economic
and social structures. The crisis of self-development is how far one has to adapt to society and how far
one is able to adapt society to oneself. An empathetic understanding of the inevitable conflicts of
interest amongst individuals or groups is thought to be an important element in the general education
of all pupils who will be largely dependent once they have lef t school on the mass media for their
information, which they should be able to assess both criticall',' and constructively.

4. Content and Methodology
As the emphasis of the course is on understanding, perception, interpretation arid decision-making
rather than recall, there is no clearly definable body of knowledge as such which has to be learned.
The learning takes place through the pupils' active participation and direct experience and where
this is not practicable through simulated experience. There are, however, three main divisions in

these activities:
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(a) Setting up a small firm
Here the pupil acts out mainly the role of the small entrepreneur. He is required to design a
product, to manufacture it and to sell it. He is seeking both job satisfaction and profit and
needs to make first.hand studies of manufacturing and retail organisations before he can set up
his own theoretical model.

DA Expanding the company
The firms expands and "goes public". The profit motive is still there and some of the ways,
both commendable and questionable, that firms use to increase production are examined. But
the pupil has changed roles. He is now a worker wanting a share in the increased profits and he
his to consider how he can organise himself and other workers to protect his interests and
improve his working conditions. Help from experienced trade union officials is brought into
the classroom.

(c) The consequences of business activities
The pupil now becomes consumer and citizen. He looks back at the effects his business interests
may have had on national resources and the environment. He becomes aware of a possible clash
of interest between his role as a worker demanding stability of employment and his role as a
consumer requiring response of supply to demand. He questions the relative, functions of the
private and public sectors, how the Government tries to manage the economy, and, finally,
the ways in which he might influence decisions both at local and national level.

5. Conditions for Implementation
The course was deliberately designed to fa in the traditional oivion system in the fourth and fif th
years of the secondary school, and therefore requires the same time allocation as any other subject,
i.e. four periods per week. At '0' level registration must be made with the Associated Examining
Board which has now agreed to set a Mode I paper entitled "British Industrial Society" and to
moderate the course work. Currently, both the West Midlands and the East Midlands C.S.E. Boards
have Mode I II examinations in the subject. Detailed information can be obtained from the Teacher's
Guide or direct from the A.E.B. It is &so necessary to make arrangements to visit factories and to
invite outside speakers into school well in advance of the required date.

6. Evaluation
There has been no systematic evaluation of the project by an outside agency. However, nur the four
Years' trial period there has been considerable feedback from teachers, pupils, parents :Ind employers.
There have been alterations to the materials where they were thought to be weak, or too complex, or
where they were not meeting objectives specifically. For this evaluation the subjective but professional
advice of teachers within the project has been taken. Additionally, the assessment procedures both at
'0' level and C.S.E. have been designed to test the objectives of the course and the results have been
extremely gratif7ing. However, it will not be before the pupils have become adults, or at least have had
some sustained experience of industry, that the real effectiveness of the course and the degree of
understanding can be truly ascertained.

7. THE CHILDWALL PROJECT iDESIGN FOR LIVING/
Analysed by Tony Evans

1. Introduction
The "Childwall Project", a social studies course, was established in 1967 to prepare programmes and
materials for R.O.S.L.A. The scheme was sponsored by the Liverpool Education Committee under the
direction of D. Wyn-Evans. The Authority has already spent over £45,000 on the development and
validation of materials. From 1967-1970 courses and materials have been tried out in Liverpool and
Leeds Education Authorities. Forty schools have br.en used in field trials and more than a hundred
teachers and two thousand, five hundred pupt:!, have been used in the evaluation of the work.

2. Product Characteristics
The material has been aimed to meet the needs and interests of the early school leaver of average and
below average ability. Much of the material, however, could also be used with other ages and ability
groups. Each set contains twelve weeks work and consists of a teacher's handbook, which includes
samples of all visual and printed material; spirit masters bound in book form; a film strip and one
double track tape.
Pupils' materials contain sets of 20 printed non-expendable text and visual items. Cost of materials
retail for E40 to E48 per theme. This will cover teacher's set and 20 sets of pupils' materials. All
materials are available from E.J. Arnold and Son Ltd., Butterley Street, Leeds, LS10 JAX.
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3. Rationale and Objectives
The Design for Living Course attempts to outline the individuals relationships with his immediate
environment and with society in general from birth to adolescence, adulthood and old age. A variety
of materials provides opportunities for pupils to practise skills, understand simple concepts about
patterns of social living and use techniques in gathering information about issues related to their needs
and interests. An imer-disciplinary approach makes De Sign for Living an integrated course. The
topic of inquiry is of paramount importance and skills oft_individual disciplines are introduced as they
become appropriately relevant to that inquiry. This ch4pges the emphasis of authority in the class-
room and the course becomes truly pupil orientated and lot subject based.

4. Content
The course is made up of six themes:

1. Responsibilities of Adulthood 4. Living Today
2. Understanding Children 5. The World around us
3. The World of Work 6. Lines of Communication

Each theme is broken into twelve topics, e.g. Responsibilities of Adulthood

i Who'd be an adolescent vii Coming of age
ii Understanding parents viii For Better for Worse
iii Cells and bells Give and Take
iv Ganging up Counting the cost
v Two's company xi And then there were three
vi Knowing the facts xii Living it up

5. Methodology
Because of the structure of the course it cannot be taught in single periods of 35 minutes. The
designers suggest half day sessions combined with team teaching involving one or more teachers from
various disciplines. The materials are suitable for large or small groups. Although the choice of support
material allows flexibility, the designers suggest that the th e sections in the topic, Impact, Enquiry
and Expression 3re adequately covered.

Impact: Pupils consider an aspect of the theme and discuss it.
Enquiry: Pupils motie from a subjective to an objective approach,
Expression: Recapitulation, pupils re.assess the problem.

6. Conditions for Implementation
The project spans the last two years of a five year course. The integrated course gives the pupil an
opportunity of thinking things through instead of attempting to suggest to him that his knowledge is
gained in pro-digested packs of History and Geography. The skills demanded in this type of course will
have to be moted in the first three years of Secondary Education. The Course, therefore, will require a
re-thinking oi Timetable requirements, curriculum and Resources.

7, Evaluation
The Childwall Project was designed with R.O.S.L.A. in mind. The present structure and content is
based on weekly feed backs from the trial schools. Teachers, collectively, modified the programmes
in accordance with their pupils' needs. The designers suggest that teachers should adjust the course,
when the need arises, to suit their own pupils' needs.
The course was never intended to be the basis of a public examination but could in fact cover such an
eventuality. Some Liverpool trial schools have used the course as a basis for a C.S.E. Mode 3
examina:ion which has been accepted by the North Western Secondary Schools Examination Board.

8. THE EDUCATION DEVELOPMENT CENTRE, INC. SOCIAL STUDIES PROGRAMME
"MAN: A COURSE OF STUDY"

Analysed by Bobbie Davey and Veronica Lloyd.

1. Introduction
'Man: A Course of Study' (M.A.C.O.S.) is an American Social Science curriculum designed for the
9-13 age group. It was developed under the directorship of Peter B. Dow by the Social Studies
Curriculum Programme of the Education Development Centre, Inc. of Cambridge. Massachusetts, and
was funded by the National Science Foundation. Jerome S. Bruner, Director of the Centre for
Cognitive Studies at Harvard University, trven DeVore, Professor of Anthropology at Havard University,
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and Asen Balikci, Professor of Anthropology at the University of Montreal, were Consulting Scholars.
Bruner's theories of le..rning and iinellectual development as expressed in 'The Process of Education'
and 'Toward a Theory of Instruction' underly the aims and structure of the course; the research of
Balikci, DeVore and others provides the principle data.
Following nearly a decade of experimental development, M.A.C.O.S. was finally published in 1968,
and is now distributed commercially by Curriculum Development Associates, Inc., Washington, D.C.,
and by the Centre for Applied Research in Education, University of East Anglia, Norwich.

2. Product Characteristics
M.A.C.O.S. integrates a number of Social Science disciplines, and introduces concepts from
anthropology, sociology, and the behavioural sciences. Through Bruner's idea of the 'spiral curriculum'
key concepts are introduced in increasing complexity as the course progresses.
The materials of the course are made available through seven media: visual, aural and written. Film is
the primary source of date in the course, with 16 colour films and 22 cassettes using natural sound and
a minimum of commentary to encourage open-ended discussion. There are also 5 film-strips, 23 maps,
posters and photo-murals. In addition, there are field notes, journals, recorded poems, songs and
stories, games, construction exercises and observation projects. For the teacher there are 9 Guide
Books containing background information, bibliography, suggested lesson plans, suggested topics for
workshop sessions, and evaluation strategies.
It is intended that the M.A.C.O.S. materials wit be sold to, and shared by, school clusters, the cost of
the whole project being well over BLOM) see the 'British it.'aterials Price List' appendix 'p' for items,
quantities and the price of materials. For further informotior, contact the Centre for Appiied Research
in Education, at the above address.

3. Rationale and Objectives
The rationale for developing M.A.C.O.S, stems from Bruner's contention that it is possible to introduce
students of any'age or ability to the key concepts of a sub;e4t by means of the spiral curriculum, and
that the symbolic mode of learning (learning by reading or listening to the spoken word) has been
over-emphasised to the detriment of the, enactive (learning by doing) and the iconic (learning by
looking) modes: The intention of M.A.C.O.S. is to initiate and develop in pupils investigation skinsas
used in the fiPld of Social Science.
The objectives of the course as stated by Bruner are to give pupils "respect and confidence in the
power of their own minds" and to develop their ability to reason and their creativity in a variety of
fields. More specifically, the course is intended to stimulate thought about the existential problem of
what makes man human and the common links between man as a species.

4. Content
Three key issues are posed throughout the course: What makes man human, the forces shaping his
humanity, and how the process can be continutd. These issues are introduced by way of animal
contrasts, and concepts such as life-cycle, innate an:t :earned behaviour, adaptation, and structure and
funtnion spiral their way through the course. There are 4 main sections of study: the Pacific Salmon,
the Herring Gun, Baboons and the Netsilik Eskimo. The unit of the life-cycle of the Salmon introduces
the study of generation overlap; the Herring Gull unit extends the discussion of parenthood by looking
at a family structure similar to that found in human society; in the Baboon section, group and
individual behaviour are studied as a background against which to examine and contrast human social
behaviour; the Eskimo section provides opportunity to investigate the concept of culture and the basic
humanity of man.
Bruner's idea of the spiral curriculum is fully utilised, since concepts introduced in the Salmon section
are elaborated upon as the course progresses.

5. Methodology
The project encourages resource-based learning, P A emphasis is placed on individual and group
activity. The films and open-ended discussions are specifically designed to pose questions which pupils
will hopefully answer by reference to the support liteiature. Students are encouraged to relate their
own experiences to materials of the course, and are fully involved in group projects, games and
simulations, art, craft and creative writing. These methods are an acknowledgement of Bruner's idea of
the 3 modes of learning. M.A.C.O.S. is an attempt to redress the imbalance created by the sole
concentration of the symbolic mode, its visual and enactive methods aidingeven the less able to grasp
the ideas being put forward.

6. Conditions for Implementation
A compulsory training scheme is provided for teachers intending to use the project, where ideas as to
the purpose and content of the course can be discussed and tried out in workshop sessions. The course
can therefore be taught by probationary or experienced teachers of any disciplinary background. Since
the project is normally sold to groups of schools, there is opportunity for teachers to pool resources
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and share experiences. The design of the M.A.C.O.S. scheme encourages team-teaching to mixed-
, abiIity classes. It is essential that schools have access to audio-visual equipment, and that adequate

time is allotted to the course.

7: Evaluation
The pilot versions of M.A.C.O.S. were submitted to thorough evaluation and field-tests during 1967-9
which led to subsequent revisions. Test methods and results are outlined in the appendix to "Man: A
Course of Study" (1971) by Curriculum Development Associates, Inc. Evaluation strategies for
measuring student gains from the course are outlined in the teachers guide books.
Although M.A.C.O.S. has been a centre of controversy in America, it has been more readiiy accepted
in Britain, but even here criticisms have been made. Difficulties have been found in completing the
course in the 120 days teaching time allocated, problems have been found in the sharing of materials,
and recent reports have criticised it for being too structured and repetitive. Some concepts have been
found to be too complex for younger children, who are unused to open-ended discussion and find
difficulty in relating their own experiences to the materials of the course. The animal studies in
particular have been criticised for their comparative lack of enactive devices. It hos, been pointed out
that the film cassettes would be of even more use if they could be rewound at wi:I.
The analysts feel that M.A.C.O.S. produces an effective learning environment provided the intended
teaching strategies are employed, and every child is given the opportunity to develop through Bruner's
3 modes of learning. The curriculum is a unique (but rather expensive) innovation, moving away from
teacher-centred to student and resource-based learning.

9. THE TABA PROGRAMME IN SOCIAL SCIENCE
(Revised Edition, 1973)

Analysed by Conroy Daniel

I ntroduction
The TABA PROGRAMME IN SOCIAL SCIENCE derived its title from its founder, Dr. Hild Taba. She
worked as consultant to the schools of Contra Costa County County, California, as director of a
Curriculum Development Project at San Francisco State College.
The PROGRAMME is based on the idea that children in elementary schools are capable of coping with
teaming about the problems resulting from social change, by exposing them to a variety of problems
experienced by people in real life situations. By this means they learn how people of different cultures
solve problems similar to their own.
Dr. Tabs, assisted by a group of teachers, together they produced a brand new Social Science
Curriculum for the Grades 1 to 8, (7-14 years). Her original model was limited to producing Social
Studies Guides for teachers. At that stage no source books for children were developed. Among the
resources for this "New Social Studies" curriculum were a variety of student materials whose
suitability varied, and teachers were faced with considerable problems when they came to collect these
materials to implement the curriculum.
But in 1966 Dr. Taba and some of her associates concluded an agreement with Addison-Wesley, the
publishers, to produce material for the curriculum. She died in 1967 but the Curriculum Development
Project was carried on by her associates.

2. Rationale and Objectives
The authors set out their rationale and objectives in various booklets and in the Teacher's Edition.
Each unit of the series has a specific set of objectives, but overall the authors state that their concern
is with preparing students for life in a world that is rapidly changirg, both socially and technologically.
They believe this could be done by helping students to become involved in the real world. But to do
this, the children's cognitive skills are to be developed to a level which would enable them to think
critically and make intelligent choices. However, having said this they point out that the ultimate
purpose is to make students responsible citizens of the U.S. democracy.
The degree of inconsistency between the declared rationale and the ultimate objective is marked by
the ethnocentricism implied in the objective. To put it simply, however critically the children might
look at their own society and whatever the depth of understanding reached out abigut people's, they
must always see theirs as the best.
If critical thinking means what it says then it might be fair to assume that it could lead one to reject
one's own system of social and economic organisation. With this ruled out, we are left in a haze as to
what the TABA PROGRAMME represents as critical thinking.

-
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3. Product Characteristics
The programme emphasises process rather than content by carefully concentrating on developing in

, depth one or more Main Ideas and Key Concepts in each stage of the study.
Each grade is comprised of a number of units whose materials, at each succeeding level of the spiral,
introduces a higher degree of sophistication and abstraction. For example, Grade I materials, People
in Families, deal with the way in which people modify their behaviour and their environment in order
to meet their basic and social needs. Following on from here the other available grades exemplify this
step by step build up:
Grade II People in Neighbourhoods Modifying Neighbourhoods

1 Guido RI People in communities Modifying Physical Environment
Grade IV People in States Modifying National Resources
Grade V People in America Modifying Life Style
Grade VI People in Change Modifying Cultural Patterns
Besides these student texts, there is a Teacher's Edition which deals with, among other things,
objectives, content and teaching strategies. Other materials available in the Resource Unit are: Student
Activity Books, posters, 5 LP records for Grade I, 4 Cassette tapes for each grade, and some
duplicator masters.
Further information about the TABA PROGRAMME IN SOCIAL SCIENCE could be obtained from
the Addison-Wealey Publishing Company, West End House, 11 Hills Place, London, W1R 2LR.
Current prices are:
People in Families £1.90 Teachers Edition £2.35
People in Neighbourhoods £2.05 Teachers Edition £2.5(
People in Communities £2.65 Teachers Edition £3.10
People in States £2.70 Teachers Edition £3.15
People in America £3.60 Teachers Edition £2.00

4. Content
Abstract impersonal theories and statistics have not featured as central components of the study,
rather the focus has been for the most part on human elements people and the situations in which
they live, work and play, including the student's' experience for example. the Juria Family of Kenya.
and the Williams Family of Minnesota are among the human groups studied from across the world.
The units of study are tightly arranged in sequences.
It draws heavily from the behavioural sciences, with aspects of economics, political science, geography
and history thrown in.

5. Methodology
It is essentially an interdisciplinary approach encompassing Anthropology Economics, Geography,
History, Political Science, Psychology and Sociology. The curriculum is basically different from other
Social Science Programmes, in that students learn to think by making comparative studies of their
own problems with those of other people, and are encouraged to formulate conclusions snd general-
isations. It is not necessary for them to commit to memory any data from their source book.
Students work at their own ability level to achieve the objective of each activity. Teaching in small
groups is preferred, for example, role playing and committee work form part of the teaching strategy.

6. Conditions for Implementation
The TABA PROGRAMME is so designed that little or no teacher preparation is required. It is
complete with student source books and a comprehensive Teacher's Edition.
Most of the activities are designed for group interaction which allows for in-depth coverage of the
material, and the teacher is left with greater opportunities to deal with individual differences. Ban with
the emphasis on teaching in small groups, a self-contained class room is a pre-requisite.
Each grade of the student texts appears to match the reading age for which it has been designed. The
curriculum caters for such contingencies as children asking questions whose answers are not obtainable
from their source book. Here the teacher is directed to guide them to the appropriate reference. It
leaves very little room for the teacher's imagination.

7. Evaluation
Criteria for ovalua.ting the cudent's progress are detailed :n the curr'eulum. They follow more or less
along conventional lines, in that students' responses to the questions in the strategies and by their work
in creating murals, readdig maps and graphs, role playing, etc., form the basis of their assessment.
Individual as well as class, perk/mance is assessed. R is a means of providing feedback.
Self-evaluation is encout aged but there are no s;andard criteria, and there is no information as to the
weight that is given compared with the teacher's evaluation.
It seems a major drawback with the TABA PROGRAMME IN SOCIAL SCIENCE that it offers so little
opportunity for the use of iniative.



10. "OUR WORKING WORLD"
Analysed by Charles Townley

Introduction
Chu Working World is a social studies project directed by Lawrence Senesh, Professor of Economics
at the University of Colorado, Boulder, Colorado 80302, U.S.A. It was published in 1971 but has
'undergone, subsequent revision. The intention was to introduce children early to the concepts and

sn'T,5',ideas of the social sciences in order that they cari better understand the complex Social world in which
they now live and which they will face in the future. It draws upon the disciplines of anthropology,
economics, geography, history, law, politics, social Psychology and sociology.

. Product Characteristics
Developed for the American elementary school grades 1-6, the materials are suitable for use in British
primary and middle schools with children aged 6-12. The materials for each age level include:

a student text
a teacher's resource guide
a student problems book
a teacher's edition of the student problems book
a set of spirit master Review Questions

In addition there are audio-visual materials for each level. At both Level 1 and 2 these include three
records or five cessettes;at Level 3, twelve filmstrips and six cassettes or records with an accompanying
scriptbook; at Levels 4,5 and 6 a Social Science Satellite Kit for each level. Each Satellite Kit contains
multiple copies of each of 36 booklets of readings, together with an answer booklet.
The themes at different levels are:

Level 1 Families
Levei 2 - ,:eighbourhoods
Level 3 Cities
Level 4 Regions of the United States
Level 5 The American Way of Life

'Level 6 Regioni of the World

The materials are published by S.R.A., Henley-on-Thames, Oxon RG9 1EW, and the cost of a specimen
set is approximately £10 per level. The cost of the audio-visual elements and Satellite Kits is
approximately £11 at Level 1 and Level 2, £100 at Level 3 and £45 at Levels 4,5 and 6.

3. Rationale and Objectives
If children are able to make sense of their rapidly changing world and w adapt to a future which
cannot be easily predicted, they must be introduced to the ideas and the skills of the social stiences at
all early age. Pupils are encouraged to reflect on their own experience of "social reality" and to
develop skills of asking questions, gathering information, forming conclusions and making decisions so
that they may identify the order in an apparently orderless world.
At Level 1 pupils should be able to percieve order and harmony which "makes life better for everyone"
both now and in the future as a consequence of family living. Level 2, Neighbourhoods, is concerned
to identify problems within the pupils' own neighbourhoods and to develop a commitment to the
neighbourhood. Level 3 introduced pupils to urban problems in order that they may be better able to
cope with them. Level 4 introduces pupils to the main characteristics of different Regions of the
United States in the hope that they may identify, understand and help solve the problems of the
region. Level 5 is concerned with values and beliefs associated with the pursuit of democratic ideals
and, in Regions of the World, the student is introdiiced to characteristics of world regions and the
notion of conflict and conflict resolution.

4. Content
Each level is based upon four main themes:

systems analysis
research
space and time
career development

'Families' studies the nature of the family unit, roles within the family, children growing up and
individuals at work. In particular in encourages children to reflect on their own experiences and
identifies problems of growing up.
'Neighbourhoods' identifies different types of neighbourhood, their economic, political and social
organisation, and the roles and institutions found within them.
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'Cities' deals with the nature of a city, the people within it, how it came to be there, the problems it
faces and what it may be like in the future. Two American cities are used as case studies.
'Regions of the United Stows' identif ies the influence of 'nature, man's work, culture, government and
common problems'.
The American Way of Life' follows the developing social organisation of the United States from the
early settlers through significant events in American history to the current situation and encourages
students to speculate on the future.
'Regions of the World' goes beyond conventional geography and an examination of physical, political
economio and cultural argions. It examines international co-operation through business and politics,
internatiunal conflict and its resolution and the balance of man and hi?. environment in the world
at large.

5 Methodology
The Teacher's Resource Guides contain a variety of suggested strategies in addition to the specific
instructions which are presented as flowcharts. The flowcharts identify the main ideas, contunt,
activities and materials and thus provide a 'safe' framework. The possible range of methods include
role play, drama, discussion, field surveys, map work, project folders, small group work, simulations,
visits and creative work in art and music.

6. Conditions for Implementation
Each theme lasts for one school year and is intended to follow in-the sequence prescribed. The pupils
depend more heavily upon reading skills in the last three themes.
A good background in the discipHnes underpinning the course is clearly an advantage though not
essential with the support providad through the Teacher's Resource Guides. The course does lend itself
to co-operative teaching in an open plan situation.

7. Evaluation
Duplicate spirit masters of review questions are available at each level.

11. "GEOGRAPHY IN AN URBAN AGE"
(High School Geography Project)

Analysed by Charles Townley

1. Introduction
This project was developed between 190,1 and 1970 under the directorship of William Pattison,
Nicholas Helburn and Dana Kurfman. It was initially sponsored by the Assoniation of American
Geographers and leceived its main funding from the National Science Foundation and the Ford
Foundation. It is a one year multi-media course for students in the 16-19 age range, but could be
successfully implemented at any stage of secondary schooling. Founded in the discipline of geography
it is essentially an interdisciplinary course which uses concepts from other disciplines including'
Economics, Politics and Sociology.

2. Product Characteristics
The materials are divided into six units of which the first, "Geography of Cities" is the most expensive
and, in many ways, the key to the six units. The others are:

Unit 2 Manufacturing and Agriculture
Unit 3 Cultural Geography
Unit 4 Political Processes
Unit 5 Habitat and Resources
Unit 6 Japan

All the materials are obtainable from Collier-Macmillan, 35 Red Lion Square, London WC1R 4SG.
The units may be purchased and used separately. In each unit the students' materials comprise one
Student Resources book and one Student Manual workbook. Unit 1 contains, in addition, a map
packet and the current cost per student is £2.70. The cost of student materials for Unit 2 is £1.70,
for Unit 3 £0.85, for Unit 4 £0.75, for Unit 5 £1.40 and for Unit 6 £0.90. There is a Teacher's Guide
for each unit costing between £0.60 and 0.15. Each unit also has a Teacher's Materials Kit which
accommodates a class of 30 and contains all the materials for this activity centred programme.
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The Teacher's Materials Kits contain:
Unit 1 A Teacher's Guide, a transparency pack, a "New Orleans and Vicinity" map, 15 stereo-

viewers, 4 "Portsville" Modulex map boards, 4 "Portsville" activity sets, 3 tablets of maps
and data sheets, 6 sheets of statistical data on Chicago and one each of the pupil materials.
Cost: £180.00 + £12.00 V.A.T.

Unit 2 A Teacher's Guide, a transparency pack, 2 records, a "Game of Farming" and one each of
the student materials.
Cost: £42.00 + C3.20 V.A.T.

Unit 3 A Teacher's Guide, a transparency pack; an activity tablet, 2 filmstrips and one each of
the student's material.,
Cost: £11.40 + £0.73 V.A.T.

Unit 4 A Teacher's Guide, a transparency pack, a set of Newspaper Reprints, a set of game sheets.
2 tablets of "Role Profiles" and one each of the student's materials.
Cost: £30.00 + £1.92 V.A.T.

Unit 5 A Teacher's Guide, a transparency pack, a record, 8 sets of Data Sheets, a set of "Role
Profiles" 3 sets of readings, 15 sets of maps and one each of the student's materials.
Cost: £30.00 + £2.24 V.A.T.

Unit 6 A Teacher's Guide, a filmstrip "A Comparison: Japan and North America", a transparency
pack and a Student Resources book.
Cost: £7.20 + £0.52 V.A.T.

3. Rationale and Objectives
This "new" geography involves a shift in focus 'from reading, lecturing, memorising and test-taking
to involving group activities, role-playing games, model building, and discussion'. It involves students
in enactive learning through inquiry and analysis with an emphasis on conceptual thinking. 'The
programme purposefully focuses on a settlement theme. It encourages the student to investigate the
many reasons why things people and events have developed where they are rather than in some
other place'.
The main aim of the course is to develop in the students knowledge of concepts and cognitive skills
to enable them to generalise and to think abstractly.

4. Content
The course is based on four traditions of geography teaching but affords scope to extend into other
areas of social 'science. The traditions oi mapping, location and movement, area studies, the manland
tradition and the physical NograPhy traditiqn provide a basis for moving out into other social sCiencv
areas to examine economic and political activities like decision making.
Unit 1 includes the study of city location and growth, New Orleans, city shape and strt.cture,
Portsville, size and spacing of cities and cities with special functions. It provides for the early
development of basic skills such as mapping and the use of charts and models, and involves the
students in building a city on their own.
Unit 2 includrrs a decision-making role play in which the class decides where to locate a metal
fabricating plant (Metfab). In another activity students play the role of farmers in selecting crops at
different times. The unit compares agriculture in Costa Rica, Poland and the U.S.A. and raises the
problem of hunger around the world.
Unit 3 explores cultural relativity via slides, maps and student activities, while role-playing exercises
feature prominently in Unit 4. Here students face the problems of legislators and citizens in an
imaginary state, disturbing government funds, reorganising political districts and analysing metro-
pblitan government in London.
Unit 5 examines the interaction of man and his natural environment through a variety of activities,
while Unit 6, Japan, is the one regional unit in the course. This unit compares traditional and modern
aspects of 'Japanese orowth over the last hundred years.

5. Methodology
Teaching methods are ouuined in the Teacher's Guides and encourage enactive learning on the part of
the student. A wide variety of activities and learning situations are sugosted including map reading,
field surveys, simulation games, role playing activities, decision making exercises, case studies and
small group dixussions. The teacher is more of a consultant and facilitstor,

6. Conditions for Implementation
Although designed to be implemented in one year with the 16-19 age group, the rationale behind the
course and 'he open-ended nature of .many of the materials and the 'activities make it suitable for use
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with other groups .in the secondary school, either whole or in part. Experience of teaching geography,
or a good geographical background is useful though not essential.

7, Evaluation
Evaluation data from the U.S. indicate growth in students knowledge of geography, increased student
interest and enjoyment on the part of both teachers and students.
The Teacher's Guide to eacn unit enumerates objectives for that unit and suggests methods of
evaluation. These include essay and mUltiple choice questions which are provided in the Guide, and
observation and notation of student behaviour in the classroom.

1. Introduction
"Housing and You" was first published in 1972 by the Shelter Youth Education Programme as an
up-to-date information service on housing rather than a curriculum. The entire finarcing and
production of this 'study pack' has been undertaken by Shelter and has been tested throughout the
country by schools and Colleges of Further Education. Additional services to supplement the 'study
pack' include Youth Education Officers, a blue-print for Young Housing Conferences and an annual
updating service.

. 2. Product Characteristics
The major characteristics of the !study pack' are as follows: Firstly, three teachers fcilders concen-
trating upon different aspects of the hotsing siutation in Britain. The first folder "Home Sweet Home"
deals with bad housing, its environment, the effect on the inhabitants, housing law and housing
administration. The second folder "Yesterday, Today and Tomorrow" includes a short survey of
housing, the work of the Local Authority, Gowrnmelt and Volunm y bodies, and new developments.
The third folder "Home of Your Own" deals enth the different types of tenure available, laws relating
to them and the procedures of buying a house
The folders are accompanied by:

(a) graded worksheets for average and below average abiiity students and are directly related to the
.:-.;:atent of the teachers folders.

(b) Teachers notes.
(c) Posters with notes for discussion.
(d) Simulation Tenement.
(e) Resource Lists, e.g. Film and Book Lists.

The total cost is £7.50 which includes subscription for one year to an updating service and for the
Bulletin magazine. After the initial year a subsequent annual subscription of £1 entitles you to receive
the Bulletin for one year and for an extra 50p the updating service. Further copies of the worksheets
are available for lp each.
This 'study pack' is desigmd for flexibility and subsequently can be used for all age levels, however,
we recommend using it witn students over 14 years of age.

3. Rationale and Objectives
The implicit objec;ves tre firstly, to create greater understanding of the current housing problem and
its effect on ordinary pttople's lives; secondly, and more positively, to indicate that there are ways the
individual can combat poor housing conditions; thirdly, flexibiiity and the capacity to supplement
other resource materials; fourthly, pupil involvement, e.g. finding out for themselves by visiting
relevant agencies.

12. THE SHELTER YOUTH EDUCATION PROGRAMME
"HOUSING AND YOt"

Analysed by Julie Hawkins and Liz Wiison

4. Content
Each folder is divided intu 7 or 8 sections which can be treated separately or mixed. The inclusion of
songs, poems, photographs and posters adus authenticity to the tex.:. The choice of practical work at
the end of each topic encourages the student to show initiative and encourages the devetopment of
research skills.

5'. Methodology
The principle methodology is centred on resource based learning, including simulation, fact finding,
interviews, visits, books and films. It is also designed to generate group discussion using films, posters,
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poeins, songs, information ,:ontained in the study folders and questions on the worksheets.
The role of the teacher can be directive or non-directive according to the situation. The teacher can
draw on one of the Shelter's four Youth Education Officers to speak on housing as required. Shelter
also provides a blue-print for Youth Conferences which the teacher can use.

6. Conditions for Implementation
It is best used by a teacher with social science background and is most suited to older students, i.e.
over 14 years of agu. Due to the content of the worksheets the location of tha school is important, this
is because the worksheets involve visits to agencies, such as Rent Tribunals and Citizens Advice
Bureaus etc. which are normally located in the larger towns. Teachers may, however, design their own
worksheets, or only use part of the existing ones. For the most ef fective use of this 'study pack' the
co-operation of other members of staff and the headmaster/mistress would be an advantage.

7. Evaluation
This 'study pack' is based on constant feedback from the students in the form of discussion, prose and
poetry writings, fact finding missions and drama.
This is a very well worked out programme on housing but a criticism is the over use of research
methods, e.g. visiting agencies connected with housing; however, this is of fset by its flexibility and
good design in that the teacher can use her/his own resource materials to supplement or replace parts
of the 'study pack'.
The low clst of this 'study pack makes it a worthwhile addition to any social studies department's
resources, particularly as up-to-date information is available.

41.
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SOCIOLOGY AND SOCIAL SCIENCE LIST OF BOOKS REVIEWED
TEXTBOOK REVIEWS

FOR G.C.E. AND C.S.E.

by Frank Reeves and Roland Meighan

The s lection of textbooks listed here has been
review in,the main, by Unisersity of Birmingham
post.gracfbate certificate of education students, but
for more comprehensive coverage, the text has
been extended with the help of practising teachers.
Although we think most of the better known
English texts are included, it is still by no means

' complete. Publishers are invited to send us cooies
. of books omitted for review in a later edition. The

PGCE stuL:ants' reviews tend to be positive, or at
least constructive in ths,ir criticism, while the
practising teachers' are much more negative. Both
groups, however, are eminently practical in their
assessment of books' teaching potential. The text
book is oniy ever seen as an aid to the teaching
situation and a very circumscribed one at that.

We thought that the reviews would confirm our
intuitive common-sense belief that all sociology
textbooks were the same and some a little
poor's, than others. After readinn through the
reviews twice, this belief has become markedly
more salient. A rich and controversial discipline
somehow becomes transmogrified into a routine
of received wisdom on the family, education,
work, etc. There are so few surprises, so (tw
challenges to the intellect or to the emotions.
Some of the new sociology of family, generated
by the feminist movement, current debates on the
nature of social class, for example, indicate
sociology's creative potential. But at school and
college level, sociology is seen as something to be
learnt, rather than lived.

Does the homegeneity of the books result from
the stultifying effect of a centralised examination
system, imposing a uniformity of syllabus on staff,
students and authors, BIM? Partly, we think, but
the need to gain acceptance for a nen subject in
conservative school environments may have
curtailed the sociologist's sense of adventure, if
indeed it still exists, afte- three years on the
receiving end at university or college. "Problem-

_ atisation", to borrow Freire's expression, is not
easily achieved, and most of the time, we have
enough problems just getting by as teachers. This
is where the textbook comes in as a useful teaching
aid, of course. But is it? When a student is heard to
say "That was a fantastic book: I couldn't put it
down", then we may have discovered a successful
textbook. Yet with all their knowledge of the
social world, the authors of sociology textbooks
would do well to apprentice themselves to popular
fiction writers or comic strip artists, in order to
learn how to capture students' interest for the
printed word. Sociology is still an ugly academic
brute, keeping its distance under the mis.
apprehension that this will augment its dignity.

BUTTERWORTH, E and WEIR, D led.)
The Sociology of Modern Britain, Fontana.

CARPENTER, O.M. and RUDDIMAN, K.W.
Looking at Society, Pitman

COOTES, R. (ed )
Longman Social Science Series, Longman

COTGROVE, S
The Science of Society, George Allen and Unwin

HAMBLING, C.'ind MATTHEWS, P.
Human Society, Macmillan Education

HEASMAN, K.
The Study of Society, George Allen and Unwin

HURD, G
Human Societies, Routledge & Kegan Paul

NOBBS, J., HINE, B., and FLEMMING M.
Sociology, Macmillan Education

NORTH, P.J.
People in Society, Longman

O'DONNELL, G.
". int Human Web, John Murray

SCOTSON. J.
Introducing Society, Routledge & Kegon Pau!

SELFE, P.L.
Sociology, Thomas Nelson and Sons

SERGEANT. G.
A textbr.o.: of Sociology, Macmillan

SUGARMAN, B.
Sociology, Heinemann

THOMPSON, J.
Sociology for Schools, Hutchinson

WILKINS, E.J.
Introduction to Sociology, Macdonald & Evans

WORSLEY, P.
Introducing Sociology, Penguin Educational

IWe r:annot guarantee that book prices given in the
folloiving reviews are currently correct Editors)
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Ancient Chinese Proberb

ThE TABA PROGRAMME IN
SOCIAL SCIENCE
A primary and middle school social science series developed by
Dr Hilda Taba and her teacher associates to prepare children for
living in the real world, a world of people trying to soive prob-
lems in different ways, using the resources available to them.
The oupils' books are written in the form of stones, many of
them involving real peop'e and their families. By involving the
children in real-life situations, the teacher can guide them to use
the Information gained to help themselves.
The teachers' guides contain the entire pupils' book, together
with comprehensive background philosophy, teaching notes and
numerous project suggestions.
For further details and our complete Taba brochure, please write
to:

ADDISON-WESLEY
PUBLISHERS LIMITED

West End House, 11 Hills Place, London W1 R 2L R
Telephone 01-734 8817
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TITLE: The Sociology of Modern Britain. An
Introductory Header
EDITORS: Eric Butterworth and David Weir
PUBMSHER: FontanaiCoilio
COST: £1.25 (paperback)
DATE OF PUBLICATION: 1970
TARGET GROUP: Adult beginners in university
extra mural,and professional cnurses. Also GCE A
level students.

The purpose is to introduce a range of topics
and approaches with a balance between what is
descriptive and what is analytical and conceptual.
A chapter on values is included in order to
promote discussion.

The content is divided into ciiapters under the
headings: Family, Community Sncialisation, Work,
Class, Power and Values. Each chapter has between
four and eight readings and a general introduction.
Readings dealing with similar material provide
links between chapters in order to prevent each
chapter being treated as a separate entity and cross-
reference between readings in different chapters
are given in the introductions to facilitate
comparisons.

The different articles demonstrate the variety
of methods and styles of sociological enquiry and
writing. They include survey-reports, observations,
governmental reports and also articles designed to
state a point of view or promote discussion. Many
of the social problems of Britain today 'are high-
lighted but on the whole there is a tendency only
to describe and to avoid controversial statements,
except perhaps in the chapter on Values, which is
designed to promote discussion. The book is very
easy to read and most articles are written in an
every-day language without too much sociological
jargon. Detailed footnotes and references found in
many of the original texts have been omitted and
instead there is, at the very end of the book, a list
of references for each chapter, but an index is
missing altogether. There are no Pictures and few
thug:cams. The print is small and there are hardly
any Wink spaces. You get a lot of reading for your
money, but it also means that this reader is less
usef..il for younger students. A more comparative
approach, instead of the exclusive interest in
British society (there are only two articles
comparing Britain with USA) would, perhaps, have
helped to raise questions about sociological
theories, and a less conservative view of family and

,relationships would definitely have been an
advantage. But, on the whole, this is quite an
enjoyable book to read and should be useful in
combination with discussion-groups and seminars,
as well as for individual study.

Marianne Kjellgren
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TITLE: Looking at Society
AUTHORS: D.M. Carpenter and K W. Ruddinisn
PUBLISHER: Pitman
COST: Et
DATE OF PUBLICATION: 1971
TARGET GROUP: GCE 0 level students. Generat
Studies students.

This book is directed towards an '0' ievei
audience and covers some aspects of sociolov and
social and world problems.

There is very little attempt to stimulate
discussion or deal with problems of attitude and
emotion. Material is presented in a somewhat dry
manner, and as accepted knowledge.

Content is reasonably adequate in some areas,
although rather generalised. A serious limitation is
the complete absence of any consideration of
tontlict, social stratification, and power apai.t
from governmental processes and pressure groups.
Social class is referred to in the suction on education
but neither put in any theoretical context, nor
defined or discussed in any way. Work and leisure
are not dealt with adequately, although the
economic system is briefly described. 1,

Visual material consists of diagrams and
statistics (ten). The diagrams tend to illustrate
organisational structures, e.g. of the UN, and do
not add much to the generally routine appearance
of the book.

A certain number of specialist terms are used
and defined, but rarely indexed. There is in-
adequate coverage of concepts and no glossary is
provided'. Certain terms/concepts are not
considered, for example deviance, status,
secularisation, poverty, class all of which would
be necessary for an adequcte approach to the '0'
level paper. At times the language is syntactically
difficult using terms which have not preViously
been explained or defined.

Each chapter may be used as a unit although
there is some cross-referencing. As a rule, however,
insufficient links are made between different areas
of the syllabus.

Questions at the end of the chapter are mixed,
the examination questions tending to be out of
date and others taking a very general, rather than
analytical, form.

The discussion of the nature of society and its
study is brief 'and there is no consideration of
sociological methods of research. Although a book
list is provided, relevant sociological research is
neither mentioned nor summarised.

As a textbook for A.E.B. 'D' level, this book is
inadequate owing to the serious omissions of
substantave areas. It suggests mote of a social
studies approach. In general it is unstirnulating
in design and.layout and does not explore a variety
of perspectives. The main approach appears to be
simplistically functional which possibly accounts
car the omission of deviance (altnough crime is
con3idered), social class and poverty.

This book is not particularly adequate even for
reference and cannot be recommended for the
present AEB 'D' level syllabus. Helen Reynolds
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TITLE: Longrnan Social Science Series
SERIES EDITOR: R. Cootes (Each booklet has a
different author)
PUBLISHER: Longman
COST: 75p 950 per booklet
DATE OF PUBLICATION: Series I 1974,
Series II 1975, Series III still in preparation
TARGET GROUP: CSE Students in the Social
Sciences or General Studies students working at a
similar level in further education.

The L.S.S.S. is a three.part series; for the
purpose of this review I have taken a sample of
Series I and II. Series I consists of fsur b9oks,
"The Family", "Products and Trade", "British
Government" and "Enquiring about Society".

The rationale behind Series I is to introduce
.readers to basic concepts, approaches, methods of
enquiry, and sources of informaticn available in
the Social Sciences. The choice of titles for Series I
is obviously an attempt to provide topics from
sociology, economics and politics. Series II consists
of specific topics, some of which develop out of
themes touched on in Series I. Series II consists of
titles such as: "Education and Society", "Social
Services", 'World Inequality'', "Women and
.Society" and others. Series II booklets are much
shorter and more "topic specific- than Series I

booklets. Series III (unavailable as yet) will consist
of a series of illustrated booklets dealing with
sociology, politics and economics as and when they
arise. It is also maintained that 10-12 titles will be
produced each year to supplement Series I and II
with up-to-date information.

SERIES I
I have selected "The Family" publication from

Series I for an e aluation of this series. This topic is
divided into n:ree parts. Firstly, there is an
Introduction entitieLi "Man A Social Animal".
This is a good introduction and starts from very
basic propositions, such as the fact that humans
live in groups. From these basic propositions,
concepts such as "culture" and "socialisation"
are arrived at. The rest of the book is divided into
two parts. The first part deals with "family and
society" and considers such aspects as "forms of
the family". "Alternatives to the family" and
"The Etfects of Industrialisation on the Family".
The second part is entitled "The Life Cycle of the
Family in Britain" and concerned itself with issues
such as courtship and marriage, divorce, and old
people, and by way of conclusion, "Social Change
and the Family".

This book (taken as being representatWe of
Series not only provides a good deal of inform-
'anon about the "family" and its interaction with
the wider society, but also provides a good intro-
duction to various sociological concepts such as
.culture and socialisation.There is also an interesting
'section which points out the relationship between
'common sense and sociology.

The use of visual material is very good indeed
'and the diagrams and graphs employed are very
Clear and easy to ,.nderstand. There has obviously

been particular attention given to the use of
language as it is of a very clear and straightforward
nature. When "technical" terms are used, they are
printed in bold type and can be "looked up" in
the glossary at the back of the book. There is also
a very useful inclusion at the end of each major
section called "To write, discuss and find out",
which could provide used stimuli for further
study and/or discussion. The book as a whole is
well structured and follows a logical and easy-to-
follow sequence of topics.

SERIES II
This series deals with particular subjects. The

two I have looked at are "Education and Society"
and "The Social Services". The Social Services
booklet begins with a brief outline of the inception
of development of the social services in Britain.
The remainder of the booklet deals with areas with
which the social services are concerned, such as
health, housing and social security, There is also a
brief discussion of the social services that exist in
other European countries. This particular booklet
(and by extension the series) is more concerned
with the transmission of information rather than
with a discussion of concepts or types of enquiry.
However, it does deal quite well with attitudes
toward the social survices and manages to occupy a
"neutral" position in doing so. Again, the use of
visual material is excellent and the toy-out of the
booklet is good. There is also the "Write, discuss
and find out" section as well as suggestions for
further study. The "Social Services" booklet is an
adequate approach to, and coverage of, the subject,
which is itself relatively well defined and delineated.
However the "Education and Society" booklet
suffers from the extensiveness of the subject and
what is included in the booklet is obviously highly
selective. The aspects of education dealt with are, I
think, quite interesting. Issues such as "Class and
Educatknal Opportunity" and 'The Control of
Education" are of particular interest. Ariain, the
booklet is well presented and makes very good use
of diagrams.

The Series as a whole is very good from the
point of view of the presentation and design of
the various booklets. The degree of difficulty
of the languago and concepts is well suited to its
intended target group However, the series deals
with the various social sciences without attempt-
ing either to integrate the various disciplines in
some way or to point out the difference between
the modes of enquiry. Whether one could abstract
from the series solely sociological issues, for
example, is open to doubt. In fairness to the
designers of the series, it is made explicit that the
series is not intended as a complete, self-contained
course. The actual use of the series, or parts of the
series, therefore, remains open to interpretation.

Tony Perry
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TITLE: The Science of Society
AUTHOR: Stephen Cotgrove
PUBLISHER: George Allen and Unwin (Minerva
Series)
COST: £1.50
DATE OF PUBLICATION: First edition 1967,
revised 1972
TARGET GROUP: GCE A level (and also 0 level)
students

The publishers say of this book that "the up-
dating and revision of 'Science and Society' should
ensure its continuance as one of the most widely
adopted texts in schools, colleges and universities",
and indeed it is clear from the outset that this
book is intended as a "standard text" so character-
istic of an exam-orientated education system. In
fact the book performs the function of a standard
text more than adequately but surely also begs the
question of whether such textbooks ara the best
means of introducing students to the study of
society.

The book itself is arranged in three sections: an
introductory chapter on the science of society,
followed by a section on the social system with
chapters coverMg the family, the edacational
system, the economic system and occupations, the
political system, and culture and society; the final
section covers social proCesses with chapters on
social differentiation and stratification, interaction
and organisation, and order and change.

Chapters we not too heavily sequential and
could probably be taught in any crder without
causing any undue problems to the student. At
the end of each chapter there is a "discussion" on
its content,. Since the averaje length of these
discussions fs two pages, one feels they could have
been termed "summing up" since they will be
instantly recognised by experienced examiners as
the equivalent of the final, non-cornmiYil para-
graph of an exam answer. It is indeed a strange idea
that a sub.heading "discussion" should be needed
in a sociology textbook. Surely in sociology, if in
no other subject, discussion is the very life.blood
of the subject, an integizi part of the content, and
not something which can, in some way, be set
apart from the presentation of the "factual"
material.

The author claims that the book places
emphasis on imparting the sociological perspective
rather than conveying a mass of factual inf ormation
(a worthy aim). The student is helped with the
sociological vocabulary of technical terms in
contexts which indicate their meaning and also by
their italicisation when they are first used.

Cotgrove sums up the problem of this textbook
when he says that (social) "science like other
intellectual activities can be exciting" but that "it is
not easy to preserve this excitement in an intro-
ductory text". Indeed my major criticism of this
book is that it is extremely difficult to imaging this
"introductory" text stimulating the student's
interest in the study of society, or indeed enticing
the student to read many of the book listed in
comprehensive bibliographies at the end of each
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chapter and in the numerous footnotes. The author
claims that the book offers a systematic framework
to which wider reading can be related, but one
feels that it fails in what is pahaps the more
immediate aim of an "introductc textbook;
that of stimulating the student to undertake wiaer
reading in the first place.

Cotgrove does not believe that an introductory
text should be preoccupied wiM current intellectual
fashions since he feels that it will then become as
dated as yesterday's newspaper. However, one way
in which topicality can be saved from obsolescence
in Cotgrove's view is to relate contemporary issues
to larger themes. Thus he says that debates about
permissiveness md women's lib are as old as
society itself, in so tar as they are rerennial themes
of philosophy and social thought. One might, of
course, suggest that yesterday's newspaper could
prove a more stimulating introduction to the study
of society than a three hundred page textbook, but
that is to pose a broader question of the role of
social science in the school.

I feel that th a. majority of students see this
book as an exam tex with chapters covering the
main areas of the syllrbt;s, and thus as a body of
knowledge to be digested and regurgitated in
examinations. They do not see it as an introduction
to what should be a stimulating subject. However,
if one's primary aim is to see coe's students success-
ful in examinations, then "The Science of Society"
is a fine textbook; it explains concepts clearly and
simply (although a few more diagrams would have
helped) so that they are capable of being grasped
(or memorised) by most students wi*hout too
much effort.

Cotgrove's book proves extremely useful to
many students, who do not have a very clear grasp
of , or much interest in, sociology, when the time
for exams comes around. "The Science of Society"
surely deserves to be described as a "classic" text-
book if only for the fact that for good exam results
many students are still being told to "just read.:
Cotgrove". Bob Stapley

TITLE: Human Society
AUTHORS: Christine Hambling and Pauline
Matthews
PUBLISHER: Macmillan Education
COST: £1 .90
DATE OF PUBLICATION: 1974
TARGET GROUP: Not explicitly stated, but most
appropriate for the 14 to 16 year age group

The main purpose of this textbook is to create
a basic understanding through a social science
perspective. In this respect I believe the book will
have a fair amount of success. It makes a clear
attempt to explain concepts; it encourages the
reader to empathise with other cultures by the way
it introduces the reader to, e.g. the Eskimo culture;
it provides large quantities of information while at
the same time it is designed to stimulate the reader
to investigate througn project work and discussion
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and. thereby, to come to a deeper understanding of
the issues which the book raises.

The textbook was only published in 1974 so
one would expect it to be reasonably up to date.
On the whole the language is kent simple without
being patronising, and major points and concepts
are usefully emphasised by the use of various types
of print, e.g. concepts are distinguished by heavy
black print. Particularly useful, and fairly unusual
in a textbook for this age range, is the number of
studies quoted, and the noticeable research under-
taken before writing this text. This is made evident
by the number of different discussion points put
forward on each topic, for example, in chapter 9
"Social, Problems and the Individual".

That having been said, however, it was dis.
appointing to find value judgements in the book
and somewhat biased interpretations. This was
parficularly evident when it came to overtly
political areas, e.g. the role of Lenin in the Russian
Revolution, and the writings of Karl Marx. It is a
shame that in an otharnise useful textbook subtle
pol(tical positions ere taken which leave it wide
open to the criticiuns of most schou: textbooks,
i.e. that they are tools to maintain the status quo.
Also the correctness of certain points are open to
debate, as in chapter 6, where it says that a family
cannot exist unless there are children l'What
constitutes a family?") There were also small
elements of sexism in the language, although this
was not consistent throughout the book. It is
important that a teacher is aware of these elements
so that they may be corrected. Also, on the
question of the Labour Party's ideology the
authors say that the Labour Party wants people to
be treated as equal, regardless of race, colour,
religion or class, but the authors do not mention
sex, which, given Labour Party policy on sex
discrimination, is an important omission.

One of the most praiseworthy features of the
book was the authors' use of maps, diagrams,
charts, graphs and photographs (colour and black
and white) to illustrate points. This I feel is

particularly important in holding the reader's
attention. Overall, the content was interesting and
well presented.

The design and layout of the book indicates
that the authors have thought carefully about the
role of the textbook and see it as more than just
an information "machine". In many respects, and
obviously depending on how it is used, it could be
viewed as part-way along a continuum with text-
bcioks at one end and stimulus packs at the other,
because at the end of each chapter there are
suggestions for project vice k, further discussion,
books for pupils and teacher, films, and questions
on the past chapter (rather like a work sheet). The
book appears to be designed so that a pupil can
work through it on his/her own. Furthermore, four
films have been especially made to supplement the
textbook and these are on: 'The Family", "Urban

: 'Renewal", "Conservation", and "Human Groups".
;II The book also has a list of useful addresses and a

reasonably lengthy index. The chapters are
sequential, in the sense that the later chapters
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refer to the points discussed in previous chapters,
but, nevertheless, they can be taken independently.

Julie Hawkins

TITLE: The Study of Society
AUTHOR: Kathleen Heasman
PUBLISHER: George Allen and Unwin
COST: 95p
DATE OF PUBLICATION: 1973
TARGET GROUP: CSE Mode 3, GCE 0 level
students.

The author attempts an easy introduction to
the study of society, worded in simple language,
and based on the '0' level sociology syllabus. The
book is written on an informative factual basis,
adopting the straightforward, dogmatic, "this is",
classic textbook apProach. Heasman's attitudes and
op:nions are not overtly recognisable on first
reading. However if one examines the book more
closely a number of pointers appear to show the
direction of the author's opinions, e.g, on common
law marriage: "some societies accept this sort of
situation more willingly than others".

This "some societies may do this, but we don't"
attitude occurs on several occasions throughout
the book, often when the author touches upon
more controversial topics. This' attitude and the
factual approach of the book may discourage any
discussion and thought, especially as the book is
aimed at new recruits to sociology, whose prior
experiences of the natural sciences and school in
general may naturally inhibit any overt statements
of thoughts, feelings and attitudes. It could well
have been Heasman's intention to try to keep
dissent and discussion to a minimum as she has left
some possibilities for debate in a small section
hidden away at the end of the book. This section,
which includes "things to do", and recommend-
ations 'of a couple of reasonably stimulating 000ks
such as "Cathy Come Home" and "Animal Farm",
for each chapter of the book. has presumably been
placed there in order that the aids who discover it
are mainly under teacher direction. 'The Study of
Society" also gives a bibliography for teachers
which is intended to give background reading to
each chapter.

The layout of the book follows exactly the
A.E.B. '0' level syllabus topics and as such each
chapter could be taken in isolation to others.
However, the first chapter on society and how to
study it provides answers to two most basic
questions "What is sociology?" and "Why study it?"
and this must surely be taken first in any courses
for people embarking on a study of sociology.
Preceding the first chapter, Heasman has provided
a glossary of sociological terms. Although some
definitions are open to debate, the idea remains a
good one, in that many students, especially in
social science, use terms without fully under-
standing their meaning. Concluding each chapter,
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; the author summarises the basic facts in a short
', paragraph. The casual reader, merely glancing

-through the summaries is given no stimulus to look
into 'the chapters in greater detail, likewise no
stimul us i s sven to the moro serious reader further
to explore the topic after reading the chapter. One
major criticism of the book is the lack of imagin-
ation used in the diagrams, illustrations and tabular
presentations which are totally void of any visual
impact. On the positive side, the language of the
book is very appropriate as can be seen in glancing
at the first paragraph of the first chapter: "The
study of society is concerned with people men

--and wornen; boys and girls ... "
The information in the book is to the best of

my knowledge correct. The book quotes its r^urces
of information on statistics so these could be

. verified and up-dated. Most technical terms are
defined in the glossary and misuse of such terms
depends on the debate between conflicting
definitions of them. Certainly technical terms were
rarely used out of context, and the author's style
was explicit in contrast to the continued use of
baffling technical terminology in other :looks.

Overall, the author achieves her stated objective
of providing a basic, simple, introductory text that
gives a grounding in the principles and concepts of
sociology. However, whether the directive, no-
nonsense style of presentation is the most
appropriate to the population the book is aimed at,
is a matter of opinion, which can only be resolved
by the classroom use of the book. Mike Brown

TITLE: Human Societies
EDITOR: Geoffrey Hurd
PUBLISHER: Routledge and Kegan Paul
COST: £1.30
DATE OF PUBLICATION: 1973
TARGET GROUP: Newcomers in sociology

The book aims to introduce the reader to the
complexities of human societies using a comparative
and developmental approach to sociology. This is
refreshing and reflects the interests of the nine
writers who contributed tc me book. However, the
concern for developing such a perspective, with its
emphasis on socio-historical context and inter-
action between variable results in a failure to
introduce the basic concepts and terms on which
sociological investigation rests. The writers tend to
"leap into" sociological analysis, leaving the new-
comer .to sociology grappling with the tools. The
introductory chapter on sociology method is fairly
comprehensive but is not adequately followed up
in later chapters.

The book is divided into fourteen sections
which could be taken in any order, although it
must be assumed that the chapter on method
precedes all other study. The subject matter is
fairly standard, which suggests use in schools and
colleges, but the presentation and language used

create barriers for learning. There are very few
openings for discussion, much of the material being
dealt with in a .ery "matter of fact" way. The
chapters on economic and political aspects of
social development appear merely descriptive,
rather than analytical. Other chapters appear much
more sociological; the chapters on industrial
relations and professions, for example, are clearly
using interactIonist perspective.

Concepts are frequently introduced but are not
followed up. Here, a glossary would have been
useful, although definitions are frequently open to
debate. Similarly, cross referencing would have
provided useful links between chapters and
extended the reader's knowledge of the use of
particular terms. These factors, I feel, limit the use
of the book to above average ability pupils over 16
years. The language is fairly complex sentences
are long, contain many modifying clauses, difficult
and abstract express:ons and words which require
a dictionary readily at hand.

Each chapter culminates in additional reading
Usti of varying complexity and detail. This is
useful, but references to sociologists with differing
viewpoints tend to be omitted. A set of discussion
outlines or questions would also have been useful,
as the text itself does little to stimulate discussion.

The information is, as far as I know, correct
and can be up-dated where the relevant sources are
quoted. One of the major drawbacks of the book is
its complete lack of visual material. The print is
small and needs breaking up to give the reader, a
"rest". Admittedly, tables and the odd graph are
included, but they do very little, if anything, to
stimulate interest. The tables, in particular, are
badly used. They are very detailed and in certain
chapters (particularly the chapter on urbanisation)
contain information that is badly outdated. There
is also an inadequate use of sub-headings and
spacings which makes reading the text an arduous
task. The index appears comprehensive on the
surface, but many of the concepts introduced in
the text are omitted.

All in all, this is a very disappointing book.
With a little more thought to content and
presentation, with the target group in mind,. this
could have developed into an exciting new intro-
ductory textbook. Elizabeth Wilson

TITLE: Sociology
AUTHORS: Jack Nnbbs, Bob Hine, Margaret
Flemming
PUBLISHER: Macmillan Educatioil
COST: £2.95
DATE.OF PUBLICATION: 1975
TARGET GROUP: G.C.E. 0 level students

In recent years there has been a rapid growth
of Social Science teaching in schools (particularly
GCE Sociology) but accompanied by a comparative
lack of suitable texts with which to work. This
book, written by three teachers, is one of several
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now being published in an attempt to overcome
this problem, and is designed to introduce some of
the principal concepts and methods of sociology at
3 leval appropriate to pupils preparing for the GCE
'0' level examination.

The book aims to develop investigation skills
through the exposition of research techniques and
the provision of exercises encouraging practical
Nork. In addition to the presentation of socio-
logical concepts, an attempt is made to give a
:omprehensive account of the structure of British
society, past and present, and to refer to other
societies for comparative material. It is the authors'
intention that the text, with its continuous
duestion-posing and accompanying illustrations,
Nill stimulate the imagination and provoke further
discussion.

The book provides a digest of appropriate
material in relevant areas of sociology, covering 12
main themes: Approaches to the Study of Society,
Social Differences, the Family, Education,
Population, Communications and the Mass Media,
Government and Politics, the Welfare Society, the
Economy and Employment, Social Control, Social
Problems, and the Individual and Society. Most of
these themes are well documented and provide
invaluable background material for further study.
However, some of the contents in the first section,
Particularly the concepts of social system and
social v:ructure, are vaguely defined and require
3reater elaboration. Since the book encourages
students "to obtain and eialuate information for
themselves" by suggesting various project work,'
the principal methods of sociological investigation
:ould have been described in greater detail.

The text is impressively supported by visual
material, including photographs, diagrams,
:artoons and statistical tables. These visual aids
ielp add meaning to the text, and are specifically
designed to arouse the reader's feelings and
stimulate further discussion. (Even the picture on
the cover depicting the marriage between a couple
from different social backgrounds, provides a good
stimulus for discussion on social class and status).
The language used in the book is appropriate for
the 15 to 16 age group, and abstract concepts are
iesribed in relatively simple terms, remforced by
:oncrete examples within the students' own field
)1 experience, whenever possible.

Although most of the information contained in
the text is accurate, some details have been over-
simplified. For example, this statement appears on
Page 206: "Discontented workers from Europe
turned to extreme political movements, such as
fascism and communism and World War II was the
result". Not only have the causes of the war been
)1/er-simplified, but also there is no attempt to
describe the meaning of the terms fascism and
:ommunism. Nevertheless, the book only purports
to provide a very general introduction to the major
sreas of sociology and recommendations for
further reading are made in each section. The
suthors have tried to remain as objective as
Possible in their account of the structure of society
(particularly in the "Social Problems" section) to

allow the reader to formulate his own opinions on
certain issues. A major criticism of the section
on the Economy and Employment, however, is the
fact that it only mentions the Capitalist economy
and neglects other systems of organising productionv
The information is reasonably up-to-date, but as is
the case with so many textbooks, contents become
outdated so quickly, and recent developments in
areas such as race relations and abortion, fail to be
mentioned. This emphasises the fact that the book
should not be used to the detriment of other
sources of learning.

The general format followed has been that of
sections, units, topics, exercises, and questions
from recent GCE '0' level papers. After the first

-section on "Approaches to the Study of Society"
has been read, the book can be used in any order,
with the last section providing a brief summary of
the previous chapters. New concepts are written in
italics, and appear in a glossary at the end of each
section, and important facts, such as the defining
characteristics of- a social phenomenon, are
concisely summarised in small print to aid the
reader. In addition, the list of contents and index
are clear and easy to use. As previously stated, the
text is well supported by illustrations of varying
type and purpose, which enhance the value of the
written material. Overall, the design and layout of
the book aid comprehension and make it useful for
quick reference and revision purposes.

Provided it is not over-used and is regarded as a
source of background information leading to
further study, the book is a very helpful intro-
duction to some of the major areas of sociology.

Bobbie Davey

TITLE: People in Society: An
Sociology
AUTHOR: P.J. North
PUBLISHER: Longman
COST: 1 to 5 copies £1.32 each,
£1.15 each
DATE OF PUBLICATION: 1973,
impression, 1975
TARGET GROUP: G.C.E. 0 level

Introduction to

6 or more copies

fourth

students -
"People in Society" is an introductory sociology

text.book written for G.C.E. '0' level students at
schools and colleges of further education. It also
provides a suitable basis for certain aspects of the
OND in Public Administration and for GCE 'A'
level students who have little or no previous
experience of the subject.

The reading and digestion of "People in Society"
would obviously not give any student a full under-
standing of sociology, a fact acknowledged by the
author, P.J. North, in his Prefaet to the book.
However, merely to give the student of sociology
facts to relate in an exam is not the stated aim of
this book. Rather, it is intended to introduce the
student of the study of society as a whole,
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its structure, development and forces, sociological
methods of study arid the construction of theories
and hypotheses. It :s also letended to initiate the
student in applying his knovvIedge and relating it to
other data, and to the preseivation and evaluation
of data collected. "Above all", writes North, "th.!
sociology students needs to develop attitudes of
critical awareness to what he sees around him".
Most importantly, North judges his book as a

provocative base from which further reading,
activity and discussion will be undertaken in order
to gain a wider knowledge of the subject.

The content of North's book bears out hir;
statement of its aims and purpose. Part one is
concerned mainly with sociology as a discipline,
with methods of study and the formulation of
theories. Part two discusses the major aspects of
the social structure: population, family,
education, work and industry, politics, deviance
and beliefs. This list is adequate for the level of
study and the intended examination syllabi are
covered in reasonable detail. At this level there
seems to be a tendency to over-simplify, even
where more complex analysis would not necessarily
detract from understanding some information
could prove misleading in its attempt at simpli-
fication, as with the statement on page 149 that
"700 or so" M.P's sit in the House of Commons
the number is in fact nearer 600 than 7001 Some
information in the book is inevitably out of date,
as would be expected due to the ever-changing
nature of society. However, information, tables,
etc., have been continually updated as the book
has been reprinted.

"People in Society" is so structured that any
chapter can be discussed alone, and references to
previous chapters cite page numbers. It may be
intended that chapter one will be read first as an
introduction to the subject, and that Part One will
be read before Part Two, but this does not seem
to be absolutely essential.

Diagrams and tables are used prolifically
throughout the book, but are unfortunately not
always explained adequately. Occassionally they
may prove puzzling perhaps even to the sociology
teacher, and some require careful analysis before
any meaning can be derived from them. This.is
also the case with a few written sections which do
not always prove as self-explanatory as the author
may have intended them to be (see, for example,
page 140 "The Process of Legislation"). However,
this may indicate that the textbook is intended
only as supplementary reading or revision to the
lesson or lectore already given, and to provoke
questions or discussion on the subject.

At the end of every chapter are suggestions for
group and individual activities and for further
reading, and at the end of the book there are
examples of GCE '0' level questions from previous
years all very useful to the new student preparing
for an examination. The book's index is adequate,
and the detailed contents will also prove useful to
most students.

The design and layout of "People in Society"
may serve to attract both students and teachers
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to it, with the numerous diagrams serving to break
up the written sections, and giving it a more
"interesting" look. Whether the layout is helpful
once study starts is another matter, although the
diagrams do tend to relate directly to 'he
commentary on the same page, which is not alw,./s
the case with higher level textbooks.

"Peo Pie in Society", then, is a fairly basic
sociology textbook not intended tor use alone. A
few topics relevant even to introductory soniology
(for example, the Mass Media) have been omitted,
and although what is covered is reasonably
thorough, wider reading on most subjects is
necessary. However, for the student who knows
little about sociology, this book will provide an
adequate basis for further reading and discussion.

Veronica Lloyd

TITLE: The Human Web
AUTHOR: Gerald O'Donnell
PUBLISHER: John Murray
COST: £2 per book for 1-5 copies. More than 6
copies, £1.85 each
DATE OF PUBLICATION: 1975
TARGET GROUP: Those following General and
Liberal Studies courses in college; of further
education and secondary schools; GCE 0 level
sociology (topics on AEB syllabus are dealt with)

This book seems to have been written with the
intention, not of conveying lots of information,
but to provoke discussion and stimulate the
students' imagination. Many points are raised
which would make the student look at the society
he is living in and so form his own opinions
rationally.

Each chapter contains tables, graphs arid photo-
graphs, with questions about them, which are very
effective at conveying information and provoking
discussion. There is a short glossary at the back of
the book, and concepts and technical terms are
usually explained, but there are some areas where
previous knowledge seems to be assumed. Explan-
ations of certain ideas are sometimes biased, but
on the whole, both sides of the argument are
presented. Reading lists at the end of each chapter
are helpful in that the standard of the book
recommended is indicated. The book is also very
much up-to-date but unfortunately, rn::ny of the
tables and graphs will tend to date very quickly.
This book is divided into four parts: "Ourselves",
"Our Choice", "Power ever Us" and "Our
Attitudes". Five topics are covered within each
part. Any of these topics could be taken up without
reading any other part of the book and the division
into parts teems to be totally unnecessary. It is
debatable whether the topics fit into each part
heading. The layout is attractive, with plenty of
diagrams, maps, tables and graphs. There is not too
much writing on each topic and the index at the
back of the book is adequate and helpful. Jean Webb
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TITLE: Introducing Society: A basic introduction
to sociology
AUTHOR: John Scotson
PUBLISHER: Rout ledge and Kegan Paul
COST: Cloth edition E2.40, paperback £1.20,
limp edition 95p.
DATE OF PUBLICATION: June 1975
TARGET GROUP: GCE 0 level students, social
studies students.

Scotson's unambitious, practical, passa.GCE
intent is advertised by the provision of examples
of examination questions, by his acknowledged
debt to an infamous professor of Bath (Cotgrove)
whom he honours eleven times in references, and
by his twelve chapters dealing with the usual areas
of school examination sociology: what sociology is,
the family, education, work, leisure politics,
belief s, mass media, social problems, and methods
of sociclogical investigation. There are no pictures,
words are packed ;n small and tight, and space is
only spared for eight figures and fourteen tables in
the 198 off-white pages. This, I suppose, keeps
down cost, and helps to create the requisite
"cramination" text-book image.

On the whole, the book is simply and smoothly
written with non.intlrnklating, non-academic
headings such as "Friends and neighbours",
"Learning and earning", "What abobt the workers".
As sc,ciology textbooks go, it is the kind you might
recfmmend to those who are having difficulties
converting from the folk knowledge of The Daily
Express .to the proper, 0 level kind, found in The
Guardian. As an example of Guardianesque, try:
"The problem of strikes should not be exaggeraged:
They do cause damage to the economy . . . but ...
it is worth remembering that times lost tnrough
industrial accidents is usually five times oreater,
and time lost through illness 100 times greater
than time lost in strikes." (p.77). As "the sociologist
cannot remain neutral" (p.7:, I am personally not
averse to 0 level students falling among Fabians,
although they might find other ideological
tendencies more exciting.

A bewildering array of concepts copfronts all
new students to sociology and the teacher has the
skilful, pedagogical task of revealing his termin-
ological mysteries gently. (Six months down, and
half the group don't know the meaning of "social".
Can I explain it?) But criticism must be made of
Scotson's failure to pay due attention to definitions
and to the introduction of new terms. On page 16,
for example, he deals with the relationship
between school and social class, but it isn't until
page 20 that we are given Theodorson's definition
of social class as "a liege category of people within
a system of social stratification who have similar
socio-economie status in relation to other segments
of the community," etc. but doesn't the student
need to have social "stratification" and "socio-
economic status" explained? Similarly, most
novices are likely to be left none the wiser by
Scotson's offering of Bottomore's definition of
social structure as "the complex of the major
institutions and groups in society" (p.11). Social

structure, a;ter all, isn't quite like the climbing
frame in the gym, but then what is it like?
Sociology remains a very perplexing business.

From a previous knowledge of school social
studies syllabuses and textbooks, I was able to
successfully predict that Introducing Society
would introduce me, and other students, to
minority groups and immigration (read: blacks)
as "Urban problems," (chapter 11), together with
vandalism, footbell hooliganism, and suicide. But,
as Scotson points out, "There is a tendency . . .

to conclude that the social problems of our society
are worsened by the presence of coloured people"
(p.169). To be fair, Scotson also mentions Irish,
Jews, and Travellers, and certainly, the few pages
devoted to minority groups and social change are
about as evenly balanced as Humpty Dumpty
before his great fall. "For that's how things must
be if a sociologist is to remain without bias" (p.1).

The sociology teacher should not expect to
find more than a competent presentation of recent
(and not-so-recent) British empirical work, and,
although the glossary reveals the meaning of
"functionalism", the writer seems to share the view
held by many, that sociological theory cannot be
taught to fifteen year-olds. Stylistically, I felt the
book was aimed at A level students, conceptually,
at 0 level. Despite my criticisms, I feel it is one of
the better textbooks on the market. F.W.R.

TITLE: Sociology, An Introductory Course
AUTHOR: P.L. Selfe
PUBLISHER: Thomas Nelson and Sons
COST: £1.25
DATE OF PUBLICATION: 1975
TARGET GRCUP: GCE 0 level students

This is an introductory book which deals with
the principles and methods of sociology by the
study of the social struciure of Britain. It offered
a good opportunity, and it was skilfully used, to
cover a diverse range of concepts. Sociology has
not been treated as a subject which offers clear cut
answers; rather the book helps to show that there
are alternative answers to most questions.'

While its single, most important, objective is to
provide a comprehensive text to meet the demands
of the GCE Ordinary Level examinations, students
studying other social science subjects will find it a
suitable preparatory text. The core of the book is
concerned with sociology, but anthropology,
economics and politics have inevitably found a
place in it.

It can hardly be treated as a source of inform-
ation, but, as a means of provoking discussion and
stimulating interest, there is much to commend its
style and content.

The thirteen topic.: mlected are fairly represent-
ative of the current spectrum of empirical sociology,
for example, the family and marriage, wealth,
income and social policy, crime, population,
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political systems and political parties, are amongst
them. From the point of view of the Ordinary
Level syllabuses it could be said to have passed the
test of appropriateneu.

A varied assortment of data both impression-
istic and statistical has been utilised. The statistical
data have been interestingly presented in the form
of pictorials and charts where applicable, and as a
whole a reasonable balance of the amount of data
used has been maintained. Most of the data has
been extracted from reputable studies of the
1970's. Visual materials are comprised of a variety
of pictures which, in most cases, are particularly
striking and should prove efficacious.

The book contains its own dictionary of
sociological terminology, which might suggest the
extend tu which technical terms have been used.
Perhaps greater care could have been taken in the
choice of language; albeit one has to bear in mind
the limitations less jargonistic constructions could
impose. Nevertheless, with so many complex
sentences with 20 words or more, containing nt
times a string of ideas or difficult words, the text
cduld be a disincentive to learning, especially for
poor readers working on their own. A compen-
sating factor, however, could be found in the
choice of material.

Throughout the book one could find section
after section on which to build a quite viable
sequential scheme of work, but the book in itself
is not laid out in sequence. It is relatively easy to
select sections from it for a single lesson or a series
of lessons.

Every topic is accomparied by two or more sets
of pictures as stimulus material, and two research
findings, each with a useful description of the
research method employed. For example, in the
study of relition, the researches of George Greening
1969/1970 and J.R. Rees, 1967, to find out
whether there was a decline in religious attitudes,
have been utilised. By juxtaposing two research
findings, it creates a situation that makes for
argument and discussion, and dif ferences in
findings could lead to different answers for
students to argue for.

The student is facilitated by the inclusion of a
list of the resources required (supplier's address
and price list provided) and an index of the
reference books to be consulted. A comprehensive
index of authors and subjects mentioned, or dealt
with, is also provided.

For a text which lays claim to comprehensive-
ness, it could have been stronger in the theoretical
department. Apart from the first chapter in which
attempts are made to of fer a definition of sociology,
the major part of the book deals with methods
and research.

Generally, materials hava been presented in a
fashion which should stimulate debate and
discussion. It is the sort of book that I recommend
teachers in the social sciences to have on their shelf.

C.A.L. Daniel

TITLE: A Textbook of Sociology
AUTHOR: Graham Sergeant
PUBLISHER: Macmillan
COST: £1.80 (paperback)
DATE OF PUBLICAT/ON: '1971, reprinted
1972, 1973
TARGET GROUPS: G.C.E. 'A', Diploma, first
year university, students.

The book begins with a general introduction to
the sociological study of society; there then follow
chapters on social differentiation, the family,
education, social mobility and politics. Each
chapter is well illustrated with diagrarns and tables
arci concludes with a concise bibliography of
relevant books and articles. There are also sample
exam questions from past papers and suggestions
for discussion topics. The conventional index at
the rear of the book is adequate but the index of
statistical tables, I found to be extremely valuable.
The chapters form single units and could be used
in arty order.

Sergeant sets out to provide students, of a least
'A' level ability, with a general set of guidelines to
a number of key topics in the study of the social
structure of modern Britain. He summarises the
main theories and research of modern sociology.
Using a descriptive approach, he presents the
development of research and theoretical conclusions
over the last twenty years. The material is concise
and integrated irito a general review of each topic.
However, a number of things worry me about the
value of this book, both in general, and specifkally
for 'A' level teaching. Firstly, the descriptive
approach presents an impression of impartiality
which is not borne out in me text itself. There is
constant emphasis on runctionalist/consensus
conclusions. There is little attempt to present a
balanced view of conflict theories in sociology.
The historical dimension is dismissed after brief
consideration, while Marxist theories are presented
in a distorted form in order to more easily refute
them. On the other hand the ideas and theories of
sociologists iike Weber tend to be accepted rather
uncritically.

The section on social dif ferentiation in particular
suffers from these faults. However, to present a
more detailed criticism would necessarily involve
a general critique of modern British functionalist
sociology, for which there is not sufficient space
in this review.

The second worrying thing about thii book is
that due to the wealth of sources used, there is a
tendency to be superficial. The chapter on the
family presents a wealth of factual information
from a wide variety of sources, but is very weak
on analysis. For instance there is little, if any,
analysis of the relationship between the family
and the economy. The same fault occurs in the
chapter on education where we are presented with
a list of historical developments but no analysis
of why the changes occurred. There is also a
tendency to use sociologic& terms without
presenting any definitions of the terms used, e.g.
on page 92 the term "alienation" is used in a very
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superficial way, viz, alienation is simply equated
with the rejection of working ;lass culturel

The general approach used makes this an
excellent, if uncritical, reference book for the
standard works of modern British sociology. The
book will probably be valuable to diploma and
degree students, but I have serious reservations of
its value for 'A' level students. I believe that th:s
is not an introductory book to sociology. To
understand the significance of much of the material
referred to requires some basic sociological
knowledge. The understanding of the significance
and content of many of the empirical studies
referred to requires more detailed consideration
than this book is able to give. There would also be
a tendency for students to regard the book as a
"Bible", precisely because it contains so much
information. Second year 'A' level students with a
general background in sociology may find the book
useful as a guide or pointer to required reading and
as a revision text. Equally, staf, f, when preparing
handouts, units, etc., will find the book useful.

Finally. may. I emohasise this is a reference
book, riot a general sociology textbook. Used as a
reference book it can be a valuable addition to
school resources. Used as a general textbook its
ef fect could be disastrous.

R. Passant, Bilston Sixth Form Centre

TITLE: Sociology
AUTHOR: Barry Sugarman
PUBLISHER: Heinemann Educational
COSI% 52'4p
DATE OF PUBLICATION: 1968,1973 (with
corrections), 1974.
TARGET GROUP: A first book for the '.;aneral
reader' and possibly one of the books tq be read on
GCE 0 level course.

The book as Sugarman intends it is meant to be
read, rather than studied, by those interested in
discovering what sociology is.

It is written in a clear style, uncluttered with
jargon. Although it does not produce the same
sense of discovery that a book like Berger's
Invitation to Sociology does, it achieves its
purpose an introduction to sociology for the
young reader written in the hope that he might be
encouraged to pursue the subject further.

The book contains no empirical material as it
concerns itself with providing a ;eadable account
of the way the sociologist looks at human behaviour
and concepts such as roles, norms, social strati-
fication. etc., that tie uses in doing so.

There is no chapter on marriage and the family,
although there are references to the family.
Sexuality is not discussed. This tends to make the
book less valuable to a young reader who might
benefit from the seli-knowledge induced by an
increased sociological awareness.

There is a section titled 'Common sense .and
Sociology'. The discussion of the relationship
between the two needs, in the case of young readers,
much greater attention than Sugarman gives here.
Writers of books for young people should attempt
to impress on their readers f ow sociological
concepts can help them to understand everyday
life and its strUctures.

In Sugaiman's book there is very little reference
to the emotions. Playing roles are not linked with
the experiencing of feelings by the actors. Further-
more, no attempt is made to show the 'politics of
negotiations that are involved in role-perforrndnces,

Sugarman, like other writers of similar books.
does not discuss the concept of ideology. It seems
as if there was a consensus among writers about the
unsuitability of including this topic in books for
young readers. To show that ideologies are
'manufactured' to serve group interests, and that
roles have accompanying ideologies, may place the
taken-for-granted world in question and lessen the
possibility of extending control over the young if
they are fully aware of the way social structures
are maintained. But the issue should not be
side-stepped.

The section on social stratification is not
calculated to arouse interest in political and moral
questions posed by the division of society into
classes. Once again Sugarman is well iwithin the
current tradition. The concept of 'life chances'
can be handled in a manner that can help young
readers, especially those from the working class to
understand their position and prospects for the
future in the social world they inhabit. One suspects
that practically all writers within the prssent
tradition of text-book writing are very concerned
not to arouse anger or envy when discussing social
class as it might have 'undesirable' political
consequences.

The book can be read in secfions. Sugarman
gives a bibliography which is not likely to be very
useful for the reader who is approaching sociology
for the first time. The books he lists are too
difficult for someone who has just finished reading
his introductory book and wants to read another
that is fairly easy to understand. Sydney Peiris

TITLE: Sociology for Schools. Books I and II
AUTHOR: Jane I. Thomrson
PUBLISHER: Hu tchinson
COST: £1.07% per volume or 55p for six or more
DATE OF PUBLICATION: 1973
TARGET GROUP: CSE, particularly Mode ID
classes, and GCE 0 level students as an introduction.

Jane Thompson brings together in two volumes,
text, extracts, and exercises. Nine chapters in book
I and eight in book II present a comprehensive and
interesting range of socio4ogir
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BO-Ok I
1. Individual and Group
2. Social Class
3. Culture
4. Social Research
5. Love and Marriage
6. Family Organisation
7. Roles Within the Family
8. Socialisation
9. Fiousing

Book II
1. Education
2. The Transition from School to Work
3. Political Behaviour
4. Newspapers and Television
5. Racial Prejudice and Discrimination
6. The Population Explosion
7. Population Trends in Britain
8. Malnutrition

The text, which is concise if not always precise,
serves to introduce the passages and questions.
Headings at almost every paragraph make it easy
to read.

The extracts, occupying about half the printed
space, draw on anthropological material, novels,
and occasionally more specialised social science
works. Emphasis is on descriptive sociology rather
than statistical surveys. Marg3red Mead, for
exampie, is sampled in each of chapters 5 to 8 in
book I. Little use, though, is made of direct
quotations or newsprint.

The exercises, which take about a third of the
remaining space, are usually based on the passages.
Either discussion or written work may follow from
them. Questions that test powers of comprehension
are extended into questions of wider sociological
import. Some general questions and exercises,
many practically oriented, are also included. There
are, for example, eleven projects. These usually
suggest themes for research, and often include in
useful detail ideas for questionnaires. Example
project areas are: "The Unemployed", "Pop
Culture", "The Elderley", and for book I,
chapter 4, "Child Study".

Apart from a sprinkling of tables and graphs,
"Sociology for Schools" is unillustrated. Each
book is separately indexed.

The first four chapters of hook I present a
well thought out introduction to the subject.
Chapter 4 delivers the creed of objectivity thus:

"Because it studies people and their way of
life, sociology is often confused with journal-
ism and literature, but this is quite wrong.
Journalists and writers often observe the same
Things, but when their emotions and their
personal feelings are working very hard, their
view is always biased. Sociologists try to
prevent their personal opinions, biasing what
they see and they are always eager to
test and offer scientific proof to support
their findings".
Ail this is ironic in view of the major inclusion

of literature in the extract sections, leaving unclear
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the relation between the vo approaches, especially
as far as this book is concerned. It is even more
ironic given the occasional journalistic expression
of Jane Thompson's own personal opinions. Most
notable among these is the assert;on that "Families
are a Social Necessity". This is, indeed, a heading
that introduces rhetoric as the tollowing extract
illustrates:

"Without families, how would adults find
permanent and secure social companionship
with others? Could the ties which bind families
together in a warm and intimate unit, be really
shared with the stranger in the next dormitory
or multi-storey living cell?" [p.67 .

Jane Thompson's language is chatty, often
addressing the pupil reader directly. In places it
tends to be patronising, sometimes being tenden-
tious into the bargain. Thus, on adolescence, she
remarks:

"The period in which you are a teenager has
been said by many very wise and sympathetic
people to be a time of stress and conflict
for you." [p.103 101
And on pop culture: "Obviously if you feel
very strongly about your music and fashions,
you will want to defend your culture. Others,
however, will suggest very seriously that you
are being "got at" by the mass media and that
really the whole pop culture is a commercial
'con trick'."[p.97
There is a suspicion here of stooping to conquer

and of stooping too low!
The back covers announce "A foundation

course, based on practical work with GCE and CSE
Mode III classes, which would also be invaluable
for Minority Time/General Studies periods in the
Sixth Form". Given its origins 'in Mode III classes,
the material understandably does not 'readily
transfer to Mode I syllabuses, or for that matter, to
anyone else's Mode III course. It functions,
however, as an excellent supplement to almost any
social or general studies programme, although the
language seems inappropriate for the Sixth Form
audience.

It is the extracts which are most likely to be
found useful. The questions, too, may be useful,
&though the inclusion of so many of them might
be questioned. The text plays an uncertain role.
Though generally of a standard which compares wen
with other "0 level" texts, it is not consistently
thorough enough to replace one of them.

Considering that usage of Thompson is likely
to be selective it is unfortunate that the organ-
isation does not aid this end. Text, extracts and
eicercises tend to run into each other. Each chapter
includes a section entitled "Discussion and Written
Work" which may occupy anything from almost
none of the chapter to almost all of it. The
exercises do not even always occur in it, and the
extracts, not separately indexed, may appear any-
where. There are other strange inconsistencies,
such as the honouring of three of the projects in
the "contents", while the others we omitted.

On the whole, by the inclusion of much imagin-
ative and sound sociological material "Sociology
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f or Schools" helps bring the subject to life. As th,
books are based on sound pedagogical principles,
any failings, such as sloppy organisation and lapses
into motherly didacticism, can perhaps be forgiven.

Finally, an attractive feature is the cover
designs yellow butterflies dying over photographs
of a grey city. A less attractive feature is that they
soon peel of with school usel

Graham Estop

TITLE: Introduction to Sociology
AUTHOR: Elizabeth J. Wilkins
PUBLISHER: Macdonald and Evans
COST: £2.25 (paperback)
DATE OF PUBLICATION: 1970, reprinted 1971,
1972
TARGET GROUP: G.C.E. A level students

This book is meant to be used as a compre-
hensive introduction to the subject, primarily for
students sitting for 'A' level examinations. It is
clearly written and informafive, although the 'A'
level student may need to do some additional
reading to enable him to cope with examinations.

The weaknesses of the book are the ones that
are common to so many others written for younger
readers. Implicit in the absence of a discussion
about the possibilities of situating oneself more
knowledgeably in the social world, is the attitude
tt.3t the subject is to be studied because thve is an
examination in it. No hints are given for developing
sociologically skills of analysis. The reader is told
what sociologists believe or have found out, rather
than being encouraged to do some thinking of his
owr The book does not promote any sense of
expectancy and excitement in the reader. Young
readers will not get the impression that the micro
world and the macro world can be viewed as part
of the same spectrum. Emoticns are referred to
only very indirectly, leaving d e reader to think,
as TOR sociology students di, that the subject
does not illuminate their inn& subjective concerns.
The book is thoroughly enscon ;ed in the presently
existing social reality. There is no hint of as yet
unexperienced but possible rec.' :ies The book will
provoke discussion as any other book on sociology
,will do. But the purpose of the book is not to
encourage students to ask fundamental questions
about society and its structures. Nothing in the
book is likely seriously to invalidate the legitimacy
of current society in the minds of its readers.
,WilkMs' book is testimony to the assertion that
'sociology textbooks and teaching for younger
;students tend to be another agent of social control.
:As if to innoculam against the possibility of
'spawning radical students later on at the university,
"communist societies are presented in a grossly
'prejudiced manner. One sentence reads, "Those of
,,us who have seen films of young Chinese children
;singIng 'nursery rhymes' about American imperial-
q.ist murderers, or who have been appalled by the

use of military force to quell the Hungarians and
Czechoslovakians' desire for a more liberal system,
may question Russell'i apparent belief that
capitalist and communist countries dif fer little
from each other in the use they make of their
educational systems for purposes of producing
consensus of opinion amongst their members".
The book, first published in 1970, has no mention
of the Vietnam War. The writer's ideology also
shows itself in the avoidance of a discussion on
sexuality, although there is as usual a chapter on
the family and marriage.

At a technical level the book is quite adequate.
Chapters are subdivided and there is a single name
and subject index. The book is free of jargon, and
technical terms are not used more than is necessary.

S. Peiris, Bilston College of Further Education

TITLE: Introducing Sociology
EDITOR: Peter Worsley
PUBLISHER: Penguin Educational
COST: E1.25
DATE OF PUBLICATION: 197C
TARGET GROUP: G.C.E. A level students

"Introducing Sociology" is intended as a non-
elementary introduction for those coming to
sociology for the f irst time. The editor states that
an important aim of the hook is to counteract the
predominance of American material found in other
textbooks, and sp a considerable number of
European sociological studies and theoretical ideas
are used.

A major attitude which is conveyed is Worsley's
disapproval of the separation of theory and
description. Thus, he states in the preface, "We
wish, then to raise problems and to assist the
reader's own thinking about these problems, not
primarily just to convey information to him".

Basic concepts are introduced and basic
theoretical issues are raised. Concepts such as
"role-set" and "socialisation" are introduced and
are used in a variety of contexts, where they are
fully discussed. This would seem more useful than
presenting a glossary of sociologic& terms which
can be confusing and oten does not relate to their
actual usage.

However, the overall purpose of tHis book
seems to be the introduction of the reader to
particular areas of social life and key theoretical
ideas about them.

Worsley is concerned with the relationship of
sociology to society, the nature of theory and the
pronedures used by sociolcgists. These consider-
ations are dealt with in the first two chapters
which make up Part One of the book. The second
part of the book contains chapters on the Family,
Education, Work and the Community. These topics
were chosen with the intention of relating the
sociology to the reader's own experiences of being
born into a family, going to school, then to work
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and later coming under the influence of a wider
community. The final part of the book concerns
itself with the way that societies are I Id together
and with the conflicts within society. It is quite
possible for the book to provoke discussion since it
is not written in the usual authoritative way of
many textbooks and a variety of theoretical ideas
are considered.

The subject matter would appear to be appro-
priate as an introduction and perhaps an invitation
to sociology, but it is possibly inadequate as a basic
textbook covering the examination syllabus, since
many of the areas of social life, the study of which
is required in the syllabus, are not dealt with. There
was a deliberate attempt by the author to move
away from the conventional divisions such as the
sociology of religion, which is regarded as a
mechanical approach to the study of Society.

The visual material is very poor, in the sense
that it is virtually non-existent. The language used
in the book is relatively simple and free from
jargon, although a considerable number of abstract
expressions are used.

The information in the cook wems to be

accurate, and adequate references are given. The
information' is reasonably up-to-date, although
some of it will obviously not remain so.

The book is intended to be sequential, since
Worsley states very clearly that Part One, which
considers the relationship between sociology and
society, and the method of sociological enquiry,
should indeed be read first, it is possible to select
out certain sections, but this is not the intention
as the order of the areas of social life is meant to
relate to the reader's experiences of growing up in
society.

The index of the book is adequate, and tha
topics and issues dealt with are indexed with their
page numbers. Further reading on particular topics
is suggested, thus encouraging readers to delve
further into areas that interest them. However, the
general lay-out of the book is perhaps somewhat
too uniform and uninteresting.

This is not a book for students who simply
want to familiarise themselves with the subject of
sociology or who want straightforward definitions
of society. It is far more suitable as a stimulus for
further exploration of Society and the study of it.

Moira Wales
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WORKSHOP FORMAT PRICE 69p

AN IMPORTANT BOOK FOR ANY SECONDARY SCHOOL
COURSE IN SOCIAL STUDIES

Write for an inspection copy:

CLEARWAY PUBLISHING COMPANY LIMITED,
29 NECHELLS HOUSE, DARTMOUTH STREET,

BIRMINGHAM B7 4AA.

JOHN MURRAY

The Human Web GERARD O'DONNELL

Suitable for general, liberal or social studies work in.schools and in
further education, this book also provides an ideal framework for
0 level sociology dealing with all the topics in the Associated
Examining Board and Oxford Local Board syllabuses. Each chapter
gives a lively basis for thought and discussion about some im-
portant aspect of the individual and society as well as reading lists,
topics for essays and a wide variety of graphs, tables, diagrams and
photographs.

"Adopts the most humane approach not aiming to pack in all the
facts and concerned with the vagaries of life as much as with its
routines." Times Educational Supplement £1.85

Inspection copies yin: The Educational Department,
JOHN MURRAY, 50 Albemarle Street, London W1X 4BD
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THE LIVING LAW
Ahdrew Phillips
Britain Today Series
Clearway Publishing Co. Ltd.

This short book by the ex-Pqrsident of the Law
Society and written in collaboration with that
,august body contains few surpiises. Society is
based on law, sc law is important, and young
people should understand it and participate in its
making. Rule and lave.making is ubiquitous, and is
a complex dynamic process where the 'human'
dimension is of the greatest importance. So far,
so good.

But then . . . . 'our system of law is rightly
. something of which we can be proud', and 'we

must know and believe that laws are not made by
Members of Parliament (M.P's) for the benefit of
themselves or judges, but for us.' and 'Parliament

: is very like a family .. . in which the relationship
of" the Members, of Parliament is that of shared
responsibility.' and 'Some people have the wrong
attitude towards Lawyers. There are those who
think they exist to help the high and mighty, and

. that they are distant and aloof from the problems
of ordinary people. That is wrong. And there are
those who think that they are unnecessary and
that every man can be his own lawyer because,
after all, one is only dabbling in words. That too is
wrong. No one without training would think of
trying to be his own doctor!' And so on.

Mr. Phillips has tried hard, with his chatty
informal style, (saying 'we might think' when he
means you), his project and activity suggestions,
(How would you deal with a boy of nine who
regularly bullies and hurts other boys smaller than
himself if you were a Magistrate,Justice of the Peace
or Judge?) and lively literary quotations (Alice in
Wonderland and The Merchant of Venice), but the
whole book rests on an extraordinarily naive
consensus view of society.

Mr. Phillips cannot be blamed, of course, for
holding the views he does - but surely he is
culpable for appearing to be unaware of the
existence of any others.

Consequently this is not an honest book for
social studies courses (except, of course, as mater'al
for criticism), and apparently its level and content
are quite inappropriate for 'Law' teaching. It
would, presumably, find a place on a 'good
citizenship' course - if there still are any.

A SEVENTH MAN
John Berger and Jean Mohr
Pelican
Price: E1.00

This is another compilation from John Berger.-
of words and images bleakly juxtaposed, ere%
making their powerful messages both independently
and together. The style is superficially the same as
in tile successful 'Ways of Seeing', but the theme =

is more coherently unified, more contemporary
and-more politically urgent.

The focus of 'A Seventh Man' is the experience'
of the migiant worker in Europe - in particular,
the migrant worker from within Europe who
makes essentially temporary migration from the
lurel peasant economy of his home village, to the ,

urban centres of the industrialised European'.
countries in the north-west. For Berger, these
migrants represent the quintessential case of
alienated labour, and thus enable his stark message
to unfold through this document of the condition
of their lives. The medium is an intercutting of
factual commentary, photographs, poetry, political'
argument, dramatisation and story-telling, and the ,

overall effect is spell-binding.
In north western Europe, excluding Britain, .

ther e are approximately 11 million migrant workers,
with perhaps as many as 2 million more, working
unof ficially, without papers. They are concentrated .
in the hardest, most disagreeable and least well -
paid job. In Germany, 1 in 7 manual workers is an.
immigrant; in France, Switzerland and Belgium'4`.
about 25% of the industrial work force ire
foreigners. On the line at Fords in Cologne, 40% of
the workers are migrants, at Renault in France the
same. The able.bodied men come, without their
families, for temporary stays, to work for the
wages that will make possible their own car, their
own house, or their own business, back in the
village when they return.

l'he migrant takes with him his own resolution,
the food prepared in his home, which he will eat
during the next two or three days, his own pride,
the photographs in his pocket, his packages, his
suitcase.'

The strangeness of the journey, the isolation of
foreigness, the humilation of fitness checks,
the harsh work and the stultifying leisure which is
Ohl/ the space between work, in the company-
provided barracks lodgings, and finally, the proud
return with money and presents and the final
disappointment of disillusion are all described,
sometimes with the light touch of the gentlest
hint, sometimes with the impact of a sledge hammer.

The political statement is implicit in the 'story-
line' and is also interlaced with it as an overt
polemic. The Marxist analysis is elemental, without
much of the complexity which would be necessary
to a text of political theory, but this is not, and
does not claim to be a theoretical treatise. Berger's
prose is elegant and poetic - ' . his migration
is like an event in a dream dreamt by an unknown
sleeper, he appears to act autonomously, at times
unexpectedly; but everything he does - unless he



revolts is determined by the needs of the
dreamer's mind. Abandon the metaphor. The
migrant's intentionality is permeated by the
historical neceities of which nthher he nor any-
body he meets is aware. That is why it is as if his
life were being dreamt by another.'

There are some jarring notes usually when
Berger's rendition of the thoughts and feelings of
the migrant worker becomes too fanciful, but in
many ways this is a testimony to the plausibility
of the rest. It is a powerful book, not least because
of the superb photographic document-xy provided
by the work of Jean Mohr.

'A Seventh Man' is useful also ;n the social
studies/sociology/general studies classroom, in a

number of ways.
Except on the.most unusual courses, the topic

would be quite new to most students, and a
refreshing departure from the tired old areas that
appear repeatedly when tme time comes to 'do'

Work. The life of the migrant worker has the
novelty of strangeness, but is descri:Jed in the book
sufficiently simply to permit the development of
empathy, and yet with detail enrugh to make
possible sophisticated speculation about the
experience.

Further, students would be introddced to a
Marxist, albeit a controversial one, who writes in
a language and style that is relatively accessible to
literature students. It could be read alone by 'A'
level students, with some help by a 15+ age group

and some parts could be used as stimulus material
for much younger pupils.

For 'A' level Sociology or General Studies
courses, 'A Seventh Man' is attempting a unique
task that of combining some theorising about
macro society with an authentically human story.
Teaching 'the Marxist perspective' will be that
much easier!

Caroline Heal

a review of:
THE SCIENCE & POLITICS OF 1.0.
by Leon. J. Kamir. Lawrence Erlbaum Assoeates/John Wiley 1974

THE INEQUALITY OF MAN
by Hans Eystnck Fontana/Collins 1975

1 Higher Professional
2 Lower Professional
3 Clerical
4 Skilled
5 Semiskilled
6 Unskilled

Total

50 60 70 80 9G 100 110 120
60 70 80 90 100 110 120 130

2 13
1 8 16 56 38

2 11 51 10 78 14
5 15 31 135 120 17 2

1 18 52 117 53 11 9
1 23 69 160 247 248 162 67

Distribution of intelligence according to occupational class: adults

1 Higher Professional
2 Lower Professional
3 Clerical
4 Skilled
5 Semiskilled
6 Unskilled

Total

50 60 70 80 90
60 70 80 90 100

2
3 21

1 12 33 53
1 6 23 55 99
1 15 32 62 75
2 22 70 159 250

100 11C 120
110 120 130

1 1

6 12 8
31 35 18
70 59 22
85 38 13
54 16 6

24 7 160 68

130 140+ Tot& Mean
140 IQ

2 1 3 139.7
15 1 31 130 6

3 122 115.9
1 258 108.2

325 97.8
261 84.9

21 2 1,000 100.0

130 140+ Total Mean
140 IQ

1 3 120.8
2 31 114.7
6 122 107.8
7 1 258 104.6
5. 325 98.5

261 92.0
21. 1 1,000 100.0

Distribution of intelligence according to occupational class: children

The table above purports to show the distri-
bution of intelligence in the 8ritish popularion for
adults and for children stratified by social class. It
comes from a paper published in 1961 by Cyril
Burt (1), is very widely roproduced in psychology
text books, and it either reproduced or quoted in
the works of writers of an extreme hereditarian
position such as Jensen, Herrnstein, and here
from page 122 of the iatest by Eysenck. It is a
very important table. It is important because it is
held to show that while intelligence is quite closely

Cortelated with social class among adults, there is
a much lower correlation with class among children.
It is imprtant also because it expresses the finaings
of the oniy major study to compare the variance of
intelligence within classes of parents and children.
The fact that the variance of intelligence within
classes is much higher for children than for their
parents is held to show the effect of 'regression to
the mean'. Regression to the mean is a crucial part
of the case for intelligence being overwhelmingly
an inherited phenomenon. Regression to the
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. mean refers to the tendency for children to have
inherited characteristics rather closer to the average
of the population than do their parents well seen
in height for instance. Since parents each have so
few children this effect is not very apparent within
single families and only appears statistically in the
scores for groups of children as compared with
groups of .parents. Burt's study is unique in
providing large numbers of intelligence scores for
adults with which their childrens' scores can be
compared. If the data can be accommodated by an
R to M explanation this is strong presumptive
evidence for intelligence as an inherited phenom-
enon and it would be difficult to prove an
alternative environmentalist explanation. If R to M
is not shown by the data an environmentalist
explanation would serve well as a genetic one to
explain correlations between intelligence and
social class.

The message drawn from this table by Eysenck
in 'The Inequality of Man" is that the adults have
achieved their social class on the basis of their
inherited intelligence. Though there is a mismatch
of 55% between intelligence and class among the
adults in the table thir is said to bo due partly to
the eftect of other inherited personality character-
istics, and due partly to "irrelevant factors" such
as "luck and parental influence". The greater
within-class variance of intelligence among the
children is held to demonstrate regression to the
mean as predicted by the genetic model, but
social mobility of bright-for-class children upwards
and dull-for-class children downwards will bring
about a closer correlation of intelligence with class
in their adult life.

This allows Eysenck to say 'It is the child's
1.0., largely inherited, which will in due course
determine his social class (in part at least) and
which at present determines his degree of success
at school .(in part at least)".

Eysenck as a very conscientious scientist
chooses. Burt's data for his exegesis because of 'the
outstanding quality of the design and statistical
treatment in his studies'. If the reader does not
accept this testimonial he can of course always
refer back to the original paper. Unfortunately,
however, this is of little assistance on the question
of research design. On this point Burt refers the
reader to earlier publications and these refer the
reader to earlier publications and to unpublished
reports.

Luckily, through the careful scholarship of
Leon Kamin, we can now read this table for what
it is, or rather for what it is not.

Firstly on samples and sizes. It appears at first
.glance that the table is about a group of 1,000
adults and 1,000 children. The figures refer to
proportions of 1,000. "The figtres inserted in the
various rows and columns were proportional
frequenc %s and in no way represent the actual
numbers examined: from Class 1 the number
examined was nearer to a hundred and twenty than
three" Burt 1961.

We are not in fact told how many people are
represented in the table: for all we know the number

of subjects from unskilled backgrounds who scored
90-100 might have been 3 weighted to appear as
75/1,000. Nor do we know nn what basis the
numbers were weighted to appear as proportions.

Naturally as a careful and painstaking scientist
Burt tells us exactly hori tha sample was chosen;
"For the children the bulk of the data was obtained
from surveys carried out from time to time in a
London Borough selected as typical of the whole
country" and that's it, eticept that we do know
that 'nearer to a hundred and twenty' class 1
children were selected from vocational guidance
testings. We do not know how the London Borough
was established as representative though with the
wide publication of this table it has gained this
status. Since the figures do not result from a
special study we can imagine that the data were
collected in the course of Butt's multifarious
testing activities over a rNin of 50 years, using a
wide variety of tests by the well known samPling
principle of serendipidy.

Thus we do not know how many subjects were
scored, or how they were selected for scoring; nor
do we know other information about them which
is considered crucial by gsdeticists of 1.0. such as
the age of thr.. children some tests discriminate
more between children at some ages than at others;
the percentages of related children, or how these
factors were accommodated in the weighting of
raw data to produce proportions.

We should worry very little about this lack of
information however because we also do not know
how the scores were arrived at. What ever the
figures represont they do not represent raw I.Q.
scores or stano.zrd transformation of them. Indeed
for the adults they are not the results of intelligence
tests at all. The 1961 paper gives no information
as to how the adult scores were obtained but refers
the reader to earlier works. Kamin by diligently
following Burt's directions from paper to paper
discovers the answer in a footnote to a paper
written in (1955 (2):

"For the assessment of the parents we relied
chiefly on personal interviews; but in doubtful
or borderline cases an open or camouflaged test
was employed".
We have no way of knowing what a 'camouflaged

test' means, nor do we know what sort(s) of 'open
tests' were used, but for the majority of adults the
scores are guesses.

What about the scores of the children. These
are not simple I.Q. scores either. Again foHowing
Burt back from footnote to footnote Kamin
discovers that; "The final assessments for the
children were obtained by submitting the marks
from the group tests to the judgement of teachers
. . . . where the teacher disagreed with the verdict
of the marks the child was interviewed personally
and subje..-ted to further tests, often on several
successive occasions' Burt 19 (3)

One has an image of children being tested over
and over again until they yielded a score acceptable
to teacher.

Given Burt's and his colleagues notions about
the relationship between intelligence and social



class and'teachers' similar ideas (4) Burt could not
tehave 'chosen better methods for producing class-
WAritelligence correlations. Perhaps this is what

:;.ysenck means by 'the outstanding quality of the
'..fchisign and statistical treatment in his studies'.

The diagram below shows Eysenck's use of
'tires figures.
... .

i

OCCUPATIONAL CLASS:
ADULTS' 10 VALUES

Regression to the mean

CHILOREN'S
10 VALUES

This diagram may raise interesting questionc
about the differences in the subjective evaluations
of IQ between professional psychothometricians and
teachers, but it certainly doesn't show regression

the mean.
. After ali this it seems like nit-picking to add

that we do not know which tests Burt used to
produce the statistics for children though we do
know ha used three types of test (one not an
intelligence test but a 'scholastic test') and which
went through several formulatkAs and where
herms were established, changes in norms. Kamin
:also discovers that Burt was sometimes rather
citvalier in assigning people to social classes.

"How does it come about" says Eysenck "that
the inconclusive results of these badly designed and
poorly analysed sthdies can give rise to a widely

1:;.eccepted myth, a myth which seems remarkably
resistant to scholarly criticism and factual disproof".
It perhaps needs saying that Eysenck is not talking

'!.;:about the work of Cyril Burt, but about studies
which support an environmentalist position.

But Kamin's book is about the methodology of
hereditarianism. As the title suggests Kamin sees
the history of I.Q. testing in the U.S.A. as closely
tied to the political system; as a procedure legit-
imating the low status of non-Anglo Saxon
Americans and as giving a scientific underwritirtg
to immigrant groups and their adverse contribution
to the American gene pool. In 1912 83% of Jaws,
80% of Hungadans, 79% of Italians and 87% of
Russians were designated is 'feeble-minded' on the
Binet test. In 1923 the median IQ for Italian
Americans was recorded as 84, a full 16 points
below the average American. In 1969 Jensen reports
"The basic data are well-known, on average,
Negroes test about 1 standard deviation (15 IQ
points) below the average of the white population"
(5) which latter includes Jews, Italians,
Hungarians and Russians.

The first chapters in Kamin's book are then
about the political context of IQ testing. However
the remainder of the book is a very detailed analysis
of the methodology of heritability studies
especially the crucial area of twin studies on which
the firmest case for intelligence as 80% inherited
has been based (5). Now a very large proportion
of the data used for heritability analysis comes
from the work of Cyril Burt. For the reasons
indicated above, and lots of others Kamin finds
Burr's data on twins and intelligence inadmissible

even relaxing the very strict cannons of scientific
method that hereditarians ask environmentalists
to adhere to.

Depriving Jensen of Burt's data, and of some
other studies which are similarly flimsy leaves the
case for the inheritance of intelligence an open one.

If Kamin's book is important as a scientific
document, Eysenck's is important because it is
moving up in the list of best selling paper backs. It
is as the cover says "The Book of Eysenck" in so
far as it contains very little which is not included in
his other best sellers. It is the same old mixture of
stern strictures about the application of scientific
method and glowing reports of studies based on
ludicrously naive methodology with a gloss on the
naturalness and justice of the current pattern of
social inequality really only interesting for
devotees of the sociology of knowledge. I'm no
enemy of the notion of intelligence being an
inherited characteristic but really Eysenck's treat-
ment of the subject can be regarded as a regression
to the trivial.

1. Burt C 1961 "Intelligence and Social Mobility"
Brit. J. Stat Psycho! 1961 14. 3-24.

2. Burt C. 1955 "The Evidence for the Concept
of intelligence" Brit J. Ed. Psych. 25. p. 172.

3. Burt C. 1958 "The inheritance of mental ability"
American Psychologist 13. 1958 p. 8.

4. Cf for instance Goodacre E. "The School end
the Home" and Nash. R "Classroom Observed"
R.K .P.

5. Jensen A.R. "Environment, heredity and
intelligence" Havard Educational Review
Reprint Series 1969.

Roger Gomm
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5OURCE
HANCE

:!.

The idea behind this scheme is that any useful
teaching material handouts, stimulus material,
games, etc. produced by a social science teacher
anywhere in the country should become swiftly
available to his/her colleagues in other schools and
colleges. This is an ideal! We hope we shall
eventually include in the scheme several hundreds
of items, and that these will constantly be added
to and revised.

Perhaps it would be as well to say what the
scheme is not. It is not intended that the items
included shall be finished works of art: though we
shall attempt to maintain a certain minimum
standard. Nor is it intended that the scheme win
provide 'ready-made' lessons, or 'model answers'.
Nonetheless, we can all benefit by having a look at
what other teachers consider an appropriate
approach to a particular topic, theme, or concept.
.The success of the scheme depends entirely upon
the response of ATSS members, for if you don't
send in your materials for inclusion in the scheme

it won't even exist. We can't afford to pay you,
so you'll get nothing but thanks. Though if you,
want to reserve copyright (perhaps you've toyed
with the idea of having some work published in the
future) just let us know. Basically what we want is
for you to send in materials you have produced,
together with a few lines of description. The items
will be listed in subsequent issues of the Social
Science Teacher, together with the description, and
interestcd teachers can then write in for copies.

The respolse to the lists of items in recent
issues has been very encouraging. Over one hundred
members have written in for items, and about
forty of th:m have either contributed items of
their own or have promised to do so. We have now
made arrangements for the Social Studies,
Anthropology, and Environmental Studies aspects
of the scheme, and we hope to include an increasing
number of items in these fields. Arrangements are
in hand to include items in the fields of psychology
and economics.

50 14/.

Our thanks to everyone for orders and contri-
butions. With so many letters to deal with there
are some delays in both thanking people for
material and in sending off orders, so please be
patient with us. Some material is not being used
because of unsuitable format, e.g. note form or
too much copyright material included or overlaps
with othar banked items. Current gaps in the
Sociology section include: education (strangely
neglected) and deviance, (in all lurid forms,)
religion and the mass media.

So far, All items included in the scheme have
been duplicated handouts. We hope to widen the
scheme in the near future to include a greater range
of materials including slides and resource guides.

Address for orders or contributions:

Roger Gomm,
Stevenage College of Further Education,
Monkswood Way,
Stevenage,
Herts.

Charges:
No; of items required Charge

1 20p
2 30p
3 40p
4 45p
5 50p
6 55p
7 60p

65p
70p

10 75p
11 80p
12 85p
13 90p
14 95p
15 £1.00

N.B. For orders in excess of 15 items, please
calculate the excess as if ordering from this table.
Items marked with an aesterisk are longer than the
others and count as rwo items for ordering purposes.

DON'T BE BASHFUL! Send us a copy of any
material you have produced and which you think
might be of interest to other teachers. Items will
not bear the originator's name, except by request
where he/she would like some feedback from other
teachers. One final word: please ensure that the
material you submit does not infringe copyright:
no extracts from published books pleasel

RESOURCES EXCHANGE LIST,
JUNE, 1976

Please refer to the item number when ordering. We
can only supply a single copy of each item.



'.SOCIAL STUDIES
(Included in this section are basically items of

an interdisciplinary nature, sociological materials
-`for C.S.E., non-examination or mixed ability

groups. There is, of course, some overlap between
thii section and the next.)

The copyright of items 71-90 below is vested
in various members of staff at the Bosworth
College, Desford, Leicester. They have kindly

!-; supplied this material for the resources exchange
". scheme, but if you wish to reproduce any of the

:material in bulk the authors would be grateful ;f
uou would first contact them - via Peter Gallie
at the College. Much of the material is designed for
use within the Bosworth 0 Level/CSE Humanities

, course, and we strongly advise all those ordering
these items to include the Course Booklet (item
90) in their order.

Please note that quite a number of items
count as more than one item for the purposes
of ordering. This because they are bulkier than
average.

71. The Humanities Course - Student's Guide -
The Bosworth College, Desford. A Course inte-
grating English and Community Studies for 4th
and 5th year students. The Guide gives an outline
of the topics which may be studied and explains
the elements of the Mode III '0' level and C.S.E's.
72. The Ones Who Got Caught
A4, 23pp. An Introduction to the nature and
suggested causes and treatment of Juvenile Crime;
particularly concerned with the interpretation of
statistics (up to 1972 only) Worksheet enclosed.
Suitable for C.S.E. and '0' level :tudents. (Counts
as four items).
73. Laws and Customs of Family Life
A4, lOpp. Explanations and examples of different
customs of marriage and family structure from
around the world. (Counts as two items).
74. Jill and Don
A4, 14pp. Case studies of two teenagers presented
through everyday evidence of letters, school reports
etc. Work sheet enclosed. Provides practice in
drawing implications from evidence and making
comparisons. (Counts as three items).
75. What is the Family For?
A5,20pp. An explanation of the changing functions

--of the family. (Counts as two items).
76. A Child Grows Up
A5, 15PP. Traces the development of the main
mental and physical abilities in children aged

; 0-6 years. (Counts as two items).
77. The Family and Personality
A5, 27pp. Explains the main elements of the

: development of the personality and identity of the
m child, 0-6 years. (Counts as 4 items).

78. The Family, then and now
A5, 18pp. Explains some of the main changes in
family structure and relationships over the last
150 years. (Counts as 2 items).
79. Wanted
A4, 5pp. Examples of different advertisements for
jobs and :ie appeals they make. A suggested letter

1, of application.

80. The Law and the Individual
44, 17pp. A consideration with examples of the
powers of the law and the rights of the citizen.
Work suggestions included. (Counts as three items).
81. Julie at Mancroft's
A4, 14pp. A Case study of a girl and her work. It
is aimed at showing the strains she experiences over
role conflicts and uncertainties, disappointed
expectations and the uneven flow of work and the
influence of her work on her private life. Included
work suggestions draw out these issues. (Counts as
two items).
82. The Image and the Appeal
A4, 4pp. An example and suggestions for the
analysis of the techniques and appeals used in
advertising.
83. What's it got to do with us?
A4, 16pp. An Outline explanation of the inter-
relationship of poor nations and rich. Work
suggestions included. (Counts as two items).
84. Workers of the World, Unite!
A4, 18pp. An introduction to some of the basic
concepts and assumptions of Marxism. Work
suggestions included. (Counts as three items).
85. A History of 18th and 19th Century Education
A4, 16pp. Mainly tracts from educational sources
to show the aims and spirit of education 100
years ago - for use as a basis for comparison with
present-day school aims. (Counts as two items).
86. Propaganda
A4, 22pp. An introduction to techniques of
political propaganda followed by case studies of
recruiting in tne 1st World War and Nazi propaganda.
(Counts as three items).
87. Rich World, Poor World
A4, 36pp. An explanation of some of the basic
characteristics and problems of underdeveloped
nations. Work suggestions included. (Counts as
six items).
88. Dear Doris
A4, 6pp. Imaginary letters to and from a teenage
magazine's problem advisor; intended for an
analysis of the type of problems raised and the
values (and literary style) assumed.
89. Wedding Ceremonies
A4, 14pp. An explanation of religious ceremonies
among some of the main religious groups of the
world, and quotations from them. (Counts as
two items).
90. The Palestine Wars
A4, 23pp. An account of the recent Palestine wars
and their background. Work suggestions included.
(Counts as three items).

SOCIOLOGY

91. Sociology Visits
Practical advice to students on how to get the most
sociologically out of a visit.
92. Major Sociotogical Theories
Con trasts social-action and functionalist approaches.
93. Stratification Theory
Davis in the blue corner, Tumin in the rod, and
seconds out
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94. Comprehensive Schools
An account of the history of comprehensives, with
a clarification of the debate about them.
95. Social Relations in a Secondary School
A summary of Hargreave's study.
96. Organisations
A clear account of some of the major theories
about organisations. Helps clarify an area that
often mystifies 'A' level students.
97. Automations
A detailed account of the problem of evaluating
the pros and cons of the effects of automation
on the factory, the worker, and society.
98. Sociological Aspects of Work and Industry
A comprehensive and up-to-date look at the world
of work.

99. A Chronology of Education Acts
A detailed chronology of major events in
educational legislation from 1807 to 1975.
100. Secularisation
A simple but useful account of the debate.
101. Total Institutions
An outline and explanation of the main ideas in
the section on total institutions in Goffman's
'Asylums'.
102. The Work of Karl Marx
A brief and simple introduction to Marx's main
ideas, useful as a starting point at 'A' level with
students 'who initially at least are not as sophisti-
cated as they look.
103. Alienation A Prototype of Change
An account of a U.S.A. firm's attempt to reduce
alienation in its pet food plant.
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man Social Science
dies

Editor Richard Cootes
This three-part series is designed especially for CSE
courses. The aim is to foster a more structured and
systematic approach to the study of society than is
customary at this level. The series is compatible with
most existing sodal studies courses since social
scientific concepts and perspectives are brought to
bear upon popular topics and long-standing problems.
Although the area for detailed study is contemporary
Britain, substantial references to other societies and
to global 'issues are made where appropriate.
The text throughout is stimulating and clear. All the
books contain suggestions for written work,
discussion and research and furthef reading.

SERIES ONE: Four foundation books
Enquiring about society: methods and sources David Jenkins £1.00
The family: an introduction to sociology Richard Cootes £1.00

'British Government: an introduction to politics Philip Gabriel £1.20
Production and trade: an introduction to economics Brian Davies and Derek Hender

£1.20

SERIES TWO: An evolving series of shorter 'topic books. The first two titles are
available

The social services David Whittaker 75p
Education and Society Alan O'Donnell 75p
Titles in preparation include:
Industrial relations; Crime and punishment;
Leisure; Population.

SERIES THREE: Current issues a series of topical illustrated 16 page booklets.
These are available under a subscription scheme from the Longman Resources Unit,
9-11 The Shambles, York.

For further information or inspection copies, please write to Iris Sinfield, Longman
Group Limited, Longman House, Burnt Mill, Harlow, Essex CM20 2.1E.
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THE ASSOCIATION FOR THE TEACHING OF THE SOCIAL SCIENCES
MEMBERSHIP

01dinary (for individuals): £4.00 p.a.
*,:porporate (for schools, colleges etc.): £6.00 p.a.

Associate (for libraries, publishers etc.): £4.00 p.a.
irrStudeut (for students or retired persons): £1.00 p.a.

Application forms are avai:able from Chris Brown, 19 Mandeville Gardens, Walsall WS1 3AT.

Publications

Members receive one copy of all publications free. Additional copies and back numbers are available to
members at reduced rates as shown below. All publications may be obtained from Chris Brown. Orders
for Briefings only can be sent to Roland Meighan, 7 Green Lane, Great Barr, Birmingham 843 5JX.

The Social Science Teacher (First Series)

NON-
MEMBERS MEMBERS

,Vol. 1, No. 1 Educating for Political Awareness (1971) Out of Print
i' Vol. 2, No. 1 Social Science Concepts and Classroom

Methods (1972) 22p 37p
Vol. 3, No. 1 Anthropology for the Classroom (1973) 57p 77p
Vol. 4, No. 1 Summer 1974 57p 82p
Vol. 4, No. 2 Winter 1974/75 Out of Print

Tki Social Science Teacher (Second Series)

Vol. 5, No. 1 Dec. 1975 40p 60p
Vol. 5, Nc. 2 Feb. 1976 40p 60p
Vol. 5, No. 3 Apr. 1976 40p 60p
Vol. 5, No. 4 June 1976 Special Edition: Textbooks and Curriculum Projects 40p 60p

Monographs

No. 1 Towards a Reconstruction of A Level Sociology
Teaching by Bob Anderson 22p 27p

No. 2 New Perspectives in Sociology by Graham Vulliamy. Out of Print

Occasional NOON

No. 1 is An Integrated Social Sciences A.level
Possible? by Roland Meighan.

Briefings

Out of Print but
photocopy version:

20p 25p

No. 1 The Social investigation Interview by Janet Harris 35p 40p
For orders of ten or more: 25p each 30p each

, No. 2 individual Study Folders by Roland Meighan 10p 15p
,. No. 3 Teaching Deviance at 'A' Level by Rogar Gomm 20p 25p
'No, 4 Planning the Content of Social Science Courses by Roland Meighan 20p 25P

Ottuir

Interdisciplinary Social Sciences. Reports from conference
held at Durham, April 1975. (duplicated) 20p 30p

N.B. All prices include postage and packirig costs

1 ft
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ASSOCIATION FOR THE TEACHING OF THE SOCIAL SCIENCES

President:_ Professsr Philip Abrams, University of Durham.

Chairman: Keith Poulter, Senior Lecturer, Loughton College
of Further Education, Essex. (Home: 74, Cherry
Tree Rise, Buckhurst Hill, Essex.
Tel: 01-504 0804).

Secretary: Chris Brown, Lecturer in Education, West Midland
College of Further Education, Walsall. (Home:
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The Assoniation aims to promote and develop the teaching of the
social sciences, both as separate disciplines and in an integrated
form, at 1:rimary, secondary and tertiary stages of education; to
produce and disseminate appropriate teaching materials and advice
on teaching methods related tO the social sciences; to provide
opportunities for teachers and educationists to meet for discl.wnion
and the exchange of ideas.

Activity is mostly focussed at local levels to encourage
maximum membership participation. Branch meetings-(unless otherwise
Specified) are open to any interested person but where an admission
charge is made, non-ATSS members will be charged at a higher rate.
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RIEFINGS
The planning of kociai Science course content for
secondary school-children and further education
college students might appear to be a relatively
straightforward matter. The proliferation and
diversity of such ,courses bears witness to the fact
that this is not so, and that a complex series of
decisions is involved, each decision having impli-
cations for other decisions.

The plann of content, whether by teachers
or students, may not be wholly deliberate or
wholly within the control of the planners, e.g. the
choice of an examination syllabus or a textbook
means that the decisions of an examiner or writer
ere taken on trust complete with biases and mis-
interpretations, whether racist, sexist or nationalist.
These become a hidden part of the content.

The decisions made are likely to range over the
features given below. Some decisions narrow
choices rather than settle the matter, e.g. the
decision to plan a course based on concepts in the
social sciences !eaves open the question of the
selection of appropriate concepts, and rival
attempts to do this exist.

1. Learning Outcomes
There are various possibilities 93 to what students
are expected to lea, n, and here are same for
consideration.
(a)'Predominantly, the students are to learn
information about their nation, e.g. how the
economy works, the political system, migration
patterns, tl..e mass media of communication. The
course will be based on social description and
social statistics.
(b) Predominantly, the students arr to learn
information about social problems, e.g. housing,
poverty, crime, population, war.
The course will be based on thone fez ares of
national and international life currently interpreted
as "problems".
(c) Predominantly, the students are to learn
information_ about personal interests and personal
problems, e.g. marriage, sexual relationships,

ASSOCIATION FOR THE TEACHING

OF SOCIAL SCIENCES

No. 4 PLANNING THE CONTENT OF TEACHER

DIRECTED SOCIAL SCIENCE COURSES

by Roland Meighan

jobs, leis. ire.
The courie will ' based on what the teachers, (or
students, if consulted,) define as personal interests
and problems.
(d) Predominantly, the students are to learn
information about their immediate environment,
e.g. the neighbourhood, the town, the region.
The course will be based on local information and
local concerns.
(e) Predominantly, the students are to learn
information about existential problerm, g. what
makes man human? How do we behave in groups?
How do we learn? Why do we experience conflict
and co-operation ir, social life?
The couise will be based on any material that will
illuminate these questions.
(f) Predominantly, the students are to learn
information about other societies artd cultures
and compare it with their own.
The course will be based on comparative description
and data as available.
(p) Predominantly, the students are to learn
concepts used in the social sciences, e.g. culture',
division of labour, perception.
The course will be based on what social scientists
currentiy see a:, the central col.cepts of the
disciplines of anthrepology, economics, political
science, psychoiogy and sociology in particular,
though other disciplines may be considered in
addition.
(h) Predominar.tly, the students are to learn skills

,used in social science investigation and theory
building, e.g. data collection, data, analysis,
evaivating evidence.
The course will be based on activities involving the
use of these skills.
(i) Predominantly, the students are to learn
attitudes associated with the social sciences, e.g.
the suspension of moral judgements about other
cultures, caution about 'common sense' views.
The coutse will be based on a seiection of studies
and findings in the sociai sciences that demonstrate
these attitudes.
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Comments
This list is not exhaustive, but it can serve as ao
aia to Making deciiions about intended learning
oUtcom es.

Certain value issueS remain undecijed, e.g.
lemming information about the local environmen,
Can be for various purposes. One might be to
accept and accommodate to the locality, whereas
another might it:'! to change it.

The I:tt can serve as a rudimentary corse
Classifier, establishing a profile in terms of the
Weightings of various learning outcomes sinee a
given course will rarely involve just one simple
'Outcome. The current G.C.E. 'A' level Sociology
(AEB Board) may of ten be seen to be taught to the
profi:a Pelow. It is based on the subjective
impressions uf the writer, and the length of line
indicates my view of the weighting gilen, in
practice, to each feature.

Concerts

Information

Attitudes

Skills

Nation

Social Problems

Personal Problems

Immediate Environment

Existential Problems

Ccuiparative

This profile suggests that the major emphasis
is on carcepts and nation (modern Britain) and the
minor emphasis is on personal problems and
existential proble.ns. Students are also learning
more about social science findings than about how
to do social science, since the skills component
s small.

. The Organisation of Content
hoosing appropriate learning outcomes is one

ect of planning the content, the organisation of
he content is another. The choices here can be
resented as alternatives.
a) The content can be organised in a highly
tructured manner or in a freer ranging network
!lowing for learner choices.
bi The content can be organised on the basis of
eacher choices of content or pupil choice of
nment,
cf The a.sntent can be based on a single social
ience or on the linking of material from several

ial sciences.

Highly Strut.:ared _j_j_ I I ) Networked

Teacher Chosen ill III 112upil Chosen
Single Sociai Scieorel II I I I ILinked Social

Sciences

Each :hoiise has implications for other choices
so that some combination are unlikely, e.g.
stiLetured, teacher chosen, single social science
bascd would'appear to be a more likely combination
than structured, pupil chosen, linked social
sciences since 'structured suggests that pupil
choice would be very limited, if present st all.

These decisions about the organisation of the
content may of ten be seen as independent of the
choice of learning outcomes though some
exceptions may be suggested, e.g. if the content is
based heavily on pPrsonal interests and problems.
then teacher choice, highly structured, single social
science based would seem to be a less justifiable
crganisational approach since it fails to recognise
the volatile, pupil-centred and wide ranging nature
of the content.

General Approaches to Deciding Content
Given the complexity of the decisions to be made,
there are a number of general approaches open.
(a) A teacher using the lists given above could
make the set of decisions to persist for a whole
course and produce a set syllabus.
(b) A teacher might decide to vary the emphasis
so that the characteristics of a course would vary
from year to year. or even term to term.
(c) A teacher might decide to start with a teacher
directed course that gradually shif ted emphasis to
pupil choice.
(d) A teacher might decide to make the course
pupil centrekl from the start and spend the first few
weeks making the decisions about content with the
students concerned.

Implications for Methods of Teaching and Learning
and Evaluation
The decisions about content are not taken in
isolation and they have consequences for methods of
teaching and learning, e.g. the use of textbooks in a
pupil chosen, networked content based on current
pupil interests, might prove to he rather limited.

The implications for evaluation ate perhaps
more serious. The traditionIl externally set written
examination is appropriate for a content based on
information or concepts and highly structured in
organisation but les ppropriate for courses based
on skills or social problems that are networked and
pupil centred in organisation. Here continuous
assessment and intetnally moderated approrIches
would seem to be more suitable.

3. A Case Study in Course Planning
A group of social science graduates, training to
teach in secondary schools developed ideas for a
five year course af ter an analysis of decision-
making similar to that given above. It therefore
usefully illustrates some of the issues raised earlier.
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a.
Year One (11 year old pupils)
Turm 1 Animal learning and its relation to

huinan learning
Irtissible approaches:
1:.* Hypothesis testing: What animals do you think
" members of the class have?

Survey to test the hypothesis
Graphs e.g. histograms etc. to illustrate the
data collected.

2. What can different animals do/learn?
Which animals can do more and more varied

tasks?
3. Different experiments in groups,

mice. rats
Maze learning Relate experiments to human
conditioning learning

with children writing these uP.
4. Graphs on abilities of the animals loo'sed at

5. Film Von Frith on Bees.
6. Policeman comes to talk on the training of

his dog.
7. Draw a picture of simple to complex organisms

and their relative learning abilities.

Comments:
(a) Learning outcomes: Emphoc is to be on
Personal interests (petsl and personal problems

(learning), skills (data collection and analysis)
attitudes (systematic approaches).
(b) Organisation of content: The orgaoisation is to

be structured, teacher chosen and based essentially

on a single social science psychology.

Term 2 Human Learning
Possible approaches:
1. Types of learning: Language as vital for learning

conditioning
insight learning etc.

2. Ways of learning:
Experiments in pairs and in groups:
a) part versus whole learning te.g. a poem)
loi massed versus distributed learning
c) sleeP
d) schematic learning, versus rote learning.

3. Stages of learning:
Birth
Childhood
Adulthood
Old Age

4. Influences on learning:
fluestionnarie based
School
Home
Friends
Mass. Media survey on mass media, popular

programmes etc.

Comments:
(a) Learning outcomes: Emphasis is on personal
problems (learning) skills (experiments and

questionnaries), attitudes (systematic approaches)

.and existential problems (how do humans learn?)
(13) Organisation of content: The organisation is tc

*lou structured, teacher chosen and based on
-Psychology and sociology.

Term 3 Learning in other countries
Use filmstrips, tapes, T.V., rlf I were you and you
were mel, books, (Children of other Lands).
1. Huw learning is channelled by culture.
2. Cultures gone by historical perspective.
3. Primitive and developed cultures (e.g. African,

Chinese, European) p oject work each

group taking a different country and each chi:el
studying different aspects of people's lives in
other lands.

Comments:
(a) Learning outcomes: Emphasis ic on existential
problems (human learning), comparison with other
countries (cultures past and present) and ;kills
(collectinl and presenting eau.).
(b) Organisation of content: This is teacher chosen
but allowing a netwoi k of pupil choice; and based

on sociology and .thropology.

2nd Year Syllabus Socialisation
1. Brief revision of the previous year's work or

learning. Introduction of socialisation by
discussion of values, attitudes, norms etc.
Method
a) establishment of the existence of cammon

attitudes, etc. via class discussion
b) where to attitudes come from lead in to

agents of socialisation
cl 'beans in jar' experiment to demonstrate

the influence of a group on individual
judgement. Socialisation as a process of
inculcation of expectations.

2. How do we come to hold attitudes etc., and
behave in certain ways? Cross-cultural study.
Method e.g.

Margaret Mead's or other anthropological
studies of simple societies.
Group study project going into consider-
able detail research, collecting materials,
selection use of films and slides etc.

3. Agents of socialisation discussed with con-
siderable emphasis on cross-cultural studies.

al family Method
neighbourhood All these subjects would

c) school be examined in some

dl peer groups depth again with
e) employment emphasis on enquiry,
f) mass media discussion and wide use

of aids if possible.

Comments:
(a) Learning Outcomes: emphasis is on concepts

(peer groups, socialisation). skills (experiments and
methnds of enquiry) and the immediate environ
ment (neighboun:ood, family).
(b) Organisation of content: this is teacher chosen

structured and based on sociology, social

PsYchology and anthropology.

3rd Year Syllabus Economic and Political
Structure
Economic Structure

. 1. 'Making a living' to be studies at the level of
the individual and society as a whole.
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Method
Visids) structured by prior ,hand out on
poihts to look for plus a report-back session.
Films and discussion.

2, Buying and selling significance of the 'market'
in socio-economic terms.

3. Division of labour
Stratification
1. Establish what the children's conception of

stratification is
2. Class link with previous study of the

division of labour groups with mutual/
conflicting interests occupational groups
and distinctive lifa styles.

Method
Possible use of imaginative writing to
establish the subjective impression of
stratification.
Group projects on occupational grouPs

3. Status criteria for judging status birth
wealth
merit
locality

4. Power a) establishment of the idea of dif ferent
degrees of power

b) relationship between power and
authority.

5 To be developed in context of POLITICS
via f urther development of the study of Trade
Unions other interest groups political
parties. Attempt to develop the idea of group
interaction within a political structure.
Method

Development of the concept of hierarchy,
e.g. from school situation closer exam-
ination of trade unions, e.g. group projects
on the historical development of individual
unions, professional groups etc.

Comments:
(a) Learning outcomes: emphasis is on concepts

and skills (e.g. observation).
(b) Organisation of content: this is teacher-chosen,

structured and based on Economicr Politics
and Sociolcgy.

4th Year Social Problems
Term I
School as microcosm of society
Education system Bureaucracy and
Mass communications Alienation
Leisure and work

Term II
1) Sub-cultures: youth culture, generation gap,

delinquency, crime and punishment.
2) Problems of Minority groups: race, sex, aliens.
v3) Breakdown: marriaga and divorce, suicide.

Term III
Focus on other countrie: 35 well os. Britain.

Population
Poverty _

Pollution

Comments:
Learning outcomes: emphasis is on social problems
and concepts.
Organisation of content: this is a teacher chosen,
structured and based on material from all the social
sciences.

5th Year World Issues
Term I
3rd World: topics:

peasantry social organisation, tribe & caste
agriculture and industry
population
aid, trade, hunger, health
instability and social change (military

dictatorships)
project: cornpar ison of any 2 countries.

Term tl
Ideologies:

"democracy'. Britain, USA
"f ascis: Nazi Germany, Perori, I toly
' communism" Russia, China, Y
"comparative religions" Christr:nity, Islam,

Buddhism, Hinduism
Science, Humanism, Utilitarianism, and

Existentialism
How ideology influences social, political and
economic structures.

Term III
International:

United Nations, peace and war, power blocs
Common Market, cod war, struggle f or 3rd world

Comments:
Learning outcomes: emphasis is on social problems
and concepts.
Organisation of content: this is teacher chosen,
structured and based qn material from all the social
sciences.

This case study is open to a wide range of criticisms,
but it is an interesting attempt to ring the changes
in terms of the social sciences studied and the
learning outcomes envisaged. The use of the topic
of learning, animal ar:d human, in the f irst year of
the course is, I think, one of the most interesting
features of the proposals.

Conclusion
There is clearly no right answer available f or course
planners and these notes are offered in the hope of
clarifying what it is that courses are attempting, as
well as what they are not. However, there are
perhaps some less justifiable answers, e.g. where
one type of learning outcome predominates
throughout a course, whether it be exclusively
social problems centred, or immediate environment
centred or nation centred. The consequence may
be a view that is biased by overemphasis, and by
the exclusion of alternative perspectives,
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CHECK YOUR OWN COURSE

The checklist below introduces three other features in addition to these discussions above, i.e. student
role, learning materials role and assessment.

. 1. Learning outcomes: (Tick a maximum of Three)
Predominantly, I want my students to learn:

a) about theii nation,
(e.g. how'economy works, political system, mass media, migration patterns). al

b) about social problems
b)

c) about their personal interests and personal problems.
(e.g. marriage; sexual relations, jobs, leisure, consumer studies). c)

(e.g. Housing, poverty, crim, population).

d) about their immediate environment.
(e.g. the town, government, neighbourhood, school locality). dl

el about existential problems.
(e.g. What makes man human? How do we learn? Who are they7
Who am I?) e)

f) about other cultures.
f)(e.g. Bushmen, Eskimos, U.S.A , U.S.S.R.)

9) about social science concePts.
(e.g. role, conflict, culture, division of labour, perception, political power) g)

h) about investigation skills.
(e.g. data collection: data analysis, evaluating evidence) h)

il about mtit Ides of the social science*.
(e.g. suspension of moral judgement, caution about 'common sense',

the uncertainty principle.) i)

j) about how to relate harmoniously to society.
(e.g rights, responsibilities, democratic participation) i)

k) other (specify) k)

2. Content Organisation:
The courte is: (MARK WITH AN X)

a) Highly structured II [Lill Networked
b) Teacher chosen I I I I I I I Pupil Chosen

c) Single Social Science I I lilt) Linked or Integrated Social Sciences.

3. Student Role. (Answer Yes or No)

1. Are the students involvzd in deciding:

a) the content of the course?

b) the learninj and teachin6 me.thods?

c) the assessments for the course?
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2. Do.you identify student concerns

through a regularised channel or device?

3. Do students havo choices within the programme?

4. Do students recognise the teacher as a fellow inquirer?

5. Do students learn how to learn so that they devise their own
programme eventually?

6. Are most of the decisions about the course made befoce you meet

the students?

4. Learning materials role: (TICK THREE MOST FREQUENTLY USED).

Do students learn predominantly frbm:

a) the teacher

b) the textbook

c) teacher produced handouts

d) tesource packs

a) experiences in the community

f) visual material chosen by teacher

g) tape recorded material chosen by teacher

h) games and simulations

self directed activities

j) other (specify)

5. Assessment ANSWER YES OR NO

a) Do pupils write an assessment of the course?

b) Do pupils assess their own learning?

c) Are assessment methods chosen by the pupil?

d) Is assessment used to diagnose what to study next?

e: Is assessment decided by an examination board? (Mode

f) Have you made a Mode II or Mode III submission to a board?

N.B. This checklist is produced by Roland Meighan for the purpose of discussion only. It has not been
validated in any way and no claims of validity or reliability are made for it.

The Briefings Series is edited by Roland Meighan, School of Education, University of Birmingham,
Birmingham B15 2TT, England.
Copyright 1976 by A.T.S.S. Reproduction in part or whole without written permission is strictly
prohibited. All rights reseived.
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EDITORIAL

At the risk of some chaos, the editorial policy of
Social Science Teacher is becoming more open.

. Panels, groups of A.T.S.S. members, individuals,
Pairs, groups of student teachers, branches, as well
as the existing teams of editors, are all invited to
edit a future edition of the journal. The Publications
Committee will monitor the offers, and also make
invitations to guest editors and guest editorial
groups.

Each edition of Social Science Teacher usually
consists of Editorial, News, Correspondence,
Articles, Reviews, Resources Exchange, Briefings
and Adverts. Editors of editions will be responsible

for TWO of these items, the Articles and the
Editorial. (Other items may be made available on
rcquest e.g. Reviews or Briefings.) The editorial can
be between 200 and 900 words in length whilst the
articles can be between 12;100 and 18,000 words
in any combination of long and short contributions
as required. Four articles of about 3,000 words is
a common format.

Please write to the General Editors with your
proposal, which initially may be quite brief an
offer, a theme or an idea.

The current issue on Gaming and Simulation,
is perhaps, a useful example of what can be achieVed.

R.M. F.R.
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AT55 NEWS
IMMI..11111!

Compiled by Chris Brown

THE PRESIDENT
ATSS Presidents and Vice-Presidents are elected
for a threewear period. In September of this year
Philip Abrams completed his term of office during
which he conferred grlater authority on the
Association than it previously had and has been.
able to give the Association vital assistance on
several important issues. We sliall continue to have
the benefit of his experience and interest as he has
offered to serve as a Vice-President.

HE MII be succeeded as President by Gerry
Fowler.

Jia J Fontains has accepted an invitaticu to
serve tor a further three years as a Vice-President
and James Hemming, the psychologist, has also
agreed to serve in this capacity. Prof. Pnilip Lev/
has regrettably had to relinquish his position.

SCHOOLS COUNCI L
In July we circulated full details of the ATSS
submission for a 13 16 Curriculum Development
f '.+Iect to all members. At this time therefore, it
is raore important than ever that we are strongly
represented at Schools Council. On July 10th
Council elected Roger Gomm to be the ATSS
representative on the Schools Council Social
Sciences Committee. Roger teaches at Stevenage
Colter of Further Education and has been a
membe of the Executive since April 1975. Several
other ATSS members serve on the Committee in
various capacities and the Vice-Chairman of the
Committee is the ATSS Chairman, Keith Poulter.
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YOUNG VOLUNTEER WORK
The National Working Party of Young Volunteer'
Organisers has publisino a paper entitled Young
Volunteer Work Philosophy, Practice and Needs.
The purpose of this document is to increase under-
standing of the concept of community involvement
by young people and to focus attention upon the
resources needed to ensure the effectiveness of the
work. The document is the first attempt y those
working in the young volunteer field to define
their work both its philosophy and practice. It
is hoped that it will stimulate dehate amongst all
those working with young peaple and will lead to
increased recognition of and resources for the
particular contribution of the young volunteer
field to the social education of oung people.
Copies can be obtained from Young Volunteer
Resources Unit, National Youth Bureau, 17/23
Albion Street, Leicester LE1 6GD.

PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION TEACHER
A newsletter entitled The Public Administration
Teacher is now being published by the Public
Administration Committee of the Joint University
Council for Social and Public Administration in
collaboration with The Politics Associstion. The
editoriai in the first issue expresses the "hope that
it will become a source of useful information,
especiahy to the many teachers of the subject
working often in not so splendid isolation in small
colleges, as well as those in polytechnics and
universities." Copies can be obtained from The
Editor, Dr. Derek Gregory, Public Administration
Section, Teesside Polytechnic, Middlesborough,
Cleveland TS1 3BA.

ATSS BRANCHES
The July Council recognised four new brandhes
Sussex, North Midlands, NE London and West
London and all these new branches have
programmes under way. Merseyside will be
applying for branch status in November and
inaugural meetings have been arranged for October
in Kent and Lancashire. Groups have now been
established in South Wales and Scotland and other
areas where groups are beiig established are
Central and SE London, Wessex and Surr w; it is
also hoped to revive the Cleveland branch shortly.

ADVISORY PANELS
While branches provide members with a chance to
meet regularly and co-operate, the advizory panels
are designed to produce centralised support in the
form of materials, expertise and advice. Following
the July Council, six panels are now operating
Teacher Education, Social Studips, Sociology,
'knthropology, Environmental Education and
Politics. Keith Poulter writes on the Politics Panel
below.

Members are still wanted for the Economics,
Psychology and Social Work panels, all of which
wa hope will meet for the first time this term. We



Nre , particularly keen to recruit one or two
Commerce specialists for the Economics panel. The
Psychology panel will include an interest in the
many child care and child development courses
now sprouting in schools while the Social Work

,. panel will focus mainly on social work and social
i* service courses in colleges of further education.

Those interested are invited to contact the Panels
Liaison Officer, Chris Farley, 32 Ladysmith Avenue,
London E6 3AR.

ECONOMICS PROJECT
The Economics Association has announced the
Setting up of a project on Economics Education.
14-16 at the University of Hull. It lc funded by the
Esmee Fairbairn Charitable Trost and is .xinceraed
to provide a sound research 'oasis for a later
curriculum development project in Economic:: for
the 14-16 age range.

It's objectives are:

(a) to determine the current extend of, and ':ands
in, the teaching of Economics, Cammerce and
economic elements within Social Studies or
other courses, between the ages en 14 to 16,
whether for an examination or not, within
England and Wales;

(b) to carry out a survey of the international
literature and ongoing research relating to the
above;

(c) to conduct sample surveys of economics
teachers engaged in teaching the above range,
to establish
(i) their qualifications and backgrounds
(ii) the resources they use and what their

needs are;
(d) to conduct sample surveys of pupils, aged 14-16,

to determine
6) the extent of their economic literacy,
(ii) their perceptions of, and attitudes to,

economics;
(e) to gather opinions of varimis interest groups

that have a view on teaching economics in
schools to the above age range (e.g. employers,
trade unions, political and consumer
organisations).

Further details are available from the Project
Director, Brian Holley, University of Hull, 21
Salmon Grove, Hull HU6 7SX.

AMERICAN STUDIES
ALE Bulletin No. 102 reports the issue of a new
exam syllabus by AEB under the title of American

; Studies at Ordinary (Alternative) Level. The main
objective of the syllabus is to increase understanding

; of the United States today, its internal circum-
stances, its external relationshios, and its position
in the world.

Although some historical, geographical,
economic background may be necessary to under-

. standing, the syllabus is not intended to consist
; of separate historical, literary, geographical,

sociological sections. Instead, an outline knowledge
of some aspects of history, for example, will help
the student to understand the current situation,
whilst a reading of. American novels and plays may
bring to life situations and developments that seem
arid in factual explanation. The approach is there-
fore interdisciplinary, , with geography throwing
light on economics, perhaps, in one part of the
syllabus, and history on cultural phenomena and
developments elsewhere.

The assessment is in three parts, which reflect
the balance of the syllabus. The written examination
will test understanding and the ability to see and
discess relationships between ideas and events or
nr cween the U.S.A. and other countries. The main
,mohasis will not be on factual recall. The

r..ce paper will test basic knowledge of the
oreadth of the syllabus in outline, this knowledge
being regarded as a necessary preliminary to under
standing rather than as &wend in itself. The special
topic will enable centres to study some aspect of
American studies in greater depth.

In selecting their special topic teachers will
of ten find that material obtained from the U.S.A.
would be very useful to them, and the Board hopes
to pair schools and colleges in Britain with their
counterparts in America so that information can be
exchanged. For instance, if a school in Dagenham
wishes to make a spacial study of Ford's, we
should try to put there in touch with a school in
Detroit for this purpose, whilst the choice of police
work in a large city might lead to a link with a
school or college in Chicago or San Francisco. If
cereal growing were the choice, then 3 school in
Iowa or Kansas would be able to help.

The Board plans to publish a list of source-
material for the teaching of American Studies and
to state where these materials may be obtained.
A resources-centre will probably be set up in
London or in another convenient centre so that
teachers may see these materials. Regional advisers
with specialist knowledge and qualifications will
also be available to help in the preparation of
students.

Copies cf the syllabus may be obtained from
H.G. Earnshaw, Senior Assistant Secretary, The
Associated Examining Board for the General
Certificate of Education, Wellington House,
Aldershot, Hampshire GU1 1 1BQ.
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MALADJUSTED CHILDREN
The Journal of the Association of Workers tor
Maladjusted Children is published twice a ycar at
an annual subscription of £1.70. The Assochtion
is characterised by a multi-disciplinary approach to
maladjustment and emotional disturbance and the
papers in the journal are balanced ar.71 un-
pretentious. Vol. 3, No. 1 includes a report by
Ronald Davie of a conference on Deprivation,
Disturbance and Intervention while the current
issue includes several articles on one-parent families.
Enquiries to Alan Fox, Longview, Lodge Road,
Caerleon, Newport. Gwent NP6 1QS.
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iYANTHROPOLOOOESOURCEGMVE Oct
-mi:FiA1,7eiehirt!.:Remiurve Wilde is intended for 9
.V.tekhirs in School:tend colleges Of further ed.ication,

and; for lectUrers'iri colleges of education, whc are
USW or would:likito use anthropologia matey ids
cipvevspectives in ,their teaching. It l a revhsd, 14

,:iniciated, and expanded version of thn Teachers'
Reiduices Folder which" was first published three 23
years ago.

The Contents include an inroduction to the
e. discipline of .. social anthropology; details of a

seiection of courses in British schools and colleges 29
offurther education which contain anthropological
Components; a section on school examinations in
enthropology ; ethical reviews of some of the major
teaching progrimmes in humanities/social studies;
the catalogun IA films in the RAI Film Library; a Nov
guide to the distributors of audio-visual aids; 6
detaill of museum ethnographic and archaeological
collections; and a-comprehensive bibliography.

The Guide is comb-bound for easy insertion of 11

additional relevant material. The RAI will send
every purchaser annually, at no extra cost, an
updating sheet which can be inserted into the Guide.

The Teachers' Resource Guide is available from
the Royal Anthropological Institute, 36 Craven 17
Street, LondonWC2N 5NG, price £1.30 to personal
callers, or £1.50 including postage.

ASSOCIATION FOR LIBERAL EDUCATION Dec
At the July Council, Martin Garrett of Bath 1

Technical College was elected ATSS representative
ori the Council of The Association for Liberal
Studies. At the same meeting the ALE's new
representative on our Council, Ms Diane Brace, 4
Head of General Studies "at S.E. Derb /shire College,
made her first appearance. John Russell's account
Of the current position regarding Liberal Studies
appears below. Jan

r 3/8
"IDEAS EXCHANGE"
It is hoped to include a new section in future issues
of The Social Science Teacher so far known as
the "ideas exchange", though we hope to find a
better title. This will take the form of ,fif teen or Feb
so ideas, which members have tried out in the class- 26
room, written up briefly (about 200 words each).
Approaching one hundred ideas might thus be
written up every year. Like the Resources Exchange,
this section of the journal will only happen if you
make it happen. So how about writing up an idea Mar
you have tried, including details of appropriate ace 26
group etc. and some indication of its success or
otherwise. Ideas and enquiries to Keith Pculter, 28/
74 Cherry Tree Rise, Buokhurst Hill, Essex. Tel: Apr
01-504 0804. 1

DIARY DATES
Oct
2 Sussex ATSS. Meeting on Curriculum Develop-

ment. Speakers include Devid Bolero and
Colin Lacey. Crawley Teachers Centre. 10.30.
W. Midlands ATSS. 'How We Teacn It' Social
Studies workshops. University of Birmingham
School of Education. 10.00.

12/
16

Scottish AT$S. Workshop on curriculum
development in Sociology and Social Studies. .
Moray House College of F.ducation, Edinburgh.
9.30.
East Anglia ATSS. rsE Social Studies Mode
III. Norwich Teether's Centre. 7.15.
Association for Religious Education R.E.
Syllabus Guidelines: agreed and non-agreed.
Carrs Lane Church Centre, Birmingham.
10.30.
Association for the Teaching of Psychology.
AGM. Speaker Brian Foss, Prof. of
Psychology at Bedford College. 'Lamb and
Flag', 24 James' Street, London W1 . 5.45.

W. Midlands ATSS. Social Science Trails.
University of Birmingham School of
Education. 10.00.
Invalid Children's Aid Association. Integration?
The Special Education Issue. Imperial College,
S. Kensington, London W7. Details from
Mrs. H. Price, 95 Vista Way, Kenton, Harrow,
Middlesex.
Sussex ATSS. Tony Marks, Chief Examiner,
AEB A-level Sociology. Brighton Teacher's
Centre. 7.00.

Essex ATSS. 6th Form Conference on
Deviance with Stan Cohen, Prof. of Sociology
at the University of Essex. S.E. Essex Sixth
Form College, South Benfleet.
W. Midlands ATSS. RE and Social Science.
University of Birmingham School of Education.
10.00.

Management and Organisadon of- Sociology
Studies in FE. FE Staff College, Coombe
Lodge, Biagdon, Avon. Further details from
the College.

W. Midlands Politics and Economics Associ-
ations. Curriculum Projects in Economics and
Politics. University of Birmingham School
of Education.

W. Midlands ATSS. Socialisation. University
of Birminghom School of Education. 10.00.
British Sociological Association. Annual
Conference. Power and The State. University
of Sheffield. Details from BSA, 13 Endsleigh
Street, WC1 OD J.
ATSS East): Course. Social Studies and
Humanities ia the Middle and Secondary
School. Loughborough College of Education.,

May
14 W. Midlands ATSS. Social Science and

Huir,anities. Univeraity of Birmingham School
of Education. 10.00.



ECONOMICS. VOL XIII, PARTS 1 AND 2.
NOS. 53 AND 54.

Vol. XII, Part 1 is a 'Scottish' edition and includes
an article on The Scottish Central Borders; an ares
in decline. Another articte is particularly relevant
to this issue of The Social Science Teacher. It is
entitled The Use of Computer Games in Education;
A Critique, and it is, by Malcolm Rutherford.
Although in practice it is a critique of games in
economics most of the points are generalisable.
The article cautions that "there is very little in the
way of hard data on the effectiveness of games and
simulations compared with other techniques, and,
in addition, a lack of clarity over the more
fundamental questions of what and how games
teach and how they should be used." However,
although the article offers food for thought, it
does not clearly consider the possible objectives of
using games and it seems to assume that enjoyment
and motivation are both opposed to, and lesser
than, learning goals.

Vol. XII, Part 2 is the summer 1976 edition
and with surely uncanny timing it includes an
article entitled The Economics of Water Supply
and Demandl The use of television in economics
education is another feature of this issue but the
most interesting article is by Philip Negus. a
member of the committee of the new North
Midlands branch of ATSS. The article describes
an individualised learning scheme for A-level
Economics at Arnold & Carlton CFE, Nottingham.

The problems which the author found with the
scheme were the difficulties which . students
experienced in measuring their progress and work
rates, the lack of security of more grouMntred
learning and the lack of experience of group
discussion. On the other hand, the individual
capacities of students showed themselves in widely
varying rates of progress through the course units
and students both read more books and wrote
more essays than in previous years. The author
regards the biggest success as the tutorials "Strong
students were encouraged to think more deeply
about the work whilst weak students could be
heloed to at least a minimum level of
understanding."

This issue of Economics also contains a full list
of local education authority advisers for economics
and as most of these are also concerned generally
with social science and social studies it could be of
use to many teachers outside economics. Econumics
is available from The General Secretary, Economics
Association, Room 340, Hamilton House. Mabledon
Place, London WC1H 96H. No price is given.

MOST. NO. 11. MAY 1976.
MDST is thea 'Jourhatof---TheModernStudies
Association in Scotland. This issue focusses on
Scotland Now and includes a series of articles on
the political future of Scottish industry. Some
useful source material here for politics, economics
and geography. An article called Young Consumers
by Alma Williams is a practical guide to consumer
education in schools and gives an excellent
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-
indication of resources available. MOST is available
from Mr. W. Jamieson, 46 Randolph Road, Stirling,
Scotland. Price 75p.

AREA. VOL. 8. 1976.
From the evidence of this issue of the Bulletin of
the Association of Religious Education, RE teaching
is experiencing a major crisis. Should it be open
and comparative as befits a modern pluralist
society? Or should it remain true to Christian
confession and authority as a means of giving
children some source of certainty? A critical but
tortured review of New Movements in Religious
Education by Niniar. Smart a.id Donald Horder
concludes thus " . . . in religious education
pluralism without 'the scandal of particularity' can
soon become confusion. At this time we have every
reason to remind ourselves that there is still 'none
other name given tnder heaven among men'." This

ireactionary tone s maintained, predictably, in a
comment on the British Humanist Association's
proposals to reform religious education; the article
is critical of the application of open-ended and
child-centred teaching in RE.

On the other hand, an article entitled A Plain
Men's Guide to R.E. by Arthur Poulton, takes an
opposite view, specifically arguing for child-centred
and open-ended approaches. He sums up the
proper apProach of the RE teacher to students
"This is my belief. It carries with it certain impli-
cations, and clearly rules out others. It shares some
convictions with, say, Jews and many humanists,
while refusing to resolve the resultant difficulties in
the way that Buddhism cs une side or Western
materialism lin the other rriny be free to resolve
them. It therefore offers no easy answers to ell
lite's questions, but it does accept all the data of
life and makes senses of them in its own way.
Whether you accept it or not, the quest for meaning
is yours; I can only provide some training in
method, and sirch information from my own
experience of life as you are equipped to accept."

Several ATSS branches seem to have included a
discussion of RE and social science in their forth-
coming programmes; the outcomes will be
interesting. AREA is available from The Treasurer.
AREA, 1 Welford Road, New Oscott, Sutton
Coldtield, West Midlands B73 5DP. Price E1 .

TEACHING POLITICS. VOL. 5. NO. 2. MAY 1976.
This edition includes several articles,of even higher
quality than usuaL I found particularly interesting
The Politics of Political Education in West Germany
by Kurt Sontheimer and Democracy: A Problem for
the Educator by J.M. Tarrant. But most relevant to
this issue of The Social Science Teacher is another
article on Simulations by Philip Leng and Clive
Thomas. Basically it describes a game developed in
two Somerset schools called 'Government and
Opposition' which seems to have been enjoyed by
students. I hear that a similar game has been
developed in Whitehall but it is not clear whether
anyone enjoys it. Teaching Politics is available from
Sage Publications, 44 Hatton Gsrden, London
EC1N 8ER.



KEITH POULTER, CHAIRMAN OF THE ATSS
POLITICS PANEL, writes:

The ATSS Politics Advisory Panel met for the first
time on June 26th. Our intention is that the
Association should devote an increasing amount of
attention to the teaching of politics, both as a
separate rudy and as part of wider courses. The
panel ht.. agreed a programme of activity which
will include: an analysis of existing syllabuses,
examination papers, etc. with a view where
necessary to bringing about change; the production
of a series of booklets on the teaching of politics;
publishing resource guides; collating items for the
Resources Exchange; and producing an issue of
The Social Science Teacher devoted to politics
teaching.

We hope to involve as many members as possible
in the above and would like to hear from
anyone interested in participating. For example, if
yOu would like to comment on a particular syllabus,
write a reviaw of a new book or contribute to the
resources e.,change. We are particularly keen to
recruit to the panel a primary teacher interested
in political education.

Items for the Resources Exchange should be
sent to Edna Wright, 82 The Drive, .Shoreha,-.1,
&apex. Tel: 07917 4307. All other correspondencc
to Janette Flaherty, 82 Dunbar Road, London N22.
Tel: 01-888 3839. Members of the panel are:

Jo Cleary
Janette Flaherty

Stephanie Garrett
Clive Harber
Mike McGuinness
Keith Poulter
Richard Upright
Adrian Wilson
Edna Wright

ex.London Institute student
Aylward School, Edmonton
(secretary)
Southgate School, Cock fosters
Brune Park School, Hants.
Kirby CFE, Middlesborough
Lo.:ghton CFE, Essex (Chairman)
Kirby CFE, Middlesborough
Uxbridge Technical College
Uplands School, Brighton

LIBERAL STUDIES. JOHN RUSSELL, FE STAFF
COLLEGE, COOMBE LODGE, writes:

Liberal or General Studies as a component of part-
time courses in Further Education looks like being
in for a hard time. From the issue of the historic
Circular 323 from the Ministry of Education in
1957 until now they have been regarded as a more
or less compulsory element of such courses. The
objectives and content for such time allocations
have frequently been areas of conflict batween the
staff appointed to teach liberal studies and the
teachers of the more directly vocational elements.
Recruiting policies and ineffective management of
communications have both contributed in many
colleges to a sniping warfare between hostile groups.

In the last few years the Inspectorate have
asserted that the objectives of general studies could
be achieved by integrating them, for teaching
purposes, with the technical or industrial studies.
This is in part true.11 one is tPlking of general
personality objectives such as 'adaptability,
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curibsity,self confidence, independence of 'thought'
(Technician Education Council: Circular 3/75)
then these can only be achieved through the whole
programme of study and not in 'minqrity time'.
But if we add (TEC Circular 3/75) "The student
should gain a better understanding of himself and
his environment and of the wider community in
which he lives . . . (and should be encouraged) ...
to sa.ek a continuous personal development by
associations both within and outside the college
environment" it becomes a little difficult to see
how this can be integrated to a teaching of
Kirchhoffs Laws or the casting of non-ferrous
material.

Recently the City and Guilds Policy Committee
has been extremely ambivalent about the whole
matter and has dissolved its General Studies
Advisory Committee. The first policy statement of
the Business Education Council has ;aid clearly
that no special time allocation is necessary and the
Technician Education Council approved over 300
schemes before its advisory commit:,:e had met.
All in all it doesn't look promising; for as the axe
falls the hostilities within the college will break out
in10 open warfare when those hostile to general
studies preceive a lack of support from the external
bodies. What is left is the power that individuals
have, such as it is, on the Academic 8oard. Indeed
much of the weakness of the present validating/
examining bodies is that they have to recognise
that is increasingly where the authority lies. As
new college teaching schemes and curricula come
before Academic Board or collegial committees
then we must ask hard questions about where and
how objectives such as those required by TEC
(already cited) will be met. But such questioning
can only be carried out ef fectively if the questioners
are prepared to co-operate within these schemes
and avoid as much negative hostility as possible.
In addition an possible 'political' and 'union
channels' should be used to ensure as broad and as
liberal an education as is possible for these part-
time students.

I am preparing a fuller report of the C & GLI
situation which win be available through the
executive committee.

THE SOCIOLOGY PANEL. PAUL COOPER
writes:=

One of the most important unplanned changes in
secondary and further education over the last
decade has been the explosion of sociology as a
GCE subject at both '0' and 'A' level. For example,
this year, 33,000 candidates entered for the '0'
level examination set by AEB alone. Further, the
days when 'A' level sociology merely required a
student to learn Cotgrove's text have gone five
of the GCE boards currently or are shortly to offer
sociology examinations at 'A' level and the d if f e re nt
syllabuses emphasise varied aspects of and
approaches to sociology.

The growth and proliferation of sociology has
not, to put it mildly, been universally welcomed.



Both the subject and very often the teacher have
been attacked on intellectual sod political grounds,
and it is probably not surprising that in the early
days the mandarins of the examining world opted
for a safe functionalist approach. But now,
Sociology teachers are told, at conferences and in
ATSS publications, that functionalism is un
desirable and we keep hearing various strange
polysyllabic words which are supposed to provide
the key to sociology, if not the mystery of life
itself. At this point the weary and lazy teachers
give up and make all their students learn the text-
books of Seargeant of Wilkins off by heart. The
enthusiastic and ambitious teachers attend yet
more conferences and read enlightening-sounding
books with titles like 'New Oirections in Sociological
Theory'. Of this latter group of teachers I suspect
that about 49% get frightened and rush back to the
security of textbooks such as Worsley and Hurd;
about 49% tentatively throw a few minutes
discussion of the new approaches at the end of the
course; perhaps 2% teach an intellectually challeng-
ing and exciting course based on the several
different perspectives of sociology.

In short, many sociology teachers in secondary
and further education are extremely uncertain as
to what they are supPosed to be doing. Experienced
teachers are unsure because their own academic
studies of sociology probably stopped with Parsons;
younger teachers are lacking in confidence because
they do not know what is required by the syllabuses
and examinations. There are many sociology
teachers, of course, with no academic training in
sociology at all very often, especially in schools,
the religious studies or history teacher teaches a
sociology course. There is nothing necessarily harm-
ful in this, but obviously the problems and dif ficult-
ies faced by such a teacher are especially acute.

This widespread crisis of confidence in the
world of sociologY teaching manifests itself in
many practical ways. To take a few examples from
'A level many teachers, especially those involved
with one year courses, worry about what parts of
the syllabus to leave out and how long to spend on
particular areas. One common answer to these two
problems is for the teacher to churn out his old
university notes. To provide a further semblance of
intellectual security most teachers compartrrientalise
their subject matter very rigidly few students,
for example, can transfer information and ideas
from their study of the family to that on work. In
the AEB 'A' level course the project was hailed as
a major innovation, yet only 1% of candidates
actually write an account of their project in
the exam.

The problems are probably more acute, if less
discussed, at '0' level. Does one try and teach a
sociological perspective or merely social studies?
What books should the '0' level student read?
What are examiners looking for? Should the
students be encouraged to draw upon their personal
experiences? How much should historical and
comparative examples be introduced? As at 'A'
level, what areas of the syllabus should the teacher
leave out and what should he concentrate on?
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There are perhaps two fundamental problems
that the sociology teacher faces. Firstly, what
'counts' as valid sociology? This raises a fascinating
plethora of questions, but the most immediate
practical one facing the teacher is how does he find
out what is and what is not acceptable. Secondly,
there is the ever present danger of sociology
turning into yet another examination subject,
rapidly learned and as quickly forgotten, and
having no lasting impact on the way the student
sees the world. The possibility that as the teacher
increasingly solves the first problem the exam
syndrome becomes totally dominant must be
carefully guarded against.

It is important therefore that as much debate
and discussion as possible takes place between
sociology teachers, many of whom are geogrephic-
ally and institutionally isolated. So far this has not
happened. ATSS representatives on GCE
examination committees are constantly complaining
that they receive few, if ar ideas from members.
How many sociology text ks or resources used
by teachers are actually written or produced by
teachers? How many articles in Social Science
Teacher or publications of the ATSS are written by
the classroom teacher who actually has to teach
sociology? Not surprisingly, what little discussion
of sociology in schools and colleges there is often
seems far removed from what actually happens in
the classroom.

The recently established Sociology Panel of
the ATSS sees one of its main functions as
encouraging teachers of sociology to share their
experiences and knowlAge, their difficulties and
problems. The Panel is particularly keen to publish
articles, papers and monographs on any aspect of
sociology which would be of direct value to
teachers of '0' and/or 'A' level e.g. resources guides,
practical ideas for teaching, accounts of projects
and fieldwork, discussions of the problems of the
sociology teacher, refresher papers on new develop-
ments in the different branches of sociology. It so
often appears that most of Britain's sociology
teachers are struggling alone if we could only
pool some ot our ideas the quality of our teaching
can only improve.

The panel has h wide brief which includes
organising conferences and feeding ideas and
information to the various ATSS representatives
on examination committees. We can only function
successfully, however, if we know what sociology
teachers want, so we would fike your ideas and
thoughts on sociology at '0' and 'A' level (or CEE,
'N', 'F' etc etc.), the syllabusses and examinations,
and the actual problems of teaching sociology.

Please send any comments, views, ideas for
articles, papers etc. to:
Paul Cooper,
15, Meyrick Road,
Ha.ant, Hants.,
PM 1 N N.
Tel: Havant 1070 12) 75925.
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CORRESPGNDINCE

Dear Editors,

Review of THE LIVING LAW

I have just seen the Review carried in the last
issue of your journal of THE LIVING LAW which
I wrote, and which is published by Clearway
Publishing in the Britain Today series.

That review accuses me of an "extraordinarily
naive amtensus view of Society" and seems to be
written by a person (un-named). who has formed
an overall hostile political judgement of my stance
as author.

This, in turn, might have something to do with
the unnerving error of fact with' which the review
starts when it says "this short book, by the ex-
President of the Law Society, and written in
collaboration with that august body contains few
surprises". How wrong can you get?

railwr

In fact, I was one of the three founders and
first chairman of the LEGAL ACTION GROUP,
which some of your readers may know to be the
bane, rather than the Thane, of the Legal
Establishment.

It is depressing when one'r small but
conscientious efforts receive such rzant attention
from a critical reviewer. My book has many
inadequacies including that of naivety in certain
respects but it :s still the only book in this
Country written specifically for the "non-achievers"
in our schools, ;., the passionate belief that no
democratic system can survive under a flood of
law unless all of those affected are given some real
opportunity to understand the basic framework
and concepts of that system.

Yours sincerely,

ANDREW PHILLIPS
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:i 1,. iiMULATION AND THE TEACHING OF
SOCIO LOG y .

bY Anthony Russell North Worcestershire College

5Witen O'ruiloOks through directories of simulations
eghiew in such books as Tansley1 or Taylor and

WelfOrd2 ,one is immediately struck by the fact
gifief,:theii:.seems to be certain subjects where
r iiimilation I has : been quite widely developed,

geography and .history for example and others
t1'400 Seem to have largely neglected the technique,
1-'46016,104y being,one. The reasons for its neglect by

Inches/ of Sociology could be many:

:(a) The 'subject has alternative techniques which
athievohe same objectives equally effectively.

! (b) The Itch n ique is of limited use for sociology.
:(c) The subject has only comparatively recently

eitablished itielf in the curriculum of schools
..rind'.:colleges and therefore needs to use
:traditional methods to confirm its academic

. reepectability.
;.:.;(d) Teachers of sociology have failed to realise the

potential of the technique.
;IL L(e) Simulation is widely used but little has been,.,

published.
.Some of these explanations will be explored in
.this paper.

It might be argued that simulation has been
,,', used widely in social studies and this raised a very

fundamental question what do we mean by
sociology. Much of the sociology taught in schools

; . up. to '0' level is really social studies and few 'A'
level examinations require theory. If one takes a

,':, -strict definition of sociology, as opposed to social
,.'.,studies, and defines it as a discipline which is

analytical and theoretical then it is fair to say that
there is not a great deal of material at present

P' available commercially for the teaching of sociology
.iii:r is there much research on its use. However, this

i.'is not to say, that, per se, it is an unsuitable tech-
nique for the subject. I propose first to look at the
claims made for simulation in order to see whether

they are also potentially true for the teaching of
sociology and I will then consider areas in which
development could take place.

Up to this point the term 'eimulation' has been
used without specifying its exact meaning. To
avoid misunderstanding it is appropriate to define
several of the terms as they are used throughout
this paper and for convenience I have taken the
definitions given by Garvey3.

Simulation:
is the all inclusive term which contains those
activities which produce artificial environments
or which provide artificial experiences for the
participants in the activity.

Role playing:
The act of "being someone else"
The act of acquiring experience in a set of
activities in which the actor seeks to acquire
or increase his competence. The role assumed in
role playing is one in which the actor portrays
either a ficticious role or an actual role, but
performs that role in an artificial environment.

In-tray exercises:
Situations in which the actor is presented with
problems or decisions which have to be made
within the role he is playing.

Socio-drama:
This is the use of role playing as a means of
enabling the role players to seek a solution to a
social problem which is posed for them. The
problem may be one extracted from the real
world or it may be one designed to present a
selected situation for solution.

Gaming:
Gaming is the addition to the technique of
socio-drama of an element which demands the
development and choice of strategies (or
decision making) and some type of pay-of f-
rewards or deprivations dictated by chance or
the choice of strategies. The decisions and the
rewards are subjected to the strictures of rules
known to all players. Thus gaming involves the
making of decisions in situations which depict
conflict.

The advantages and disadvantages of simulation
have been suggested in several books (for example
Tansley and Unwin4, Taylor and Walford21 but
these have not been considered in relation to any
specific subject or discipline. It could be found
that the advantages claimed for the teaching of one
subject proved to be disadvantages for another. In
order to consider this I would first propose to
summarise some of these advantages and then
examine briefly how true they might be for the
teaching of sociology.

Taylor and Walford group the advantages of
simulation under two main headings', Motivational
Advantages and Gains related to Relevance and
Learning.
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Metivetkinal Advantages
ln:reased:intenist end excitement in learning.
increasod student motivation stemming from
heightened interest in the teaching and learning
process is a commonly reported phenomenon
following iimulation exercises. Without doubt,

I' this is the clearest and least disputed gain
attached, to simulation in the classroom, despite
the difficulties of measuring it.

(13)The divorce from "conventional wisdom".
Simulation presents teachers andstudents with
novel situations which cannot be solved oy
took book' knowledge. Even when a student
hal hag, some experience of simulation
techniques, there is little likelihood that there
can be conscious transfer of strategic ideas.
Conasquently a level of freshness and novelty
is generally maintained.

-
(c) Removal of student-teacher polarization.

Personal tensions and ever, antagonisms in the
teaching situation are likely'to be reduced in a
situation where few diiect judgements on
students are required as most simulations are
self monitoring. The teacher's role may be as
interpreter of the simulation or even as guide,
but he does not have to pose as expert or judge.

id/Simulation as a universal behaviour mode..
Games are a normal part of the behaviour of
people both children and .adults. Therefore
simulation, which is in this tradition, has an
appeal to all ages.

Gains Related to Relevance and Learning
(a) Learning at diverse levels.

Not a great deal of vigorously conducted
research has been carried out on the gains of
simulations (see Schild 1971). None of the
validation an ;dies completed in this area suggest
that simulations are any worse than other
techniques in teaching factual material, although
the time taken to develop a scheme may be
longer than other approaches. In relation to
other skills (analysis, synthesis interpretation
etc.) the evidence varies and is inconclusive.

lb/Decision making experience.
As the narticipant thinks for himself about the
decisions he may take during the simulation, he
also comes to understand the impact and
consequence of his own and others actions.
Almost every element or component in the
decision making pmcess can be introduced. In
these respects simulation is potentially a very
flexible framework in which to practise
decision making and observe it at work.

(c) Role Awareness
Some users of simulation would claim that an
important pay-off was that of increasing role
awareness. However, as Clayton and
Rosenbloom6 point out, the empathy involved
in role play may be incompatible with trying to

,
understand the strategic process in Which the
behaviour was taking place.

(d) An Interdisciplinary View
Simulation has particular advantages to offer in
the way in which it can present an integrated
or ,ynoptic view. If problems are under scrutiny
in the simulation, they cannot stop short at
disciplinary boundaries, there have to be total
approaches to the problems.

(e) The Dynamic Framework
Simulation is one of the few classroom tech-
niques which comes to grips with time, be it
past, present or future. A large number of time
perspectives are possible within a single
simulation and the greater the compression of
time, the sooner the participants are forced to
continually acknowledge the dynamics of
change.

(f) Bridging the Gap to Reality
For many students classrooms and colleges
seem divorced from the 'real world' in which
they are anxious to live. Simulation, with its
concrete approach to situations, may well be
a major tool -in en attempt-to -bridge-the-gap---
between these two contexts. However, the
bridge to reality can be c..istroyed either if the
model itself is a false one, or if there is in-
sufficient attention in linking the simulation
experience with the reality on which it is based.

Sociology and the claims of simulation
If one examines the claims made by Taylor

and Walford under the general heading of
Motivational Advantages, then cle3rly all of them
would be potentially claims that could be made
for the use of simulation in the teaehing of
sociology. However, it is necessary to be more
cautious when examining these claims list d under
'Relevance to Learning'. It is proposed to consider
these in more detail.

(a) Learning at diverse levels would seem to be
applicable.

(b) Decision making experience This is :he first
danger. If sociology is defined as being
theoretical and analytical then there is a danger
that the use of simulation will centre not on
sociology but on social policy (e.g. the packs
by Shelter) and then the subject may be seen as
descriptive and prescriptive.

(c) Role awareness There is a great potential for
using role play in the teaching of sociology, as I
suggest later, but this aspect also has its own
very real dangers. If one tries to use role playing
techniques in connection with the teaching of
Role theory, for example, there is a strong
possibility that it will tend to be used to
illustrate one approach structural function-
alism with its emphasis on roles being given
and as non-negotiable. This is not to say that



the technique cannot embrace other perspectives
on roles such as the interactionist approach but
it is much easier to develop material for the
functionalist perspective.

(d) Interdisciplinary View not applicable in this
context.

(e) The Dynamic Framework The simplification
of compressing time is one which is tempting to
follow as it may produce dear illustrations of
change which is a central theme in sociology.
However, such clarity must be balanced against
any distortion of theory which results from this
simplification and compression. In Starpower,
for example, "societial change" does take place
over a comparatively short period but the
organiser has to be careful not to interpret this
change es enivitable or predictable.

(f) Bridging the Gap to Reality Again a potential
benefit for the teaching of sociology but Taylor
and Walfords own reservations could be very
real for sociology. There are great dangers of
false models and over-functionalist
interpretations.

Inspite of these reservations, it would still seem
to me that simulation has some potential for the
teaching of sociology but not perhaps as great as
for subjects such as history or geography. The
number of commercially produced simulations
available tor the teaching of the subject is very
small, (see list at the end of this paper) but the
technique can be used in a very wide context and
material produced cheaply once some of the under-
lying principles have been understood. It is
proposed to examine some of the basic types of
simulations and suggest potential areas for their use.

Role Playing
This involves the assignment to participants of

. roles which they play out in a given situation. It
is comparatively simple to set up as it only involves
the production of role descriptions for each of the
partidpants and details of the situation in which
they will interact. For example, Don Cartridge of
St. Pauls College, Cheltenham has a series of
situations to explore the interaction in nuclear and
extended (immigrant) families. In each case there is
an ideal type family structure and each is presented
with similar problems. It enables the students to
examine the different authority structures and

' decision making processes in each family type.
Obviously, such a simulation has to be used as a
re-inforcement of a course that has already been
taught and for this purpose it is a very useful
technique proviaed the "bridge to reality" is
maintained in a strict fashion. Role playing can get
out of hand and result more in a therapy session

: for the actors than P re-capitulation of a course.
The technique os very flexible and ic is possible

to envisage its use in other areas of sociology:
e.g. Social differentation looking at caste

systems, social class encounters/differences.

Lk,
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Peer group culture
Teacher-pupil interaction
Socialisation

In addition, if role playing is combined with
In-tray techniques or simulation based on 'model'
institutions such as that by J.W. Taylorg it is
possible to use it for the exploration of organ-
isation theory:

e.g. Exchange theory
Official and Unofficial 'careers'
The 'Hidden Curriculum'
Negotiation and bargaining
Defining the situation
Differentation in Schools

This type of simulation is attractive because it
is comparatively inexpensive to produce although
it may take a great deal of time to develop. It can
be easily modified in use and doesn't require major
pieces of equipment or special rooms. However, its
very simplicity brings with it the danger of
producing false models. These "work" in the sense
that they interest the students and provoke
discussion but they may lead to a distorted view of
the sociological insights they are meant to illustrate.

Games
It is fair to say that most of the games that are

available have been developed in areas other than
sociology. There is quite a long list available for
history and geography where it is possible to
introduce a competitive element. In many of these
games the competitive element is there merely to
add interest and excitement to the game. It doesn't
always offer a true parallel with reality. In Railway
Pioneers9, for example, the participants race to
build railways across the U.S.A. Progress is decided
by throwing dice. This puts too much emphasis on
chance and not enough on decision making even
though some decision making is involved.

It is hard to see how such games can serve
sociology though they could be adopted for
social psychology or the Sociology of Education or
the Sociology of Work etc. Sociology is very
concerned with conflict, which may be associated
with competition but sociologic& explanations
would look to social structure, power, ideologies
etc., rather than chance.

However, haVing said this, I may be being too
pessimistic. There is one classic game which involves
competition, conflict and ideologies and this can
be used in a very relevant- and powerful way to
illustrate stratification at different levels. This is
starpower and its derivatives. As a game it is unique
in my experience, in terms of dynamics of inter-
action it produces. Besides looking at differentation
it can also be used to illustrate social mobility,
the development of subcultures, interaction within
groups and between groups, social control,
sponsorship in fact many aspects of macro-
sociology. What is needed is more of the sort of
inlpiration that produced starpower. It is possible
to see areas in which the conflict potential of
gaming could be used but it is much more difficult
to suggest the format of such games.
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.:Finally; if one takei a very broad definition of
.:.4oelolOgy and extends it to cover areas which are

soMetimes called iocial-psychology, then games of
PrOvide Occasions for the study of group

'intimation. In this case, the game is merely a vehicle
..forelamining grouP dynamics. The game is chosen,

:e content, but for the type of interaction
Aigenrates. Democracylg, for example, would be
ideal: for looking at co-operation and sponsorship.

inhmaiy
. this paper I have tried to consider why

simulation has not been widely used in the teaching
of sOciology. Although it has clear advantages for

'I.sOme subjects, its use in sociology has been limited
by. the theoretical. and analytical nature of the
ubjectHowever, some types .of simulation role
playing for example are quite widely used
although they are not available from 'commercial

sources. At the end Of the paper I tried to describe
some basic types of simulation and to indicate
where in sociology they might be used.
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Simulation Material .Available for the Teaching of
Sociology

Bushman Hunting:
An elementary simulation of the primitive
social organisation of bushman life in the
Kalahai Desert.

Educational Development Centre, 55, Chapel
Street, Newton, Massachusetts, U.S.A.

Caribou Hunting:
A game which explores the relationship between
technology and social organisation of the
Netsilik Eskimo Community of Pally Bay.

Educational Development Centre.

Generation Gap:
A simulation concentrating on the interaction
likely to exist between parents and their
adolescent child with respect to issues which
commonly reveal opposing generation attitudes.

Western Publishing C. Inc., School and
Library Dept., 850, Third Avenue, New
York, NY 10022, USA.

In Other Peoples Shoes:
A set of simulations which call upon the
participants to state, role play or act out, their
responses to confliez problems in inter-personal
relations.

Moral EdLcation Curriculum Project,
University of Oxford Institute of Education,
15, Norham Gardens, Oxford.

Life Career Games:
A simulation of aspects of the American labour
Market, Education and Marriage opportunities
(the basic idea could be adopted for British
situation).

Weston Publishing Co. Inc.

Powder Horn:
An adaption of the well known starpower
simulation. Students take the part of frontiers
men who establish a three-tier society by
trading rifles, traps and pelts.

Project. Simile, P.O. Box 1023, 1150
Silverado, La Jolla, California, U.S.A.

Star Power:
A societal Advancement game which simulates
community mobility and power structures.

Foject Simile.

Sunsh ine:
A simulation in which each participant is 'born'
into a community of a town called sunshine.
Different racial and community identities are
assumed and the game revolves around various
community development problems and their
impact on Roles and relationships.

Interact, P.O. Box 262, Lakeside, California
92020, U.S.A.
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o, ITLAYUPAND PLAY THE GAME"
PerrY; ;-Who teaches Economics and

Studies in a College of Further Education
iti &VOW.% lsurcugh:

had heard sinister rumours of strange
4-tes-,"f1, v100 used tokens and marbles rather than
W.oireftc;;Iix's .normal. people, I didn't really know

ing until it was introduced to an ALE
course 'at. Cambridge by Diane Brace. I was more
:areilsed than instructed, and so went home to read

,,.1:the:,Sourcet..;1 have now been using gaming and
'1SlinUlation for about four years on and off: and

I saV: on and off advisedly. I suspect the teacher
who makes games the hub of his teaching: thertis
e'great danger that one ends up tailoring the course
to thergames, rather than vice versa. I have tended
to Uier games 'rather sparingly, and to rely on
,Making them Myself 'using low technology' (felt-
1iPtied Pins and plenty of card!) Similarly, I always
imphasise to these about to start gaming that the
impdrtant time is the talk-out at the end, in which

,;'..-..itudents-discuss what they got from the game, and
leisons for the course.
The Wit sort of game I use involves simple

testing Of knowledge. These are really just a fun
Version of the multiple choice test: the Student
inawering correctly wins the game, rather than
iiCO.res' marks for the markbook. I'll give a couple
' Of'ipcainples of such games. Firstly, "Run The
Eciinomy": this game is used to test whether the

;:stuoents have understood the use of taxation and
"imerietary policies to regulate the modern economy,
^ and stands on a simple Keynesian understanding

of 1 economic affairs. The board is rather like a
T.MOriopoly board, only the squares have economic
iindicators written on them. For example, one

:::square will have "demand inflation", whereas
Snother might have "growth slows" or "unemploy-

f ient rises". The class members have a wken each,
..:;; and this is diced around the board. The students
.are- also dealt ten policy cards each. These detail
.I..pOssible government measures: "Cut taxes",

"Reduce Govt Spending", "Raise interest rates",
"Cancel Concorde" and so forth. Each student
dices in turn, and when his token falls on a square

',7= 'he muit play the right policy card. For example,
the correct play when you land on "Rising
unemployment" is clearly "Cut taxes" or "raise
government spending" (are you listening at the
back, Healey?)

If the student makes an incorrect play, he
picks up two extra cards. Thus, the winner is the
first student to get rid of all his ten policy cards.
I find the game takes about forty minutes with a
middle-sized group, and is easily understood: you
can elaborate rules (swapping policy cards, allowing
a 'pass'), but it's simple and effective.

More fun is the "Budget Game", which also
concerns economic management. This is a
:simulation in which the class is divided into groups
of four or five, and invited to bring out a Budget
for Britain on the basis of the information fed by
the controller. Each team starts with a Data sheet,
'detailing the costs of various moves (like raising

pensions El , or cutting VAT or whatever), and,a
Treasury Brief. They form ideas about how much
to push into or take out of the economy ('the
Buclemt Judgement') and how to do it. The controller
keeps feeding them newsflashes and further ideas,
like:

"Advice from the CBI
Now look here old boy,

We've had enough of this recession, and we
want to see vigorous government action to
bring it to a halt. An injection of £2,000m is
needed to restore prosperity.

This money should be given in investment
grants and cuts in Corporation Tax to help
hard-pressed industry. There is a danger that
unless something is done that large British
enterprises will be starved of profits, and then
where's your belly welfare state, eh?

We are also worried about the talent drain
of top professionals. We demand a cut of higher
reaches of taxation: reduce it to 65% will cost
only £500m and bring a new spirit of enthusiasm
to British industry.

Cheers for now,
Jeremy"

You probably get the idea: and there are plenty
of other messages: notes from the Prime Minister,
public opinion poll results, motions from the
Tribune Group, advice from the TUC, an editorial
from the 'Daily Express'. I like to ask my teams at
the end which advice they listened to: very often,
it is the panic of the Treasury at restless Arab
rrfbneyl It's a game that can be a lot of fun, and
can combine not only economic learning, but also
political insights. It's all the more piquant if played
the day before the real Budget, with real data!

But I said that information-testing and trans-
mitting games were just one of three groups. The
second is those games that explain concepts. One
is often asked to build on students' knowledge of
the real world, but what is their experience of
oligopolistic price rivalfy or comparative rates of
economic growth? A game can often stimulate
thought here. I have one board game called "The
Growth Game in which eight nations dice round
the board. When they land on a green square (say,
every third square), they must pick up from their
own pack of chance cards. I tailor the chance
card packs to fit national circumstances: Japan
draws plenty of Investment cards, which add one
spot to all subsequent dice scores, whereas the
United Kingdom is hampered by payments crises.
Each time the nations circle the board once, they
pick up a scoring chip: the nation with the most
chips win. UK languishes in the slow lane, the
USA's economy affects all the othors, India has
periodic population crises that oblige it to buy
food with a few chips it gains. Putting the score on
the blackboard at the end usually produced a
reasonably accurate table of economic growth
rates: because I have played it often enough to
'tune' it sol
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During subsequent class discussions, one can
refer back to the game; "Can anyone remember
what happened when the US had a recession?
That's right the rest of the western nations
missed a go. Now why?" And, again, it's interesting.

I've got a couple of other 'concept' games,
including a simple twoperson zeroium game like
the one outlined in uelson's "Economics".
The thkd reason I use ga)yies and simulations is a
bit more ethereal: I use it to examine Student
values and attitudes. I s ppose "Starpower" is
.the classic ,game here, but we can all imagine
other ones. I have an Election Game in which
students pick their own Manifesto from phrases
in a booklet like this:

"South Africa (pick one)
a. South Africa forms a valuable member of

the alliance which ''stands between the free
world and communism.

b. While we may not approve of all the policies
of South Africa, we will pursue friendly
relations with her.

c. We will withdraw our Ambassador from
South Africa and will refuse to sell them
any arms that couid be used for internal
repression.

d. We intend to give arms and finance to
guerillas in South Africa, and will recognise
and support a black government in exile."

I used this during the elections of '74, and
found that when student teams were asked to
construct manifestoes, then they produced the
same colourless centrism as the real parties do
even when they had been sorted into 'Labour
supporters' and 'Conservative supporters'.

If modern education is, in the cliche,
information-rich and experience-poor, then games
and simulations can fill a gap, enabling students to
have insights into the position of minority groups
(Starpower), the homeless (The Shelter Simulation)
or the power elite' (as in the various diplomatic
games). There is, I believe, an intrinsic value in
students forming and examining values.

Ideally, the three sorts of game could be
combined into one exercise, in which, as in reul life,
students have to apply information correctly
to complex situations using their own moral
judgements. Such simulations, naturally, are rare.
I've tried a couple. One is a trade union-employer
negotiation in which students think they are doing
a simple illustration of cost-push inflation. In fact,
they are being asked to decide whether pay_ rises
go to lower paid or higher paid, to skilled or
unskilled workers, to immigrants, women, or 'good
solid union members': and to decide also whether
to take increased income in the form of money, or
'pension rights, or working conditions. The unseen
assumptions revealed are fascinating. Similarly,
I've slipped a couple of chance cards into my
"Growth Game" which allow nations to give their
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score chips to poorer, underdeveloped nations:
they seldom do, I may add.

I don't exactly know how helpful thi; article
will be to the non-gamer. Let me just say that I've
had no special training in gaming, but learned it
as I went along. I've come round to these views:

Games can be time-consuming, but then so is
the twelve or thirteen years of compulsory
4.ducation our students undergo. They can be
r..ostly: but at least they respect the resource we
use most wastefully, the talent and enthusiasm
of our students. You sometimes have to alter
timetables and rooms to game; but then you
sometimes have to change rooms at home to
make love comfortably. You may even have
trouble getting colleagues to accept gaming:
the first time I had the dice out, the Principal
walked straight into the class. Whether he saw
me as a progressive educator or agent for Joe
Coral, I have yet to discover. But there are
rewards in student reaction and also in the
interest the teacher himself gets from the
situation. I think they form a challenging and
effective supplement to our traditional bag of
teaching techniques.
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11.11171G'S FOR' IPOLETICAL) GAMING?
.Diane Brace 1.

:n

SimUlations definitively mediate experiences and
,..;thereby they become second hand; games offer

first . hand experience but of an artifact.
:Simulation games attempt to combine the strengths
of :first hand with an analogue of an "out-there"
;reality, simplified 'perhaps distorted, perhaps
illuminating, but undeniably second hand. If

: ..','second.hand" for you carries a low status rating,
the next question may well be

"Who (on eartn)'l for Gaming?" or more crisply,
"Why bottler?"

.Taking a professional grasp on your top pocket
red biro, award mars among the following
authoritative answers, as y,-u fi:.d thr

a) appealing and b) likely to be true.

"Maybe simulations provide participants with
explicit experiential, gut-,eve, referents aboUt
ideas, conceMs and words used to describe human
behaviour" (Simile II Catalogue)t.

"Games go a long way toward oetting children
involved in underitanding language, social organ-

, : Nation, and rest; they also introduce : . . the
'idea of a theory of these phenomma." (Jerome
:Bruner Towards a Theory of Instructionl.

As a result of playing 'Democrary'

"students are better prepared to become effective
citizens and less apt to stand aside complaining of
a 'corrupt system' because their :simplistic under-
standings are not carried out by actual men."
(Zuckerman and Horn 'Getting Into Simulation
Games12.

'"Simuletion en nperational representation of the
central t.f rnIqy." (Harold Guetzkow

.;al Relat %s')3.

"A simulet,4*-r: is like a kiss, interesting to
read abme ty:/. mut.: .ne interesting to participate
in. And .'acm,. th:g to repeat the experience."

arei 1;2.-:,book of Simulation Gaming
in Sc It would be interesting to
Pause !ptre your graded papts although
perhar,..., :Is w t:e occasions, they would tell
more tr.n..0. Ie clents than the responses.

To akow quotation, in simulation
garninp ''t experience is legitimatised in
the frpi, operational representrinn' , a
workin; of a particular reality, and r c that
probatE., first hand terms is not easily .roteXit
into the classroom. And hero one rnus.
that in ou'deri educ-tion, and espec the:
practised ii% ,:chools and colleges, represt:n!atioi....1
experience is much used. Bring a butterejp into
the Biology class, it is not reality; real tjtrert'...:n.

grow in clusters in fields among browsing cows,
but picked, isolated and controlled, it may for a
limited purpose be better studied and analysed,
always providing that the understandings thus
gained do not cease at the isolated form but return
with the flower to its pastoral eco-system, and are
extended to the important inter-relationships there.

Thus with simulations, where an insistence upon
detailed de-briefing discussions in which the model
is placed beside other modes of experience,
personal, reads about, heard about, seen on
television . . . and the siting of simulation exercises
within programmes of work that provide supple-
mentary and reinforcing information, is made by
most practioners. Here, there is little difference
from other classroom techniques such as books,
charts, films and discussions which equally should
rarely be used without support from other materials.

Conveniently, political phenomena lend themselves
well to representation by models, this I think
because they are much involved with structures
and mechanisms with hierarchies, rotating elites,
the push and pull activities of pressure groups,
successive stages in legislation, movement and
counter-movement, decisions and the resultant
necessity for decisions, found in both conflict
and co-operation. Before some agressiva reader
r -.hes off at an unhelpful tangent, shouting that
here is some naif who has bought unsceptically
systems analysis theory, or worse, applied to
politics, I hasten to interject that I am not to be
heard saying that all political activity is mechanistic,
but that for the purpose of study, amended by
later disCussion, it does no great damage to politics
to look at it as a number of simplified, structured
models having scme predictable sequences of
action and eve,lt. And thus, among other
consequences, making it adaptable to the use of
games, including computer, to tee:, undirgand
end evalue its outcomes. Having -.iggested that
simulation games may be effectively employed in
teaching us, and teaching others, some things we
do not already understand about politics, the
question follows -- where to begin? Most game
writers appear to sot out from one of two possible
starting points:

a detailed descriptinn of a situation which
subsequently is paired down by the prompting of
a number of classroom considerations:

limited and therefore telescoped time, short
briefings, the number of participants, their reading
comprehension and inventive skills, the requirement
that as nearly as possible all should participate all
of the time, and the desirability that those playing
should be enjoying themselves. Added to these are
the introduction of controls over time and action
which make it possible to conduct a Motorway
Enquiry or a Cabinet Meeting without total uproar
zrejudicial to thz .3c!rn^tr class next door, or
v)sior..: sight of ti.,3 ...int.mic constraints that
operate in the real :ite situation.
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ke:; , purposes, decision periods arid report
theets; Chance C.er,ls and Control manoeuvres,
taped messaw. ltna banks, role badges and
t rules which :oft: winter surrogates for their more
: subtle kw:Jr torms . . . are employed in

kaleidoscopic combinations. Examples of games
falling inner this classification include the Longman
collection...if History and Geography Simulations5
the eke:cis-or included in the General Studies
Project(' - 'Loa:peen Environment 1975-2000'7,

'Teneinent'9, 'Radio Covingham'to
'Democry:, I I , 'Election Campaign Game'12,
'Man in vs Environment'l3, 'Mr. President'14,
and 'Infi.r1 Green ;Vlotorway'ls.

Ttte altlmative starting point is to select or contrive
a gam. crm, that is, probably having winners or
losers, :;ixplicit rules, and an element of chance
introduced by such devices as dice or picking up an

.qard, and then to attempt, without too
mutt e45$3,' to fit an analogue of a real situation
ar,un(i 'Monopoly' is an obvious example as
aic the :ons of 'Monopoly' that have plagurised
it,IS so also are 'Diplom:icy'l 7, 'Risk'I8, and

' Chri4tain Aid's version of 3,12 and Ladders'I9.
n arl.,antage possessed t?r, members of this

:sloop eta thet participants are familiar with the
gati4) either specifically or generally, which
ascts 'heir introduu, .or to a class of young
.7.::4:lents. A disadvamvti: may be that the game
mdy obs..me the ,....nulation and meire is learned
'about surcessful tactics than the situation
be:neath. hus i.:.11:Ar.;.4an 'Monopoly' players can

under.':.-md little about property
de dopm.: it: e.,-4 iiiplomacy' buffs who remain
untuiwed 1. ..-.c...:national relations(

In addition already mentioned, there are
many simile:Pi, games in existence already and
available fr education use. Within the objectives
of politice: c..lucation, the majority are from the
United States, and explore political phenomena
there, thqc circumscribing their usefulnesS in this
Juunt-y. -.ey also tend to carry an oversimple
irietiy about American politics and they are
r., i...trisive. It is curious that so few politics teachers
ha.ve devised simulation games around our own
political scenes; there are some, of course, and
surely more that I don't know about perhaps
authors would write in and tell me? but curiously
few they remain, given that political interaction is
so adaptable a field for this technique. An M.P.'s
weekly poobag, debates within Standing and
Select Committees, the preparation of a

Parliamentary Answer, the relationship between
elected members and officials in local government,
Royal Commissions, Public Enquiries, and it's
time we had something on the working of the
Ombudsman ... all are suitable cases for treatment.
Perhaps those of us who are interested in both
,politics and gaming should form a production
consortium a British version of Simile II?

For this purpose, and also because even where
published examples do exist, they are rarely
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exactly what you want for your objectives and
your class, it may be useful to look at the several
basic forms of academic simulations, and then at
two examples in some detail.

The basic forms include:

a) In-tray Exercises in which participants are
bombarded by a series of short and long term
problems, with deadlines by which they must
have been tackled; an M.P.'s,postbag would fit
felicitously into this one, Thrproblems can be
addressed to individuals, but because of the
bonus of inevitably political interaction
generated by a co-operating group, this is better
done in units of not more than six to eight
players.

b) Committee or Working Group Simulations
an In-tray Group could work as a committee; so
also could students role-playing a Selection
Committee, a District Council Committee or
the Cabinet, itself.

c) Public Hearings Public Enquiries and admin-
istrative tribunals hearing evidence, the
inevitable court room trial with role briefings
for counsel and witnesses.

d) Confrontations industrial disputes, inter-
national negotiatior , Parliamentary Debates in
our current adversary politics; these mostly
need formally controlled purposes and deadlines
in order to avoid repetitious statements of
differences.

e) Board or Card Games in which interaction is
regulated by the rules of the game.

Most academic simulations can tie seen to have
been constructed around one or two of these basic
forms. In a category of their own are such classics
as 'Starpower' and 'Bafa Bafa', both by Gary
Shirts, that have achieved this status by disregarding
national and other particular references to focus
upon the central and universal preoccupation of
politics the conflict between group loyalties and
individual gain, the nature of law and leadership,
and the powerful factors of differing heard
membership and cultures. Both simulations are
obtainable from Simile III or can be discovered in
various plagurised torms circulating arokind the
country. Further details will not be gigesi here
against the possibility that there exists one
member who has still to be initiated, of necessity
intacta, into their traumatic mysteries.20

An examination of two quite different forms of
simulation game and their application to areas
within political education may be helpful in
showing what can be done. These two may also
possess an added interest in that they were both
put together within a few productive hours by
small groups who just sat down "to write a game".



LE.GISLATE2.1

ThestiFting -point here vas the dedsion to produce
a card game, something in which the members of
the group had at the time little experience. Probably
because of the interest some of us had in teaching
politics we opted for this area, and settled after
some discussion upon one of the central activities
of government, that of making laws. In usage since,
we have found it adapts to examining the rules to
be observed in ant group, including the schools
and colleges in which the game is played.

Pray may be the retponsibility of an indivic Jal
player as in a traditional card game, or a playing
consortium of three or four members. The
advantage of the second alternative is that during
the game each group will need to discuss their
values and tactics, making explicit their reasoning
and motivations and thus be better prepared to
compare these with other groups in the debriefing
session.

The game begins with each player or playing group
arriving at an agreed formula for a 'good society'
and the regulations of social behaviour necessary
to implement it either starting from the accumu-
lation of laws existing now, or from a square one
situation. This discussion need not be made public
to other players or groups, although it would be
surprising did it not emerge during play. Each
player or group is then dealt a hand containing
equal numbers of FORBIDDEN and FREEDOM
cards, the total number being dependent upon the
time available in the playing session. Some of these
cards will be completed in conformity with each
player's 'social formula' but other kept blank in
anticipation of their tactical use during the game.

Originally, we thought it would be necessary to
have some of the cards pre-printed with sample
laws for students who needed such; subsequent use
has suggested that this is not required. After
tossin; coins or whatever for the first player, he
lays down a completed card in the middle of the
table this may contribute for example 'Freedom
to Work', such being one of the laws thought
necessary to the construction his preferred
society. Play continues around the table, each
player selecting cards to forward his society or
block those of others. 'Compromise' and
'Stalemate' cards are held in store for when these
occasions arise. The winner is he who has
contributed most to the body of law established
in the centre of the table.

In the debriefing session, each player or group
identifies his chosen form of society and the means
he used in order to chieve it; the final discussion
need not be leng;.:4 as much will have been
examined in the discussions that follow each move.
LEGISLATE should provide a mechanism by
which players are obHged to examine the diff iculties
met in translating ideology into regulation, the
problems where two desired laws seem to conflict
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with each other, and the necessity in legislation for
precision and definition. It should also be fun
to play.

SCENAR102 2.

SCENARIO was originally devised as training
exercise for teachers attempting to identify some
of the requirements and problems experienced in
writing a role-playing simulation. In the language
of my first paragraph, it is 'second hand squared'
a simulation of writing a simulation! However,
some teachers who have taken it away from
courses, have found that it has usefulness in class,
where students can learn from writing a simulation
for themselves, as well as playing those produced
for them.

This extension of the use of simulation games in
learning is an interesting one. Teachers preparing
exercises for their students have frequently
remarked the discipline it imposed on them of
recognising ,Issentials, of achieving a clear model
of structures and of the background research
necessary before they can feel confidence in a
simulation not unsurprisingly these are valuable
disciplines for students, too.

This accepted, the question has been how to
rearrange an activity so formless and dependent
upon the arrival of 'good ideas' into a shape suitable
for a class of twenty plus students. As with other
simulations, one takes an activity having a certain
procedural shape and emphasises and,simplifies it;
SCENARIO attempts to do this with simulation
construction.

The exercise is in two parts the first in which
role briefings and a scenario are prepared by small
groups, each working upon either a separate role
or the 'plot', by a process of brainstorming, and
then reducing the products of this to a limited
number of constraints, and the second in which the
simulation thus constructed is played and tested.
The scenario can very conveniently be a political,
or a partly political one; those I have used so far
include:

a meeting of sectarian leaders called by the Secretary
of State for Northern Ireland to discuss peace-
keeping measures in the Province,

a discussion on attributing responsibility for a
particular industrial accident, and

a meeting of the Executive Committee of a
constituency Labour Party met to consider a
proposal to withdraw support from the present
Labour Member.

The simulation within the simulation has so far
been limited to the structure of a meeting of role
occuoants, but could be extended. The whole
exercise requires thought and argument upon
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-,,-?-;iishatli relevant tie being the Commander of British
.:arrned forces In Northern Ireland, z.nd what
.:iciinitraints Can practically be implemented :zone
group, tackling this'role briefing wrote. "cold, grey
yes"::' one knows what their thinking was -^ but so
teeribly difficult to portrayl Preparing such role
briefings 'should do .soMething to diminish the
ffeirnplistic 'understanding?' that take too little
regard of .."aCtual men", as described in the
Zuckerrnan and Horn quotation.

s.-one who has spent much time on shape and
.structures, ththe would appear an obligation in the
:closing paragraphs of this article to lick down some
,flaps'and tie the string. The quotations with which
*I begun were included partly for amusement, and
partly for the large or small truths each one
contains. Professor Bruner points to two of the

: .former: because games use language and depend
"upon inter-relationships, they offer both practice

in and illumination of them. But this is no argument
of experience for experience's sake; in simplyfying
'end structuring, they prr ke explanations and

..theories, a contribution vital importance to
.those of us who are tryiby to improve upon the
deicription-plus-a-bit-of-moralising tradition of

!, :teaching politics.

Zuckerman and Horn's claim that more effective
citizens can be a product of academic gaming was

, . Possibly treated to a little cool British scepticism;
rnialuating the effects of games is a problematic

., activity. Experiments' have been carried out and
= articles written23 but the difficulty of isolating

and then quantifying the consequences of a
' particular technique remain, and will I think
.continue to do so. With less precision, one can
point .to evidence of involvement and higher that

, usual motivation, and to enjoyment, all positive
associates of learning.

The final quotation from Stadskev is an appropriate
place to end. Articles on gaming, such as this one,
can only suggest that maybe there is something in
these activities that is worth trying. But the best
place to start is with a more experienced
practitioner; games manuals can be bought and
there is a list of some of these, and of reference
books that contain more, at the end of this article.
But written about, they often seem incompre-
hensible or impractical. There is the statutory
"simulation fanatic" in most schools and colleges
who is only too willing to recruit you to one of
his classes. Professional associations such as
S.A.G.S.E.T. and the A.T.S.S. organise workshops
and short courses; Teachers Centres and College
of Education do likewise. Those of us who use

. 1 simulation gaming in our politics teaching claim
no panaceas nor miracle ingredients; it's another

;, technique, or being so various a bunch of
techniques to add to our professional collection.
On their comparative value we rely upon subjective
judgement, but they are enjoyable, often great fun
and -otter a different approach where others may
not have been successful. And they are a seriotis

,educational method, not a special,
particularly useful treat to be relegated

`the exams ... "

but not
to "after

The stage lightens, a bearded figure with patched
leather elbows enters Stage Right, carrying a pick
of cards, some coloured badges, a sheaf of papers
and a portable tape recorder.

He speaks enthusiastically to the group already
assembled,

"Now lads, who's for Political Gaming?"
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A role-playing simulation set in a multi-
occupational house, its tenants, landlord and
help agencies.

10. 'Radio Covingham' by Kenneth Jones. An
account is found in 'Games and Simulations'
edited by Christine Longley, BBC publications
(1972). Price 45p. Much plagurised by game
practitioners, including myself.

'Democracy' by James S. Coieman of Johns
Hopkins University and published trd Western
Publishing Co. Inc., Education Division, 850
Third Avenue, New York, NY 10022. Price
in 1973 0.50.

12. 'Election Campaign Game' devised and
available from Prof. .1.P. Cole, Department
of Geography, University of Nottingham. A
simulation of a presidential election campaign.

13. 'Man in His Environment' published by the
Coca-Cola Export Corporation, Stapleton
House, 28/33 Scrutton Street, London EC2.
A decorative, highly structured simulation
involving interest groups and environment
decisions. Price around £5.

11.

14. 'Mr. President'published by the 3M Company,
St. Paul, Mn 551u '2.S.A. A boxed, highly
ingenious campaign game making a large use
of cards.

15. 'Spring Green Motorway' published by
Community Service Volunteers, 237
Pentonville Road, London, N1 9NJ. A public
enquiry simulation.

16. For example 'Security' published by C.S.V.
as above.

17. 'Diplomacy' published by Philman Ltd.,
Beachey Road, Old Ford, London, E3 2NX
and available from large toy shops.

18. 'Risk' published by Palitoy Ltd., Coalville,
Leics., and also available from toy shops.

19. 'Snakes and Ladders' (adapted) published by
Christian Aid Publications, P.O. Box 1, 2
Sloan Gardens, London, SW.

20. 'Starpower', 'Bafa Bea' - for thoce that do
not possess copies, there are several forms
circulating around the country, unashamedly
plagurised.

21. Unpublished, although I do have a few
mimeographed copies for anyone who would
like further details; probably to be published
by the Longman Group at the end of 1976.

22. Also unpublished; a few mimeographed copies-"-
available.

13. 'Simulation Games in Learning' by S.S.
Buocock and E.O. Schild, published by Sage
(1968).

'Some current research on effectiveness of simu-
lation games as learning environments' by C.H.
Cherryholmes, published in the 'American
Behavioural Scientist', October 1966, vol 10,
no. 5, pp 4-7.

'Teaching with simulation games: a review of claims
and evidence' by C.S. Greenblat, published in
'Teaching Sociology', October 1973.

'A review of research on instructional games and
simulations in social studies education' by D.R.
Wentworth and D.R. Lewis, published in 'Social
Education', May 1973.

Further useful books on simulation gaming:

'Handbook of Games and Simulation Exercises'
edited by G.I. Gibbs and publi3hed by E. and F.N.
Span, 1974.

'Simulation and Gaming in Education' by P.
Tansey and D. Unwin, published by Methuen, 1969.

Periodicals:

'SAGSET News' published quarterly and free to
members. Membership £3.00 p.a., £4.00 overseas.

'SPATE Newsletter' a quarterly mimeographed
publication available to members. SPATE
(Simu(ations, Planning and Training Exercises
Group) full membership £2.00 p.a., associated
membership £1.00 p.a. Hons .Secretary, SPATE,
Nelson, Lancs. BB9 8JT.

'Simulation/Gaming News' published six times a
year. $7.00 p.a. overseas subscription. Box 3039.
University Station, Moscow, Idaho 83843, U.S.A.
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COMMENT ON GAMES AND SIMULATIONS
AS AN EDUCATIONAL TECHNIQUE

by Haze! Sumner

The choice of educational strategies depends to a
large extent on the aims we have in mind when we
pursue a course of study with our students or
pupils. All three of the other contributors to this
symposium have commented on the seeming
reluctance of social science teachers to take up the
use of games and simulations as a technique. One
possible reason not put forward is that our clients
have such a high level of intrinsic interest in our
subject matter, that we do not require the use of
such "gimmicks" to motivate them to learn! For
it is because of their high motivation potential that
games and simulations have become popular with
the geographers, and more latterly the historians,
mentioned, not without a touch of approval, by -
the other contributors.

But what else can these techniques achieve?
The evidence is very mixed. Given this and the fact
that bought games and simulations rarely fit the
pa cularities of the individual classroom situation,
and that construction of these materials is a time-
consuming business, it is perhaps understandable
that we have not taken them up in a big way.
Instead, there have been other under-used techniques
which social studies teachers have been keen to
develop. I am think!ng in particular of discussion
and all manner of explorations into the social
espects of the local environment. Perhaps too, we
have had enough to do as we have struggled to get
our subject established in the curriculum at
all stages.

Coupled with this are the underlying doubts
about the educational value of games of simu-
lations. These doubts are evident in the other
articles in this symposium. Helen Reynolds devoted
a whole article to reservations in an eatlier edition
of this journal.1 Centrally, do these techniques
teach pupils the sort of things we do not want
them to learn? Personally, I feel that "games" are
more suspect than "simulations". I will develop
this point later, but here I must pause t confront
the cloudy quest!on of definitions, a question
which has bedevilleci our assessments of the value
of these strategies.

It seems to me that definitions such as those
proposed by Garvey2 only make the situation
worse. All manner of criteria for his classification
are bundled together and the result is a confusing
array of overlapping categories and subordinate
categories. It is instructive hat in the event,
Anthony Russell has finished up by exploring
"role-play" and "games". While I found his detailed
suggestions very interesting indeed, I was bothered
by these headings because could not shake of f the
thought that games involve role-play.

In the end I found it simpler to think of 'games
and simulations' as a collection of techniques
involving role-play in some fo,m or other, but
varying in terms of:

a) the degree to which the particularity of
the roles are specified.
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and b) the degree to which the role-playing
situation is pre-structured.

Roles
In some situations we might require vague role

definition. For example open-ended role descrip-
tions are useful if one wants the pupils to reveal
their assumptions about how certain social
situations operate. A teacher associated with the
"8-13 Project"3 did this successfully with some
eigiit year olds. He used a Family Breakfast
Simulation, in order "to rescue the phenomena of
social lite from familiarity"4, a major aim in most
social science courses. In this case the social
phenomenon was family life, and the simulation
was followed by a discussion which relied heavily
on the question 'Why?' This over-all strategy would
seem to be equally applicable to older students.

However, there are occasions when very precise
role definition is called for. Teachers on the
"8-13 Project" found this to be useful when there
was some chance that the role.playing might prove
threatening to some of the pupils. A detailed role
brief gives such pupils a chance to hide behind a
well defined character which is clearly distinct
from the pupils themselves.

In some cases detailed specifications are un-
avoidable, as when the teacher wants to use a
particular character real or fictional as a focus
for a simulation which follows on from previous
in-depth study. In this situation the simulation
becomes a means of evaluation also, for the teacher
can observe the degrce to which the pupils have
empathised with the character concerned. If the
pupil can play the role in a creative way which still
rings true, it is reasonable to deduce that he has
managed to enter into the cognitive categoiies and
affective disposition of the character involved.

Situations
Situations can be more or less structured in

terms of:

(i) the goals to be pursued
(ii) the balance between 'choice'and 'chance'

(Oi) the degree to which the alternatives for
choice are already specified

and (iv) the type of personal inter-action allowed.

Board games especially, are usually very tightly
controlled in these respects. The aim of the game is
clearly stated, while 'chance' and 'choice' are care-
fully balanced most of ten in favour of chance,
which is another way of talking about the teacher's
control. It, as seems likely, he intends the role-
playing situation to be an analogue of the real
world, it is also another way of talking about the
teacher's conception of social reality. This is the
nub of my own !incase with gaming as an edu-
cational technique in soci.%1 studies. There seems to
be a very great danger of transmitting, rher than
exploring conception,. the t.ocial world. Given all
the trappings of a gaiiie situa.tion. there is a s'rong
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possibilitY that the pupils will find it difficult not
to be swept along by the coherent logic of the
game's definition of the social situations.

This is not inevitable however, for there is the
debriefing period. The other writers have inade
pasiing mention of this stage. I would like to
emphasise its central importance if these role.
playing strategies are to realise their educational
potential. In the debriefing period the pupils can
be encouraged to search out and examine the
assumptions which underpin the game.

To return to the question of control and the
dimensions in which it can operate. Too many
games emphasise the competitive relationship
between players. How many leave this question
open for the pupils to decide? What are these
competitive games trying to do train pupils for
their future 'roles n society or 'tell them how it
is'? Neither of thuse aims comes in my list for
social studies ed jcacion

Implicit in 'hese c...unents has L;een the
necessity for deciding on one's objectives. The
question of whether or not to i:se role-playing
techniques is a second level question. We 'lave a
lot of .work still to do in clarifying ol!: aims and
finking these with specific techniques before we
decide to give any particular strategy a major place
in our repertoire. Meanwhile, let us use games and
simulations with caution. Let us remember too
that the most mind-stretching aspect of the whole
enterpri.:e lies in the construction of games, rather
than in the playing of them. With a little assistance,
even younger pupils are capable of making games
and they seem to enjoy the research and thinking
involved. If this approach were more widely used,
several ofthereservatiOns expressed here would
cease to be relevant.
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GAMES AND SIMULATIONS AT BOSWORTH
COLLEGE by Nigel Gann

The Humanities course at Bosworth College, a
Leicestershire Upper School, caters each year for
over 600 students in each of the Fourth and Fifth
Years, and leads to qualifications in English and
Community Studies at either GCE Ordinary Level
or CSE (mode 3). In o;der to break down the
artificial barriers sunounding the Humanities
subjects, and to supply a focus for the English
work, whether imaginative or discursive, the
course is divided into ten Units, structured to work
outwards f,om the student's individual experience
to more generalised conceptual thinking. The first
Unit, for example, deals with childhood and the
family, Unit Two with adolescence, Unit Three
wIL'i education, Unit Four work, and so on.

The course is now in its fifth year, and the
following aim was among those given in the
original syllabus drawn up in 1971: 'To assist
students to develop the moral judgement necessary
in every aspect of life, and to enable them
adequately to communicate with others'. Therefore
it is clear that, while every effort is made 'to .
individualise the learning process in mixed ability
groupings, case-studies, games and simulations
form an ideal basis for group work. Simulation as
a teaching technique seems to have at least the
following contributions to make towards the kind
of course pursued here:

(a) In creating understanding of a social process or
role, it is second only to direct experience of
the reality.
Nit allows true mixed ability teaching situations,
where each student can contribute. Frequently the
academically least able seem to flourish when they
are invited to 'lose' themselves in role-playing, or
in the strategies of gaming.
(c) It removes the normal stress 'right or wrong'
in decision-making being teachej-based. 'Rightness'
may include a variety of alternatives, and is self-
rewarding within the terms of the simulation.

Within the course, those of us using the
technique would not want to employ it more than
once in each Unit. The timing of its usage will
depend upon the nature of the simulation and the
role it is best suited to fill, i.e. as an introduction
to the concepts involved in the Unit; as a stimulus
to awaken interest in particular prcblems raised;
or to encapsulate the ideas discussed in a summing-
up of the Unit. Over-use, of course, creates similar
problems to the over-use of any one teaching
technique.

We have to hand many of the 'standard' simu-
lations and games used in the teaching of the
Social Sciences, such as Gary Shirts"Starpower%
the Coca-Cola Environment Game; Shelter's
'Tenement% the Oxfam 'Aid Committee Game'
and so on. Wherevor possible, however, we prefer
to produce our own resources and these, while
perhaps lacking the professionalism of commercial
material, more direcly answer our own needs, and
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have the'everw9eImhg advantage of familiarity for
the teacher.

There follows a description of three of the
simulations used in the cr .rse, two of which have
been devised here, and the third elsewhere.

"Brrght's Suede Factory" I include this as an
example of a very simple simulation devised literally
overnight to answer a short-term need felt by
students in the tilnit on Work', whn found it
difficult to understand the conflicting nature of
pressure groups within industry. The class is
divided into five groups: The Cabinet, Local

. retailers, the Board of D:rectors of Bright's Factory,
the Union, shop-floor workers. Specific roles may
be distributed within each group. The teacher casts
himself as the Queen, any outside agencies where
needed, the BBC, the local press, and God. He then
reads out news bulletins which affect the future of
local industry, and each group writes their reactions
to the news and any decisions they make to take
advantage of the new situation. The teacher merely
needs to keep such decisions within the bounds of
reality, and to point out the alternatives where
necessary. Such bulletins might include: Increase
in the Cost of Living; Power workers work to rule;
Planning Permission granted for extension to the
factory; Civil war in t$-.: c-1.1c1try which produces
60% of the raw matP:ial; Production by a rival of a
new synthetic suede. Groups can be encouraged to
negotiate amongst themselves, forming alliances,
power blocs, strikes etc. This simulation, though
lacking in sophisticaticn, represents the skeleton
of Industrial relationships, with the minimum of
materials and organisation, and maintaining a fair
degree of teacher control.

Further details of Bright's Suede Facwry are
available under the title 'Work' from: Central
Index of Games and Simulations, Bishop

. Grosseteste College, Lincoln.

"Terry Parker" is again, a simulation produced in a
very short time, but based on the Plann'ng Exercise
model devised by Paul Twelker. It shows the kinds
of stress created within a not atypiCal family
situation, and asks students to come up with one
of a number of possible solutions. The class is
divided into groups of four or five, while five
volunteers are withdrawn to represent figures in
Terry's background: His mother, girl-friend, head-
teacher, Art teacher and probation officer. When
each has studied his or her bdefing, each group
interviews each role-player separately, with the aim
of producing a report on the recommended future
of Terry. Terry, aged 15, lives at Beechwood
Children's Home aril attends Crossways Upper
School. He has lived at Beechwood for a year now,
and is just approaching h's 16th birthday.

He came to live at Beechwood because his
mother a divorcee could no longer control
him, and both she and the Social Welfare felt he
would be better under stricter discipline. He mixes
with an 'undesirable' set, who are often in trouble
with the police. He is not a ragular attrnder at
Crossways, and his reports from there maii.ly take
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the form of complaints abourThs altitUdes and
behaviour, although he is talented at, and,enjoys,
Art, The Reporting Groups are each a Committee
of lkardens and Govenors of Beechwood and, at
the end, can make recommendations as to Terry's
future. The Evaluating Group of role-players
should each be given a sheet describing their
characters, and representing a different aspect of
Terry's life. At the finish, each Reporting Group
communicates its decision or recommendation,
with reasons, zo the rest of the class. The role-
players may then evaluate these with reference to
their characters, and open discussion can take place.

The Terry Parker simulation is included in the
C.S.V. Family Kit.

"Broken Squares" is a game which we use in the
final unit of the Humanities course, which deals
with 'Ideas of Progress'. It is adapted from
'Communication Patterns in Task-Oriented Groups'
by Alex Bavelas. Five six-inch square cards are cut
into different patterns and the pieces are distributed
in five envelopes, which are given to a group of five
students. The task is to form, in fifteen minutes,
five squares of equal size, during which members
of the group may not speak, may not ask or signal
to another member for a card, but may give cards
to another member. Each member of the group
mu= aim to finish with a six-inch square in front
of him. The task requires 3iient co.operation, an
understanding of the needs of the total group, and
a willingness to give away pieces which seem
essential to one's own task. This 'submersion' of
the individual within the group can lead to very
wide-ranging discussion, particularly towards the
need for international co-operation in the solution
of the problems of the Third World.

'Broken Squares' appears in 'A Handbook of
Structural Experiences for Human Relatiors
Training, Vol. l' ,y Pfeiffer and Jones (University
Associates Press, J.S.A.)
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JUVENILE DELINQUENCY STATISTICS
by Roger Gomm, Stevenage College of

Further Education

This is basically a card-sorting eXercise. Its objective
.is to allow students to experience the sort of
decision-making which is entailed in the production
of official juvenile delinquency statistics and the
way in which the criminological theories of police-
men, magistrates etc. allow them to discriminate in
the application of the delinquent label. The theories
of people who make the decisions are likely to be
re-discovered by the investii Aing sociologist and
mistaken for explanations of why young people
commit offences.

The outfit consists of 100 cards. These result
from the combination of 10 different offences and
ten 'home backgrounds' described as might be
discovered by an invest:Gtting policeman. School
reports and social work reports are available for
each home background. There is a flow diagram
illustrating the provisions of the Children and
Young Persons Act 1969, a duplicated review by
D.J. West of his longitudinal study at the Cambridge
Institute, a sheet for analysing results and a flow
diagram 'Theory in Action' reproduced here. A kit
for making this simulation will be available through
the resources exchange.

Method time 200 mins.
Students have been asked to read in advance a

short review by D.J. West of his study "Present
Conduct, Future Delinquency" and to make a list
of the factors said to be associated with juvenile
delinquency. This is to sensitise them to 'adverse
home' factors. .

Students are told of the provisions of the
Children and Young Persons Act 1969 as it applies
to the police dealing with young persons alleged to
have committed an.offence. They are then divided
into ten small groups each with ten cards. They are
asked to imagine themselves policemen and to
decide for each card whether to prosecute or to
deal with the case outside the court (It is worth
tape-recording the deliberations of one group for
replay). The results are then collected using a code
marked on each card.

Students are then introduced to the procedures
of the juvenile court and the sentences available to
magistrates and are asked to sit as magistrates on
the cases they have selected for prosecution as
policemen. They may ask for school and social
work reports.

Meanwhile staff use a pre-coded device to
analyse the prosecution. Each home background
contains certain types of information about the
social standing, standard of house-keeping, income
etc. of the family background which translates into
numbers. The completed analysis sheet shows the
number of occasions each factor would appear if
the cards for prosecution had been selected at
random, and the number of times each factr
appears through the decision of the class.

When students have finished sentencing, the
results of the analysis of prosecutions is displayed.

(In seven out of 'eight sessions so far these have
shown a significant over-representation of young
persons from 'bad homes' among the prosecutions

despite the fact that each offence in the pack
appears with ten different home backgrounds). The
composition of the pack of cards is explained to
the class anch hence the significance of what ever
skewing is shown in the results. One offence is
taken and discussed with each group contributing
in turn to discover what it was about the home
background which caused them to prosecute or
not. (If a tape recording has been made, use it
here.) A similar discussion follows on the sentencing
decisions, although these are not analysed in detail
since by this time the numbers are too small to
make the basis for generalisations.

Students are then asked to imagine a naive
socio'ogist analysing the results of their behaviour
as policemen and formulating such statements as
'poverty causes young people to commit criminal
offences'2. Such statements are discussed With the
class to '6.:.1d rebrmulations such as 'evidence of
poverty j_rer".0Gies policemen and magistrates to
label yaw a efficial delinquents'.

The : n) t:.,:tors said to be associated with
juvenil: derived by the class from
D.J. We: in Iv discussed in the light of the
experience r, i. imJlation. The flow diagram
'Theory in A, is t:isplayed so that parallels can
be drawn between the ;processes entailed in the
creation of juvenile delinquency statistics and in
the creation of other 'deviance' statistics and so
that the distinction between 'theories of deviance'
and 'theories in deviance' can be made.

This exercise has been used successfully with
0 and A level students, Health Visitor and Social
Work students. There are of course risks entailed
from classes who either prosecute everyone, or
refuse to prosecute anyone but the class should
be reminded that they are to act as if they were
policemen hnd magistrates. It is of course possible
that other forms of skewing will appear in the
results. This would make th., exercise less satisfying
but would not invalidate it since its objective is to
demonstrate the effect of participants' theories of
deviance, in the .creation of deviance, whatever
those theories are.

Notes:
1. Materials for this exercise are available through

the ATSS Resources Exchange Scheme.
2. Formulated as appropriate to the results of

the simulation.
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JUVENILE DELINQUENCY SIMULATION ANALYSIS OF RESULTS

CHARACTERISTICS OF FIRST OFFENDERS APPEARING IN COURT

SOCIAL CLASS

HOUSING STANDARD/
HOUSEKEEPING

A/B C1/C2 D/E

0 30 50 20 20
0 50 30

GOOD BAD

0 40
E

60 60
E 40

INCOME

PREVIOUSLY KNOWN
TO POLICE

TYPE OF OFFENCE

DEMENOUR OF
PARENTS

CRIMINAL OR
PROBLEM
FAMILY

ADEQUATE INADEQUATE

0 E
60 60

E
40 40

KNOWN UNKNOWN

0 60
E 50

E
50

VANDALISM RAPE VIOLENCE THEFT DRUNKENNES:

0 E40 50 0 E
10 10

0 E
25 20

0 E
25 30 0 E

10 10

DEFERENTIAL NOT DEFERENTIAL

0 20
E

60
0 80

E 40
rr -

C1IIMINAL OR PROBLEM NOT CRIMINAL OR PROBLEM

I; 71
E 30 30

E 70

Observed in simulation

Expected occurence had the cards for prosecution been selected at random

All figures in percentages
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SPECIMEN CARDS

V 15 years old was arrested for bein(7)1
possession of stolen property: two cigarette
lighters and 100 cigarettes which he claimed he
had purchased jn good faith from another boy
(now helping the police with their enquiries into
a break-in)

The police had already met the youth
during questioning at the police station some
months previously about an affray at a disco. On
that occasion no charge had been made against
him.

The police took the youth home to an expensive
scandinavian style dwelling with expensive cars
parked in the drive. Mother, Father and an elder
sister were preparing for a party, putting out
side dishespf crisps and mixing drinks. Father
was at first very hostile to the police, asking them
if they had nothing better to do then to interfere
with childrene games. He made play of the fact
that he knew the chief constabte. Later he
changed his attitude and offered the officers
a drink.

CARD V D

Not Known

Dealt with
Informally

I.
V 15 years old was arrested for being in
possession of stolen propeily: two cigarette
lighters and 100 cigarettes which he claimed he
had purchased in good faith from another boy
(now helping the police with their enquiries into
a break-in)

The police had had no previous contact
with this youth. They took him to his home, a
rather faded detached house on the edge of town.
His parents were obviously very shocked by their
son's behaviour. His father a primary school
headmaster had to be restrained by the police
from hitting his son with a walking stick.

CARD V C)
FLOW DIAGRAM 'THEORY IN ACTION'

All people who
commit Offences

Nie

Known

Police

1"t<
Prosecuted

1

Court

Dismissed/Not Official Criminals
Guilty Delirquents

Theories of human nature
about why people commit
crimes, what sort of people
commit crimes, how they can
be recognised and what should
be done about them.

Probation/
Social Workers

Studies of personal and
social characteristics
of official criminals/
delinquents

Mass Media
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THE MIDCHESTER SIMULATIONS
by Keith Poulter, Loughton College

of Further Education.

This is a simulation of a constituency Labour
Party selection meeting, at which the delegates are
to choose a parliamentary candidate. The object is
to make more real to students the variety of
factors and factions involved in such a
selection. The simulation was designed for use with
an evening .class of eighteen students of varying
ages, taking a coursa in 'A' level Government and
Politics, but could no doubt be modified for
other groups.

The class had previously been given a handout
outlining the machinery and processes of parliament-
ary candidate selection in the major British parties,
together with a note on U.S. primaries. Four
people had been primed to take the part of
candidates, two members of the class and two
members of staff. In the event, one of the teachers
was not available, so I had to double-up as a
candidate and as chairman which could easily
have been confusing. At the beginning of the lesson
the class were issued with several documents. These
included a background piece (half A4) on the
constituency of "Midchester", a background piece
on the local Labour Party, brief details of the
candidates, and delegate cards. Midchester is
described as a marginal seat, socially and occupation-
ally mixed. Local industries and problems are
described, as well as the recent political history of
the area. The details of the local Labour Party
include the composition of the General Management
Committee two major unions, several minor
ones, ward delegates etc; mention of ideological
and age-group conflicts; and the names and standing
of influential party person&ities. These background
materials provide a framework within which the
class are to act as delegates, and the candidates to
make their .appeals. Each delegate card represents
five delegates, and in the case of the class of
eighteen, each student was given three cards, i.e.
each student had to cast the votes of fifteen
delegates. Each delegate card states who the
delegates represent (e.g. T.G.W.U., ward party),
whether they are committed to support a particular
candidate, and possibly some indication of their
ideological stance, main considerations in selecting
a candidate, prejudices, personal details such as
age, sex, occupation, whether they are inclined to
follow certain local party figures and so on. In
some this information indicates clearly how
particular delegates will vote; in many cases it gives
only a general idea leaving it to students who
have that card to decide how to vote in the hght of
the delegate profile, candidate performance and
their own values.

Whoever is acting as chairman (the teacher?)
outlines the proceedings, i.e. that each candidate
will speak for X minutes, followed by Y minutes
for questions, after which the selection will be
made by means of exhaustive ballot. In the case of
the evening class, with only ninety minutes available
for the simulation, each candidate was restricted
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to five minutes speech followed by three'rninutes
of questions. The chairman introduced each
speaker brief details of whom were available to
the delegates (as in reality):

The candidates apart from my own genuinely
nervous, halting performance! were excellent.
Allan, a fiftyish member of the class, very articulate
and in reality a Conservative, was most convincing
as a 'moderate' Trade Union figure of advanced
years; Steve, a young left.wing Trade Union activist
played himself asconvincingly as one would expect;
Mary, a colleague on the staff at Loughton College,
portrayed a 'middle-of.the road', earnest social
worker; and I attempted, without much success, to
be the archetypal young professional who would
not alienate voters. Following our short speeches
we were asked impromptu ouestions from the
floor: these were in fact very similar to the kinds
of questions often asked at re& selection meetings

ranging from issues of local unemployment and
taxation, to 'would you live in the constituency?'
and 'what is your definition of Socialism? Those
members of the class who had acted as candidates
now resumed their role as delegates.

There was a short break again mirroring
reality, though tea and biscuits were not un-
fortunately available whilst delegates conferred,
and word was passed around that Bill Palmer and
Cliff Rowlands, local party opinion leaders, were
supporting particular candidates. On the meeting
once more coming to order, ballot slips were
distributed and voting commenced. On the first
ballot Allan and Steve, both officially backed TU
candidates, were well out in front. Mary was
eliminated on the first ballot, and I followed on
the second. On the final ballot, Allan was selected
as parliamentary candidate, following which he
made a short, graceful acceptance speech.

The session was. I think, a success despite
one or two last-minute hitches, such as one of the
candidates not being available. Student interest was
evident throughout, the candidates' puformances
were thoroughly enjoyed, and there was real
interest in the outcome. Unfortunately we did not
have as long as I would have liked for follow-up
discussion though some interesting points were
made about the role of the unions and the limited
information on which selection is made. Next time
I use this simulation I shall allow two hours and
have all candidates drawn from outside the class.
Also, time permitting, I'd prefer to have five or six
candidates, as this is more usual. All the necessary
materials are available through the Resources
Exchange. These include notes on preparing and
running the simulation, constituency and party
background notes, candidates' details, full set of
delegate information, specimen ballot paper, back-
ground notes on parliamentary selection, and a
follow-up work sheet. I should be interested to hear
from any ATSS members who use the simulation
particularly any criticisms and suggestions for
improvement. We should also like to shear from
anyone who has produced any games or simulations
for politics teaching, or indeed for any area of the
soci& sciences.



DO IT YOURSELF : THE EDUCATION STAKES
by Frank Reeves

Teachers often wish to use gaming and simulation
techniques in the classroom but cast around in vain
for commercial material that is even vaguely
related to syllabus or student need. Quite obviously
teachers must devise their own games. What follows
is an account of how the greenest of amateurs set
out to produce his very own teaching aid, and
:;reated for himself and others hours of educational
Lappioess.

The secret of amateur success is simpity. The
simpler the game, the more rapidly its principles
am z.Aimilated, and the sooner it can be played. Put
for the educational game, the constraints of the
classroom situation must be firmly borne in mind.
The best kind of game is one that can be played in
one session, be it of thirty minutes or two hours
duration, by small, or large, numbers of students of
wide-ranging ability. It mustalso have an educational
application, obvious to both exLminabon-orientated
students, and to our colleagues who see education
as a form of mortification for worldly pleasures
(the 'delayed-gratificsticsn' brigade). The game's
relevance to the syllabus, its use as stimulus
materiel and its su:tability as a franyiwork on which
to build further lessons are of obvious importance.

Education Stakes was the outcome of my
(I.:angelical zeal to bring a fertile variety of method
into my otherwise sterile classroom. I found many
students slow to grasp the idea of life chance in
education. They either believed that everybody
who 'had the brains and tried sufficiently hard at
schor.l could, with equal ease, succeed through
education, or that no matter how had you tried,
life was entirely preordained. Education and social-
isation happened to be topics on the GCE 0 and A
!ev e. sociology syllabus and they were usually
closely related in the reading with social class (or
.more accurately, The Of fice of Population Censuses
and Surveys' classification of occupations into
socio-economic categories or 'social classes').

As the only board game with which I was
moderately familiar was Snakes and Ladders, much
of my game's details derived from that source:
there was a start, and a winning area, counters,
and progression by throwing a die. However, I

replaced the 'snakes' by advantages: 'move forward
to', and the 'ladders' by penalties: 'miss a throw',
'return to etc.

I laid out the game on a board 25" x 60" which
folded into three sections for ease of transport.
The 'stakes' consisted of five routes (corresponding
to the five Office s-of Population CenSuses and
Surveys' social class categories) running parallel for
most of the distance around the perimeter of the
board. The outer circles (or more accurately oval
shapes) corresponded to 'white collar' social
groupings and were divided into approximately
eighty squares. The inner 'manual' circles were
purposely shorter sixty squares to reflect the
shorter formal educational life cycle.

Players travel around the board by throwing a
die. In this way everybody progresses, but at a

slightly different pace. In real life, this might be
compared with an individual's 'biography'. Two
players, on the same class route, might perform
very differently. A player starts at birth, and
passes through stages on the board, marked third,
fifth, eighth; eleventh, fourteenth, sixteenth and
eighteenth birthdays. On completion of the
educational sqUares, the routes curve round to link
with the birth or 'starting' squares with the words:
"You get married and start a family. Your first
child is born and begins the education game here."
This intergenerational aspect has, of course, been
itighlighted in sociological literature, but it has the
additional advantage of preventing the more
'forward players' from dropping out and disrupting
the game. Opportunities are also provided for
upward ol i:wnward social mobility to take place.

In addition, each class route has different
advantages or hazards, devised to fit in with social
and sociological knowledge of the real aids or
obstacles facing children from different socio-
economic backgrounds. Needless to say, the lower
the, social class, the more numerous the
disadvantages.

Some of my square fillings were a trifle fanciful
(e.g. "Your mother has read an article in a woman's
magazine on the inadvisability of checking genital
play, forward to 4") but a touch of facet;ousness
helps to excuse the artificiality of the game, and to
make it more acceptable to sceptical players. Many
of the squares, however, had serious implications
and were meant to raise questions about particular
sociological theories or findings. Students might
have been puzzled to land on a square reading
'Bernstein approves of your 'universalistic'. meanings,
forward to 21', if they were following social class
rdutes I and II, or 'Bernstein thinks you have a
restricted linguistic code and that your language is
context-bound, miss one throw', if they were
following social class routes III, IV or V. Apart
from the penalties of failing the eleven plus, or
having circular 10/65 working in your favour, more
particular sociological obstacles such as 'different-
ation' and 'polarisation' also manifested themselves.
But for those who would have needed to have
these explained to them after the game, more
straightforward squares were easily comprehended.

If you travelled along route V you might have
been neglected by the baby minder, knocked down
by a car while playing in the street, or excluded
from school for having head lice. Even for those
destined for a public school, the au pair nanny
might unexpectedly leave, but generally your
future would have been assured by private kinder-
garten, preparatory school, or extra tuition. If,
with these advantages, you developed an
appropriate 'presenting culture for public school',
you were entitled to an extra throw. But you
might lose out later, if you were averse to your
duties as a fag, or if you developed acute anxiety
about your masculinity.

How the game has been used
I usually play the game as a second lesson in a

series on the education system, or at least after
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.ttAorief introd. uction, Students need to know a
little about the classification of occupations and
the relationship between work, education, and life
chances, although this tends to be asserted spon-
taneously as the game progressed. The board is laid
out on two or three tables or desks drawn together
for the purpose and students are invited to gather
round. About fifteen people rtyv comfortably
participate. I have found that it is more convenient
for the teacher to allocate students to their 'social
classes' and for a list to be drawn up of the throwing
order (this ..articularly necessary when students
are expecteo to miss throws). In order to evoid
pl:t ring congestion, it is best to throw in this order:
I, Ill, IV, V, ;, II, Ill, IV, V, etc., rather than to
have three people thri.w in route I, followed by
three in route II. Each student should write his
name on his countai, :)ich should match the
colour of his route. As a - .It his upward or down-
ilvard social mobility is ..idily recognisable.

Resu:ts
The game surpassed by ew-,., .ons as a

teaching aid. Students on t, GCE 0,
A level, courses for teachers,
play contentedly for at least nit nt ' Thri4ld
the time limit be shorter, the J '..:`
tiopped to accord with the 2.i' Ir0 !J`
,ire the 'game' is never nee. + a

-_;w-up lessons could be der :hi i ne':,
, iv different 'leads', and on the

,..,ita.;".ity or otherwise of certain items
ften continue for a', least two :,ess;nris

I was also amend at student
.rsnt. there was a good deal of chea:ing t. z!.eaid

,vrt-solsrd 'social mobility. One young worna:, in
itg :lass actually burst imtc, tears vvi%n

frtttd sha had ended up as art unskillad VV(!(:2!
arid at: ia a game resembling Snake:i end Laddas.
When I've learnt how tc play Monolopy I may
worK on 1,:iother game.

NINE GRADED SIMULATIONS by Kenneth Jones
They are published by Media Resources Centre,

ILEA
Highbury Station Road
London N1 1SB.
Tel: 01-226 9143

The Nine Graded Simulations are sold in three
batches of three. Each of the nine kits contains its
own C....rstroller's Notes, Notes for Participants, and
realisr hocumentary type material. For example,
the agenr4 tape, the handouts, and the
listeners :utters in Radio Covingham all look like
the real thing.

As far as possible the simulations are open
ended, with no 'right' answers, and evenly divided
pros and cons. Also the participants can take an
active role throughout part-time roles and
passive roles have been avoided.

The aim is to give practice in communication
skills discussing, arguing, reporting, interviewing,
speaking in 'public' in a wide range of roles and
siutations, all relevant to the modern world. The
participants find out for themselves how tbings
happen in real life.

The 9 simulations are graded in order of diffi-
culty and responsibility. In the second simukition,
Finnt Page, the participants are members of a
newsrootn taking joint decisions about the make-up
nf their newspaper's front page, whereas in the
,;grith simulation, The Azim Crisis, they are
individtral statesmen or journalists having individual
responsibilities,

The lowest age range is probably 14 .15 years,
ar d. the material can be used to university level.
The teacher Ga.:ides whether to use the simuiation
vs a series, or wheth:',r to use :hem individually
according to the subject al ea.

1. SURVIVAL There arc survivors of a plane
crash in Red Desert, and of c shipwreck in
Shipwrecked. in both cases the group decides
whether to go north, south, east or west, and when
they have taken the decision *hey receive another
map square from the Controller. Eech map square
represents a day's jou: rey.

2. FRONT PAGE Sub-editors on a local news-
paper make up the iront page as news flows in.
They select, but do rr...,t re-write stories. They write
headlines. There is a dea,iline.

3. RADIO COVINGHAM Journalists on a local
radio station produce a .,)rogramme called "News
and Views at 7". They aceive all the handouts and
lista sem letters wher- they start, but news flows in
graduey. They encouraged to interview people
cornet !ed with the news or views. There is a
deadline.

4. PROPERT Y TRW L Legal officers (Blue
Group) supervise the buriness and property dealings
of the Red Group and 010 V.-1h" Group. They are
citizens of an imaginary c; .ntry where an oil
shortage and the annual budots gradually favour
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one group which accumulates wealth nioch faster
064 the other roup. After several rounds of

...I trading there is a public inquiry into the dist:ibution
and taxation of wealth in which participants give
eviidence and argue for or against changes.

5, APPOINTIW 'ITS BOARD Members of a

board intervies cani.iidates for the post of head of
a coMprehentive school. The profiles give the
participant's basic views on two main issues (a)
discipline and ib) formalinformal teaching.

1.6. THE DOLPHIN PROJECT Town councillors
and newspaper and radio journalists are concerned
With a controversial project of a combined
swimming pool and shopping centre. Represent-
ativw of the media compete with each other in the
coverage of the story. Colincillors are interviewed
and meetings are reported. There aro several
deadline4.

7. AIRPORT CONTROVERSY There are various
roles government inspectors, local officials,
residents, representatives of trade associations and
airports, and journalists from newspapers and
television. The first part deals with the campaigns
fo.: and against the proposal to extend the runway
of a locaS airport so as to allow it to take medium
range jet plena:. The second part is the Government
inquiry. There are deadlines for the media. There is
a 'library' of documents reports on noise,
newspaper editorials, readers' lettert, airport hend.
book, etc.

. 8. TH'7. AZIM CRIS Apart from the 'Control
.Team' each participant is either a statesman or a
journalist. The journalista represent public opinion
in their otw country, and this can limit the actions
or ''heir ow. stwesmen. There ara five countries,
anc one of them, is an island divided between
a majority and a minority community, with
different languages, religions, end cultur; s. Az;rn
has two iearr. of statemen and two teams
jot. Th. rimulation begins on the day after

ieader ci the c,ajority community seizes
dictatorial power. The documentary material
.includes extracts from all the :naming newspapers
of that day. The citiurse of the simulation depends
entirety on the participants.

9. ACTION OR LIBEL The participant.
either counia: or judges dealing with libel
Five cases (real ...met) -nay be tried. There are no
witncid (to a.. lio cart timc roles) and no jury
(tO av.;id paasive roles). The facts of each case art.
agreed by both sides, the disagreement L., ubct,t
whether or not the woids were defamatory, and
. whether or not there an adoquate defence
justif privileq? or fair comment. The
documents include brief guide to th-e law )f
libel, and sew. exx.roles and precedents,
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Boo Ki AND SOURCES OF INFORMATION ON
GAMING AND SIMULATION

Some relevant books include:

1. Taylor & Walford. Simulation in the Classroom
penguin 1972. 60p
A useful first reference which considers the
general issues and gives six examples in detail.
Also contains a section on sources.

2. G.I. Gibbs (ed). Handbook of Games and
Simulation Exercises. 1974. E. & F. Spon Ltd.,
11 New Fetter Lane, London.
The first register of educational games and
simulations to be published in the UK, it
contains some 2,000 references (not all social
science), as well as details of magazines etc.

3, C. Long ley. ted). Games and Simulations. BBC
Publications. 1972.
A very useful introduction, it also contains
a list of games and simulations available.
Unfortunately now out of print, but worth
obtaining from a library if you haven't got
a copy.

4. Elliott, Sumner & Waplington. Games and
Simulations in the Classroom. (Schools Council
Place, Time and Society 8-13 Project) Collins-
ESL Bristol. 1975.
A short booklet including sections on the
'why' and 'how' of using games and
simulations, and on constructing and evaluating
them.

5. Livingston and Stoll. Simulation Games: An
Introduction for the Social Studies Teacher.
Free Press.
Includes a useful list of US games.

6. K. Champman. Guidelines for Using a Social
Simulation/Game. 28pp rr....leo. 1974.
Available from Social Science Education
Consortium Inc., 855 Broadway. Boulder,
Colorado 80302, USA. Price one dollar forty
plus postage:

Some Useful Addresses include:

Society for Academic Gaming and Simulation in
Education and Training (SAGSET)

Hon Sec,
Centre for Extension Studies.
Loughborough University of Technology,
Loughborough, Leics LE11 3TU.
Membership £3.00 per annum. Has lists of
games and simulations in economics, but not
for other social sciences, and publishes a news-
letter. The editors of the Social Science Teacher
wish to express their thanks to SAGSET for
their helpful response to queries in the course
of producing this issue.

Simulations, Planning and Training 5xercises
Group (SPATE)

Hon Sec,
5 Birch Street,
Wigan, Greater Manchester.
Produces collections of simulation material by
topic, e.g. personal relationships, socio-economic
relationships.

Central Index of Games and Simulations (CIGS)
Bishop Grosseteste College,
Lincoln.

Games Central
55 Wheeler Street,
Canbridge, Mass 043B, USA
Produces a whole range of classroom games,
including several anthropologic& ones. They are
curiously reticent about giving information on
their products but we hope to review one or
two in future editions.

Community Service Volunteers (CSV)
28 Commercial Road,
London El.
Educational materials include the Iron and
Steel Game, on locating a factory.

Academic Games Associates
850 Third Avenue,
New York, NY 1022, USA.
Produce amongst other.. 'Ghetto' on urban
poverty.

Lists of Games and Simulations for the Social
Sciences

We hope to make such lists available in the near
future through the Resource Exchange: We would
therefore be grateful if members would let us know
of any games and simulations they have come
across both home-made and commercial and
also any comments they have as a result of using
them.
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REVIEWS
Reviews Editor: Helen Reynolds

MODERN SOCIETY by Jack Hobbs

Published by George Allen and Unwin 1976

This book, claimed by the publishers to be no less
than "a major new textbook", is aimed at CSE
pupils taking Social Science or Social Studies
courses. The book is broken down into fourteen
units, or chapters, covering such topics as govern
ment, education, and law and order, which are
arranged in the book in five sections. Living with
Others. Living in the Community. Living and
Learning, Earning a Living, and Living in the World.
The units are further sub-divided, thus in the
section on Living with Others, under the unit on
Marriage and the Family we find the headings:
Marriage, Is there any future in marriage? Family
cycles, Functions of the family, Setting up home,
end Family problems. However the book does not
appear to be over-s:ructured, and I would suspect
that these headings are more the result of Mr.
Nobbs methodical approach to his work than of a
desire to provide the pupil with a highry structured
course. One must also bear in mind that CSE pupils
are likely to benefit from the breakdown of
chapters into smaller units which must serve to
make the absorbing of new terms and concepts a
less awe-inspiring task.

One of the strengths of this book is its use of
numerous cartoons (many of which are extremely
amusing) and photographs, as stimulus material.
However, some of the captions leave a great deal to
t)e desired as in the photograph which shows a
group of young people sitting on the steps at the
base cf the Eros statue while a coloured road
sweeper is et work, and with a policemcn in the
background, over the caption 'Who is doing most
for th, mmuniw?" At the g:td of each unit there
is a collection exercim which starts with an
"explain what is it' :ant by" section, a case studv.
some follow-up , same suggested activities,
and a f v CSE que;t:ons. The "explain what is
meant section covers terms which have been
introduced during the chapter, and which, when
first introduced, appear in heavier print to assist
the pupil and I personally feel that this is the least

useful exercise in itself. The case studies are
extremely good, usually down to earth and a very
useful way of reinforcing points made during the
chapter, particularly since case studies always seem
to appeal to pupils so much. The followup
questions are not usually open-ended but do allow
the individual to.use his/her own ideas and opinions,
whereas the suggested activities encourage pupils
to go outside the classroom to back up what they
have studied during the lesson. Tne CSE questions
will save many teachers from looking through
collections of old papers but, again, I personally
would prefer nnt to have seen them included in
the book. These sections at the end of each unit
can be looked upon either as a useful list of ways
in which to keep the faster workers busy while
the others catch up, or as a springboard from

'which pupils can be encouraged to leave the world
of the textbook to study their lives and world, and
those of others, using their own initiative in
independent inquiry; either way it is a great help.

The book starts by looking at the individual,
what makes an individual and so on, and dabbles
in heredity, instinctive and learned behaviour, and
even uses subliminal advertising as an example of
People being changed by their experiences. It is
particularly refreshing to see that Mr. Nobbs does
not dodge the issues which confront pupils, and, as
well as the standard textbook discussion of the
problems of adolescence, he poses questions such as
"would you describe your neighbourhood as
working class or middle class?- 1::sues such as
family problems are dealt with in a way which will
surely appeal to pupils, with frankness, and many
will surely identify with the problems he poses; the
simple and clear language which is used, and the
emphasis upon the pupils' opinions (for example
he asks "would you like to live at the top of a
block of high rise flats?") should involve all pupils
in the work.

The book goes on to look at other aspects of
living in the community, including a look at law
and order, tNhich one feels is somewhat limited in
its outlook, urban life and population. The section
on living and learning is interesting and stimulating
and covers communication and the mass media
(including some good work on adve:tising), youth,
and education. However, I shall always remember
this section for the sPlendid caption, underneath a
picture of an operiair meeting, "Lord Soper
communicates with the masses". Earning a living,
one suspects, is a topic which is dear to Mr. Nobbs'
heart in more than one sense, and, probably due to
the author's interest in economics, it loses some of
the vi_tality of the earlier chapters; it doei become
a little technic& and one wonders whether the
pupils will be all that stimulated by it. This section,
incidentally, contains chapters on money, industry,
and the British Economy. The book finishes With a
section on Living in the World which has a very
good unh/chapter on world problems which serves
as a good introduction to the subject. However, the
chapter on government is highly ethnocentric and,
f or a chapter in a section on living in the world, al/
but disregards every political system save the
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British, with the normal superficial and facile
Summary of "totalitarianism".

On the whole I found this a useful and well
written textbook which should prove a great help
in developing an interest in social studies among
pupils new to Me subject. The layout is good and
the index adequate, but the main strength of the
book lies in the author's knowledge of the in-
adequacies of the traditional textbook and his
attempt to overcome this.

Bob Step ley

e'?

COUNTER INFORMATION SERVICES.
SOCIAL AUDIT

Reports on the unexceptional face of capitalism

I would like to direct members attention to two
series of publications which may have escaped
their notice. Since both provide 'alternative'
company reports this seems especially appropriate
at a time when the C.B.I. is launching its 'Under-
standing British Industry Project' (Cf S.S.T.V.4.).
The two series are the C.I.S. Anti-Reports, and
Social Audit.

Counter Information Seryices is by its own
designation 'a collective of journalists dedicated to
publishing information not covered or collated by
the established media. It is their aim to investigate
the major social and economic institutions that
govern our daily lives in order that the basic facts
and assumptions behind them be as widely known
as possible'. The reports produced by C.I.S. do
indeed provide information and analyses which are
not available in the company reports of the
Investors' Chronicle. As I write I have before me
the company report for Consolidated Goldfields
Ltd. and the C.I.S. report on the same company
guess which gives me details of injuries, deaths,
working and living conditions and wages for black
workers. It is also interesting to learn just who are
the shareholders in apartheid: 27 Labour controlled
councils, 66 other local authorities, the Church of
England, the Catholic Church, the Salvation Army,
the U.S.P.G., the Presbyterians, the United
Synagogues Trust, Doctor Barnardoes, R.S.P.B.,
Cheshire Homes, Battersea Dogs Home, 12
Hospitals, the Roy& Colleges of Midwives,
Pathologkts, Surgeons, a host of Oxbridge Colleges,
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the Universities of London, Reading, Wales,
Swansea and South Wales, Michael Mea Cher, Jo.
Grimmond, Robert Carr, Enoch Powell, .and 21
other M.P.s (1972).

The C I.S. Report on Consolidated Goldfields
is one of series on particular companies. Others
are Lucas, Unilever, Rio Tinto Zinc,
British Lay land and Courtaulds. Each of these
provides a historical background, a description of
current activities, details of subsidiaries and inter-
locking ownership, shareholders, directors, cartel
agreements, plant closures, redundancies, working
conditions, environmental pollution and so on.-

Other C.I.S. Reports focus on areas of economic
activity. 'Business as Usual' is on account of
International Banking in South Africa, The Oil
Fix' focusses on the multi-national oil companies
and their role in the 'fuel crisis': 'Your money and
your life" is about Insurance Companies and
Pension Funds including their involvement in
South Africa and their role in the property bubble
of the early 70s. (The latter should be read with
Colenut Property Machine" Penguin 1976)
The C.I.S. As' series includes 1Nho's next for
the chop?' the essential facts on unemployment;
'Cutting the Welfare State' (in conjunction with
C.Q.P.) and 'Women under Attack"; the effects
of cuts in government spending and recession in
industry on women.

The C.I.S. reports all market for well under 'a
pound and despite their tendency to score cheap
points off capitalism I've found them extremely
usefuL Rio Tinto Zinc, British Leyland and the
admirable 'Recurrent Crisis of London' are currently
out of print, but can be obtained as photo copies
f rom C.I.S.

Social Audit is very much 'up-market' of C.I.S.,
more careful in its pronouncements and in this
sense 'more reliable' and much more expensive. It
began as a periodical stock into an occasional
publications series. Unlike C.I.S. it finds it possible
to elicit comments from the companies under
study. The following Social Audits are available
at present:

1973 Tube Investments' £20.00.
1975 The Lowson Empire' (Iowa Land
Company/American Association. Unit and
Investment Trusts) £1.50.
1975 The Alkali Inspectorate' £1.50
1975 'Cable & Wireless Ltd' plus a piece on the
Voluntbry Code in advertising and its short-
comings £2.00.
1974 'Co&ite & Chemical Products Ltd' £2.00.
1976 'Avon Rubber Company' £4.50.
All prices net of postage.

C.; .S. Anti Reports are available from Counter
Information Services, 9 Polar Street, London W.1
Teleohone: 01-439 3764. at various prices or at
£2.50 for the next six reports.

Social Audit is available from Research
Publications Services Ltd., Victoria Hall, East
Greenwich, London S.E.10. ORF.

Roger Gomm
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RESOURCE
EXCHANGE

Organised,by Roger Gomm
The idea behind this scheme is that any useful
teaching material handouts, stimulus material,
games, etc. produced by a social science teacher
anywhere in the country should become swiftly
available to his/her colleagues in other schools and
collars. This is an ideal! We hope we shall
eUentually include in the scheme several hundreds
of items, and that these will constantly be added
to and revised.

Perhaps it would be- as itiell to say what the
whine is not. It is not intended that the items
inciuded shall be finished works of art: though we
shall attempt to maintain a certain minimum
standard. Nor is it intended that the scheme will
provide 'ready-rnade' lessons, or 'model answers'.
Nonetheless, we can all benefit by having a look at
what other teachers consider an appropriate
approach to a particular topic, theme, or concept.
The success of the scheme depends entirely upon
the response of ATSS members, for if you don't
send in your materials fur inclusion in the scheme

it won't even exist. We can't afford to pay you,
sn you'll get nothing but thanks. Though if you
want to reserve copyright (perhaps you've toyed
with the idea of having some work published in the
future) just let us know. Basically what we want is
for you to send in materials you have produced,
together with a few lines of description. The items
will be listed in subsequent issut.s of the Social
Science Teacher, together with the description, and
interested teachers can then write in forcopies.

The response to the lists of items in recent
issues has been very encouraging. Over one hundred
members have written in for items, and about
forty of them have either contributed items of
their own or have promised to do so. We have now
made arrangements for the Social Studies,
Anthropolocy, and Environmental Studies aspects
of the scheme, and we hope to include an increasing
number of items in thesa fields. Arrangements are
in hand to include items in the fields of psychology
and economics.

Our thanks to everyone for orders and contri-
butions.. With so many letters to deal with there
are some delaYs in both thanking People for
material and in sending off orders, so please be
patient with us. Some material is not being used

' because of unsuitable format, e.g. note form or
too much copyright material included or overlaps
with other banked items. Current gaps in the
Sociology section include: education (strançaly
neglected) and deviance, (in all lurid forms)
religion and the mass media.

So far, all items included in the scheme have
been duplicated handouts. We hope to widen the
scheme M the near future to include a greater range
of materials including slides and resource guides.

Address for orders or contributions:

Roger Gomm,
Stevenage College of Further Education,
Monkswood Way,
Stevenage,
Herts.

Charges:
No. of items required Charge

1 20p
2 30p
3 40p
4 45p
5 50p
6 55p
7 60p
8 65p
9 70p

10 75p
11 80p
12 85p
13 90p
14 95p
15 £1.00

N.B. For orders in excess of 15 items, please
calculate the excess as if ordering from this table.
Items marked with an aesterisk are longer than the
others and count as two items for ordering purposes.

DON'T BE BASHFUL! Sand us a copy of any
material you have producer; and which you think
might be of interest to other teachers. Items will
not bear the originator's name, except by request
where he/she would like some feedback from other
teachers. One final word: please ensure that the
material you submit does not infringe copyright:
no extracts from published books please!

RESOURCES EXCHANGE LIST,
SEPTEMBER, 1976

Please refer tà the item number when ordering. We
can only supply a single copy of each item.
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Sometimes orders will be made up in different
places by' different people, so please don't worry if
only half your order arrives at first. PLEASE
MAKE CHEQUES OR POSTAL ORDERS
PAYABLE TO A.T.S.S.

SOCIAL STUDIES
The following items come from a document

based course at Thomas Bennett School cal!ed
The use of Resources'. It is a course which
attempts to place issues such as p('llution,
conservation, resources shortages etc. in a political
and economic context.

104. Students introduction to course, flow diagram
of course and mclents' sheet for charting
individual roUtes through the course.

106. The World's Resources. What are they? Where
are they? Who uses them?

106. The Motor Car. Who Makes them? a look at
tWo companies (Ford and British Leyland).
What resources are used to make them? Where
do they come from?

107.1s growth necessary? What are the ef fects?
108. What is exponential growth?
109 The shortage of metals.
110. Minerals and their extraction a look at one

major company (Rio Tinto Zinc).
111. Developing countries. How does it all affect

them?
112. Ecosyinems. How does everything affect

everythi 1g else?
113. Oil liTho controls it?
114. Energy Sources and their uses: the importance

of oil.
Cnemicals: a look at one major company
(I.C.1)

116. Dangers in and out of work pollution.
117. Do we have to have waste and obsolescence?
118. What is z company? What is profit?
119. Food shortage.
120. The Soil.

SOCIOLOGY
121. Kit for making juvenile delinquency simulation

mentioned in 'Briefings No. 3'. Contains
information on the workings of the Children
and Young Persons' Act 1969. Instructions
for making and using simulation (3 items).

122. Taking the lid off incest (Cf 'Briefings No. 3').
Student exercise sheet coniaining details of
'the typical incest offender' and 'typical
incest of fender' as an artifact of reporting and
discretionary decision making by social
control agencies. Suggested solution.

123. 'Constructing a Problem with Doctor Wendy
Greengross'. Transcript of ten minute sequence
from 'if you think you've got ploblems' in
which the radio counsellors transform a wife's
aversion to the situs of junior partner in the
marriage into a 'deep seated need for conflict'.
Useful in teaching labelling theory, ari in
courses on women and/or the family.

POLITICS
124. Midchester Simulation.

Rules, delegate sheets, constituency back-
ground, candidates biographies etc. Everything
you need to use the simulation. (counts as
2 items).

125. Political Parties in the U.S.A.
Brief generalised account of nature and role
of political parties in the U.S. system of
government.

126. Pressure Groups in the U.S.A.
Brief generafised account of pressure groups
in U.S. Poiitical system.
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President: Ex-professor G.T. Fowler, M.P.

Chairman: Keith Poulter, Se, lior Lecturer, Loughtort College of Further Education,
Essex. (Home: 74, Cherry Tree Rise, Buck! urst Hill, Essex. Tel: 01-504 0804).
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EDUCATION GAME

If you would like a copy of the Education Game as described in
"Do It Yourself: The Education Stakes" in this edition of the Social
Science Teacher (Vol. 6 No. 1) please complete the reply slip below
and return it to F. Reeves, 9 Oak Street, Wolverhampton. The board
size will be approximately 30" by 20" printed in black and white on
stiff paper.

If 300 people order the game by 15th November, 1970, a printing
will be viable at a cost of £1 per copy. Please send cheques with
order wherever possible to minimise clerical work. Cheques should be
made payable to A.T.S.S.

Cheques will be returned if a printing proves impossible because of
low demand.

To: F. Reeves, g Oak Street, Wolverhampton.

I would like a copy of the Education Game.

NAME

ADDRESS

I enclose a cheque payable to A.T.S.S. for in payment
for copy/copies.

Signed Date
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ATISTI
of Great Britain

WORKSHOP FORMAT PRICE 69p

AN IMPORTANT BOOK FOR ANY SECONDARY SCHOOL
COURSE IN SOCIAL STUDIES

Write for an inspection copy:

CLEARWAY PUBLISHING COMPANY LIMITED,
19 NECHELLS HOUSE, DARTMOUTH STREET,

BIRMINGHAM B7 4AA.

JOHN MURRAY

The Human Web GERARD O'DONNELL

Suitable for general, liberal or social studies work in schools and in
further education, this book also provides an ideal framework for
0 level sociology dealing with all the topics in the Associated
Examining Board and Oxford Local Board syllabuses. Each chapter
gives a lively basis for thought and discussion about some im-
portant aspect of the individual and society as well as reading lists,
topics for essays and a wide variety of graphs, tables, diagrams and
photographs.
"Adopts the most humane approach not aiming to pack in all the
facts and concerned with the vagaries of life as much as with its
routines." Times Educational SUpplement £1.85

Inspection copies from: The Educational Department,
JOHN MURRAY, 50 Albemarle Street, London W1X 4BD
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PETER L. BERGER AND BRIGITTE BERGER
A NEW INTRODUCTORY TEXT FROM PENGUIN EDUCATION

SOCIOLOGY: I
A BIOGRAPHICA APPROACH
INTRODUCTORY
material is organized in a sequence that
coiresponds to the stages of social
experience in the biography of
41dividuals

INTRODUCTORY
theoretical problems are introduced in
immediate connection with sociologists'
efforts to interpret actual social
experience

INTRODUCTORY
consistently relates the analysis of large
institutional structures to the concrete,
everyday experience of individuals as
they live their lives in society

INTRODUCTORY
emphasis throughout is on concepts and
basic perspectives rather than
presentation of data

INTRODUCTORY
each chapter now includes a 'recent
work' section which focuses on current
developments in the area covered by the
particular chapter in the text

PUBLISHED
27 May, Second editIon (specially
prepared for Penguin), £1.75
For an inspection copy, or further
Information on books which we publish
In the Social Sciences please write to:
Dept SST, Schools Unit, Penguin Books
Limited, Harmondsworth, Middlesex
UB7 ODA

1.
PURPOSE-
TO PROVIDE WIMPS
OF SOCXXOGY VW71-1 A
BASIC UNCERSTANCANG
OF how sxraf_oar
ESSENTIALLY OfX5 ASO:if
ITS BLCINESS

911111M
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Longman Social Science
Studies
Editor Richard Comes

This three-part series is designed especially for CSE
courses. The aim is to foster a more structured and
systematic approach to the study of society than is
customary at this level. The series is compatible with
most existing social studies courses since social
scientific concepts and perspectives are brought to
bear upon popular topics and long-standing problems.
Although the area for detailed study is contemporary
Britain, substantial references to other societies and
to global issues are made where appropriate.
The text throughout is stimulating and clear. All the
books contain suggestions for written work,
discussion and research and further reading. Ifti
SERIES ONE: Four foundation books
Enquiring about society: methods and sources David Jenkins £1.00
The family: an introduction to sociology Richard Cootes £1.00
British Government: an introduction to politics Philip Gabriel £1.20
Production and trade: an introduction to economics Brian Davies and Derek Hender

£1.20
SERIES TWO: An evolving series of shorter 'topic' books. The first two titles are
available

The social services David Whittaker 75p
Education and Society Alan O'Donnell 75p
Titles in preparation include:
Industrial relations; Crime and punishment;
Leisure; Population.

SERIES THREE: Current issues a series of topical illustrated 16 page booklets.
These are available under a subscription_scheme from the Longman Resources Unit,
9-11 The Shambles, York.

For further information or inspection copies, please write to Iris Sinfield, Longman
Group Limited, Longman House, Burnt Mill, Harlow, Essex CM20 2JE.

to.

PUMP! Longman
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3R1EFING5
roduction
Et topic of values in the curriculum has been
eiving increasing attention. Few educators
sute the importance of doing something about
Je*, yet few have been able to identify what to
With a few notable exceptions,1 educators have
tr, vory 1:ttle attention to the conceptualisation
a :sound at;onale for dealing with value-lader
es in the classroom, and seldom can one find a

of teaching strategies and procedures for
idling values at the teacher-pupil interface.
Let's begin by getting clear what we mean when
speak about values. A value is something that
Imitable or has worth. To value is to rate some

highiy. What may be of value to one person
he not have value for another. For example, a
gious man may value salvation, while an atheist
eves salvation to be unimportant; that is, it
no value for the atheist as a standard to guide
life. In this sense, we may say that values are
se elements that show how a person has decided
hie his life. Although all people do not hold the
ievalues. the values of each person are important
ause they iofluence and guide human behaviour.

Values-Clarification
values-clarification approrch attempts to have

ills think through value ..:.ues for themselves
II tries to help young people to build their own
of values. Values-clarification does not concern
If so much with the conteqt of values; si.at is,
h the particular values th.2t a yming ;Jerson
ds, rather with the process of valuing. :he
mt is to give youngsters rxperience in clarifying
tes by using teaching strategies that focus on
process of valuing.

The Valuing Process
:ording to Raths,2 the valuing process is
tprised of three major elements: Choosing,
:ing, and Acting. These three elements are
:her divkled into seven sub-processes. In crder

,

ASSOCIATION FOR THE TEACHING

OF SOCIAL SCIENCES

CLARIFYING VALUES IN THE CLASSROOM:

SOME TEACHING STRATEGIES

by James McKernan

(The NewUniversity of Ulster)

to assist pupils in clarifying values, teachers
urged to provide pupils with experiences in

A.
1.

2.

3.

B.
4.

5.

C.
6.

7.

are

CHOOSING one's behaviours and beliefs:
Choosing freely: for something to count as a
value it must be the result of free choice.
Choosing from alternatives: for choice-making
to have meaning there must be alternatives
from which to choose. In the absence of
alternatirs.: thsre can be no choice.
Choosing after thoughtful consideration of the
consequences: If our values are to guide
behaviour they must be chosen carefully and
intelligently. We must constantly evaluate and
judge our choices.

PRIZING one's beliefs and behaviours:
Prizing and cherishing: if values are to retain
any import in our lives we must hold them in
esteem. Values are those chokes that we are
proud to hold.
Aifirming publicly: values that have been
chosen thoughtfully and freely are ones the
indMdual will admit publicly.

ACTING on one's beliefs:
Acting: values are reflected in behaviour. To
walue something is to believe that a certain
mode of conduct, or desirable end-state of
existence is preferable to an alternative mode
of ,:onduct or end-state of existence,3 and to
act upon that belief.
Acting repeatedly: a single act slow not
constitute a value. For something to count as
a value it must reappear in one's behaviour. We
celebrate our salues through our actions. Values
have the character of persistency about them.

Collectively, these seven subprocesses define the
valuing process. For values-clarification to be
successful the teacher should observe the following

of procedure:



ouragepupils to make choices, and make
m freely:
p pupils to discover and examine available
irnatives when faced with choices:
p pupils weigh alternatives thoughtfully,
lecting upon the consequences of each;
:ourage pupils to consider what it is that
ty prize and cherish:
e pupils opportunities to make public
irmations of their choices:
:ourage pupils to act and behave in accordance

th their choices:
IP Pupils to examine repeated behavi.r.
tterns in their lives.

Arategies that follow are practical activities
ied to engage both teachers and pupils in the
ig process. Some teachers set aside a certain
nt of time each day or each week for values.
cation. Another approach is to incorporate
clarifying strategies into standard subject
ir e.g. when dealing with controversial issues
imanities or social studies. These are only a
le of such strategies. Teachers are encouraged
welop their own strategies by focussing upon
wocesses of choosing, prizing and acting. It is
rtant to note that teachers should always
ct the right of the pupil to "pass" in a
ssion whenever the pupil does not wish to
wid. In this paper I have attempted to provide
strategy for each of the seven parts of the
ng process.

hoosing freely
Arategy 1 Put Yourself In His Shoes

Jurpose
'his strategy gives pupils practice in choosing
when faced with a difficult decision. In making
heir choice, pupils will have to examine their
eelings and beliefs.

)rocedure
rhis activity may be presented in the form of
3 pupil work sheet, or it can be read orally to
the class. Once the pupils have listed their
:hoices, discussion can follow on the decision
that has been reached.

Put Yourself In His Shoes
John is twelve years old and cannot remember
a time when has not known Constable Kelly.
His family and the Kelly family have lived side
by side since before John was born. The two
families are not only neighbours, but friends.

Constable Kelly often greets John with a
cheerful "Hello". John still remembers how
Constable Kelly would take a few minutes out
to play'football with the lads.

John knew that Constable Kelly was some-
times involved in dealing with crime, but this
did not affect his feelings about his neighbour.

Last September John began to attend the
local secondary school. His new friends at the
school do not like policemen. They call them

11 .

names and sometimes throw stones at them.
John wants his new friends to like him, but he
also wants to be friendly with Constable Kelly.
But even worse, how can he remain sijent if his
friends should insult Constable Kelly?

1. What should John do in this situation?
2. What things must John think about before

making a decision?
Make a list of the choices thatJohn has.

4. What would you do in his place?

2. Ct.4osing from alternatives
Strategy 2 Brainstroming

Purpose
This strategy is particularly useful for eliciting
alternative solutions to some problem. Brain-
storming is widely used as a problem-solving
tool. It encourages participants to use their
imaginations and to be creative.

1 98

Procedure
Certain rules must be observed when brain-
storming:
1. No evaluation is allowed in a thinking-up

session. If one judges and evaluates as they

are thought up, people tend to become
more concerned with defending their ideas
than with thinking up new and better ones.
Evaluation must be ruled out.

2. Everyone is encouraged to think up as wild
ideas as possible. It is easier to tame down a
wild idea than to pep up a bland idea. In
fact, if wild ideas are not forthcoming in a
brainstorming session this can usually be
interpreted as evidence that the participants
are censoring their ideas.

3. Quantity of ideas is to be encouraged. This

assumption is based on the notion that
quantity breeds quality.

4. Pupils are encouraged to build upon or
modify the ideas of others. Combining or
modifying previously suggested ideas often
leads to new ideas that are superior to those

that went before.

Brainstorming can be used as an activity in and
of itself, or it can be used in conjunction with
some of the previous strategies. e.g. as a method
for finding solutions to some problem situation
that has come to an impasse. There are many
topics for brainstorming both serious and
humorous. Here are several examples:
1. How many ways can you think of to make

this classroom a happier, more enjoyable
place to be?

2. You are stranded on an unchartered island
with only a Coke bottle. How many ways
can you put the Coke bottle to work for you?

3. How many ways can Catholics and
Protestants improve community relations in
Northern Irefand?

The teacher should allow the pupils about five
minutes to brainstorm. The teacher can list



Minis I like to do
In the first column of the chart below list 20 things that you really like to do. They need not be in any

)rder; do it quickly. This is a private lis , so you can put down things you enjoy, that make you happy,
hat are fun, that make you feel good.

20 things
I like to do

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

a

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

'our teacher will explain how to fill in the other columns.
That did you find out about yourself?

learned that I was rather surprised that



; Publicly.affirmirtg
Strategy 5 Public Interview

Purpose
This strategy gives the pupil the opportunity to
publicly affirm and explain his stand on various
issues.,

Procedure
The teacher asks for volunteers who would like
to be interviewed individually and publicly
about their beliefs, feelings and behaviour. The
volunteer sits on a chair in front of the class,
and the teacher moves to the back of the room
and asks questions from there, There are no
hard and fast rules. The following are possible
ones. These (or others) should be made ckar
to the pupils at the beginning.

1. Personal information, values and beliefs are
to be discussed and shared on a voluntary basis.
2. It should be pointed out that the interview
is not a place for heated arguments or debate.
It is eisential to respeci each other's right to
live differently and value differently.

The questions should deal with the family,
friends, interests, beliefs, hopes, aspirations
etc. The pupil has the option of not answering
a question that he regards as inappropriate by
saying "I pass". He may also demand the
purpose of the question before answering it.
The interview is over when the teacher ceases
to question, or when the pupil indicates that he
is not prepared to answer any further questions.

The Public Interview is used to great
advantage at the beginning of a school year as
it affords an excellent opportunity for pupils
to get to know each other. Interviews should
be kept brief, unless the interest level of the
pupils indicates that it should go on longer. The
teacher might use questions suggested here, or
make up a list of his own. Pupils should be free
to select the topic they wish to be questioned on.

1. What are three things that you are good
at doing?

2. What are some of your favourite foods?
3. What are your favourite television

programmes?
4. Are your friends inv....ested in the same

hobbies as yourself?
5. If you had £50 to spend as you pleased,

what would you buy?
6. Name some of the things that you are

proud of.
7. Why did you choose these part:cular things?
8. Do you'act upon these things frequently?
9. Would you bring up your children

differently from the way you were
brought up?

10: What qualities would you fike to find in
a friend?

11. What do you find hardest about school as
it is?

12. If you had the power to change the world
in three ways what changes would you
make?

13. What are you saving money for?
14. Are you more or less religious than you

were two years ago?
15. What are some things that you really

believe in?
16. Describe the best teacher you ever had.
17. Do you feel satisfied with your life?
18. What will you do when you leave school?

6. Acting
Strategy 6 Standing Up For Your Beliefs

Purpose
This strategy provides pupils with the oppor-
tunity to take a stand upon some controversial
public issue. This strategy should provide the
basis for a discussion of controversial issues.

Procedure
The teacher divirles the class into small groups
of four or five pupils. Each group is assigned or
chooses some controversial issue. The teacher
should point out that a controversial issue
involves a problem about which different
individuals urge conflicting courses of action.
It is an issue which has divided the community
and for which no solution has been found that
can be universally accepted. Some sample
issues are:

TERRORISM IN NORTHERN IRELAND
ABORTION IN SOCIETY
LEGALISATION OF DRUGS
NATIONALISATION OF INDUSTRY
DIVORCE
RACIAL DISCRIMINATION

The teachee asks each group, or individual to
construct a slogan about that issue on a large
placard or piece of paper. Students then hold a
demonstration, by walking around the room (or
school) carrying their signs above their heads so
that everyone can read them. After the demon-
stration, the signs can be taped to the ,lassroom
walls. Discussion of each issue should follow
this activity. Pupils can draw up petitions and
collect signatures supporting their issue. Another
activity might be for pupils to write "Letters
to the Editor" explaining their position.

7. Acting repeatedly
Strategy 7 Action Contracts

200

Purpose
This strategy is designed to give pupils the
opportunity of acting upon those things they
feel strongly about. It helps to close the gap
between talking about an issue end acting
upon it;



Procedure
The teacher explains that the purpose of the
activity is for the pupil to make a contract
with himself about some change that the pupil
desires to make in his life. The teacher should
explain that this action strategy helps the pupil
put theory into practice. The teacher should
explain that it concerns those things which are
realistic and achievable. The teacher indicates
that the contract is a formal document signed
by the pupil and a witness. For example.
perhaps the pupil might want to do something
about ecology, he might make a contract which
reads: "For the next month, I will collect tr.ery
piece of litter that I see on the way to and from
school, thus cutting down the litter problem",
or, "For the next week I will adopt a more
considerate way of life";

Action contracts can be made about any
aree of life which is important to the pupil.
After about a week ',he class can take time to
share and discuss their contracts And how well
they have managed to keep them.

The teacher should also participate in this
aelvity. The teacher can report on his own
individual efforts, thus encouraging the pupils
to work at their contracts.

Pupils often make unrealistic contracts
which are impossible to keep. The teacher must
encourage pupils to be realistic, and to only
make contracts which they are able to complete.
The key ideas are that they be simple, direct
and achieveable. The following is a sample
contract.

tion Contract

(pupil name)

ike this contract
it by

(due date)

till live by the following resolution:

til1 give a copy of this to

(name of contract holder)

lo will contact me by the due date to celebrate
th me the completion of this contract.

_

our SignaturethA' Signature of cotfiract holder
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GOVERNMENT, ECONOMICS AND COMMERCE SERIES
EDITED BY JACK NOBBS

The books in this new series provide specialized up-to-dote text of thrticulor value to Secondary pupils studying foe
C.S.E. or G.C.E. 0-level examinatlons ond tor sixth farm students who ore studying Government, Commerc ond
Economics.

TRANSPORT AND COMMUNICATIT:-
DONNAN P. BARON (Nned of Economics Depo To Ann Col,. ye, Manchester)

Transport and Communkatians creates a clear p. imeorton, of a good system of transport end
communications tO the individual, the business; tc c4ransanit, as a whole if it is to achieve prosperity
and economic growth. it builds up for the stu r.t I,. corm, ways of regerdreg motten ef Ponstn.,rt end
CaMMUnkation frOm an InonOinics Foie, of vie....

PRICES IN THE MARKET
TREVOR A. DAFF (Norton Rodstock Technical College, Both

Prices in the Market *cantinas the systems edopted by our economy which determine the prices We are to pay for
the gaods and services we desire. The all importont (octets of suPPly and demand ond the effect of price changes
upon the availability and ti,e requirement for certaih commodities is closely investigated, Some well known
markets such as the Stock E.change end Lloyds ore discussed with norticuler emphasis upon titer ploce in the
whole system of price determination.

IMPORTS AND EXPORTS
DENHAM N. ELTRINGHAM (Head of Business Studies, Blyth Gromrnor :chool, Northumberland)

Imports and Exports deals with the subject of Int* 4ational Trade in general, examining the question why countries
had* and the Principle of Comparative Cosh. Ice U.K.'s troding Position is then discussed in particular, with
special chapters devoted to Imports and Exports. Terms of trade, rates of exchonge, tariffs ond quotas, the balance
of payments, the invisible occount, investment and copitol flows, hove full treonnent within the scope of the
book and a whole chapter covers the balance of payments deficit.

GOVERNMENT IN THE ECONOMY
JOHN C. POWICKE (Heed of Economics Department, Chichester High School for Boys)

Government in the Economy deals specifically with the way the notion's finances ond resources Of0 controlled.
It explains the various methods of taxation, the legislative control of trode ond production and the government's
port in organizing labour reiources. The nation's economic objective: and tyowth ore ecomined together with
nationalization, taxation end the Budget, constxner protection, the government's relationship with people at
work and the unemployed, the position of full employment end the raising of living stondords.

THE DISTRIBUTIVE TRADES
THOMAS A. SHAFTO (Senior Lecturer in Commerce and Education, Dudley College oF Education)

The Distributive Trades gives a straightforward occount of the whole business of wholesaling crtd retailing in this
country. It deals specifically with the nature and func,:ons of middlemen, their changing (Ole and continued
survival. The nature of retailing is examined together with the services retailers offer t'a the buying public, the
variety and type, of retailing outlets, the forms and procedures edepted and a case study is included on the
redevelopment of a High Street to meet modern trading requirements.

48 pages 85p eoch 210 x 19&nm
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EDITORIAL

It seems that in developing students' social skills,
teachers particularly social studies teachers
have been over-successful, and that the public have
a responsibility to see this doesn't go too far.
Callaghan's Ruskin speech argued the need for a
balance between social and vocat'smal education:
"There is no virtue", we were toid "in producing
srcially well-adjusted members of society who are
unemployed because they do not have the Orals".
Hopefully, the fully-trained 20,000 unemployed
teachers ma still wen-adjusted, and the young
people with the requisite number of CSE's or
GCE's who couldn't get apprenticeships have now
found work in industry that makes full use of their
education.

Voicing the view that there was "insufficient
co-ordination between schools and industry",
Callaghan was trusting in his national audience's
deepseated conception of a consensus model of
society when he raised doubts about education's
contribution to UK Limited. With approval, the
Prime Minister quoted Tawney: "What a wise
parent would wish for his children, so the state
must wish for all its children". But obviously, it
never occurred to him that the state, industry, and
his own government might not, in fact, reflect the
interests of the wise parent. After all, in the same
week, the CBI called for a £3,000 million cut in
public expenditure. A wise parent does not
knowingly deprive his children of educational toys.

One of the problems that all teachers face is
that of conflicting interests. The good social
studies teacher long ago began to see the dangers of
educating for social control. For him the dichotomy
was never between social and vocational education,
but between the interests of the student as an
autcnomous rational being capable of deciding on
his own future, and those powerful others, who for
their own advantage, sought to impose on him the
way he should think and act. Education is, as
Callaghan proclaimed, a matter of preparing future
generations for life, but this task cannot necessarily
be reduced to "fitting" people into a job, or "role
allocation" as Parsons would put it.

The social science teacher in helping the student
to pursue the elusive truth about his social world,
to see through "the facades of social structures,"
must stand in opposition to these who presume,
without question, that apPearance is reality, and
that the needs of the economy today are the needs
of the generation of tomorrow. Naturally, a
consensus society requires consensus views to
support it, and those socratic teachers who do not
articulate or inculcate them as a matter of course,
will be viewed with suspicion. (It is salutory in this
respect to read the letter in this edition about the
situation in West Germany.) Nevertheless, if social
philosophy and social science teaching is not to
become social ideology, the pedagogue's freedom
must be actively maintained.

Any discussion about core curricula, examin-
ation systems and improved relationships with
industry must begin at this point. Will the
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alternatives being proposed improve educational
standards generally and social science teaching in
particular? No doubt some kind of core curriculum
of English, maths and religioua education already
exists, but will sucial science be included in .any
future proposal? Physical science, technology and a
foreign language, together with troops of other
disciolines, supported by their pressure groups,
may enter a bitter contest for precious time. If
there is to be a core curriculum, and the pros and
cons of this proposal have to be weighed very
carefully, then the social science teachers must
declare an interest.

But how detailed are the syllabuses of the core
to be, and what will be left to the students and
teachers to decide? This question is crucial in any
discussion about the future of the examination
system, with its attendant mythology of declining
national standards and the dominant role of the
GCE boards. The importance of Mode III, the
stultifying effect on creative development in social
science of Mode I examinations, particularly at
Advanced level must strengthen the argument for
more teacher participation in assessment. The
control of the curriculum and of assessment are
two sides of the same coin.

Derek Morrel who helped in the setting up of
the Schools Council is quoted approvingly by Sir
Alec Clegg (TES 22.1076):

"When I was at the Schools Council I should
have found it difficult to perceive, as I now do,
that the curriculum, if it exists at all, is a
structure erected on the basis of personal
relationshipi. I should have found it difficult to
assert, as again I do, that in the curriculum we
are concerned with human beings who see
feelir.g and aspirations as far more real and
immediately important to them than the
cognitive development which is the educator's
stock in trade."

The criticism that teachers for too long have
taught subject matter rather than the student may
be viewed as old-hat idealism, but their job of
mediating between a body of knowledge and the
student's world will undoubtedly become more
difficult if the control of curriculum and assess-
ment is removed from their grasp. It is not that
those who make decisions at a distance are unaware
of what they are doing. Rather they are less likely
to put the students' interests above all others.

If teaching 'What society needs" entailed
developing "the individual student's full potential",
then we could ignore this hypostasis of "society".
Unfortunately, Callaghan's "society" might not be
ours or our students. Although the Prime Minister
Was seeking to start a debate, he claimed that if
"everything is reduced to such phrases as educational
freedom versus state control we shall get nowhere".
It may be better to get nowhere than to be taken
somewhere against our wiII

`f '



PRIVATE EYE INVELTIGATES A LEVEL SOCIOLOGY

We reproduce the story of the man investigated by his employer for studying GCE A level sociology
, and political studies!

WATCH OUT - PRIVATE EYE AT WORK

Extraordinary goings on have come to light at
,finn GAF Ltd., Birmingham. At an unfair

:idismissal tribunal hearing .the personnel manager
:adMitted that he had ordered "an investigation"

a TASS member's political background. The
reason given was that the member Was studying 'A'
level . sociology and political studies and was a keen

..:trade:unionist. .

The use of a private detective agency had, so
1:=the firin claimed nothing to do with the sacking of
t ithe member; who happened to be the chairman of

TASS office committee, despite the fact that
he was the'only one to be declared redundant.

The. 'tribunal unfortunately found that our

member had been dismissed because he was
redundant. Our members at the firm were out on
strike for about 31/2 weeks in support of their
colleague.

TASS is blacking the firm's products (photo-
copying and drawing office reproduction
equipment).
Members are asked to see that GAF products
are not used in their rams.

The question of the political spying on our
member is being taken up with the appropriate
quarters.

GAF Ltd. is the British subsidiary of an
American owned firm.

Frorn TASS (Technical, .4dministrative and Supervisory Section o' the Amalgamated Union of
Engineering Workers) Journal Sam% 1976
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SOCIOLOGY: THE CHOICE AT A LEVEL

Edited by Geoff Whitty and Denis Gleeson
for the Association for the Teaching of the
Social Sciences

Since its inception in the mid.1960s, A level
Soc:ology has become .an immensely popular
subject, particularly In Colleges of Further
Education but also, increasingly, in schools. Five
of the major examination boards now offer
examinations in Sociology at this level, yet it
continues to create considerable controversy in
many circles. This book concentrates particularly
upon those issues facing teachers who are involved
or interested in teaching A level Sociology. What
are the differences between the various syllabuses?
To what extent is there unnecessary duplication
between them? Do any of them offer an opportunity
to reassess the conventional relationship between
teaclars, students and examiners? Does A level
Sociology encourage students to engage more
criticaiiy and actively in the world they live in?

Tnis book focuses upon recent developments

and future possibilities in the teaching, learning
and assessment of Advanced Level Sociology.
Based upon the proceedings of the ATSS
Conference, Sociology in the SocialSciences,16.18,
it gathers together information and comment on
the various syllabuses now available and looks
forward to possible future developments.

The book offers readers an insight into the
views of examiners and practising teachers on these
and related issues, and Nesents for acrutiny the
various syllabuses, reaoing lists and examination
papers. It also considers the proposals of two
groups of teachers whose answers to questions like
those posed here have led them to formulate their
own alternatives in the form of a Mode 3 A level
Sociology syllabus and a scheme for an integrated
Social Sciences A level.

Price: £1.80 paperback ISBN 0905484 07 X
E3.90 hardback ISBN 0905484 02 E

Please add postage 25p per volume for post orders.
Nafferton Books, DRIFFIELD, N. Humberside,
England.
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ATM NEWS
Compiled by Chris Brown

THE ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING
The weekend.conference at West Midlands College
in September passed of f successfully on the one
hand nobody drowned in the swimmin§ pool and
on the other a pair of trousers was left in one of
the rooms! The conference had its share of debate
and argument as well as humour and entertainment.
But perhaps just as important was that some people
said they found elements of the conference helpful.

Since the AGM was embedded in the conference
it was a lengthier, better attended and more lively
affair than most AGM's. The issue which excited
most passion was the election of the President and
Vice-Presidents. Neither Gerry Fowler, Jean la
Fontaine or James Hemmings were elected without
opposition and Philip Abrams was not elected at all.
One outcome of this debate was the setting up of
a working party to consider the procedures for
electing future presidents and vice-presidents. This
group will report to the neXt AGM. P.II members
who are interested and would like to comment on
this issue are asked to communicate with- the
chairman of the working party, Ian Miles of
Thomas Bennett School, Crawley. His home address
is 21 Aintree Road, Furnace Green, Crawley, Sussex.

NEW OFFICERS
TWO new officers were elected at the AGM. John
Aitley becomes Vice-Chairman. He has been an
active member of the Oxford Branch Committee
for several.years and teaches at Oxford CFE. His
main Job is to oversee the general administration
and development of the Association. Annie Spencer,
who takes over as Assistant Secretary, taught until
recently at Kirkby CFE, Liverpool and was secretary
of the Merseyside Group. She has now 'retired' to a
Yorkshire village and does some part-time lecturing
and research. She will take over the administration
of the Council and act as secretary to the two
Executive sub-committees.

MEMBERSHIP
The processing of membership applications and
renewals is now being undetaken by Lorraine
Judge, who is a member of the newly established
and very active ATSS Group in Scotland and who
teaches at Reid Kerr College, Paisley. Please send
changes of address and any queries about member-
ship status etc. direct to Lorraine. Her address is
10 Spiers Road., Lochwinnoch, Renfrewshire,
Scotland.

At the AGM the student subscription was raised
to £2 with immediate effect.

THE CONSTITUTION
The main effect of the constitutional amendments
approved at the AGM is to reduce the Executive
sub-committees from four to two. One will deal
with all matters relating to publications and is
chaired by Roland Meighan as General Editor. The
other brings together all those engaged in running
the Association such as branch development officer,
press of ficer etc. This is chaired 5y John Astley.
The previous arrangements did not seem to work
too weli and we hope the new streamlined com-
mittees will be more effective and leave the,
Executive free to discuss general policy issues. At
a time when the 'hidden garden' of the curriculum
has become a public park, it is even more im-
portant that the ATSS Executive has the capacity
to react swiftly in the interest of social science
teachers.

PROJECTS ON INDUSTRY
We should like to draw members attention to the

s current plethora of curriculum projects on industry.
Many will know the Warwick Understanding Indus-
trial Society Project which was featured in Vol.5,
No. 4 of this journal. The same volume carried a
note of a new project funded by the CBI called the
Understanding British Industry Project. This one
must not be confused with another project estab-
lished recently called the Schools Council Industry
Project of which Martin Lightfoot has recently
been appointed director.

The Schools Council project is in association
with both the CBI and the TUC. Between them the.
two projects have nearly half a million pounds to
spend this at a time when other curriculum
development has been all but stopped. ATSS has
asked the CBI why they feel it necessary to dupli-
cate the Schools Council project. .

ATSS SOCIAL STUDIES PROJECT 13-16
Our own humble proposals have bn endorsed by
the School Council Scoial Sciences Committee and
they now go forward for further negotiations with-
in Schools Council. A co-ordinator for the project
will be selected shortly by the Executive and a
co-ordinating committee is being set up. We have
been asked to associate other subject assodations
with the project, which is an eminently sensible
idea, and in particular the Programme for Political
Education and the Economics 14-16 Project (see
SST, Vol. 6 No. 1, p. 3) are to be closely involved.
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NATIONAL ABSOCIATION FOR RACE
RELATIONS TEACHING AND ACTION

k,F1ESEARCH ;
NARTAR: 'Caine into tieing in January 1976. It was
feritted'., as a result of the SSRC and Calouste
GUlbenkian;FOundation Projects which attempted
itti,Jtudi, The Problems and Effects of Teaching
Abibut, Rosie :Relations". These projects sought to
Oieplore.ihe:.eatualities of the classroom through
the eyee of; the teacher concerned, rather than to
*far. ta.prescriptive approach. As it operated at a
reitloeal'i, level, both multi-racial and non-multi-
*:tal':ithools.,wire involved. The findings which
.1.eiiiifted suggest that:

Without sorne teaching in the area of race
'..'relations pupils aged 14-15 years tend to show

u. *if Increase in intolerance towards other ethnic
groups,-: ,
conVereeieY, . teaching in the area of race
relitioni tends to lessen this process and may
Increase tolerance towards other ethnic groups.
Ncr,ohe...teaching strategy is necessarily more
effectivethan another.
41100k:once lies in the sensitivity and self-
awarenees of the teacher in matching
approaches to particular situations.
If the above findings are accepted, it then seems

lipci,:fcillow that any dissemination must be based on
teacher experience. The Association has been set

to.fOrther this aim. It will try to make available
to colleaguel in schools and colleges the corporate

;4..experiencei gained by participation in the pro-
f jectitthroUgh the use of conferences and workshop

'''situations. It will also attempt to provide oppor-
tunities for the development and support of
`teachiirs who undertake teaching in this area.

It' is planned thar a collection of teaching
,,,materials, based on those used in the projects, will

made available. If these are published, then the
royalties would be used to hep to sustain the

z: national programme of dissemination under the
direction of a national committee.

Further details can be' obtained from The
!Secretary, Alison Stewart, Yew Tree High School,
,Wythenshawe, Manchester M23 ODD.

NEW JMB SYLLABUSES
The Joint Matriculation Board have recently cir-
culated some drafts of proposed new syllabuses

'."designed to meet as far as possible both the needs
of sixth-form students for whom Advanced levels
are not appropriate and also the needs of students

". in Further Education." The five syllabuses in
circulation Archeology, Local History, Industrial
Studies, Psychology and Social Administration

;. are intended to be particularly suitable for FE
students and mature students.

ATSS is naturally interested in the Industrial
Studies, Psychology and Social Administration

,.sYllabuses and we were represented at a meeting
t; held in October to discuss them. ATSS has also

sent a letter to JMB querying the distinction which
they seem.to be making between FE students and
students in schools. We have also suggested that the

'11!tirrie is ripe to consider a social anthropology

syllabus and to implement the proposals of the
Board's own working party for an Integrated Social
Sciences syllabus. More details of the new sy llabuses
can be obtained from Mr. C. Vickerman, JMB,
Manchester M15 6EU.

SOCIETY TODAY
Most members will by now have seen IPC's new
forthnightly magazine for social science students.
It is clearly aimed mainly at A-level Sociology but
students of Politics & Government and. Possibly
Economics & Psychology will find it helpful. The
combination of popular commercial journalism
with the sort of academic approach required at
A-level is obviously fraught with dangers there is
both superficiality and questionable sociology in
the first issue which is on the theme of Prejudice;
the second issue on Power should be a real test.
However, the provision of helpful background
information supplemented by the oc.mional help
with conceptue '. unfinntanding should .. :sure that
the new jou:nal pm-1:N% po;,:ilar.

The price of 20p :;s reasonable in these times
but aspects of the terms of sale are causing concern
to some ATSS members. They feel that teachers
are being blackmailed into acting as unpaid salesmen
for IPC and that individual subscriptions are too
expensive to be an alternative way of getting the
magazine for the average student. ATSS has written
to Society Today urging that normal availability
through newsagents should be possible.

WORLD STUDIES PROJECT
This project began in 1973 and was then financed
by the Leverhulme Trust. It now receives a grant
from the DES and it has just published a book with
the title: Learning for Change in World Society. The
book aims To be a resource for teachers in secondary
schools who teach% about contemporary world
affairs. Topics covered include: bias and prejudice,
the causes of poverty, and oppression and human
rights. The main Fection of the book is a survey of
practical methods and exercises "which can be
used in classrooms for bringing abstract issues
down to earth". The price is £1.75 and it can be
obtained from World Studies Project, 24 Palace
Chambers, Bridge Street, London SW1.

DIARY DATES
Dec
1 Essex ATSS. 6th Form Conference on

Deviance with Stan Cohen, Prof. of Sociology
at the University of Essex. S.E. Essex Sixth
Form College, South Barnfleet

4 W.Midlands ATSS. RE ,and Social Science.
University of Birmingham School of
Education. 10.00.

Jan
3/8 Management and Organisation of Sociology

Studies in FE. FE Staff College, Coombe
Lodge, Blagdon, Avon. Further details from
the College.
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4/7 Centre for Environmental Studies. Residential
Conference on themes of Social Change,
Housing & the State and Community Action
& the Local Authority. University of York.
Details from Melanie Metcalfe, CES, 62
Chandos,Place, London WC2N 4HH.

4/8 The Middle Class in Mass Politics, Includes
Papers by Ivor Crewe, Tom Nossiter and
Frank Parkin. Salford University. Details from
David Jary, Dept. of Sociological and Political
Studies, University of Salford, Salford M5 4WT.

Feb
26 W.Midlands Politics and Economics Associ-

ations. Curriculum Projects in Economics
and Politics. University of Birmingham School
of Education.

Mar
26 W.Midlands ATSS. Socialisation. University of

Binpingham School of Education. 10.00.

28/
Apr
1 British Sociological Association. Annual Con-

ference. Power and the State. University of
Sheffield. Details from BSA, 13 Endsleigh St.,
London WC1 ODJ.

12/ ATSS Easter Course. Social Studies and
16 Humanities in the Middle and Secondary

School. Loughborough College of Education.
15/ Economics Association. Annual Conference.
18 Durham University.

May
14 W.Midlands ATSS. Social Science and

Humanities. University of Birmingham School
of Education. 10.00.

ECONOMICS. VOL. XII, PART 3.
AUTUMN 1976
After the last issue of the Social Science Teacher,
ATSS members are now surely to be found playing
non-stop games with their students. However, this
issue . of Economics contains a sober note on
gaming. It is an attempted evaluation of the
Reading University Schools Game. Personally I

have no idea what this game is but presumably it
is well known amongst economics teachers because
it is not explained in the article. Nevertheless, the
article includes a well-informed discussion of
evaluating games in general and will prove of
interest beyond economics. Economics is available
from the General Secy., Economics Association,
Room 340, Hamilton House, Mab.edon Place,
London WC1H 98H.

Len Law, ATSS representative on and Hon. Sec. of
SCOS, writes:
S.C.O.S. (the Standing Committee of Sociologists)
is a committee which attempts to co-ordinate and
negotiate between the various more specialised
organisations to which those who identify with the
label 'sociologist' belong. At the moment it includes
representatives from mainly teaching organisations;
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The British Sociological Association, Sociologists
in Polytechnics, The f.,,ociology Section of the Old
Association of Teachers in Colleges and Depart-
ments of Education (though the status of this
organisation is now in some dispute given the recent
merger of ATCDE and the ATT1 into NATFHE),
and the ATSS; though it is hoped that in the
future the CoMmittee will also have representatives
from other organisaed groups in the Civil Service
and Research sectors.

As stated above, our main aim is to bring some
co-ordination between the activities of our various
bodies, to stop unnecessary duplication of effort,
and to act as a barrier at a time when the interests
of our separate organisations clash, and to the
degree that this happens we have been relatively
successful. Well, at least all the organisations con-
cerned are now aware of the aimt and positions
that the others are likely to take on a given issue.

We have also been reasonably successful in
cementing the relationships between our organisa-
tions at Executive Committee level inasmuch as
they are now all entitled to send co-opted repre-
sentatives to BSA Executive meetings. It is hoped
that recipeocal arrangements might still be made in
the future.

The Committee has also originated activity
when it was thought necessary. At the moment we
are attempting to do something about the lament-
able state of teacher training for future Sociology
teachers, trying to make some progress in Scotland
wwards the introduction of Sociology within the
school curriculum, organising with the BSA and
BBC a possible series of lectures, and also trying to
get a couple of conferences off the ground. Though
it must be emphasised that our main aim is to pro-
duce a situation where the various organisations
represented have to some degree interlocking
executive committee's thereby making our own
efforts unnecessary. It is to this extent, only, that
we are really a self destructive organisation.

Mick Roebuck, secretary of the ATSS Group in
Scotland, writes:
Although the difficulties of establishing a full ATSS
branch in Scotland are becoming ever more
apparent, those who attended a meeting at Moray
House in October were not deterred. In fact it
was a very constructive gathering and a number of
important activities have been set in motion.
Approaches are to be made to the Modern Studies
Association to explore common ground. It is also
intended to prepare an ATSS reply to Curriculum
Paper 15 on Social Studies in schools: in this
document the existence of sociology, social anthro-
pology and psychology are barely given recognition.

The meeting also decided to branch out in
several directions geographically. An Edinburgh
group is planned to meet shortly to discuss
"Teaching Deviance" using Roger Gomm's exce-
llent paper as a basis for discussion. These meetings'
it is hoped Will take place on a regular basis. Mean-
while Lorraine Judge hopes to establish a similar
group in the west.



'MINUTES OF THE ANNUAL GENERAL 7.

tNEETING OF THE ATSS HELD ON
lSEPTEMBER 18th 1976 AT
;, WEST MIDLANDS COLLEGE, WALSALL

. Apologies were received from Joan Poulter and
;Geoff Whitty.

2. The. Minutes of the meeting held on April 20th
were approved as a correct record.

3. The report of the Council was received.
3.1 It was stated that an investigation into the

reasons why 3ubscriptions are not renewed 8.
would be undertaken by the Research
Committee in the Autumn.

3.2 A comment was made to the effect that
The Social Sdience Teacher did not con-
tain enough pre-A level material. It was
felt that more contributions were wanted
from secondary social science teachers.
Helen Reynolds askd for material on sex
roles for a future edition of the journal.

3.3 Roger Gomm discussed the difficulties in
running the Resources Exchange Scheme. 9.
He felt that with a better structure the
scheme could be vastly improved.

3.4 It was agreed that the outcome of discus-
sions in the Publications Sub-Committee
Concerning a proposed new series of
publicationi called Guidelines would be
reported in the journal.

3.5 Barry Dufour outlined the structure of the
1977 Easter courses and said that he hoped
it would not exclude FE members.

The Accounts for 1975/6 were received.
5. The secretary introduced a budget for 1976/7.

He admitted that it was somewhat crude but he
felt that a start had to .be made on stricter
financial control in the Association. The
following budget was approved:

Income
Membership subscriptions 5,400
Publications 300
Conferences 100
Advertising 500

TOTAL 6,300
Expenditure

Publications 3 000
Post and Stationery 1 000
Branches 350
Panels expenses 200
Council expenses 150
Executive expenses 200
Chairman's expenses 100
Publicity 300
Miscellaneous expenses 250

TOTAL 5,550

6. Chas. Townley proposed the election of Prof.
Gerry Fowler, M.P. as President of the Association
in succession to Prof. Philip Abrams and this
was agreed.

A proposal to elect Jeanie Fontaineand James
Hemmings as Vice-Presidents was also carried.
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A proposal to set up a working Party to con-
sider the procedures for electing the President
and Vice-Presidents was agreed. The Working
Party was to report back to the next AGM and
meanwhile would solicit the views of members
through the journal and invite those who
wished to attend meetings. The following were
elected to serve on the Working Party: Joyce
Edmond-Smith, Andy McDouall, Ian Miles
(Chairman), Sue Proctor and Annie Spencer.
The following officers were elected unopposed:
Chairman Keith Poulter (Loughton CFE)
Vice-Chairman John Astley.(Oxford CFE)
Secretary Chris Brown

(West Midlands College)
Asst. Secretary Annie Spencer
Treasurer Kevin Cowan

(Kidderminster CFE)
General Editor Roland Meighan

(Univ. of Birmingham)

The following amendments to the constitution
were passed nem. con.:
1. Delete pares. (vi) to (x) of Section 6.

Substitute the following:
(vi) The committee shall have two standing

sub-committees, for development and
publications. The sub-committees shall
have power to co-opt up to three people
and they shall meet not less, than twice a
year.

(vii) The chairman of the Development Sub-
. Committee shall be the Vice-Chairman of

the Association. In addition It shall con-
sist of the following officers elected by the
council: advisory panels, liaison officer,
branch development and liaison officer,
conferences officer, membership secretary,
press officer and publicity officer.

(viii) The branch development and liaison officer
shall be entitled to attend any branch
committee meeting subject to reasonable
advarna3 notice being given to the chairman
or secretary of the branch. The advisory
panels liaison officer shall be entitled to
attend any panel meeting subject to
reasonable advance notice being given to
the panel chairman.

(ix) The chairman of the Publications Sub.
Committee sh011 be the General Editor of
the Association. In addition it shall con-
sist of the following officers elected by the
Council: business manager, circulation
manager, reviews editor, monographs
editor, resources exchange officer and
sales officer.

(x) All elected members of Executive Sub-
Committees shall be members of the
Council. They shall present a report to
each meeting of the sub-committee of
whiph they are a member.

2. Add to para. (ii) of Section 7 the following:
(g) elected members of Executive Sub-

Committes;
(h) representatives on outside bodies.
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3. Add new pares. (xiv) and (xv) to Section 7 asfollows:

(xiv) All positions filled by Council election,
except those referred to in para. (xv)
below, shall be subject to annual re-election
at the Winter meeting of the Council.
Vacant positions may be filled at any other
meeting of the Council but will be subject
to re-election at the Winter Council.

(xv) Representatives on outside bodies shall be
elected for a three-year period or suchperiod as shall be established for the
representation by the outside body if this
is less than three years.

10.1t was agreed that the student subscription
should be increased to £2 p.a. with immediateeffect.

The subscription for overseas members
was referred to the Executive Committee.

11.1t was agreed that the next AGM should again
form part of a weekend conference. The equi-
valent weekend in September 1977, or one
later, was agreed as an appropriate date. A venue
in Leeds Ms acceptable if it could be arranged.

12.In the absence of a representative from the West
Midlands Elfanch Committee Keith Poulter pro-
posed the following resolution:

ATSS should join the campaign for the reduc-
tion of 1st year teachers' timetables.
Mr. Pouiter said that at his college the Union
brancit had recently been successful in achieving
a reduction of three hours in the contact timeof lecturers in their first year. The motion was
agreed.

13.0n behalf of the West Midlands Branch Com-mittee, Roland Meighan proposed thefollowing resolution:

ATSS should make some sort of statement
relating to the controversy surrounding newRE syllabi.
The following amendment was propsed by theRev. John Bradford:

Thar the ATSS, having noted the controversy
surrounding the new Birmingham R.I. Syllabus
and Handbook, wishes that interdisciplinaryliaison (with special reference to the
Birmingham Education Committee's SyllabusConference and the National Religious Educa-
tion Council) be established for dialogue on
areas of common interest.
During the discussion it was agreed that this
was an area in which ATSS had a contribution
to make and it was decided to pass both the
resolution and the amendment so that theformulation of policy coult4 be started for
presentation to the next AGM. Such a state-
ment of policy would then enable ATSS toenter into dialogue with the appropriatequarters.

C.H. Brown,
Hon. Sec.
Sept. 1976
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CORRESPONDENCE

Dear Editors,

WEST GERMANY; POLITICAL REPRESSION
THE TEACHING PROFESSION

3000 people sacked from public service employ-
ment; o,iir 6000 special hearings; 800,000 secret
investigations into the political and professional
lives of public employees. This is the balance of 8years destruction of democratic Rights in the
Federal Republic of Germany (BRD). The Emer-
gency Regulations of 1968 designed to enable the
police to deal with student revolt by suspending
personal and civil liberties was only the first of
what is now an appalling array of police and state
controlled powers which are being used to supPress
socialist and communist opinion. The signal for thelatest wave of political repression was given by the
Brandt government in 1972 with the so-calledRadical Decree (Radikalenerlass). This enabled
regional governments to dismiss public employees
if their personal and political activities were undersuspicion. In 1975 the Federal Constitutional
Court upheld the practice of the "Berufsverbote"
(occupational prohibition) as well as the investi-
gation procedure by the agencies of the secret
service. This latter activity known as opinion
snooping (Gesinnungsschnuffelei) is of course a
direct threat to every teacher who deals with con-
troversial issues concerning socialism, capitalism,communism, fascism . . . etc; as part of his class-
room practice, to say nothing of the intimidation
a socialist teacher is now bound to experience.

The position of all teachers in the public sector
in West Germany is now precarious; paradoxically
because their civil service status requires them topass a test of political reliability as welt as taking a
special oath of loyalty to the constitution.Socialists
and others who have been active in recent struggles
against imperialism, or German re-armament or
against the SPD's unprinicpled attacks on a whole
range of democratic rights have been the real tar-
gets of this wave of repression. The Berufsvervot is
clearly directed against the Left. The major political
parties of West German Capitalism, the Christian
Democrats (CDU and CSU), the ruling Social
Democrats (SPD) and their coalition partners the
Free Democrats (FDP) all agree that a test of
political reliability should be carried out on intend-
ing teachers and those already employed. Thosewho are not reliable or whose commitment todemocracy of the West German kind is foundwanting by the anonymous investigators are in-
variably people of the Left. There have been no
"extreme" right-wins sociologists sacked in the
way that Professor Holzer of Munich Universityhat for insvnce. The seriousness of ;Al this has
been noted by even the T.H.E.S. (24.476) ...

"It musl be said that the academic community
has every reason to be alarmed. There are now
a substantial number of cases in universities
where the long drawn out official investigationsand hearings have taken place, and where



appointments could not be confirmed, or
had to be terminated, for what were essenti-
ally political grounds."
Obviously in the opinion of German social-

democratic pluralism socialist teachers constitute
at best a subsersive element and at worst an overt
,threat to existing capitalist relations of production
,otfierWise why bother to suppress them? The clues-

) lion is important in the wider context of German
society and the latent and not so latent threat from
fascism of both old and new varieties. Fascism in
West:Germany has no"viable organisational form
(thoUgh the 'number of ex-nazis who appear in the
CDUICSU might lead one to think it had) but
tescist thinking can find expression at all sorts of
levels within the official machinery of the State
and the bureaucracies Of ihe conservative political
parties occupying the centre of electoral political

The position of teachers, especially those in
,higher education becomes quite crucial if they are
Mewed as being responsible for inculcating the

%':values and afiitudes of existing society into the
succeedi Ng generations. Their pivotal role in the
1968 events is sometimes cited as evidence for this,
Oven though the leading Marxist intellectual figures
of the student revolt era, Marcuse and the Frankfurt

. School seem content not to comment on recent
events. In spite of this the academic Left is seen as
a threat to existing forms of control and it is Clearly
,the major target. The Constitution of the Federal
Republic which guarantees freedom of opinion and
,teaching is being breached on these counts.

The impact of the Berufsverbote on the teaching
profession is not limited to the monitoring of edu-
cational and teaching activities. There are political
'implication. Whereas Brandt's Radical Decree was
directed against intellectuals who held unorthodox
political opinions, recent cases appear to involve
teachers who have attempted to Involve pupils,
students and parents in a politicisation process over
a wide range of issues. State repression is being
used to prevent alliances between the working class,
its organisations and democratic progressive
teachers. The reasons given for dismissal rarely
refer to a teacher's ability in the classroom or to
pedagogical concerns at all. Invariably they refer
to a' persan's commitment (or lack of it) to the
basic democratic order enshrined in the Constitu-
tion. Having taken part in a demonstration with
socialists and communists, being a member of a
variety of perfectly legal socialist organisations
constitute grounds for "enmity towards the
Constitution" (Verfassungsfeindlich) and hence
dismissal from the teaching service.

Resistance and opposition is now being organised
in West Germany and has struck a response in
several Eu.-opean countries. The French Socialist
I seder 'Mitterand has founded a committee for civil
lights and occupational freedom in the German

. Federal Republic. Alfred Grosser the 'French
domiciled holder of the Peace Prize awarded by
ihe German book trade and German hirtorian has
roundly condemned the Berufsverbote and associ-
ated , anti-democratic tendencies. In Britain a
resmber of committees have been established to
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widen the struggle for democracy in Germany and
attempts are being made to involve the teaching
unions through their international contacts and
committees.

The defence of democratic rights and freedoms
cannot be limited to one state. Rank and file
teachers at all levels of the educational system
should raise these Issues in their union branches
and intruct their local, regional and national
officials to take action.

Information on developments in Germany can
be obtained at the ;allowing addresses:

Bund Sozialistischer Lehrer und Erzieher
5 Cologne I (Koln)
Goebenstr. 3.
West Germany (BRD)

An ti-Berufsverbote Campaign
67 Woodstock Road,
Birmingham 813 98L.

Yours faithfully

DAVID DAVIES
Lecturer in Sociology

Bulmershe College of Higher Education



AVON RESOURCES FOR LEARNING
DEVELOPMENT UNIT A TEACHER'S

CO-OPERATIVE IN ACTION
By Michael Jennings, Social Studies Editor

and Jahn Graystone, Research Assistant,
Indekndent Evaluation Team, Bristol University.

The Avon Resources for Learning Project nom( be-
_ginning -:ts 3rd year, is a unique experiment in co-
operation between teachers for the purpose of
helping to create both the conditions for resource-
bated learning and the materials themselves. This
article is an accouttt of its origins, organisation, arta

rdie procedures followed specifically by the Social
Studies Project.

.ORIGINS
,1141966 the Nuffield Foundation set up a Resources
.for. Learning Project to study how 'in times of rapid
changes, increasing expectations, and ccntinuing
ehortage of resources, schools might make the best
tise of teachers' skills and. of new developments

On methods and equipment'.1
.Ouring the first two years (1966-68) the project

;I:looked at various 'novelties' such as educational
broadcasting, programmed learning and teaching

..,:machines; compur -. assisted inttructions etc., but

.j.';aS:the project developed more emphasis began to
. placed on developing the concepts associated

th independent or resource-based learning. In
';.f.tict the early 1970's was a time when teachers in

Britain `were being faced with innovation in many
educational areas the move towards comprehen-
sve changes in school organisation and
clealLorgenisation, curriculum innovation, increase
ifl ,integrated studies, mode three courses as well

In this climate, interest in the ideas of resource-
beied :learning increased though in some cases

il;.perforrnance did not match enthusiasm. Teachers
already;:.heavily committed in the day-to-day
iietivities of the , school began to find problems in

producing materials of suitable quality and suffi-
cient quantity for use in the classroom. Accord-
ingly, the Nuffield Project proposed an
experimental 'teachers' co-operative' to help create
the conditions for resource-based learning and so
pave the way for substantial experimentation. The
teachers' co-operative was to be established in and
funded by the new county of Avon and was to last
four years commencing September 1974.

2. ORGANISATION
1. The full-time staff Di reato r, Assistant Director,
five subject editors, thtee graphic designers, admini-
strative assistant, secretary, despatch clerk.

2. Key pollees
(i) an intensive style: work to be concerned

with five basic subject, Mathe.natics,
English, Social Studies, French, Science.
It would be aimed at lower secondary
(11-14 years) classes only.

(ii) a non-selective policy with regard to
schools and teachers; the co-operative is
available to all 61 secondary schools in
Avon and to all teachers working with the
chosen age groups.

(iii) teacher control, so that teachers can deter-
mine the principles governing the selection
and organisat:on of the resources, in addi-
tion to playing active roles, if they wish, in
creating and testing resource units and in
experimentation with new methods of
classroom organisation.

3. Evaluation: the unit itself has a responsibility
for internal evaluation of a formative kind, inten-
ded to ensure that materials and services are
constantly modified to meet the needs of the
schools. The major evaluation is independently
organised by a research team at the University of
Bristol, funded by the D.E.S. The focUl on this
evaluation is on three issues

the viability of the Development Unit
itself in terms of staffing structures,
processes and finance
the testing of the claims of resource-based
learning in the schools
the changes in the schools themselves.

4. How it works!
(i) In each subject, there is first of all a sub-

ject conference of interested teachers which
clarifies broad aims and elects an editorial
board.

(ii) The editorial board determines the con-
trolling framework for the resources.
The full-time editor implements the
policies of the board, creates units himself,
helps individual authors, and forms work .
groups.

(iv) Teachers experiments with resource-based
learning supported by advice, practical
help and an inservice education programme.
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The resources are mainly those that are cheap
to Produce anb lend themselves to independent
learning worksheets, study guides, wall charts,
programmed learning texts, illustrations, filmstrips,
audio-cassettes, games and simulations. Commerci-
ally produced material is frequently incorporated.

Having described briefly the origins and organir
"station of the Unit, it may be useful to look at what
it is hoping to achieve and the way it actually has
gone about this in the field of social studies.

3. AIMS
In 1971 L.C. Taylor,2 Director of the Nuffield
Project claimed nine advantages for independent
styles of !earning. Resource-based learning would:

involve the students, actively and per-
sonally, and thereby gain their interest;
introduce student choice into the class-
room, when this is legitimate, relevant
and useful;
permit individual variations in pace and
style, thereby breaking the lock-step' of
the class;
facilitate the work of mixed-ability groups;
allow more flexible scheduling within
subjects and between subjects;
extend the potential range of a school's
course options and thereby make the con-
cept of a smaller school into a viable
proposition;
provide a better induction for student
teachers and probationer teachers through
first contacts with small groups and
individuals;
give a greater preparation for life-long
education;
create a happier, more personal, more
adult relationship between teachers and
students in their classrooms.

What however are the conditions that resource-
based learning demands? They can be categorised
as follows:" a resource collection immediately accessible

to the teacher and learners;
a resource collection of sufficient size and
of sufficient variety to allow students some
degree of choice and also to provide for
individual differences in abilities, interests,
pace and style;
resources made for independent learning,
so that the student can extract from them
exposition, stimulus, guidance,organisation,
feedback, without constant recourse to
the mediation of the teacher;
the resource collection organised for quick
retrieval and enterprising use by the
students themwlves;
a teacher with good understanding of the
aims and techniques of resource-based
learning, and desirous of experimenting
with new personal roles in relation to
individual pupils and groups the tasks of
motivating, inspiring, challenging, guiding,
diagnosing, remedying, supporting,
assessing;

a school library/resource centre providing
conditions and facilities for further studies
of a self-directional nature;
the local authority providing efficient loan
services of these resources which are too
expensive or too specialised to be owned
by individual schools."3

It is obvious that the satisfying of these condi-
tions is too formidable a task to be within the
capacity of an individual teacher or even a group of
teachers with heavy day-to-day commitments in
school. The "teachers' co-operative" was Nuffield's
solution to the problem and Avon accepted the
challenge of seeing whether or not it would work.
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4. THE SOCIAL STUDIES PROJECT
A description of the steps which the Social Studies
Project took to set up its own co-operative will
indicate general R.F.L.D.U. policy. The first step
was to call a conference of Social Studies teachers,
which presented immediate problems as many Avon
schools would deny that they operated a social
studies course in their lower ichools. It is worth
mentioning here that the choice of the term "social
'studies" as the title of one of the projects was a
deliberate attempt by the Unit Director, Philip
Waterhouse, to involve teachers of integrated
courses in the work of the Project as well as
specialitt teachers. The Project felt that it had no
brief to initiate integration but it had to service
the 51% of Avon schools that had already com-
bined subjects in their lower school curriculum.
Therefore, the first conference was attended by
teachers of humanities, environmental studies,
social studies, geography, history and religious
education.

How was the R.F.L.D.U. to produce banks of
resources that would be appropriate to the
numerous courses that existed in Avon's 61 secon-
dary schools? The problem was passed to the
Project's Editorial Board, which was elected at this
first conference. The members were all teachers but
they had the power of co-option. They used this
to swell their ranks with Avon's humanities advisers
and representatives from Bristol and Bath Schools
of Education, the local polytechnic and the City
Museum's School Department.

The Board's first task was to devise a framework -
within which the first bank of resources would be
produced. No one wanted an "Avon Social Studies
Course", yet it would clearly be nonsensical to
produce a totally unconnected bank. Atter a survey
of Avon schools' courses the Board went for themes.
They chose ten beginnings, beliefs, change,
communications, communities, conflict, explora-
tion, rules and law, the local, area and skills. The
'skills' band was to. have Fiervice function which
pupils would 'dip' into when necessary and this
would avoid any duplic:alkiii of skills learning in
other resource packs. It was felt that although the

,bank would have a 'local area' band the bank as a
whole should reflect the local environment, an
obvious need that a local resource centre can
exploit in its resource production.



The writing of the materials has been, on the
whole, the responsibility of the teachers. The Unit
provides support in the form of advice to writers
on content, format, testing etc. A panel of 'critical
readers' are available; the Unit does any picture
watch, photography and copyright clearance that
are necessary; the materials are designed in the
Unit's studio, some are printed in-house, the
majority at outside printers and are then packed
and despatched to schools by Unit staff.

At the time of writing the first bank of materiels,
consisting of 45 titles, are in use in schools, both
inside and outside the County of Avon. A second
bank is near completion and prahs for the third
bank are underway. But production is only part of
the. Unit's activities. Active support is given to
teachers who wish to experiment with the materials
in their own classrooms.

Unit staff will give demonstrat:ons of the use of
materials in any school that asks for it. They will
advise on classroom layout and on resource manage-
ment. An experimental classroom is in operation
at the Unit headquarters in which the most effec-
tive organisation to facilitate independent learning
is being sought. Teachers are welcome to visit this
classroom to see resource-based learning in action.

CONCLUSION
The experimental period of the project is at the half-
way stage. The lesson that has been learnt so far is
that a teachers' co-operative to produce resources is
not enough. Once the materials are in the schcols
teachers need support if they are to experimem
must become an increasingly important function of
the R.F.L.D.U. to provide this support In two years
time the independent evaluation will indicate
whether the model that has been pursued by Avon
can profitably be adopted by other L.E.A.'s.
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CULTURAL STUDIES AND VALUES
EDUCATION:
THE ROLE OF THE TEACHER

By James McKernan, New University of Ulster.

In this paper I will be discussing the concepts of
culture and values, and the role of the teacher in
a programme of cultural studies for schools in
Northern Ireland.

For the past two and one half years I have been
actively involved In a programme of educational
research and curriculum development embracing a
dozen secondary schools in Northern Ireland. These
schools are participating in an educational pro-
gramme designed by the Schools Cultural Studies
Project, based within the Education Centre of the
New University of Ulster at Coleraine.

The project in cultirdi studies was conceived in
1973 in order to un, take significant social de-
velopment work in Ulst The project is based on
two very fundamental assumptions: first, that
schools have a significant part to play in resolving
the diffit.s:!fies and differences that have beset
Northern Ireland society in recent years, and
secona, that teacher involvement will be crucial in
any contributions made in and through schools.

These assumptions formed the basis of a proposal
for a programme of school-based curriculum de-
velopment submitted to the Joseph Rowntree
Charitable Trust and the Northern Ireland Com-
munity Relations Commission. Grants were made
:n support of a five year programme.

The team consists cf five full time members,
two of which. have been seconded from local
schools. We meet regule.'y with teachers in L. work-
shop setting to develop teaching materials and
strategies that seek to promote cross-cultural
understanding. The Project is intended to support
teachers and others who have an educationd
responsibility in: (a) the development of creative
experimental approaches in the education of NJ.
children, and, (b) the cultivation of modes of
sensitivity, tolerance and mutual understanding.

Since we cannot claim confidently how to
achieve these objectives, it has been a major task
of the project team to develop and test relevant
hypotheses in classroom situations and in close co-
operation with experienced teachers.

At this stage in the development of curriculum
studies we must ask productive questions. For, to
-se Jerome Bruner's phrase, we are ail "seekers"
-either than "knowers", and the directions in which
we seJrch will be fruitful only if we pursue the
right questions.

In my own research there is one essential
question, though not only art: what strategies can
teachers use on both sides of the community dMde
that would seek to have pupils analyse, discuss and
clarify their values and explore controversial issues
in Irish culture? What would the role of the teacher
be in a programme of cultural studies and values
education? Now if that role is merely to reflect
patterns of culture that form the Ulster heritage
and contemporary society, then I do not believe
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'that the teacher or the school will be under any
great.strain. If hoWever, the teacher wishes to help
his pupils AO understand, criticise and change that

aCulture and to discuss and clarify valu laden issues,
then: the teacher 'will 'need to dim. jlop a substantive
basis for, his activities, and to identify the relation-
ship-between these activities and the surrounding
.cultura. In ,short, he will need teaching strategies
,and procedures for treating such issues.

Education in a divided society such as Northern
'at .,Ireland where wide disagreement exists regarding

the legitiMacy of the regime raises a host of goes-
: tions for curriculum developers, administrators and

teadtera. It is alrnost certain that the schools in
Northern Irelind are almost totally segregated
along ,religious lines, and it is highly probable that
these schools do little to neutralise ill-feelings
which abound in the community. The issue of

a, integrated education is one which I would prefer
not to become' involved in here, as it is a much
larger question. However. I do remember Professo
Malcolm Skilbeck saying that if integrated education
came tomorrow it wouldn't make a bit of difference,
and to some extent this is true of any institutional
change of ,that nature, e.g. power-sharing. You
mignt change politicians and the method of

aernment, but the Civil Service and bureaucratic
etractures would remain. What would be required
for integrated edutastion to work would be nothing
short of a total relocation of the belief systems of
the Northern lrelano population.

The Nature of Culture and Cultural Studies
I have been speaking loosely about the concept of
culture. Culture is a word which philosophers
might describe as a portmanteau term; that is, a
term that can be uied to mean what you want it
to mean. One can find very little consensus among
social scientists as to the nature of culture. In fact,
Kroeber and Kluckholnt found some one-hundred
and sixty-four definitions of the concept in their
dassic review of the literature.

Culture means different things to different
People. The term itself is fraught with confusion,
and oat: has to be careful when discussing culture
in Ireland, as this Gan be very problematic.

A culture is he way that people live in any
society. It consists of the things that -maple have
learned to do, believe, to value, and to create. For
the purpose of this papa I am referring to culture
as the fabric of ideals, ideas, beliefs, values, skills,
tools, aesthetic objects, methods of thinking, cus-
toms end institutions into which each member of
society is born- It comprises the way people make
a Hying, the games they play, ths stories that they
tell, the heroes they worship, the music they create,
their modes of family orpanisation the system of
transportation and communication; all of these
things and countless others. The culture ;s that
part of the environment which man has made und
given meaning to.lt has a material and a non-material,
, or normative character. So, while talking about
culture, I am referring to a myriad of perceptions,
beliefs, values and meanings in a society or in a social
group, as well as the objects or products of the group.

In his recent book Culture and gducation,'
Lawrence Stenhouse2 uses the concept of culture
to refer to a "complex of shared understandings
which'serve as a medium through which individual
human minds interact in communication with one
another. It enables us to recognise as familiar the
way people think a ai feel, and thus to share their
feelings". Thus, the individual, through his exposure
to the shared meanings of the group is able to per-
ceive and interpret the social construction of reality
and conform to the ways of the group. The culture
of the group, in this sense, becomes a design for

While I have been so far discussing the notion
that culture is essentially a question of meanings,
understandings, feelings, beliefs and values, I am
not rejecting as unimportant those aspects of cul-
ture which can be regarded as its more ma'a:ial
side, namely its objects and elements such as
painting, sculpture, literature, folklore, food,.
housing, tools and the like. In order to arrive at an
understanding of Ulster culture, it is necessary to
examine its shared meanings together with the
objects and products of that culture.

Schools are always concerned with the funda-
mentals of some culture or.other. It is not a new
idea that the curriculum should be responsive to
the concept of culture. More than seventy 'aye
years ago John Dewey3 argued that the curozulum
should be grounded in social reality insofar as the
school was considered to be one of the chief
agencies of socialising pupils into ways of ex- "
periencing, thinking and acting. Thus, to under-
stand the function of the curriculum, requires an
understanding of what is meant by the term
culture.

Cultural studies focus on man in society: his
origins, and development, his social relationships,
his material objects, his beliefs, attitudes and
values. Cultural studies seeks to help young people
to gain a deeper understanding of their society and
its groups, as well as an awareness of the contribu-
tion which they can make to its future development.

The aim of such a programme of studies would
be to assist pupils in developing their awareness of
their own cultural reference group and uultural
identity, and of their relationships through ton
identity with other people. Cultural stud:es edu-
cation values cultural pluralism. Through the
Schools Cultural Studies Project we are seeking to
develop an understanding of, and an appreciation
for cultural differences through a careful analysis
of racial, religious, political, linguistic, historical,
economic and institutional phenomena in
Northern Ireland society.

In a programme of cultural studies the pursuit
of our objectives would demand a course which
draws freely from the social science disciplines of
anthropology, economics, political science, soci-
ology as well as the more traditional school subjects
of hiatory and geography.

Work the cultural and social studies area
intaaue a local, provincial, national and international
matters. It was considered "safest" to begin the
course with an analysis of the pupil, his family, the



comMunity and the- `amily and community in
:other cultun's before undertaking serious study of
iXinfliat at the international, level, and conflict in
NOrthern Ireland. Thus, we have taken a gradient
approich to the Areatinent of Northein land
Problems, which the pupil comes to grips with in

. the fifth, or final year of the secondary school.
Groupsof teachers from twelve secondary schools

erepreparing the materials used in the course in
conjunction with the prcject team. At present some
'eleven hundred pupils are involved in the course,
and this number will doubll within the next year.

So, while I have been saying that schools should
give greater attention to cultural studies, I am

: prknerily, thinking about pupils becoming Mvolved
in 'such processes as valuing, believing, thinking and
the like, and it is also important for pupils to under-
stand the reladonship between cultural objects and
their meanags. For example , it is i.mportant to focus

: on Me meanings attached to everyday objects like
flags, and to see how people relate to these objects.

If one is prepared to follow me so far, on, win
agree that we can meaningfully talk about Northern
Ireland's culture, or we can talk about French or
Chinese culture. We can meaningfully talk about
Irish culture while submitting that it is deeply
divided and dichotomised. it makes sense to talk

. about a divided culture. It is important to under-
stand the ways in which Northern Ireland culture
is divided.

In my research I have been trying to develop a
basic theoretical conceptualism of the Northern

s; Ireland-problem. This is necessary so that we might
have a basis for deciding the most fruitful interven-
tion strategies. The need for humanistic and multi-
cultural education and effective teaching strategies
in these areas is enormous, and not restricted to

c. Northern Ireland itself.
The quickest way of getting to the root of the

Northern Ireland problem is by categorising aspects
of the divided culture. I use the heading cultural
factors because neither the political or religious
factors alone account for the conflict. The
churches are not at war and the issues are much
deeper than any constitutional issue.

CULTURAL FACTORS CONTRIBUTING
TO DIVISION IN NORTHERN IRELAND

Religion

Laneueee& Culture

Politics

RistorY

Native
tional
Claims

Irish/settler. Tradi-
fear and suspicion.
to racial character.

Cathol ic/Protest an t fol k
religions. Religion used as an
index of political allegiance.
Galic/English song.f, litera-
ture, dancing, games, folk-
lore, philosophy, art.

Nationalist/Unionist div;-
sions along socio-economic
lines.

Trate! versions even by his-
torians.

Social Institutions Housing, segregated schools,
newspapers, sports.

Attitudes& Values Different norms, attitudes,
values and beliefs which
nelp to determine behaviour.

This rather cursery examination reveals a sharply
divided society of two ethnocentric communities,
each served by its own religion, politics, history,
and institutions.

Giveri that there is a "Northern Ireland
Prohigm"; a crisis culture as it were, then we need
to have further data to substantiate these divisions.
At the present, there is a paucity of data relating to
the cu'Iural differences of groups in Ulster, this is .3
research task. Social and educational research in
the province has been, and continues to be rather
limited in its scope and scale. In the past few years
this has begun to change. Recent studies by Russell
and Rose4 have revealed considerable differences
in attitudes and perceptions between Catholics and
Protestants in Ulster.
Values Education
:n this final section of my paper I would like to
consider some ways of dealing with values in the
classroom.

Few educators dispute the importance of doing
something about values, yet very few have been
able to identify something to do. While there has
been considerable emphasis attached to the attain-
ment of cognitive objectives; to gain knowledge
about subjects, little stress has been placed on the
affective domain, Mat .is, education related to
feelings emotions, attitudes and values. 'f modern
education in Ireland is to be concerneo with the
development of the whole pupil, then schools must
necessarily be concerned with values.

Values refer to beliefs that individuals consider
worthy of holding, and are usually related to ideal
modes of conduct like honesty, or being respon-
sible, or to some 'desired end-state of existence for
examPle salvation, equaliiy or a world at peace. By
values education I mean a broad programme of
education that takes account of pupils' feelings,
emotions, beliefs and attitudes.

In a programme of values education what
would be the teacher's role? Should he prescribe a
certaM se: of values to be adopted by his pupils?
Should he avoid discussion of values, or remain
neutral on such issues, or should he help his PuPils
to build their own set of values, by teaching pupils
a valuing process known as values clarification.5

I want to move on now to consider the teacher's
role in values education. The teacher can choose
several postures or roles in this area. Traditionally,
teachers have approached the problem in the
following ways:
1. Moralizing this approach is characterised by

the direct, although aometimes subtle, inculca-
tion of values upon pupils. The assumption
behind moralizing runs something like this: My
experience has taught me a certain set of values
which I believe would be right for you, there-
fore. to save you the trouble of arriving at these
values on your own, I will effectively transfer
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tity .values. to you. One of the problems with
:this 'approach it that the pupil is subjected to a
wide variety of ,"significant others", who seek
.to' have the pupil adopt their set of values e.g.
parents, teachers, peers, etc. Subjted to so
many , diverse agents, the pupil is ultimately
left to make his own choices.

, The '7laissez.-faire" approach. The rationale here
is: No one value system is right for everyone.
Pupils.have to forge their own sets of values. So
VII just let my pupils do and think what they
Want, and everything will turn out right. The
'problem here is that everything usually does not
turn out right. Pupils left to their own devices
experience a good deal Conflict and confusion.

3.3. Modelling is a third approach, in transmitting
velues. The rationale here is: "I will present
myself 'as an attractive model who lives by a
certain set of values. The pupils I come into
contact with will be duly impressed by me, and
will want to adopt and emulate my values."
Once*again, the problem here is that the pupil is
exposed to so many competing "models";
parents, teachers, peers, etc., and is certain to
experience confusion in the process of deter-

, mini.hg who he will'emulate.
4. A fotirth alternative is the neutral chairman, as

elucidated by the Schoois Council Humanities
Curriculum Project.6 This strategy carts the
teacher as a disinterested oyster der who dcasn't
comtn:r zinhelf to a position. Inttead, he argues
for V,-iliefAs .i.des and raises questions. Primarily
the teschtli 4 interested in creating group dis-
cussion. rnis position is fraught with confusion.
Because all opinions arc considered equal.
puoii. may come to feel that one opinion is
always es good as another. This myth can In
dismissed insofar as one could argue that some
opinions are dearly more rational and rer.:.nable
than others. This position could even be judged
immoral if a teacher remained silent on an issue
that he knows clearly violates human dignity.
SuPpose that in dealing with Northern Ireland
case studies relating to violence, pupils con-
cluded that murder was justified to achieve
political objectives; in this case I feel that we
would be morally obliged to oppose their
rationale with the most persuasive arguments
we could muster.

5. in the values clarification approach we try to
heip pupils think through values for themselves
anti to build- their own set of values. The
approach is based upon John Dewey's thinking.
Unlike other theoretical approaches to values,
values clarification is not concerned with the
content of pupils values, but the process of
valuing. The focus is on the procedures that
people use in adopting values. Values Clarifi-
cation is composed of three processes: Choosing.
Prizing, and Acting. The teacher is interested
in teaching this process of choosing, prizing
and acting. He encourages pupils to make
choices; he helps pupils to discover and examine
alternatives when faced with choices; he helps
the pupil to weigh the alternatives, reflecting

on the consequences of each; the teeeher en-
courages pupils to consider what they prize and
cherish, and he provides them with opportuni-
ties to make their choices public; he encourages
pupils to behave in accordance with their ,
choices, and to examine the behaviour patterns
in their lives.
in this approach the teacher shares his own

values and explains that he arrived at that parti-
cular value through the valuing process. .

In summing up, values clarification can make
a significant contribution by encouraging pupils to
make choices which are uncoerced and reflective.
It takes committed teachers to help pupils recog-
nise that among culturally different groups there .

are values that are rooted in experience and
legitimate in terms of culture.

In Northern Ireland it seems to me that teachers
are much more the prisoners of their background
than in a massive conurbation where there is con-
siderable mobility, or in a society where there is
consensus of a political nature. A teacher in Ulster
has Ln identir; in terms of where he teaches, what
his community activities are, where he was educa-
ted, and of course, what his name is.'It he has been
brought up north or south of the border he will
have an observed place on one side of the cultural-
political community divide. Very often teachers
steer dm of controversial issues in the classroom
because they either lack a proper methodology for
teaching about them, or, they are constrained from
.dealing with them by pupils, parents, or their
fellow-teachers.

In this paper I have put forward some ideas about
culture and values in the curriculum. In the Cultural
Studies Project we are asking teachers to deal with
values and controversial issues. In doing so, I believe
that we are calling upon teachers to undertake the
risks of purposeful teaching.
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ON TEACHING.THE CONCEPT OF ROLE

By Sydney Peiris

A Successful teacher of 0 and A level sociology
must take into account the central concerns of his

.; young students. These central concerns are likely
to be their emotional and sexual relationships,
'authority-figures, their future prospects, and the
cultural forms expressive of their stance to life.
Any learning unconnected with their emotional
fives and their everyday interests will be seen as
irreletiant.

Such an attitude very often leads the student to
making limited responses to knowledge which is
supposedly provided to widen his understanding of
society. Hence it is imperative that as 'far as
possible, sociology' teaching should be carried out
in a manner that relates to his subjective world. To
present sociologY simply as a science of an objective
social world, a science that does not touch or
clarify his inner concerns at significant points, will

i result in an unenthusiastic response.
The concept of role can be used to illuminate

many aspects of human existence. Much of every-
day fife can be analysed In sociological terms by
the use of this concept. However 0 and A level
textbooks present extremely inadequate discussions
of role.

Role playing engages our emotions, involves us
in power relationships, leads to the construction of
ideologies and raises moral issues. If in teaching
role we take account of this, we will extend the
students' awareness of both self and society. A
particular ideological attitude can be detected in
many text books when discussing this subject, To
present roles simply as inevitable and inescapable,
as most text books do, is to use sociology as
another source of socini control in the lives of
those whom we teach. The suggestions below for
teaching the concepl of role have a different
ideological intention not with, manufacturing
future 'good citizens', but with the aim of extending
the students' awareness of the inner vid outer
worlds, and the way they are connected.

No area of human activity can be discussect
adequately without reference to interests, emotions,
power, ideology and morality. The discussion
below is an attempt to show the need to take
account of such concepts when we talk about role
playing in society-

Sociological topics such as family, social class,
education, deviance, work, social control, race etc.
.are about activities that involve human beings in
.rola' performances. Therefore I suggest that in
teachiOg such topics, the relevance of sociology for
-undemanding human fife can be demonstrated
through using the concept of role in some of the
wayel outline below.

I do not pretend that what is outlined here is
tne only adequate way to teach the concept of
role. But I should like to think that it is superior
to much that is found in sociology books aimed at
young students.

As I am in the process of clarifying my own

idea$ I should be grateft4 for critical comments
from teachers, especiaiiy on the applicability of
these ideas in GCE 0 and A level teaching.

1. Definition of role
Role refers primarily to observable social action.
The occupancy of a particular status creates a
situation where the individuals' behFviour i3 the
outcome of imposed and/or negotiated
expectations.

2. The Function of roles
(i) To get indiv,thials to manifest appropriate
behaviour (i.e. behaviour so defined bY Powerful
or influential others, living or dead) when pursifng
their material, cultural F.nd psychological intsrests.
(fil To prescribe appropriate behaviours
individuals should engage in, when they seek to
earn their self-esteem, as a result of being esteemed
by others. (However it is wrong to assume that all
individuals in society have equal opportunities to
play roles that enhance self-esteem).
OM To prescribe behaviours that generally
facilitate everyday social intercourse for all or
some groups or individuals in society.

3. Role conflict:
Role-behaviour is generally directed towards others
who also have their roles to play. Role performance
is often connected with meeting the expectations
of others, but not always. Role conflict can have
two aspects:
(i) Playing a single role may relate the individual
to several significant or powerful others whose
definitions of 'proper behaviour' may conflict.
(ii) Playing two or more roles may result in the
individual being confronted with incompatible
demands from the same or different significant
others.

4. Classification of roles
(i) Automatically conferred statuses, e.g. female
or male, and behaviour defined as appropriate.
(ii) Earned statuses, e.g. politician, vicar etc., and
behaviour defined as appropriate for such statuses.
(MI Cases difficult to classify, e.g. a woman who
plays the role of housewife because of her husband's
refusal to let her do a paid job.

5. Objective aspects of role
(i) Formal roles can be played only by individuals
posessing certain characteristics or skills, the
adequacy of which is socially defined.
(ii) The nature of role requirements in formal
roles are generally part of public knowledge.

The knowlecte of expected behaviour is of
two kinds, articulated expectations, e.g. doctor
must avoid sexual liaison with patients, and un-
articulated expectations, e.g. a teacher thould not
consume alcohol during lessons.
(iv) Some roles have a symbolic value within the
social order, e.g, the stabgising influence exercised
by a "moderate" trade union leader, is maintaining
the status quo.
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(v) Legitimate and illegitimate roles are socially
defined.
(vi) Roles have to be seen in a historical perspective.
In the same society, for the same role, the
behaviour requirements can be change through
time. The roles of mother, doctor, worker have
beer, changing throughout history.
(vH) The same role can be cilferently performed in
different societies, e.g.being a wife in a monogamous
society involves different behaviour pattern; to
being a wife in a polygamous society.
(viii) Some roles are found only in particular
societies, not universally, e.g. no one can play the
role of hangman in societies where capital punish-
ment has been abolished.

6. Subjective aspects of role
(i) Meanings and emotions accompany role
playing. Therefore the concept of role should
stress:

(a) Behaviour demanded from the individual
(b) The individual's actual behaviour which
may or may not coinciae with the demands.
(c) Rational subjective kmeaning, i.e. the
formulation of means for achieving his ends.
(d) Accompanying emotions.

(ii) Primary and Secondary socialisation processes
involve learning to experience appropriate emotions,
and expressing them in socially allowed ways.
WO In every culture there are rules pertaining to
the expression of emotions. The disallowed
exprassioe of some emotions in one role may
effect the performance of other roles, where the
expression o% such emotions mey be required, e.g.
a child taught to suppress spontaneity may fail to
manifest it in personal relationships as an adult.
(iv) The extent to which feelings are experienced
and/or expressed may depend on the social status
of the individual concerned. Powerful individuals
and groups have the greater possibility for expressing
emotions such as anger, because of their relative
immunity from retaliation, compared with socially
disadvantaged or less powerful individuals for
groups.
(v) In the course of playing roles, meanings and
emotions which are invisible to the observer, are
made visible, through symbolic bodily gestures,
e.g. movement of hands, bodily posture, whispering
etc. Subtle nuances of feeling are conveyed by
using the body as a medium of expression.
(vi) Some roles are performed by individuals out
of necessity. In such situations the emotions
defined as appropriate may be absent. E.g. someone
who becomes a nurse because of the lack of
alternative lucrative employment may feel little or
no compassion for those who suffer.
(vii) Some role performances are voluntarily entered
into, but the normally appropriate emotions may
be absent. E.g. a girl from a sexually repressive
family on becoming a wife may find it difficult to
experience sexual feelings. Such situations may
result in feelings of guilt, inadequacy, confusion etc.
The inability to experience socially expected
emotions could be caused by several factor, among
them being (a) inadequate socialisation, and

(b) insufficient social validation of the role.
(viii) Roles lacking :n social validation may give rise
to agreeable feelings but paralled by other feelings
of uneasiness, bewilderment, guilt etc. For example
a man may enjoy looking after his children while
his wife went out to work, but feel uneasy when
others ask him what he does for a living.
(ix) Often when old roles are jettisoned and new
ones adopted, people experience new feelings,
work out appropriate ways of expressing the new
emotions and fashion new viable identities for
themselves. For example newly found militant
roles aid stilfidentity among the blacks.
(x) Feelings generated in the course of playing
a role (e.g. frustration), or feelhigs when confronted
with the inability to play a des:red role (e.g.
Powerlessness), may be displaced and affect other
role performances, e.g. a factory worker who feels
powerless in his work lituation may compensate by
being authoritarian within his family.
(xi) Role playing not only involves speech and
bodily gestures for the purpose of communication,
but also silence. Silence can be invested with many
different meanings and emotions, e.g. hostility,
embarrassment etc.
(xii) Happiness, def;.led a5 an inwardly experienced
emergent quality, traceafile to the totality of
positive life-experience, is intimately connected
with the roles played by an individual. Since roles
are defined in the process of social interaction,
happiness has a social dimension. Whether
opportunities for undergoing positive life-
experiences are equitably distributed or not, will to
a large extent depend on the availability of socially
defined roles where each individual is concerned.

7. Roles and the social construction of reality
Fluent role performance requires the creation of a
taken-for-granted world of actions, meanings and
emotions. Everyday action is provided with a solid
foundation of unarticuland, background
assumptions which make meaningfu/ all the actions
and feelings experienced in the course of interaction
with others. The performance of roles is facilitated
by the following factors:
(i) The example of 'right' role performances are
constantly available to the individual, and this
helps to consolidate a particular view of reality in
his mind.
(ii) The repeated celebration of socially acceptable
roles in the mass media, contributes to an
affirmation of the existing social reality. Thus
alternative possibilities are outlawed from the
consciousness.
Mil Smooth role performances are made possible
if the individual has the feeling that his roles are
'natural' and 'inevitable'. The nature and the
validity of the role is constantly affirmed through
role.connected conversation with similar others,
of ten in daily interaction.
(iv) The result is the creation of a socially and
psychologically habitable universe at least for
those whose roles provide them with satisfying
opportunities for earning both material rewards
and/or positive self -images.
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(v) Performing roles often involves 'idealogical
. language' i.e. the use of language that has the func-
tion of structuring the meanings, perceptions and
emotions of some, in ways that are functional for
the interests of others. For example, in our society
'Mary is John's widow' is a common form of
utterance, but not 'John is Mary's widower'. Such
language uses tend to stabilise roles in favour of
the more powerful and to limit the consciousness
of the less powerful.

8. Roles and self-knowledges
(i) 'Self-knowledge' can be viewed as the ability
of the individual to spell out for himself all the
'existential projects' he is involved in, in the social
world, as a consequence of the roles he has under-
taken. Existential projects can range from compul-
sive handwashing, or being celibate, to training tn
be a pilot or participating in a revolution.
(ii) 'Self-deception' may be regarded as the refusal
of the individual to let certain kinds of awareness,
feelings etc., deriving from a particular role ('I am
competing with my brother and I hate him') co-
exist with other kinds of awareness, deriving from
other contradictory roles ('I am a Christian, and I
love my felLw human beings'), within the
boundaries of the conscious self.
(iii) Another aspect of self-derepti n is the refusal
to search for or accept better; mote comprehensive
explanatory schemes for one' commitments and
behaviour.
(iv) T:ie inability of the individual to see particular
emotions as linked to soma role o; otuer, subverts
his mastery in bringing all the elements of his
emotional life under the control of a unified self.
When feeVngs (such as fear, anxiety etc.) are
experienced as unlinked to any performed role, a
fifth column is set uP within the self.
iv/ Strategies of self deception:

(a) Convincing oneself that although choices
exist objectively, one is determined by ex-
ternal factors, and therefore can do no other,
both with regard to actions and emotions, e.g.
"I cannot help but play the traditional
feminine role".
(b) Convincing oneself that no chcices exist
objectively for anyone, and therefore no
choice is available for oneself either, e.g. "I, a
woman/worker/homosexual, belong to a group
that cannot change its situation."
(c) The refusal to change roles through indi-
vidual or collective action is justified by
reference to theories or ideas from history,
sociology, psychology or what is alleged to
be "commonsense", e.g. "According to
psychologists, women can fulfil themselves
only by being mothers."
(d) Removing oneself from conversational
worlds where one's view of reality is not only
not affirmed, but likely to be subverted if one
regularly has to reside in them. Hence the pre-
cautions some groups take to isolate their
members from others subscribing to 'alien'
views of reality.

(e) Describing in an allegedly objective'
manner what a particular social situation is,
so that one's role appears in a favourable
light. Such distorted or partial descriptions
are often unconsciously made. Sticking to a
particular description of a situation becomes
all-important to such, a person, as a collapse
of his view of what is the case would entail a
painful ,evision of what is involved in playing
his roc in that situation.

9. The Political aspect of roles
(i) Role performance should not be simply under-
stood to mean that individuals conform to the
ready-made expectetions of powerful others.
People often negotiate with others, mobilising
whatever power they can command, in an attempt
to define what constitutes 'proper' role behaviour
in a manner favourable to themselves.

Playing roles involves us in politics. By
'politics' is meant all situations characterised by
the following features:

(a) Patterned interaction between two or
more individuals or groups.
(b) Conflicting economic/cultural/psycholo-
gical interests.
(c) Power relationship, e.i., the ability of
some to gain the compliance of others.
Cd) Justifying ideo:ogies.

(ii) Most situations and personal relationships are
characterised by features a-ci, but this is not a
denial of other aspects of human relationships.
Individuals can negative with each other without
there being a power aspect to their relationship, if
the desired outcOme of their interaction would
affect both partie3 in a similar way.
(iii) Role performances of individuals and groups
can be affected by false consciousness:

(a) By false consciousness is meant mistaken
beliefs that are sharec' and have important
consequences for the beli..tvers.
(b) Such mistaken beliefs about the nature
and function of their roles may be the result
of inadequate social knowledge.
(c) ignorance or inadequate knowledge on
the part of some can in some situations be
functic.nal for maintaining the material and
psychological interests of others. The ability
to promote and sustain ignorance in others is
a function of the greater political power
available to those who have interests to
safeguard.
(d) Power can be exercised in many ways,
(i) Using physical coercion to gain com-

pliance.
(ii) Successfully persuading others lc behave

in ways beneficial for oneself on the
grounds that such behaviour is in their
interests.

(iii) Material resources used as bribes or
incentives fur conforming behaviour.

(iv) Charismatic personality is deployed in
the service of personal or groups goals,
to get others to conform.



(v) Respect for social position occupied by
one is utilised to gain compliance.
(A) Greater knowledge as well as ability to
control access to it, is used to control others
by restricting the range of their perceptions.
(vii) Creatmg structures of feelings such as
guilt, shame, uneasiness, etc., to gain
compliance.
(e) The ability of different social groups to
define roles for others vary in different
historical periods. Social change and the
development of practical and theoretical
knowledge may render some social groups
more or less powerful e.g. employers/workers,
men/women, teachers/students etc.

10.. Roles, choice and Power
(i) Some groups are powerful enough to be
able to define roles for other individuals and
groups in different social, ethnic, economic or
other categories. The ability to reject such
definitions may depend on many factors,
among them being:,,
(a) Adequate social. knowledge
(b) Degree of power that can be mobilised
(c) Psychological preparedness based on
knowledge of self and situation.
(ii) Self-esteem, a universal human need, is
earned throUgh role performance. When
socially valued roles are denied the individual
(or felt to be denied) feelings of depression,
discontent, self.hate, etc. are experienced by
the person.
OM When the possibility of playing socially
esteemed roles are denied the individual, he
may seek to fashion out alternative roles
through which he feels he can earn his self-
esteem. Certain personality characteristics, e.g.
aggressiveness are sometimes a response on
the part of the individual to such a situation.
(iv) Individuals experience a permanent hun-
ger to be regarded as an object of value. Denial
of opportunities to experience a sense of self.
Value leads to feelings of anxiety, self-hate,
fear, etc. In such situations a tension is set up
between following moral rules and psycholo-
gical imperatives for self-affirmation, the
satisfaction of cvhich may lead the person to
opt for roles that do not coincide with
moral requriements.
(v) Playing a particular role may be the nut.
come of deliberate choice. But sometimes the
person may be unaware of the motivations
prompting his role choices. Choosing roles
must be seen in relation to both biographical
and social factors.
(vi) Sometimes the psychic structures of
individuals dovetail with role requirements.
At other times there may be strain between
them. Personal ideology may complement or
diverge in varying degrees with role ideology.
(vii) The inabifity of individuals to play de.
sired roles and thereby gain self-esteem leads
them to play compensatory, make-believe
roles in their imagination. In such situations

fantasy, i.e., the wish on the part of the
individual to be what he is not, is a response
to what is felt to be an impoverished reality,
e.g. aggressive fantasies on the part of domi-
nated minorities are a result of their lack of
political pJwer. The fantasy life of individuals
and groups, insofar as we have access to it,
may provide us with an index of anxiety,
powerlesmess etc.

11. Psychological concepts and roles
Psychological concepts in everyday use can be
analysed in sociological terms. Concepts such as
guilt, shame, sincerity, trust, etc. can be looked at
as 'behaviour-emotion complexes. For example
'trust' can be analysed in the following manner:

(a) A person is allocated or he undertakes a
particular role, i.e. certain behaviours are
expected of him.
DA The related others have constant evidence
of his willingness to conform to their
expectations.
(c) The related others describe the observa-
tion of such behaviour and theh psycholo-
gical reaction to it as 'trusting him' or 'having
feelings of trust'.

12. Social change and roles
(a) Environmental and social changes create
rsw needs and demands, either for all or some
groups in society. Thus differ:mt roles have to
be performed and sustained. For e.g. indus-
trialisation and the creation of new roles
within the famiiy.
(b) Politics can be thought of as .a human
activity that ought to concern itself with
expanding the boundaries of human possi-
bility. We need therefore to constantly
confront reality (the existing role-structures)
with potentiality (different, possible, desi rable,
future role-structures). Questions must be
raised as to whether science and technology
can be utilised to enable us to play morally
desirable but as yet non-existent roles, E.g. can
we abolish roles typically found in 'cultures
of poverty' by abolishing poverty? Such ques-
tions have several dimensions technological,
social, political and moral.

13. Philosophical issues
(i) When individuals have too many con-
flicting roles to play, they suffer 'dispersal of
identity:. Contradictory, competing self-
images leads to a sense of bewilderment on
the part of the individual about his own
nature. In such periods philosophers give
expression to the anxiety ielt by iodividualS
by posing questions about the nature of
'authenticity', 'sincerity' etc.
(ii) Individuals are free to the extent they
can, singly or collectively change their roles.
They are determined to the extent they are
unable to create new social conditions allowing
them to play new, desirable roles.
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(iii) Society equates morality with role re-
quirements. But there need not be any
inevitable coincidence between role governed
behaviour and moral behaviour. To be moral
may require rejection of socially defined
behaviour.
(iv) Roles should not be conceived of as
'things' existing independently of human
volition. To do so would be to let our own
creations dominate us. Roles are human con-
structions. It is 'bad faith' to pretend we are
determined by our roles when in fact we are
often free, sometimes single, at other times
collectively, to change our roles.
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A REVIEW OF WEALTH AND INCOME IN
BRITAIN IN THE LIGHT OF RECENT DATA

By Ivor Morgan, Chipponham Technical College

The ecor.omic cartogography of British society has
been brought into blurred focus by the publication
of the first three reports of the Royal Commission
on the Distribution of Income and Wealth. (1)
Since August 1974 Lord Diamond's forty strong
staff has been hacking its way through the thorny
undergrowth of estate duty multipliers and Gini
coefficients, and appraising the written and oral
evidence presented by a long troop of interested
parties and specialist witnesses. Despite numerous
gaps in the existing statistical armoury, cspecially
with regards to the distribution of wealth and cer-
tain fringe benefits, an identikit profile of the
central contours of resource allocation has been
tentatively mapped out.

The Commission's findings confirm the exis-
tence of spectacular inequalities in the spread of
personal wealth. (2) In 1973 around 30,000 people
owned wealth holdings of £200,000 or more, and
all members of the Richest 1% Club possessed
wealth worth at least £44,000. Inheritance con-
tinued to play a critical role in maintaining the
concentration of traditional fortunes, and much
'redistribution' took place within the wealthiest
ten per cent of the population. Nevertheless a shift
in the recent past away from more nr rrowly held
assets such as land and company shises towards
more 'popular' assets such as life polie es is seen by
the Commission as indicative of an essentially
egalitarian trend in wealth distribution. Thus statis-
tics on estate duty returns pinpoint the following
erosion in the resource share of those tax units at
the apex of the economic structure..

Table 1
Trends in the Distribution of Personal Wealth up to
1960 (3) (Percentage shares of personal wealth owned
by groups of the population aged 25 and over).

Share owned by: Top 1% Top 5% ToP10%
1911-13 69 87 92
1924-30 62 84 91
1936-38 56 79 d8
1954 43 71 79
1960 42 75 83

This distribution profile itself acquires a far less
skewed symmetry if two major adjustments are
made. Estate duty statistics assume that the half
of the population which is exempt from duty has
literally no wealth at all. To compensate for this
imbalance the Commission allocates an average
wealth holding of nearly £700 per head to the
excluded population. This produces the following
adjustments in the shares of personal wealth
for 1972.



Table 2
Adjusted and Unadjusted Distributions of Persor,al

;.; Wealth (4) (Percentage shares of personai wealth
Owned by groups of the Population aged 18 and
Over in 1972).

.1
Share owned by: Assuming that

persons not
covered in
Inland Revenue
estimates have
no wealth.

With
wealth
holding
adjusted.

. Top 1 per cent 29.9 28.1
:-,Y Top. 5 per cent 56.3 53.9

10 per cent 71.9 67.3
Top 20 per cent 89.2 82.4
Bottom 80 Per cent 10.8 17.6

Furthermore if the definition of what constitutes
'wealth' is extended to include not only marketable
assets but other resources such as occupational and
State pension rights, the shape of the economic
Pyramid is radically compressed.

Table 3
Distribution of Personal Wealth Including State
Pension Rights (5) (Percentage shares of personal
wealth owned by groups of the population aged 18
and over. Occupational pension rights are included
in both columns).

Share owned by: Excluding State Including
pension rights State

Pension
rights

Top 1 Per cent 25.6 17.4
Top 5 per cent 50.1 34.9
Top 10 per cent 63.9 45.7
Top 20 per cent 80.8 59.3
Bottom 80 per cent 19.2 403

Even on this final estimate, of course, the
existence of deeply entrenched inequalities is
unmistakeable: the super rich are still with. us. The
total wealth holdingi of four-fifths of the popula-
tion fails to match the share of the richest ten per
cent. Or as was put more vivkPy by A.B. Atkinson:
"In 1969, 19 people died leaving estates of over
£1 million, an amount it would have taken the
average manual worker a thousand years to earn."
(6)

The distribution of wealth is in fact much more
unequal than the distribution of before-tax in-
comes. "The top 92 managing directors in 8ritain
today probably earn an averne of 00,000, which
is some 40 times the savings of an average worker ;
but the top 92 wealth holders own over 1,000 times
the wealth of the average man." (7) Nevertheless -
as Jan Pen drives home in his famous parade of the
dwarfs and the giants - disparaties in income dis-
tribution still seem dramatic enough. (8) In this
imaginary spectacular everyone's size is made pro-
portionate to his income, and the average income
recipient is given the average height. As this pro-

cession passes by nensioners would be seen to
stand at a mere three feet in height, followed by
unskilled manual workers at around four feet.
Headmasters reach six and a half feet, and Perma-
net Secretaries thirty nine feet. Near the finale pop
star plutocrats such as Tom Jones would loom by
at nearly a mile high - almost up to the knees of
the late John Paul Getty. These heights represent
pre-tax earnings, but even after the impact of
taxation the parade would still draw in the crowds.
In 1972-73, for instance, the effect of post-tax
re-distribution was simply to prune the share of the
top ten per cent from 26.9% to 23.6%, and extend
the share of the bottom fifth of the population by
one per cent.

Table 4
Distribution of Personal Income 8efore and After
Tax (9) (Percentage shares of total personal income
in 1972/73)

Share owned by:
Share of total income

Before tax After tax

Top 1 per cent 6.4 4.4
2- 5 per cent 10.8 9.8
6-10 per cent 9.7 9.4

11-20 per cent 15.8 15.8
21-80 per cent 51.8 53.9
81-100 per cent 5.8 6.8

In terms of trends in income distribution there
was a considerable momentum towards the narrow-
ing el inequalities between 1938 and 1949, but over
subsequent decades this began to subside. State
intervention increasingly appeared to reflect the
politics of piecemeal engineering rather than any
sweeping re-drawing of economic boundaries.

Table 5
Trends in the Distribution of Peesonal Income (10)
(Percentage shares of total personal income, after
income tax).

Shareownedby 1949 1959 1964 1967 19723
% % % % %

Top 1 per cent 6.4 5.3 5.3 4.9 4.4
2- 5 per cent 11.3 10.5 10.7 9.9 9.8
6-10 per cent 9.4 9.4 9.9 9.5 9.4

11-20 per cent 14.5 15.7 16.1 15.2 15.8
21-50 per cent 31.9 34.0 32.8 33.7 33.9

The Commisaion's Report No.2 specifically
examines the distribution of income from com-
panies. This sector is dominated by three (over-
lapping) groups: personal shareholders (2.1 million),
and life assurance savers (14 million). The trend
away from individual share ownership towards
shareholding in pension and life assurance institu-
tions has acted to spread the dispersal of dividend
incomes. Moreover much of the Commission's
analysis centres on the period 1963-1973 during
which the value of dividends as a whole fell by
some twenty per cent in real terms. Nevertheless
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this image of the gradual tapering of ecovomic
extremes has to be grounded in its starkly inegali-
,tarien context. 91.3% of income yielding securities
are owned by the top 9.6% of wealth holders. In
1973 half of dividend and fixed income recipients
had incomes of less than £2,000, while those with
incomes of £2,000 or more shared four-fifths of
the gross total paid out. This sharply defined 'two
nationas' division within the shareholding sector is
most striking .when one looks at pensioners in re-
ceipt uf dividends. ln 1973 150,000 received an
average pre-tax share income of £95, while 1.000
received an average of £17,667. As Westergaard
and Resler emphasise the.conception of Britain as a
'property owning democracy' is laughable so far as
ownership of the means of production is concerned
'Some 93 per cent of all adults in 1970 held not
even a single share or, for that matter, any govern-
ment bond. Most of the 7 per cent or so who did
had only small or modest holdinis. A minority of
1 per cant owned about four-fifths uf all capital of
this kind in personal hands.' (11) Few of the
succulent fruits of personal share ownership are to
be seen in the lower branches of the 'earnings tree'.

The Commission's most recently published
report focuses on 'Higher Incomes from Employ-
ment'. The diffuse area of self-employment incomes
was omitted from consideration. In 1973-74 there
were about 64,000 individuals in Britain with
before-tax incomes of £10,000 a year or more (12)
This elite managerialist sector constitutes 0.3% of
income recipients, and draws in 2.1% of all employ-

, ment incomes. The economic storms of tha past six
years have inevitably sprung a tew leaks in this
luxury liner: salaries after tax (at constant prices)
between July 1969 and July 1975 fell by 17 per
cent at the £10,000 a year level, and 25 per cent at
the £20,000 a year level. Of course increases in
fringe benefits paymants in cash or in kind addi-
tional to salary which increase the command of
individuals over economic resources have parti-
ally compensated for this general contraction of
differentials. In particular medical insurance and
superannuation coverage for those in the higher
salary brackets has been increased in recent years.
Together with the private use of a company car,
reduced-interest loans, life assurance, share options,
subsidisa.3 lunches, and entertainment expenses,
fringe benefits provide senior executives with access
to a very distinctive form of life style.

In the 'functionalist' view of income structure
it is vital that these inequalities persist. Differentials
act as a mechanism for allocating scarce talent to
the places where it is most needed. They compen-
sate fur the burdels of stress and responsiblity,
provide an incentive for mobility and acceptance
of promotion and generally oil the wheels of eco-
nomic efficiency. However the Commission's review
of relevant research findings points to the familiar
critical flaws in this model. Appendix J of the
report symematically maps out survey data from
1951 on concerning the impact of educational
inequality in affecting people's chances of reaching
top jobs. Various witnesses pointed to the role of
intrinsic work satisfaction and social prestige in

pruviding motivating goals for managerial positions'.
Mto Illot/tf wide income disparities could actually ,

have a major de-motivating impact by generating
a deep sunse of social divisiveness. Indeed the
Commission concluded that it was 'hard to justify
on economic grounds' differentials for manage-
men: which 'could lead to the salary of a managing
director in a few large organisations being £70,000
a year or more (equivalent to twenty eight times
the average (before tax) or ten times (after tax) )
(13). As to the view that high taxation ot top salary
earnings would produce a migratory exodus there
was no evidence of any net increase in managerial
emigration during the 'lean' years of 1964 and 1973.

Many writers will view the Commission's con-
clusions with scepticism. A sizeable degree of
inequality simply reflects age differences within
the population rather than the immutability of
the social class structure. Certin demographic
changes and various forms of 'tax planning' act to
produce .artificially 'egalitarian' hands. Various
official transfer incomes (such as the £2,000 a year

, plus spent on inmates of H.M. Prisons) and unof-
ficial transfers (through robbeN and corruption)
defy the quantitification skills of i.he most adept
plotter of distribution curves. ", he Institute of
Economic Affairs has stressed the shaky basis on
which many of the most vital official statistics rest.
'Since virtually all our information about the
distribution of wealth comes from the Estate Duty
office, it rests on the assumption that data about .

the estates of dead people can be transformed, by
statistical method, into a picture of a living society.'
(14) The Institute goes on to argue that by dis-
regarding such benefits in kind as local authority
housing and state education the wealth share of
the majority of tha population is seriously under-
estimated. On the other hand Richard Titmuss em-
phatically rejected the mainstream assumption that
equalising forces have in fact been dominant in
Britain. 'Ancient inequalities have assumed new
and more subtle forms; conventional categories are
no ionger adequate for the task of measuring them.'.
(15) For instance the increase of around 3% million
earning wives between 1938 and 1958 produced
the 'statistical illusion' of greater equality. The
deliberate dispersal of resources among family and
kin members may have concealed a significant
growth in inequality. (16) Titmuss concluded that
much more precise information was required
including a census of all discretionary trusts, family
settlements, and covenants, together with an in-
vestigation of the impact of 'tax planning' and
fringe benefits if the deeply-rooted factors
making for inequality were to bo accurately
pinpointed.

Of course while more extensive and rigorous
analysis will sharpen the definitional focus of the
debate, the underlying political issues will neces-
sarily remain intact. Every empirical outing ends
back on familiar ethical terrain. The Right despise
equality, but claim we already have it; the Left
seek it, but seldom capture it. There is no bed-rock
of statistical objectivity which can resolve these
ccnflicting perspectives. 'Here, to be sure, ultimate
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WigranichatiUngen Clash, world views among which
11i.il*end One has to make a choice.' (17)
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A CONCEPT LEARNING APPROACH TO THE
TEACHING OF SOCIAL STUDIES

By Rex Gibson; Cambridge Institute of Education.

Practical experience also shows that direct teaching
of concepts is, impossible and fruitless. A teacher
who tries to do this usually accomplishes nothing
but empty verbalism, a parrot-like repetition of
words by the child, simulating a knowledge of the
corresponding concepts but actually covering up a
vacuum". Vygotsky, L.S. (1962) Thought and
Language, M.I.T. Press (ed: Hoffman, E. and
Vakar, G.)

Clearly, Vygotsky would not think too much of a
method of teaching social studies labelled "A Con-
cept Learning Approach ...". We are well advised to
share his scepticism for the very label: "A Concept
Learning Approach .. ." promises too much. The
phrase appears to hold out the prospect of an in-
stant, easy solution to learning problems. It sounds
new. It has a vital, snappy, immediate ring about it.
It is in danger of becoming yet another educational
fashion; another band-wagon which rolls briefly
and disastrously for pupils and teachers alike.

Further, it seems to condemn what has gone
before; to assert that other "approaches" have little
or no value. It sounds as if it is quite distinct from
other approaches. It promises a glimpse of that
chimera which bedevils education : a spotless purity ;
something not sullied by past experience, by past
failure. It stands apart. It sound neat, tidy, clear,
efficient, foolproof. It offers a view of Utopia.

Now it must be stated that a concept learning
approach is not like this. It stands rather for a set
of principles and a method which many teachers
already, intuitively or consciously, incorporate, in
part, in their teaching. In some ways it might appear
both threateningly new-fangled, and dangerously
old fashioned. For it contains elements from those
polarised traditions of English education which be-
come labelled "traditional" and "progress;ve". In
fact, it draws upon certain valuable characteristics
of those stereotypes. But it should be stressed that
the approach is an emphasis not a set of exact
prescriptions.

One of the major problems for teachers tcaai is
that of introducing grater conceptual and analytical
rigour in social studies teaching. A prior problem is
that of deciding what should be taught, and that
turns on David Bridges' question: "How do we
decide whet is crucial tO an understanding of
society and what it leas so?" (1)

David Bridges suggests three possible approaches
to that question: one based on a viir v of the struc-
ture of knowledge (where the type of enquiry
historical, anthropological; economic etc. will
suggest different answers); one based or, what a
society is (the rules, conventions, key concepts
e.g. dharma, compassion under which people sae
themselves as acting; an.approach which appears to
call for philosophical rather than empirical enquiry);
and thirdly, one based on key concepts (for
example, identifying the "constants and variables"

in human behaviour: certain "uniting concepts"
birth and death, masculinity and femininity
which are fundamental and universal).

Now put in that way, what seems to be at issue
is the organisation of knowledge, and it is safe to
assert we have no real evidence that one approach
is more effective than another in understanding
or in developing understanding. Further, one sus-
pects that the second and third derive from the
first. In practice, they will involve each other. All,
it seems, imply that concepts employed in under-
standing society depends on what sort of question
is being asked: the nature of the problem will evoke
the nature of the concepts relevant to its
understanding.

What is implied in a "concept learning approach"
in schools? It means that the teacher first identifies
certain "key" concepts; that he then decides the
sequence in which they may be taught; he then
provides and variety of experiences for pupils to
discuss, observe, collect and analyse data, make
judgements etc. (no "pack" or "text" is necessary
as the teacher's judgement is cantral); he then
evaluates the pupils' learning.

Such a procedure seem; simple: it is deceptively
so. But it means that the teacher consciously
draws attention to particular concept rather
than others. These concepts are used as topics
to understand what is going on. It further in-
volves observation and attention to detail of
what is going cn (or what is written); and
necessitates hypothesis construction and testing.
It stresses that data are open to interpretation
through discussion and that disagreement is
possible.
This is perhaps the point where we could look

rather more closely at some of the things the
philosophers and psychologists have said on the
topic of concept learning. There is the problem of
the definition of what is a concept. It is easy to
make lists of concepts; it is not so easy to say what
a concept is. The literature yields such definitions as:

"a kind of unit in terms of which one thinks; a
unit smaller than a judgement proposition or
theory. but one which necessarily enters into
these"

". . the relationship between the constituents
or parts of a process"

". .. a generalised and abstract symbol ... the
sum total of our knowledge of a particular class
of objects .. . in short, . . a condensation of
experience"

"... essentially high level abstractions expressed
in verbal cues and labels"

"...a general idea, usually expressed by a word,
which represents a class or group of things or
actions hal.ing certain characteristics in
common"

". is something about an idea expressed in
the words of our language"



It is suggested however that basically a concept
Suggests criteria by which to identify a category.
Thus concepts may be thought of as a category of
experience hPving:

a) a rule which defines the relevant category
b) a set of positive instances or examples with

attributes
c) a name

Now when we consider that we count as
concepts such things as "chair", "communism",
"social class" it would seem that the search for a
concept is fruitless. Concepts can be simple or
complex; they are hierarchical in structurv,
dependinb on other concepts.

Further, it must be remembered that it is a
mistake to regard words as concepts. The verbal
response is merely a label for the internal cognitive
system (whiph from the psychological standpoint is
actually the concept). And further, we must not

, make the mistake of regarding the concept as the
thing itself. We can never really experience "the
thiiig" excePt through our concepts.

So what vea know about concepts is that they
do.not stand neatiy, isolated from each other; but
rather that they relate together in a complex way,
and that they include and imply others. We can
only define words by other words. The word stands
for indeed, in a sense, is, the concept, but of
course, as the philosophers remind us, ran never
be the tning itself. That is, X is never the same as
the concept of X. Concepts are invaluable, but
they are also tricky, elusive, illusive things. They
help us, but they can simultaneously open the
doors to misunderstandings,. misperceptions. A
concept stands for a reality, but it is not ttot
reality. "Horse" is not horse; and, more abstractly
and more interesting "authceity" is not authority.

. Concepts can refer to things which exist, but we
can also have concepts of things which do not exist.
Children have concepts of unicorns and
hippocrumps, they develop a concept of nothing
but it is impossible to show the reality of nothing.
To explain the concept of nothing we must employ
words, other concepts, to get some grasp of what

, is meant.
Thus, defining what a concept is gives great

difficulty: it tends to be used in everyday speech
interchangeably with "ideas", "generalisation",
"topic", "structure", "label" etc. But in spite of
its fuzziness, the use of the term "concept" should
not be despised for it points us directly to thinking,
to abstractions, to capacity to analyse, synthesise,
ludge etc. If we gave up using words because of
their difficulty of definition we would not have
much left to say to each other (the exercise of
"defining terms" is valuable, but can lead to a

. sterile game of word-swapping). -Whet is stressed
however is that abstractions are central to education
that the development of understanding is governed
by the nature of the concepts we possess. And
given that assumption, education is therefore about-
abstraction, about theory; and a division between
theory and practice is artificial and misleading.

Reflecting on the work of the psychologists,
one is struck by the amount of information we
have on concept acquisition by pre-school and
primary school children particularly in the areas
of mathematics and science. But there is far less
evidence which teachers can draw upon which
relates to concept acquisition in socia: studies. The
sort of things we would like so know from
psychologists are how children develop the more
complex concepts; the sequencing of such learning;
and some of the conditions which aid conceptual
development. This is not to say piychologists have
not contributed a wealth of evidence of these
questions but it is to say that such evidence is
generally concerned with young children and
relatively simple (albeit ft. ndamental) intellectual
accomplishments.

The work of psychologists on learning illustrates
the complexity of the task. For example, Gagne
has postulated a hierarchical sequence of learning
conditions (and a concept learning approach
involves crucially the first three names).

1. Problem solving (each
2. Principle learning requires
3. Concept learning as
4. Multiple discrimination prerequisite
5. Verbal associations and chaining the one
6. Stimulus response connections below)
7. Signal learning

The point that is being made here is that
concept learning in the middle and secondary
school must go beyond merely recognising certain
criteria which enables things to be put into a class.
It implies those activities Mich Dewey called
"reflective thinking" involving categorising,
ocganising, relating observations into an overall
pattern, inferring, verifying.

When we look at the nature of concepts actually
selected by social scientists and curriculum
developers, other difficulties are illustrated. Taba
selects: cultural change; co-operation; inter-
dependence; causality; differences. For MACOS,
Bruner has certain "conceptual themes": Life
Cycle; Adaptat ion ; Learning; Aggression ; Organ-
isation of groups; Technology; Communication and
Language; World view; Values. A British pack on
Conflict selects: co-operation ; competition;
conflict; social costs. EverY school or examination
syllabus contains its own selection. The task for
teachers is to decide which concepts are crucial. A
further task albeit a huge one which needs
concentrated co-operative effort is how such
concepts might "fit" (sequentially and experien-
tially) to form a whole social studies curriculum.

The characteristics of a concept learning approach
First, it assumes that we understand what goes

on around us by employing concepts. That is
pretty unexceptionable. But the approach assumes
that there are =ruin "key" concepts which are
more powerful than others in developing under-
standing. And this assumption is highly debateable.
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The concept of "role" for example is currently
much under criticism by some sociologists.

Second, the approach, in its claim for the exis-
, tence and Attie of "key" concepts, would appear
to place ,much emphasis on the responsibility of
the,teacher because it is he who is selecting and
directing the attention of pupils towards those
concepts. It appears to be a teacher-centred
approach. It puts at risk the notion of the child-
chosen curriculum; the freedom of the pi.pil; the
non-ethnocentric approach in social studies; it does
not ask for a teacher as neutral chairman. These
risks must be acknowledged but there are safe-
guards which carry some guarantee of freedom for
pupil and teacher. "Teacher-centred" is an over-
simplification of what is implied in a concept
learning approach. Its essence is in the activity, in
the interchange of ideas which characterise the
dynamics of the classroom. This complex inter-
action is not caught by such expressions as "teacher
centred" or "pupil centred".

Third, the approach goes some way towards
resolving the long and sterile debate between
social science versus social studies. There is a

genuine, if trivial, polarisation of these positions.
The claim made for a concept learning approach is
that it avoids the arid, formula-ridden, mechanical
approach of the mast passionate "scientists", and
at the other extreme, the woolliheaded senti-
mentality of those who see social studies as therapy.
It can import a genuine, not spurious, rigour into
the study of society, for it is characterised by a
concern for evidence: for close observation, analy-
sis, and for "experiment" that does not trivialise
the word. It is further characterised by a concern
for discussion, for reflection, for judgement based
on evidence, and for a place for intuition. It reflects
those traditional characteristics of "scholarship":-
criticism and scepticism and a willingness to sub-
mit one's ideas to the scrutiny and appraisal of
others, and the readiness to modify those ideas in
the light of such evidence.

Fourth, the approach acknowledges that the
major feature of society and of human under-
standing is complexity.When it talks of understand-
ing it acknowledges both the partialness and
provisionality of that understanding. The approach
is tentative, experimental, relaxed yet rigorous,
direct and indirect at once, difficult to evaluate,
modest, partial, limited. it must take account of
both objectivity and subjectivity: central to an
understanding of man in society.

So what is being argued here is that although a
concept learning approach might tend to select
"single" concepts, it acknowledger that life is not
INV simple as that. It recognises the fact that one
concept will lead on to others, will utilise others
in explanations, will have connections with a whole
range of concepts whose inter-relationship may be
mapped with varying degrees of precision, but,
more likely, may hang together in a less clear way
than do those of (say) mathematics.

The fifth characteristic of the approach is that
It Is based on experience and it employs the material
to hand in the environment. At the same time it

does not neglect secondhand sources, and it does
not insult the pupil by assuming that all they are
interested in or can only be interested in are
those experiences which are provided by his im-
mediate surroundings. Activity in all its senses is a
crucial element of the method in the sense of
actually going out of school and looking and
doing; and in the sense of group discussion, out of
group activity. But activity also implies individual
activity of reading and thinking, writing and illus-
trating; activity which can only be done by the
individual pupil on his own. Whiist the approach
recognises the tension which exists between group
experience and individual learning, it accepts their
interdependence rather than their polarity. Thus,
discussion is a crucial activity, and the discussicn
may arise from first or secondhand experience if
reading can be called a secondhand experieme.
Both are essential and the context will determine
the balance.

What this approach suggests is that structured
experiences are vital in the sense of the teacher
planning a course, ensuring that the pupils do have
certain experiences, making sure that certain things
are discussed, certain terms learnt. However "packs"
of material, or textbooks are optional. These can
be used as resources, but the teacher does not have
to rely on a single source or project. There is of
course much value in most published educational
material but there is also much "free" material
easily to hand that the teacher can utilise (press,
televisiJn, the local area witching, listening,
Rai king).

Finally then, in note form, a few dancers,
safeguards, problems, and procedures of the
approach. These among others, include:
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Dangers
1. Taking the name or label to be the concept.
2. Inflexibility: when teacher feels he must get

through a list of concepts.
3. Mechanicalness: when the teacher ignores re-

lationships between concepts in his concern to
treat the conmpts one at a time.

4. Selection: who selects? how?
5. Trivialisation: comparable to M. Jourdain: "I

have been speaking prose all my life and never
knew itl"

6. Assuming p s do not possess concepts aiready.

Safeguards
1. The professiocalism and common sense of

teacherc.
2. The availability of otherscurces of information.
3. The commr,n sense and judgement of pupHs:

their ability to select/act/value what is presented.
The approoch acknowledges both the variety

and the long-telm nature of learning. In its recog-
nition of partialness and provisionality it acknow-
ledges that school is only one agent in learning and
that learning is lifelong. The school is concerned to
formalise certain understendings, toofferconceptual
tools which can carry the pupil through into adult
life, which will stand out against prejudice and
ignorance and which will enable the pupil to assess



. .

,rationally the clairris and assaults which are made
-on his feelings as person, consumer, voter, citizen.

Problems
1. What are the concepts which help us to under-

°stand society?
2. How do we choose those we should teach?

, ' 3: How do weset about teaching them? (Induction/
. dedUctionAmportance of experience).
4, How do we assess pupils' learning?
5. How ao we know the approach "works"?
6. Can' a social studies curriculum be constructed

. from a concept learning approtn..i.t?

Procedures: what the teaeher does.
1. Identify ",key concepts".
2. Select concept(s) and sequence.
3. Afford variety of experiences for pupils to

observe/disc as/analyse/judge (Teacher selects
. 'from all material available to him no "pack"

%or "text ., ).
kk,;:` 4. Evaluate learning (process/product).
rk-k,

14: . Two quotations show the potential and
limitations of this approach:
"There is substantial evidence to the effect
that each subject field has its own distinctive
structure, in the sense of involving a dis-
tinct set of concepts, a disanct' way of
asking questions about the world, requiring
different levels of precision and distinct
approaches to solving problems" (Hilda
Taba)
"Little empirical or even logical evidence
has been adduced to indicate . . . that
curricular materials labelled as "concept
oriented" do in fact produce the outcome
specified" (Martorella, P.H. (1971) Concept
Learning in the Social Studies, I nte xt).

REFERENCE
1. David Bridges (1975) two pages in John Elliott

and Richard Pring (eds.) Social Education and
Social Understanding, University of London

. Press.

'4,f
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Reviews Editor: Helen Reynolds

EYEWITNESS: WHOSE POINT OF VIEW?

A filmstrip in colour with a cassette taped sound-
track and additional tape recorded material.
Supplied by Educational Audio-Visual (E.A.V.)
at £8.25.

The audio-visual material concerns itself with an
Incident occurring in Londonderry, Northern
Ireland, in January 1972, commonly known as
"Bloody Sunday". It was on this date that a Civil
Rights carch, held by the Catholics, ended in
disaster, with 13 civilians sho dead and another
13 seriously wounded frt n bullets fired (allegedly
in self-defence) by the British Army.

However, controversy still exists as to what
actually did happen on that day, since it is by no
means clear who was to blame for the tragedy.
Eyewitness accounts of the incident show wide
discrepancies, while official reports (i.e. the Widgery
and Dash reports) have failed to reach agreement
on the sequence of events.

. The colour filmstrip with soundtrack provides
the historical background to the conflict in Ulster,
and gives a factual account of the events of BloodY
Sunday, on whid. there is general consensus!The
additional audio section jken proceeds to quote
some of the conflicting statemer.ts n.ade by eye-
witnesses to the event and to narrate the differing
conclusions drawn by the Widgery Tribunal and the
National Council for Civil Liberties. The tape ends
with a folksong by Harvey Andrews on the tragedy
of.U1ster.

The material is suitable for 16 plus age-range.
(Particularly useful for work in Sixth Forms or
Colleges of Further. Education.)

Although the material could provide an excellent
starting point for the rtudy of conflict in Ulster,
this is not its prime funceon. On the contrary, the
producers hope that'the material will provoke dis-
cussion about whether it is possiblo to establish
'the objective truth' about a controversial situation,

such as Bloody Sunday, where people hold deeply'
partisan views. In other words, it is hoped that the
material will lead te the awarrmess thatan 'accurate'
account of such events is impeded by certain
human limitations of 7., physical and psychological
nature.
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More specifically, the material intended to pro-
duce a 'healthy scepticism' in adolescents, so that
they no longer blindly accept what they are told or
read in text-books or newspapers, but develop the
critical awareness to distinguish between fact end
opinion.

The filmstrip with soundtrack provides a clear
and concise summary of the historical events
leading up to Bloody Sunday. The compilation of
maps, diagrams and photographs, combined with
good sound effects and narrative, help to produce
a high standard of material that is both effective
and stimulating. Moreover, the audio section ad-
mirably demonstrates how bias and prejudice can
distop one's perception of a controversial event.
Since the material is divided into two sections,
there is a convenient break for questions and
preliminary discussion of the main themes.

However, there are just one or two minor
criticisms to be made of the latter section. To begin
with the supposedly Irish accents leave much to
be desired. In addition, the last part of the section,
describing the differing conclusions of the Widgery
ay..; Dash reports tends to be somewhat longthy
and overdrawn. Nevertheless, Harvey Andrew's
song about Ulster provides an excellent, thought-
provoking finale to the section.

A comprehensive set of teachers' notes is
available with the material. As well as providing the
text of the narration, they clearly stipulate the
purpose and potential uses of the sound filmstrip.
The notes particularly stress that students should
be encouraged to attack the material, since it, too,
is subject to the biases prejudices of the pro-
ducers. There are some useful suggestions about
topics for further research, and attention is drawn
to certain concepts, that could become the focus
of misunderstanding, without adequate explanation.

"Eyewitness: Whose Point of View?" is a highly
useful and stimulating teaching aid. It will be of
great value to students, who are involved in learn-
ing certain aspects of Social Psychology: providing,
in particular, an excellent introduction to the
study of perception. In addition, the material
could be effectively used in General Studies
courses, to provoke discussion on the problems of
Ulster. indeed, it could provide the basis for much
enterprising work with students, and would be a
useful addition to the resources centre of any
Secondary School or F.E. College.

Bobbie Davey.



SOURCE
CHANGE

'Organised by Roger Gomm
The idea behind this scheme is that any useful
teaching matezzell handouts, stimulus material,
games, etc. produced by a social science teacher
anywhere in the country should become swiftly
available .m his/her colleagUes in other schools and
colleges. This is an ideal! We hope we shall
eventuelly include in the 'home several hundreds

' of items, and that these s.il constantly be added
to and revised:

Perhaps it would be as well to say what the
scheme is not. It is not intended that the items

. included shall be finished works of art: though we
. shall attempt to maintain a certain minimum
standard. Nor is it intended that the scheme will

. provide% ".'eady-made' lessons, or 'model answers',
Nonetheless, we can all benefit by having a Icok at
what other teachers consider an appropriate
approach to a particular topic, theme, or concept.
The success of the scheme depends entirely upon
the response of ATSS members, for if you don't
send in your materials for inclusion in the scheme

it won't even exist. We can't afford to pay you,
so you'll get nothing but thanks. Though if you
want to reserve copyright (perhaps you've toyed

the idea of having some work published in the
. ...ire) just let us know. Basically what we want is
for you to send in materials you have produced,
together with a fey! lines of description. The items
will be listed in subsequent issues of the Social
Science Teacher, together with the description, and
interested teachers can then write in for copies.

The response to the lists of items in recent
Issues has been very encouraging. Over one hundred
members have written in for items, and about
forty of them have either contributed items of
their own or have promise :I to do so. We have now
mode arrangements for the Social Studies,
Anthropology, and Environmental Studies aspects
of the scheme, and we hope to include an increasing
number of items in these fields. Arrangements are

' in hand to include items in the fields of psychology
and economics.
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*Our thanks to everyone for orders and contri-
butions. With so many letters to deal with there
are some delays in both thanking people for
material and in sending off orders, so please be
patient with us. Some material is not being used
because of unsuitable format, e.g. note form or
too much copyright material included or overlaps
with other banked items. Current gaps in the
Sociology section include: education (strangely
neglected) and deviance, (in all lurid forms,)
religion and the mass media.

So far, all items included in the scheme have
been duplicated handouts. We hope to widen the
scheme in the near future to include a greater range
of materials including slides and resource guides.

Aqdress for orders or contributions:

Roger Gomm,
Stevenage College of Further Education,
Monkswood Way,
Stevenage,
Herts.

Charges:
No: of items required Charge

1 20p
2 30p
3 40p
4 45p
5 50P
6 55p
7 60p
8 85p
9 70p

10 75p
11 80p
12 85p
13 90p
14 95p
15 E1.00

N.B. For orders in excess of 15 items, please
calculate the excess as if ordering from this table. ,

Items marked with an aesterisk am longer than the
others and count as two items for ordering purposes.

DON'T BE BASHFUL! Send us a copy of any
material you have produced and which you think
might be of interest to other teachers. Items will
not bear the originator's name, except by request
where he/she would like some feedback from other
teachers. One final word: please ensure that the
material you submit does not infringe copyright:
no extracts from published books please!

RESOURCES EXCHANGE LIST,
DECEMBER, 1976

Please refer to the item number when ordering. We
can only supply a single copy of each item.
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naltinies;Orderi will be made up in different
acieby:different.peciple, so please don't worry if
;l0half :;YI:riir:'.Order arrives at first. PLEASE

M4KE'r CHEQUES -, OR POSTAL ORDERS
.7?AYABLE TO A.T.S.S.

'
were,produced by James Urry for a

'IscOder4IVQS.E-courie at St.-Helier Boys School,
ey
'iMan,DOrnesticates:. ;

Traces the development from the Mesolithic
through' the variout stages of the Neolithic
;period' uP' to appiox: 3000 84. Several line
ilinitrations: 22 Pepsi (count at 10 items).

28:. Piiiharapsts. Aloider of sheets consisting of a
Pup9'sluide tO studying pastoralists (9 pages)
'aiid single sheets on selected pastoral societies.
Each sheei.'liontains. a brief introduction to
the .societV,: and selected bibliographic
referenai.. The societies covered are: Nuer,
Kurds, Chuckchee, Bedouin, Kirghiz, LaPPs,
Fut*, Bachtari, Buryat. Complete folder
'counts at 13 items. Pupils' guide 3 items, and
single sheets on individual societies as 1 item
each. Please specify your requirements exactly.

129. The Indians of South America.
beafi:with the' slash-and-burn agriCulture of
the loWlind.tribes. Includes line drawings and
digit biblioiraphy (12 pages) 4 items.

30. The 'Slash-and-1)nm Agriculture of S.E. Asia.
Deals with the' agriculture of the Naga group,
Kachin,, Karen, Montagnards, If ugao, Kalinga
etc. InCludas line drawings and short biblio-
graphy. (13 pages) 4 items.

131. The People of Highland New Guinea.
Summary treatment of agriculture, technology,
society, politics, religion and colonial control.
Includes line drawings and a bibliography.
(11 Pages) 3 items.

132. Peasants.
A short introduction to the study of peasants
as a social type.

133. China 1: Land and Revolution.
The agricultural and historical brackground to
the Communist revolution. Includes extensive
bibliography. (9 pages) 3 items.

134. China 2: Peasants and Communts.
Contrasts the traditional forms of social
organisation with the development of peasant
communes under the Communists (6 pages)
2 items.

The following was prepared by John Davis of the
University of Kent.
135. Poxlach Geme.

Describes in detail the rules for playing a
potlach game based on the competitive ex-
cnanges of the Kwakiutl Indians of the
Vancouver area.

SOCIOLOGY
136. Trade Union Behaviour.

An account, mainly in note form of strikes,
trade unions (especially craft unions) in corn-
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parison with professional associations and thern
theories of the emergence of trade unions.
Aimed at A.E.B. sociology A level candidates.

137. Race Relations.
A description of some of the most important
events in the recent history of race relations' :
in England and U.S.A. with good explanation
of the nature of prejudice and discrimination...
Very useful background to an A level study of
a single book such as Rex and Moore, or as .

handout for 0 level students doing project.
138. Elites.

An account of the min theories of elites
measured against the empirical evidence from
Britain and the U.S.A. Very full though needs
bringing up to date in parts. A level.

A very full account of the main theories con-
cerning bureaucracy and organisation with
some illuminating empirical examples. A level. ---

140. Symbolic interactionitm.
A full account of G.H. Mead's theory with its
implications for sociology. A level.

141. Structure-Functionalist approach to Family
Study. .

Detailed exposition of structure-functionalist
framework. A level/H.E.

142. 'Emerging Conceptional Frameworks in Family
Analysis'.
Synoptic review of this book by Nye and
Bernardo (1966) containing brief and precise
details of structure-functionalist, institutional,
interactionist, and economic frameworks for
family analysis to the mid-60s. A level and H.E.

143. 'Industrialism'.
Synoptic review of Barry Turner's book
covering various perspectives on the industri-
alisation process. A level/H.E.

144. 'Rural Life'. ,
Synoptic review of Gwyn Jones' book.

145. The definition of the situation.
A good brief treatment of the work done by
participants in defining the situation according
to Goffman. A level/H.E.

146. Sturctural-Functionalism.
A concise account of the model and its devel-
opment, and a definition of terms with a
critique. A level/H.E.

147. Marxist Sociology.
Very brief account defining the main terms
used in Marxist sociology. A level/H.E.

1413. Education and Social Structira I.
Structural-Functionalist appioach to education
with critique from viewpoint of Frank Parkin.
A level/H.E.

149. Education and Social Structure i I.
Marxist approach to education (continuation
of above). A level/H.E.

150. Five discussion papers from the sociology
course at West Midlands College. Essentially
about inequality, control and language. Paper 1
is an opener, Paper 2 'School Knowledge',
Paper 3 'Classification and Framing', Paper 4
'Collection Codes', Paper 5 'Integrated Codes',
full set 3 items, or single 1 item each paper.



UDIIES FOR CSE

liER'N SOCIETY: SOCIAL STUDIES FOR CSE is a major new textbook by the
thly7succeSsful teacher and author Jack Nobbs. It has been written prima*
Or.CSE pupils taking the new social science/social studies courses. The book

4'..Vided into five parts, which are broken dovii, into fourteen units. At the end
eaCh_unit:there are suggestions for follcw.up work: individual and group

.ctlities,, a Case study and past CSE quustions. The teacher's edition of
'MODERN SOCIETY: SOCIAL STUDIES FOR CSE contains more useful advice to
Cteachers on how to get the most out of ;:he book, and lists books for further
'reading,,audio-visual aids, educational games, kits, etc.

CONTENTS: Part I Living with Others: The Individual, The Group, Marriage and
the FamilyPart ll Living in the Community: Urban Life, Population of Britain,

. Law and OrderPart III Living and Learning: Communications and the Ma:4s
Media, Education, YouthPart IV Earning a Living: Industry, The British
Economy, MoneyPart V Living in the World: Government, World Problems.

246x 189mm 171 illustrations Paperback
200pp ISBN 0 04 301077 6 £2.95 (pupil's ed.)
240pp ISBN 0 04 301078 4 £3.95 (teacher's ed.)

To: College Sales Dept., George Allen & Unwin (Publishers) Ltd.,
Park Lane, Heriiel Hempstead HP2 4TE

Please send me an inspection copy of MODERN SOCIETY

Name

School

. jAddress
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THE ASSOCIATION FOR THE TEACHING OF THE SOCIAL SCIENCES
MEMBERSHIP

'Ordinary (for4individuals): £4.00 p.a.
Corporate .(for schools, colleges, etc.): £6.00 P.a.
Associate (for libraries, publishers, etc.): £4.00 P.a.
Student (for students or retired perscns): £2.00 p.a.

Application forms are available from Chris Brown, 19 Mandeville Gardens, Walsall WS1 3AT.

Publications

Members rzeeive Jne copy of all publications free. Additional copies and back numbers are available to
members at reduced rates as shown below. All publications may be obtained from Chris Brown. Orders
for Briefings only can be sent to Roland Meighan, 7 Green Lane, Great Barr, Birmingham B43 5JX.

The Social Science Teacher (Second Series)
MEMBERS

Vol. 5, No. 1 Dec. 1975 Only available as part of a complete

NON-
MEMBERS

Voi. 5, No. 2 Feb. 1976 set of Volume 5: price per set: £1.60 £2.40Vol. 5, No. 3 Apr. 1976 40p 60pVol. 5, No. 4 June 1976 Special Edition: Textbooks and Curriculum Projects 40p 60PVol. 6, No. 1 Oct. 1976 Edition on Games and Simulations 50p 75p
Vol. 6, No. 2 Dec. 1976 50p 75p

Monographs
No. 1 Towards a Reconstruction of A Level Sociology

Teaching by Bob Anderson Out of Print
No. 2 New.Perspectives in Sociology by Graham Vulliamy Out of Print
No. 3 Integrated Social Science A Distinct Possibility by Frank R3eves 30p 40p

Occasional Papers .
No. 1 Is An Integrated Social Sciences A Level

Possible? by Roland Meighan.
Out of Print but

photocopy version:
20p 25p

Briefings
No. 1 The Social Investigation Interview by Janet Harris 35p 40p

For orders of ten or more: 25p each 30p each
No. 2 Individual Study Folders by Roland Meighan 10o 15p
No. 3 Teaching Deviances at A Level by Roger Gomm 20p 25P
No. 4 Planning the Content of Social Sciences Courses by Roland Meighan 20p 25P
No. 5 Clarifying Values in the Classroom by James McKernan 20p 25P
No. 6 Once Upon A Time ... Fairy Tales as a Social Studies

Resource by Hazel Sumner 10p 15P

Other
Interdisciplinary Social Sciences. Reports from conferences
held at Durham, April 1975. (duplicated) 20p 30p

N.B. All prices include postage and packing costs
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MAN SQCIAL
IENCE STUDIES

General editor: Rkhard Cootes
Longman Social Science Studies is a three part series which provides attract-
ive introductory material in sociology, politics and economics for CSE courses
and for those students working at a similar level in further education General
Studies. The books will also be useful for certain aspects of GCE 0-level

:Altogether, the series gives shape and direction to the study of society at this
level. At every stage great care has been taken to ensure that ihe language

. used is clear and straightforward. Encouragement for further reading and
research is provided by sections throughout the books entitled 7o write, dis-

. cuss and find outs, thus taking the investigation beyond the scope of the text
book and into practical research.
SERIES ONE
The Family
an introduction to sociology
Richard Cootes

:.:.'E1.10

TEnquiring about Society
methods and sources
David Jenkins
E1.10
British Government
an introduction to politics
Philip Gabriel
£1.30
Production and Trade
an introduction to economics
Brian Davies and Derek Hender Series THREE is available ori sub-

scription.

Education and Society
Alan O'Donnell
80p
The Social Services
David Whittaker
80p

FURTHER TITLES ARE IN
PREPARATION
Population
Michael Richards
probably 80p
Race Relations in Britain
World Inequality
Religion in Britain

SERIES TWO: two new titles
Leisure
Susan Dickinson
Introduces the reader to some of
the main sociological issues involved
in the study of leisure.
80p
Crime and Punishment

- Robert Rothier
This is an introduction to some of
the problems relating to the nature
and causes of criminal behaviour
and the treatment of offenders. 90p

Further details from Iris Sinfield,
Longman Group Ltd., Longman
House, Burnt Mill, Harlow, Essex
CM20 2JE
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Background Information
It is useful to distinguish between stories derived
from oral tradition and stories of literary origin.
Many of the latter are the work of Hans Andersen
0805-1875/, though some of his stories (e.g. The
Tinder Box and The Princess and the Pea) were
based on traditional tales. The Grimm brothers
were collectors, rather than inventors and it is
through their work that fairy tales became widely
popular in Britain in the 19th century. Hans
Andersen's example set the scene for books like
Charles King ley's Water Babies and Lewis Carroll's
Alice in Wonderland. These, to +ether with, for
example, Robinson Crusoe and Lulliver's Travels
may be regarded as allegories of aspects of the
social world. As such they have a potential for use
in social studies. In this Briefing however, we will
stock to fairy stories per se.

The term "fairy stories" dates from the 18th
century, but several of the tales are of ancient
origin. A story similar to The Three Wishes is con-
tained in a Hindu collection dating from the 3rd
century A.D.' Cinderella, for example, is thought
to be over 1,000 years old. The Tinder Box is a
retelling of an old Scandinavian folk tale.

But more interesting than mere age perhaps, is
the fact that variants of the stories have been
popular in differing cultures. For example, there
are.strong similarities between The Tinder Box and
Aladdin and his Lamp, a tale from The Arabian
Nights, itself based on a Persian book of the 9th
century. This Persian collection also contained The
Three Wishes. These scraps of information are
enough, to suggest that the tales have a universal
appeal. Why?

Features of the Stories
"The established order is not stood on its
head" (I. and P. Opie).

1. While persons of noble origin suffer downward
social mobility, those of lowly origin rarely
succeed in moving up the social scale.

2. Such changes in circumstances as intrinsically

ASSOCIATION FOR THE TEACHING
OF SOCIAL SCIENCES

No. 6 'ONCE UPON A TIME
FAIRY TALES AS A SOCIAL

STUDIES RESOURCE

by

Hazel Sumner
formerly Senior Research OVicer,

Schools Council Project:
'History, Geography and Social Science 8-13'

lowly characters experience as a result of tricks
or wishes, nearly always come to grief.

3. As the tales unfold, characters become revealed
as they really are. e.g. Cinderella is not a story
of 'rags to riches' but of a princess being elevated
to her rightful status.

4. Almost all the tales contain magical elements.
Magic items swords, keys etc. assist the heroes
and heroines, but fairy .god-mothers rarely, if
ever use their magic powers to do -other than
remove the evil spells which prevent princes
and the like from baing recognised for what .
they really are.

5. These transformations Tccur when the character
concerned accepts his lot, be it poverty, hardship,
injustice or difficult and unpleasant tasks which
must be faced. The emphasis is on acceptance
and endurance. .

6. The central character is nearly always young
and in distress orphaned, abandoned etc.
Virtues which lead to new and better circum-
stances include, a willingness to take advice,
kindly attitudes towards the weak and an
ability not to be taken in by outward
appearances.

7. Other stories, e.g. Tom Thumb, Jack and the
Beanstalk, Pup. in Boots, emphasise the value
of courage and the advantage of being quick
witted. Puss, however, is one of the few who
get away with using cunning to ulterior ends.

8., The goals which are pursued by the stories'
characters are those of beauty, riches, comfort
and worldly success.

9. The action of the stories is set in no-mans-land,
both historically and culturally, though the
frequent references to early marriages, step-
mothers, v4ells, wocAs and castles give us an
idea cf the ,ocial and economic conditions in
which the tales originally became popular.
This lack of specificity is of educational advan-

tage in that it enables pupils.to examine the story
line for its intrinsic messages without being troubled
by the desire to have more details about the social
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context . in which the events occur. The mind is
freed to roam round the nuances of these events,
which are clearly imaginary anyhow. Children tend
to be preoccupied with the need to distinguish
between fsntasy and rKility. Here they can rest
assured .that they are in a world of fantasy. . Awful
situations can be viewed at a safe distance. The
reader has a 'licence to wonder". (Opie).

Some theories about the stories' appeal
1. They assist children's emotional and intellec-

tual maturation.
cf. The Uses of Enchantment. Bruno
Bettelheim (Thames and Hudson 1976, )- who
believes that fairy stories help children to realise
that even the most frigntening chaos can 'be
reduced to order. Thus, they are therapeutic,
even though they contain horrific elements.

2a. They are instruments of socialisation.
To be seen in this way, the stories have to be re-
ferred to.the wider social contexts in which they
have become modified and survive. The changes
which have occurred in the stories, since they
were first set down in English, can be found by
comparing any contemporary book of fairy tales,
with the texts in The Classic Fairy Tales, I. and P.
Opie (OUP 1974). This book also contains infor.
mation on previous versions. The Opies consider
that there has usually "been no motive for telling
them other than for wonder and entertainment".
A glance at the general features of the fairy tales,
popular in Western Europe for the last 2-300
yeari, gives cause to doubt this conclusion. .

2h. They are morality tales.
"If you really read the fairy-tales, you will
observe that one idea runs from one end of them
to the other the idea that peace and happi-
ness can only eitist on some condition. This
idea, which is the core of ethics, is the core of
the nursery tales". (G.K. Chesterton).

3. Like myths, they are explorations of funda-
mental questions about man's existence.
It is assumed the real message in the myth (or
fairy tale) is nen that made explicit in the story
line. Levi-Strauss maintains that Ihe unconscious
activity of the mind" imposes "forms upon con-
tent" and that structuralist analysis can reveal the
nature of this activity. I t requires a decoding so as
to relic fundamental elements and their re-
lationships. The basic idea is that we think in
terms of pairs, of opposed categories eg, hot/cold,
human/animal, man/woman. In myths and folk
talessuch pairs are sometimes 'collapsed' together
so that we can eXamine fundamental categories
of experience e.g. culture/nature in terms
apparently far removed from our deepest con-
cerns as tRiman beings. Leach too, has investi-
gated correzpondences between categories. He
has also suggested that 'in-between' categories
are of particular interest because they of ten excite
anxiety and taboo. All this is to get at what ex-
actly, is being communicated via the medium of
myths, proverbs etc. Fairy tales suggest them-
selves as being very susceptible to the same sort
of analysis.

1.1

Refs: Culture and Communication, E. Leach
(CUP 1976)
Levi-Strauss, E. Leach (Fontana 1970)

Ideas for using fairy stories in the classroom
Presentation: The most effective means for class
or group presentation is probably the tape/slide
sequence. This can be ennanced by the use of
relevant music ranging from Danny Kaye's "The
King is in the altogether . . ." for The Emperor's
New Clothes to Tchaikovsky's ballet music for
Sleeping Beauty. Sometimes the stories are available
on records which include musical inserts.

Aspects of Study:
(i) The story line. Some stories can be used as a

basis for the exploration of standard social
scientific concepts and social processes.
e.g.s The Emperor's New Clothes illustrates

the ef fects of group pressures on the
behaviour of individuals.
The Three Wishes exemplifies a funda-
ment& notion of economics, that of
'scarcity'.
Rumpelstiltskin "hinges on the belief of
the interdependence of name and
identity". (Opie).
The Princess and the Pea has relevance in
connection with 'stratification* studies.

For primary level pupils the story, perhaps
followed by dramatisation, and teacher-led
discussion, is enough in itself to raise the level
of awareness about social processes. Lower
secondary school pupils benefit from other
materials as well as the story. These help them
to detach the concept(s) concerned from the
particular context of the story. . For example,
The Emperor's New Clothes can be supported by

a) classroom 'experiments' which display
group oressures in action

13) a contemporary/true story illustrating
the same process

c) attempts to analyse Pupils' own ex-
periences using ideas about group
pressure.

With older pupils the stories can be used as
introductory material, or for light hearted
follow up work.

(ii) The social context of the story telling
The emphasis here is on why these stories are told
to children. Dis.:ussion is probably most effective
if it takes place in small groups. If each group is
given a different story, the session can end with a
useful comparative discussion on a class basis.
a) In any case work should start with some sort

ot content analysis. An analysis chart can be
used, perhaps along the lires set out below.

Main Characters
In tn story

t in
Characteristics Motives Magical

assistance
at start

of story
at end
of story

A
a
c

cc.
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Pupils can then discuss such questions as:
"Do the goodies win out in the end?"
'What personal qualities are rewarded/
punished?"
"How are the young expected to treat
their elders?"
"How are those in authority expected to
treat others?"
"Can a person expect to change his station
in life?" etc. etc.

A means/ends analysis, based on Merton's
approach to deviance, might well throw up
useful ideas for discussion.

b) Pupils can examine the idea that the stories
exemplify the passage of young people inLo
adv:t status via some initiation test. They
can start by asking 'Why is the hero/heroine
a young person?" Older pupils could see if
their story adheres to the following sequence
structUre: A BCOA Er
where A means 'the hero is in a state of

repudiation'
B means 'the social group to which

the hero belongs rejects
him'

C means 'the hero acts to overcome
this rejection'

0 means 'the hero receives assistance
from magical powers'

A means 'the removal of rejection,
including receiving gifts etc.'

IN means 'the capturing of respect,
including enhanced status'.

(This scheme is based on a study of Canadian
Indian Folklore see Mythology ed. P.
Maranda (Penguin 1972) p.217/8).

t) Invent 'a fairy story.
d) Study of sex-roles: Try reversing the role

references in a fairy story thus

Gretel and Hansel
(The children's parents decide to abandon
them in the wood and the children overhear
the plans.)
'Hansel wept bitterly and said to Gretel,
"What will becoma of us?" "Be quiet,
Hansel", said she: "do not cry. I will soon
help you." And as soon as their parents had
fallen asleep, she got up ... and slipped out.
(She Picked up pebbles in order to lay a trail
next day.) Going back she said to Hansel.
"Be comforted, deal brother, and sleep in
peace."
(Next morning they were given bread and
sent out.) Hansel took the bread in his apron
and Gretel's pocket was full of pebbles.,
(And so it goes on, with Hansel, in the
original version, making all the decisions.
taking all the initiatives and stopping fre-
quently to support his weeping sister. When
the situation requires her to act alone,
however, Gretel is more than cqual to the
occasion!)
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(iti) The Structure of the story
A useful reference for this is 'Transformation
in Fairy Tales', Vladimir Propp, in llythology
ed. P. Maranda Penguin 19721.
a) Some older pupils could cope with the

archaic language of the original English
versions of the tales, as collected by the
Opies. These could be compared with con-
temporary texts, differences listed and
explanations attempted.

b) 'A' level students might attempt a struc-
turalist analysis along the lines briefly des-
cribed by Leach in Culture and
Communication Chap. 5.

cI Application of insights
In contemporary, industrialised societies.
myths are manifested in different idioms
from those in which they were expressed in
the past. 'The triumph of the small but
clever one over the clumsy giant may be
narrated by an elder in a remote European
hamlet in the form of a folk tale or it
can be found on television and cinema
screens, not to mention comic strips . . .

Little does it matter whether Cinderella
becomes a mysteriously seductive woman
w:th the help of her godmother or that of
a skin beautifying soap . . . variations in
contents erode semantic grooves very little,
for the functions that direct the flow of
imagery are as deeply seated as our concep-
tual habits. Cinderella, salesgirls, devoted
housewives, Jack (of the beanstalk). news-
paper boys, tired executives all feel, at the
back of their minds, the nagging dream of
the great adventure that culminates in long
lasting and private blissfulness' Maranda
p.16-17.

Project: Contemporary fairy tales.
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